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FOREWORD 

T HIS book is a brief account of a journey of some 4,000 nliles 
across the Tibetan plateau during the summer and autumn of last 

year. During that tremendous and unforgettable journey I ~ r o b a b l ~  
saw more of Tibet than any foreigner ever saw before, mainly owing to 
the convenience of using the new roads and to the fact that I was a 
guest of the two Grand Lamas of Tibet and the Chnese Government. 
Because of ths  I was able to go wherever I wished and meet everyone 
I asked to meet. All my questions were patiently and exhaustively 
answered, although, on looking back, inany of them now seem very 
foolish and sometimes even discourteous. For their unfding politeness 
and help I thank the Tibetanpeople and their leaders. 

My aim in writing th s  book is to help to clear up the "mystery of 
Tibet". A good many thngs have been written about Tibet whch  have 
little or no basis in fact. I hope that I am faithfully carrying out the 
injunction of the two Grand Lamas to "tell the truth about Tibet", 
and to correct some of the rnisunderstandmgs that have been created 
about the plateau. 

I have striven to set down what I saw and heard factually and 
without drawing conclusions. Readers can draw their own. 

ALAN WINNINGTON. 
PEKING. 

July, 1956. 
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GUESTS OF THE LIVING GODS 

A dream come true-Blood pressure-Foreigners in  Tibet- W h a t  happened 
since ~g jo?-The  tableland-" You can't buy air"-The new roads- 
Aristocrats and serfs st,rdy together-A clan warrior reforms-Cease-fire 

talks in the mourttains 

I T was a bad moment for a medical examination. I had been in a 
state of excitement for twenty-four hours since the   hone had rung 

and I had been told that my long-hoped-for visit to ~ i b e t  had been 
agreed. I lay awake all night working out plans. Next morning the 
phone rang again. Could I go along for a medical check-up ilnnle- 
diately? Very important. "And, by the way, I s~~ppose you know that 
if your blood-pressure is over 1 3 0  you can't go." I cbd not know and 
also had no idea what my blood-pressure might be. 

For years I had dreamed th s  journey. In 1950 I had filed my first 
application with the Chnese Government to go to Tibet but the Korean 
war had intervened and I was assigned there as a reporter for the 
duration. Illlmed.tately after returning to Pelang I had renewed nly old 
application and at last I had been told I could go on a special convoy 
that was being organired in co-operation with the Tibetan authorities. 
TO hear now that, of all thngs, my blood-pressure inight veto the 
trip set my heart porulding, pushng up my blood-pressure at the very 

6 6  

tllought. Be calm," I kept telling myself as I went across Pehng to 
the medical exanlination, feverishly considering one after another 
what strings I could pull if the doctors said I was unfit. 

Eight other correspondents from various countries were also 
waiting impatie~ltl~ for the test-with poorly simulated calm- 
newously cracking jokes about each other's arteries. When the 
armband was being strapped I could feel my ~ u l s e  fluttering like a 
captured sparrow and lily blood-prcssore rising ro~lnd my ears. The 
mcrcllry column floppcd up and down around the 150 mark and I 
begall an argl~mmt with doctor. "Rcally, lny blood-pressurc is 
normal. It's just the exciteincnt." 

"If cvcryone would calm down it would help to get a better 
av~rag~ , "  the doctor joked. "I can't stop you going ; the choice is up 

YO". But it's nly duty to warn you that high blood-pressure is very 
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dangerous if you are going on the plateau. I suggest that yoyou come 
back tomorrow and I'll test you all again." There were s d e s  111 
round and noisy sighs of relief. Next day we all had excellent pressures 
to record. M n e  was down to I 18. Later a French correspondent who 
had not attended the tests joined the convoy. He had high blood- 
pressure and h s  blood-stream and organs failed to adjust to the 
rarefied air of the Tibetan plateau. He spent most of the trip in an 
oxygen tent and as the doctors in Tibet fought to save his life I realised 
why the Peking doctors had been so careful. 

Very few western people have visited Tibet, partly because of its 
unique physical features: height, rarefied air, ruggedness and extreme 
variations of climate. Moreover, the Tibetans themselves, worried at 
the penetration of Inha and Nepal by the British, added their own 
obstructions to those provided by nature. All Tibetan people were 
under the strictest orders from their leaders not to allow the passage 
of any westerners, saying that once these westerners got a foothold 
anywhere they "make matters of no importance into matters of great 
moment, pick quarrels and find ways of taking control." 

Apart from the expedition to Lhasa by a ~ritish-oficered army of 
scveral thousand Sikhs and Gurkhas in 1904, only a handful of foreign- 
ers had ever completed the arduous journey on foot and horseback 
over the fimalaya Mountains to the ~ o l y  City. A few went in 
&guise, hand-picked, c a r c f ~ ~ l l ~  trained survey spics who had been 
acclimatised to h g h  altitudes, and of those very fcw reached Lhasa. 

They were turned back long before reaclung the sacred ciq 
where the Dalai Lama lives and rules. 

I was to go in a very different manner, travelling from the east 
through parts of Tibet where no westerner had evcr been before! 
travehng with the agreement and help of both of ~ ibe t ' s  young 
Living Gods, the Dalai and Panchen Lamas. Moreover, I was to be the 
first British person to go there since the C h e s e  army crossed the east- 
ern Tibet border in 1950 and the Dalai Lama fled to a Tibetan town 
near the Indian bordcr. At that time there had bccn gloomy predictions 
about what would be the fate of Tibet's ancicnt system of clericJ-lay 
rule by monks and aristocratic officials. But the Chmcsc army d d  not 
pursue its advance. Instead, the D a l i  Lama sent a dclcgatioli to P e b g  
whch ncgotintcd an agreement in May, 195 r ,  under which Tibet was 
to "return to the big fanlily of the nlothcrland ( ~ h n a ) "  and no 
changes would be made in the Tibetan way of life exccpt at the demand 
and with the agreement of the Tibetan pcoylc. Tlus agrcelllcnt 
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guaranteed religious freedom and non-interference in the income of the 
monasteries or in the special form of government that Tibet has 

Since that agreement was signed, no foreign correspondent 
had set foot in Tibet. What had been going on in the years between? 
What had been the impact of the New Chma on one of the most 
rigid and remote societies on earth? How much was truth and how 
much fiction in the scores of contra&ctory reports that had been written 
about the "Forbidden Land," the ' R o o f  of the world", this magnet of 
explorers and adventurers for several centuries past? 

Their contradictoriness appears even in descriptions of ~ ibe t ' s  
marriage system, whch  would seein to be a question of fact and not 
opinion. Most people who have spent any time in Tibet agree that it 
is very coininon for one woman to inarry several brothers, or some- 
times for one man to marry several sisters. But the Tibetan wife of a 
former British Consul in China published a book in which she vigor- 
o~~sly denied this long-accepted fact. O n  more important matters 
scarcely two writers have agreed. 

In spite of contrahctions, I read everything I could find about 
Tibet, certainly all the important works and most of the others, to 
make nlyself familiar with everythmg that has been written on this 
romantic land in the slues. Considering how few people have been 
there, the literature on the sul?ject is vast, but I found much more 
reliable the talks I had with one or two Chinese who had recently 
come back from the plateau. 

Tibet is a huge tableland, north of In&a and Burma, covering half a 
d l i o n  square nliles and having an overall altitude of between 12,000 
and IS,OOO feet above sea-level. ~t is surrounded by and crossed by 
colossal mountain ranges rising to over 20,000 feet and dotted with 
great looming peaks covcrcd with perpetual snow. O n  tlis plateau, 
owing to the combination of southerly position and altitude, I was 
told, an amazing variety of climate is to be found. It is comn~onplace 

change from furs to slirt-slcever several times a day. Owing 
to the rarcficd air, thcre is little ramation, and one side of a person's 

can feel cold whle the other is in danger of serious s~mburn, for 
'he sun strikes swiftly owing to the lack of an air barrier to its rays, 
and deccptivcly bccausc the sorrounhngs appcar so cool. 

( 6  . 
Air is free, but up there you can't buy it," one Chmese corn- 

ll'elltcd to me, describing how he felt when he first went up on the 
lughest grasslands. I t  takcs a healthy young ycrson from the lowlands 
sol'letling bctwcci~ six weeks and two months to make enough red 
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blood cells to compensate for the low oxygen content of the air. In 
the meantime, a few steps u p M  cause &zziness, palpitations and rapid 
exhaustion, though there is little discomfort when at rest, and rapid 
recovery of energy unless the person concerned is subject to mountain 
sickness. The lower atmospheric pressure causes a change in the volume 
of the gases lssolved in the blood and in some people ths  occasions the 
most violent reactions, described to me as though the heart, at each 
beat, is trying to break through the wall of the chest and the pumping 
blood compresses the brain in a ring of pulsating steel. Nausea, 
retchmg, incoherence, fear of heights and bad temper are among the 
symptoms of mountain sickness. 

In the increlbly short period of four years the Chinese army had 
driven two roads across the Tibetan plateau, one running from the 
north, across desolate swampland and desert, and the other, 1,413 
miles long, from east to west. T h s  road, from Ya-an to Lhasa, crosses 
the fourteen major mountain ranges whch  run from north to south 
and eleven big rivers. T h s  was the road we were to use. It meant flying 
from Pelung to C h u n g h g ,  taking a train from there to Chengtu 
and driving to Ya-an, where the new road begins. This journey- 
Pelung to Lhasa-whch five years ago would have taken months to 
complete, depcndmg on horsemanshp and luck, is now being regu- 
larly done in ten to fourteen days, dependmg on the determination of 
the traveller. W e  had decided to go leisurely to Lhasa, to allow time 
for loolung around and acclimatisation. 

But what to take for such a joomey? August 8 in ~ e l u n ~ ' s  swelter- 
ing summer found me at the airport with a suitcase w e i g h g  111 of 
my allotted 56 lb. and wearing a fur-lined jacket, fur hat and boots, 
carrying a macluntosh and big shoulder case full of camera equipment- 
These efforts to save weight on the allotted baggage drew curious looks 
from the airport staff whch  became open astonishment and head- 
tapping when it was learned that I was flying south to  hungk king. 
notorious as one of Chma's "ovens" in the summer. At that moment, 
with streams of sweat running all over me and into my boots, tile 
operation of my heart was tested more scverely than at any time on 
the platcau. 

Leaving Chungking, where people go home by funiculars or by 
clilnbing steps up its swcaty hlls, we pthcred in Chengtu to get our 
convoy together and preparc equipment for the journey. Soviet jeeps, 
tough, wide and powcrfu~l, Zis six-whecled lorries and packages 
began to arrive in the forecourt of the luxurious Chengtu hostel as 
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preparations went ahead for the "on-end" run to Lhasa. Camp-beds, 
bedding, tents, field lutchens, ground-sheets, oxygen cyhders,  
eatables beloved by Westerners but scorned by the Chinese, such as 
butter, coffee, jam and potatoes, accumulated on the big porch- 
Tibetan weather is counted as the most treacherous anywhere, and 
although there are hostels with sleeping and cooking facdities spaced 
a few hours' drive apart all along the road, the possibhty of getting 
immobhsed between mountain passes has to be allowed for. ~ l l  my 
sufferings at the Pelung aerodrome were nullified when the ~ h i n e s e  
army threw in on loan a lorryload of bedding, fur coats, boots, 
gloves and q d t e d  winter clotlung as a contribution to the success of 
the venture. 

Whde all these preparations were being completed, I had several 
days in this typical Szechuan town with its bamboo-chaired, open tea- 
shops every few yards, full of people fanning themselves, sipping tea, 
chatting and playing cards. For me they were very fruidul days spent 
in the Chengtu Institute for National finorities, second largest in 
C h a ,  where about zoo Tibetans of all classes are studying to become 
administrators. Most of the students are adults, sons and daughters of 
Tibetan aristocrats, peasants, nomads, clan warriors, monks and ex- 
monks, a cross-section of Tibetan society, studying side by side in this 
new college. Every day whle  the convoy was being equipped I 
wandered round the Institute tallung to the Tibetan students and work- 
h g  lnyself into the atmosphere of the plateau. About one-thrd of the 
students are Tibetans, the rest being Miaos, Yis and other ninority 
peoples in China, who wear their national costume, eat their usual 
food and study in their own languages. I was taken by a Tibetan 
student to see the complcte Laillaist telnple in the institute grounds, 
with its polished metal chalices filled with clear water, butter lamps 
bumkg bcfore goldcn images and a room full of Buddhlst scriptures. 
Most Tibetans are dcvout ~ainaists, perhaps the most religious people 
in the world, and thc students at t h s  school are no exception. There is 
also a Moslem praycr-room for the pupils who follow Mohammed. 

One of the first students I met here was the twenty-year-old wlfe of 
another Tibetan student. ~ 0 t h  had bclonged to the sanle aristocrat in 
Lhasa, onc as a stableillan and the other as personal maid to the noble- 
man's daughter. Being under the saine cstatc, they had married and a 
Year thc blow fcll-the daughter was to be wed and would take 
the lnaid to hcr husband's home, separating the couple. The stableman 
pleaded to be allowed to go too, but t h s  would have been too great a 

B 
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loss of manpower on the estate and permission was ref~~sed. In despera- 
tion they ran away and after begging and doing casual work for a 
living, met the Chinese army and volunteered for road-building 
work. After a wlule they asked to be allowed to audy and fmally 
reached Chengtu. 

At the opposite end of the social scale is Joma Buje, beautiful 
daughter of a very unusual Lhasa noble. He was for many years a 
Living Buddha in the ruling Lamaist sect, and of course forbidden to 
marry. But he was a favourite of the previous Dalai Lama, the 
thirteenth, and when he fell in love at the age of fifty-four, got the 
pontiff's permission to marry. HIS daughter, oldest of several children, 
was wearing a gown of expensive English worsted bought in Lhasa 
and had a big gold wrist-watch of the most informative sort, that 
tells the seconds and from there up to the phases of the moon. Her 
elegant Tibetan clothes were topped by a peaked workman's cap into 
which she had tucked her plaits, and she was the only Tibetan girl 1 
saw wearing such a cap. She told me her one aim in life was to go to 

4 4  work in a factory. W e  noble girls never worked and never wanted 
to," she said, "but now a lot of my friends want to go into factories. 
It's much more interesting. There wlll soon be factories in Tibet and 1 
have been promised that I can go and work in one." Joma Buje was 
an early student at the Institute and rode most of the way there on 
horseback. Any man can ride a horse, but only noble women are 
allowed to, she said. I asked her about polyandry-the first of many 
times I asked that question-and she said: "Oh yes, there is polyandry, 
but my family does not believe in it. I know of some cases where a 
girl has two or three husbands, all brothers, but not more than two or 
three. I don't know why." 

In contrast to this aristocrat who wanted to work in a factory was 
Juine Bajang, a serf-girl training to work as a local government 
administrator. The dozen Tibetan cluldren in the institute are mostly 
cluldren of noblemen. One of these, named Sodo, spcnt the wllole 
afternoon telling me about the lives of Tibetan boys, the games they 
play and what they talk about. He wore a grey trilby hat-man's size 
-and constantly fidgeted in his slirt wlulc he was tallang. When 
he could stand it no longer, hc put h s  hand round lus back inside his 
shrt  and brought out a live sparrow, wluch hopped on thc table, 
quite tame. Sodo's ambition is to drive a locomotive or a ten-wheeled 
lorry, but he t M s  maybe when he grows up he will become a 
pilot betwcen Lhasa and Pekmg. 
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One of the older students was Jaiji Lobu, thirty-four-year-old 
cattleman, son of a petty clan leader on the high Tibetan grasslands, 
a swashbuckLng clan-fighter, with a cheerful eye and a flash of gold 
from his mouth when he srmled, which was nearly all the time. He 
wore a long-sleeved Tibetan gown with the right sleeve thrown off his 
arm and almost trading the ground behind. His gold-brocaded and fur- 
trimmed hat was worn with an impudent tilt and h s  black top-boots 
gleamed like mirrors. Having laid aside his long r d e  and silver 
scabbarded sword when he became a student, he now wore only a 
six-inch blade in a silver sheath hanging from his red silk sash. Lobu 
spoke racily and without trying to impart inforination, acting events 
over again, throwing himself on the g o u n d  as he described battles and 
near escapes, stridmg about and gesticulating. 

His clan territory was, and is now once again, in the most easterly 
part of Tibet, Kham. It is a small clan and about eight years ago got 
driven off its grasslands by a bigger clan headed by a man nained 
Maja. 

< < 
With us herdsmen it has always been fight or &e," Lobu said. 

a  < 
Maybe fight and cle, too, but unless we fought we could not survive. 

Noth_mg will grow on the h g h  lands except grass and we cannot eat 
grass. Without our cattle we are finished and without our grass our 
cattle are finished. Ailiinals got clseased, &ed in the snow, were lulled 
by wild aniinals or got stolen. Then nothing was left but to steal from 
someone elsc. Strong clans stole the cattle of weaker ones. E w e  wanted 
to move to lower land for winter grazing, we would have to fight for 
it, and thcn when we went back to our summer pastures we had to 
fight the pcople who had moved in wMe we were away. Fighting, 
fighting, always fighting. Sonletimes we lost, sometinles we won. 
But nothing was ever settled. 

( 6  

About eight years ago we were driven off our land by Majz's 
clan and lost all our cattlc. W e  had nothng left. My father foolishly 
decided to take the matter to a local official. Obviously Maja would 
win the case, because he had the ineans to give the official a secret 
push (bribe) and wc had notling at all. All that father got was a 
sentence of IOO lashes and an ordcr to put his thumbprint on a papcr 
wllich gave Maja our clan grazing rights." 

Pacing u p  and down, Lobu said: "Thlngs couldn't be allowed to 
stay like that. We got together six undcs and some friends and raided 
MaJa when he was least expecting it. W e  killed hill and rail h s  cattle 
Out-a running fight all the way with Maja's kinsmen, but we had the 
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better of it. Surprise was on our side and my father was very ex- 
perienced and calm. W e  got clear with the cattle and moved out of the 
&strict. I got wounded." Lobu did a vigorous mime showing how he 
had been slashed across the leg with a sword during the battle and then 
slipped his top-boot down to show the thick blue scar across his calf, 
6 4 I can't climb mountains any more," he grinned, "but I can still ride 
as well as ever." 

Lobu's family wandered further north with the cattle they had won. 
6 4  Our clan developed from one family until father was leading fifty 
f a d e s  and he organised sixty horsemen to raid others. So we got 
rich, but we made many enemies and finally the Tibetan Government 
put a price on our heads. Things began to get dangerous." 

At this stage, Lobu said, his father had sent him inland into Kansu 
Province of China' with instructions to learn the Hanl language and 
see what the chances were of migrating to a safer place. Ths was in 
1950, just before the Chmese army marched into Tibet from the 
north and east. 

< < 
I ran across the People's Liberation Army when they were driving 

out the Kuornintang," Lobu said. "You can imagine we had some 
scores to settle with Chang Kai-shek's people. I wasn't too clear what 
was going on, but if they were against Chang Kai-shek I was for them. 
So I helped the P.L.A. with transport. I &d what they called Liaison 
work too, going ahead of the army and telling the people that this 
was a good army that paid for all transport and &d not lull cattle." 

All this took time. Lobu was learning the language and the P.L.A. 
was getting closer to the place where l i s  father was raiding and battling 
along with a price on h s  head. In 1951 the truce talks began in Korea 
and the whole Chmese army was &scossing the possibility of a cease- 
fire. "They were all for a cease-fire," ~ o b u  said, "and they talked to 
me about feobng. If a cease-fire was a good thing in Korea, it was good 
in Kham, they said to me, and they described how much better Lfe 
could be if we all stopped fighting. I said that was fme but who would 
stop first? Then the P.L.A. men said they would go and see father 
about the opening of cease-fire talks with the Maja clan. 

6 6 

I ddn't t h k  the old man would agree and I was right. He wouldn't 
hear of it, and said I had gone soft, and he never cxpectcd a son of his 

' The Hans are the majority nation of china-the pcople col~ln~only rcfcrrcd to as 
Chinese. There are many minority nations, anlong then1 Mongolians, Tibetans, Uighurs, 
Miaos and Yis. The Han language is that spoken by the majority. In China people do not 
speak now of the "Chinese" language but the "Han" language in order to show respect 
to the minority peoples who are also Chinese. 
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to be going cap in hand to the Maja clan to beg for peace. Of course, 
nobody was wihng to be first. So the Chinese army made all the 
arrangements, called the clan leaders to send representatives to a meet- 
ing and saved everyone's face. They promised to see fair play, and 
finally father sent me along as his representative." 

Lobu described the long meeting, lasting many days, in a tent of 
woven yak hair in the gasslands. One by one the clan representatives 
agreed to settle all disputes by peaceful means and signed docunlents 
delimiting the grazing rights. "When I got back to father," Lobu said 
cheerfully, "I &dn't pick my words carefully enough, and before I 
could explain everythmg I got the beating of my Me for making 
concessions. 

' 6  

There's little enough stealing of animals now," Lobu went on. 
' L 

At any rate, there is no more raiding and big-scale fighting, though 
people will stdl take a few cattle quietly if the owner is not around. 
The herds in our &strict are two or three times the size they used to 
be." 

I asked what h s  father was doing now. 
' 6 Father's settled down and become a member of the county govern- 

ment," Lobu answered. "There's no longer any fighting to do, so 
after a while Father said to me: 'You don't want to grow up like me, 
not even able to write your own name. Why don't you go to study?' 
SO that's how I came to be here." 

Lobu introduced me to a member of the Maja clan who is also a 
student. They gave each other enormous smacks on the shoulders and 
Lobu explained: "At first we wouldn't look at each other and we were 
100hg  for the first chance we got to settle some old scores. But they 
gave us a good talkmg to and made us shake hands. So we agreed not 
to fight and inadc friends." 

T d h g  to these students in Chengtu before the journey had begun 
provided a strong enough whiff of Tibet to make ine impatient for the 
start of the run over 1,500 miles of road to the Holy City. 



OVER ERH LANG MOUNTAIN 

Musk and motor-cycles-What not to do in Tibet-Lorries in the sky- 
Gateway to Tibet-Road under a waterfall-Thefirst pass-Bamboo and 

edelweiss-~arthquakes-The eaves ofthe world's roof 

T HE jeep that was to take me to Lhasa nosed its way out of Chengtu 
for the 100-mile drive to Ya-an, where the new road begins, 

driven by a Chinese army driver whose first gear-change told me that 
he was thoroughly experienced. That IOO d e s  is through some of 
China's lushest farmland, green as the richest parts of Devon, but with 
the warm humidity of a forcing house. In t h s  part of China there are 
1,000 people to the square mile, and the clouds roll off the Tibetan 
plateau to spill on the lowlands, where every inch is farmed with the 
close care of market gardens. 

At Ya-an the country changes as though a knife had been drawn 
across it and range after range of craggy mountains tower away 
beyond the city unnl they are lost in the distant haze. Over there, a 
few rmles further on and a few miles higher in the sky, the population 
is only two people to every square mile. Ya-an, always an important 
trading centre, has now become the marshahg  point for east-west 
convoys of lorries, and the population has grown from 20,000 to 
70,000 since the new road opened. There are new warehouses, theatres, 
cinemas and shops, big Skoda buses from Czechoslovalua and metaued 
roads. Much of the older building is half-timbered and ths, with the 
arched stone bridge whch  marks the beginning of the highway, 
gives the impression of an English country town where everyone 
happens to be Chinese. 

But still the town preserves the air of a trading centre on one of the 
old spice caravan routes. Its warehouses have a smell blended from 
aniseed, seaweed, chdlies, herbs, musk and saffron. There are factories 
m a h g  tea into the hard bricks preferred by the Tibetans. Girls sit 
making up packets of that weird Tibetan mehcal specialty-worm 
grass-so called because if picked at the proper time it is half worm 2nd 
half vegetable. There are pods of the murk-deer, worth their weight in 
gold; warm, indestructible yak-wool; fine furs from the high plateall 
and mmy sorts of herbs, all going eastwards. To the west, on their 
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way to Tibet, go thousands of tons of tea, spices that will not grow in 
Tibet, silks like cobwebs and stiff brocades that will stand up by them- 
selves, new printed cottons from Shanghai's textile mills and manu- 
factured goods ranging from thermos flasks to tractors. 

Modern shops on the main street display in their windows petrol 
engines, motor-cycles, enamel bath-tubs, telephone switchboards, 
British, Czech and German bicycles, cameras and watches, w h c h  are 
sold wholesale or retail to Tibetan merchants and visitors. 

Anyone going to Tibet for the first time is well advised to spend a 
few days in Ya-an to get a breath of the Tibetan atmosphere, for the 
town is always full of lorry-drivers who know the latest situation of the 
weather on the plateau, now so close and three mdes or so above your 
head. 

In a small eating-house where I was having an evening bowl of my 
favourite peppered noodles in soup and a cup of hot C h e s e  whiskey, 
a young driver told me some of the characteristics and the do's and 
don'ts of the plateau. Driver Chu Wen-tien, now working for the State 
Transport Company, was a former driver for the Chinese army in 
Tibet and before that was a P.L.A. infantryman. 

1 < 

& 1 

Nearly all Tibetans are terribly religious," Driver Chu said, 
and it's very easy to offend them without knowing it. If you walk 

round a prayer-wall or even a h g h  monk in the wrong direction 
people may be offended." The proper hrection to take in passing any 
object of religious significance is clockwise, and th s  is also the correct 
way to revolve a prayer wheel. 

Chu whpped out a little tattered notebook full of Chinese characters 
a d  gave ine a list of thngs to avoid doing in Tibet, inore or less 
exactly as listed below: 

Don't enter any monastery without the pernlission of the chief 
lama. 

Don't point with one finger at any sacred iinage. If you must 
point, use the whole hand. 

Don't use electric torches in temples. 
Don't try to buy for k&ng  any cattle that have been redeemed 

from slaughter previously by the monks or by other people. Such 
animals are especially holy. 

Don't hunt or fish. 
Don't turn your back on a ~ u d d h a  or sit in front of a Living 

Buddha or h g h  lama. 
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Don't ask a woman who is her husband. A fair proportion of 
Tibetan women have several husbands and such a question from a 
stranger might be taken as a slight. 

Don't be surprised d a Tibetan sticks out his tongue at you and 
shows both palms at the same time. This ancient Tibetan greeting is 
sirmlar to the western handshake, because holding out both hands 
shows that no weapon is being concealed. An old Tibetansuperstition 
also has it that a poisoner's tongue is black. 

Don't touch the rifle or sword of a Tibetan unless you are on 
good terms and clearly have his consent. Weapons are the dearest 
possessions of most Tibetan men and many women. 

Don't smoke or drink unless it is obviously a proper occasion to 
do so. 

Don't ride a horse downlull. An old Tibetan proverb says that 
a horse which will not carry you u p M  is no horse, and a man who 
rides hs horse downhd is no man. 

Don't go visiting during prayer times. 
Don't refuse hospitality or any offer of food or drink. The 

Tibetans are extremely hospitable and would take a refusal as 
implying that the food offered was not good enough. 

6 6  

No matter how full you may be or how much you may detest 
6 6  buttered tea," the driver said, you should take a couple of good 

gulps. I like buttered tea very much, but some people think it's too 
salty. And another thing, if other people are eating with their hands, 
you should do the same or they will t h k  you look down on them." 

This young driver, who looked like a boy, had fought in the big 
battles in east Chna in 1948 when the Kuornintang's back was broken, 
he had helped to build the lughest road in the world and then driven 
100,000 d e s  along it without accident. He was still only twenty-three 
years old. 

6 6 

Before we drove over these mountains most of us privately thought 
that petrol engines of t h s  sort would not opcrate at such altitudes," 
Chu remarked. "We argued that there wouldn't be enough oxygen 
for the engines. Actually, I was one of the first to test thts when 
I drove over Erh Lang Mountain, just up the road from here. 
At that time the new road was only just begun and it was so 
narrow that the offside rear tyre of my six-whceler was sometimes 
over the edge. Even then lorries worked fairly well at those heights, 
though the rarefied air cut their speed and wasted But since 
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then we have found many ways to improve the performance of the 

engines." 
~ - , i ~  was done, he explained, by small technical "research teams'' 

elected by each convoy, normally from its best drivers. ~ h e s e  teams 
had the job of collecting statistics on petrol consumption and any sort 
of new idea for improving performance. They reported to a t e c h c a l  
group covering the entire road w h c h  tested each new device and saw 
that useful ones went into general operation. T o  get standard engines 
to operate efficiently at altitudes more suited to aircraft engines, high 
octane fuel and superchargers, they had to tackle ~roblems of fuel 
feeding and coohg.  Water boils at about 2" F. lower for each 1,000 
feet of altitude and the boiling-point is often reduced to around 180' 
on the passes. One way of improving the mixture whle  climbing is to 
insert a small fan in the mixing chamber, driven by the suction of the 
intake pipe. For descendmg, a small adjustable port is cut in the intake 
pipe to let in more air and weaken the nlixture. Extra c o o h g  surfaces 
are made by inserting coils below the radiators. 

We slept under mosquito nets for the last time at Ya-an, which lies 
almost at sea-level; and the next stage was the crossing of Erh Lang 
Mountain, a treacherous peak of friable rock that stands as a barrier 
before the footlulls of the Tibetan plateau. By Tibetan standards, the 
pass over Erh Lang is not high-only twice the height of Ben Nevis- 
but it is a bad and dangerous n~o~mntain, rained on or snowed on lllost 
of the year, sheer and crunlbhg. It is nevertheless the best entrance t o  
the plateall, and for that reason was also the pass chosen by the old 
CLlese Red Army undcr Chu Tch, now Vice-Chairman of China, 
during the Long March twenty years ago. One of Chma's most 
pop~llar current songs is about the success of the road-builders in 
driving a road over it. 

When Driver Chu had first gone up the road it had not been wide 
enough at some points for all h s  rear tyres, and to gain an inch of 
width on that friable material the wholc perpendicular face of the cliff 
above had to be cut back for hundreds of fcet. Now as it weaves back 
and forth in &zzy hairpins it is wide enough to take two lorries passing 
at any point, but work is still going on, widening and reducing curves 
and gradients, cutting culverts, improving bridges, whle  convoys of 
lorries constantly pars in both directions. Gradually the rivulets that 
lace it like thc veins of a lcaf, the threat of cascading rain and inelting 
Snows are all being brought under control. 

As i t  spirals up into the clouds, the road has thc colo~lr of very 
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strong, i d k y  cocoa and it follows a river of the same colour, full of 
soil. It is typical of this notorious mountain that at one point the 
only way to get the road through was to take it underneath a water- 
fall which arches over the traffic and plunges far below into the 
gorge. Halfway up, a bridge had been washed away a few days before 
and traffic was filtering through over a temporary timber bridge 
which the maintenance staff had thrown over the stream in a few hours. 

As the road climbs we pass from sunshtne into drizzle. Soon the 
bamboo disappears and leaves fir and birch as we pass from steamy 
summer into CM autumn and frnally into sleety winter. My jeep 
purrs along, much of the time in top gear, swinging round one hairpin 
bend after another with no sign of being affected by the altitude, 
handled with the skill of a racing driver by the P.L.A. man at my side, 
who waves greetings to lorry-driver friends going the other way. 

W e  stop at the pass-the first pass on the road and the occasion 
for nips of vodka all ro~ind. Looking back the way we have come, 
rain-soaked forest folds like green plush until lost in mist, but a mile 
further on the air suddenly becomes light and transparent and the 
scene changes to downLke mountains, bare and bosomy, r o h g  out of 
sight without a single tree. Instead of bamboo, whch is never seen 
again, there is edelweiss growing in masses and blue gentian so thick 
that, seen from above, it looks Like lakes reflecting the sky. The road, 
now smooth and whte,  snakes down over easy curves, to a point 
a few rmles ahead, but 8,000 feet lower, where a green river meanders 
over a valley with a toy town at its side. T h s  is the Tatu River, 
looking so peaceful from above, but actually bohng along at some- 
thing like cwenty-five d e s  an hour; and the town is Luting, almost 
at sea-level again. 

A desperate force of Red Army men twenty years ago fought their 
way over the iron chains of the old bridge in Luting after the Kuo- 
rnintang troops had burned out the floorboards. A small group of 
volunteers crossed it hand over hand into concentrated mache-gun 
fire and took the opposite bank in one of the critical battles of the 
Chinese revolution. Now the old bridge is restored and used by foot 
passengers, but lorries pass over a new steel-cable suspension bridge 
half a mile outside the town. Unnl that was built, lorries had to be 
hsmantled, manhandled over the swaying chain bridge and re- 
assembled on the other side. 

Erh Lang Pass was merely a foretaste. ~t is from Luting that the real 
climb begins up the Tibetan plateau. Following the spray-topped 
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Tatu River up the mountains, we soon reach Kangting, stopping place 
for the night. If Tibet is the roof of the world, Kangting is on its 
eaves, "only" 9,000 feet up and a good place to spend a little time getting 
acclimatised to the rarefied air. Already it is hard to breathe and the 
few steps up to the first floor of Kangting's hotel is as exhausting as 
climbing six floors at sea-level. 

Most of Kangting was wiped out in an earthquake in 1954, but was 
almost entirely rebuilt within a year. Earthquakes are so frequent and 
severe at this spot on the edge of the plateau that the capital of the 
autonomous choul has been inoved to Kanze further west. But I 
was too tired from the lack of oxygen to bother about such 
matters; as I lay in bed, a slight earth tremor set the electric light bulb 
swaying over my head-and I fell asleep watching it. 

An autonomous chou is an administrative unit that may be under an autonomous 
region or province. It nlay contain counties, autonomous counties or municipalities. 



THREE MILES UP BY JEEP 

A monk at dawn-Matchlocks and electric. stoves-Peasant boy to army 
general-Cattlefeuds andforced labour- Tibet's substitutefor pressure cook- 
ing-Above the treeline-Yaks-Kanze; two monks to one laymatr- 

Om mani padme hum !-Mechanised religion 

M Y awakening next day provided the first of many surprises on 
the new road. From my bed I could see the first flush of pink 

on the tip of a nearby mountain and the golden roof of Kangting 
Monastery. Suddenly there was a crackle and a blare as the morning 
exercise music broadcast from Peking filled the courtyard with its 
f a d a r  rhythm. Jumping out of bed, 1 looked down into the tree- 
shaded courtyard that separated the hostel from the Town Hall to see 
an assortment of people such as I never expected to see touching their 
toes at dawn. There were long-clueued Tibetan men in bright S& 

robes, Gurkha hats and top-boots, earrings and daggers swinging as 
they did hip bends. Mixed with them were Han men and girls in 
plain cotton dress, the whole concourse moving in time, with an 
occasional tentative arm or leg going in opposition to the majority. 
But the surprise was the monk outdoing them all for vigour and 
enthusiasm. His rosary clattered up and down his arm as he bent and 
straightened, and hls toga-like robe kept slipping off his left shoulder, 
but he was grinning and cutting his movements clean in real !Swedish 
drill style. Like the rest of the exercisers, he was on the staff of the 
Kanze Chou. 

Kanze Chou is the most westerly 60,000 square d e s  of Szechuan 
Province, with a population of half a i~lillton people, mostly of Tibetan 
nationhty. At least one in five of the males is a monk. In spite of the 
overwhelming majority of Tibetans in the area, it is not part of Tibet 
proper, whch begins much further west. Kangting city, the gateway 
to the Chou, has been for 2,000 years the ethnic frontier town, t r a h g  
centre and meeting-place of the Hans and Tibetans who live together 
in about equal numbers in the Little blLngual town. 

It is always full of herdsmen, clan lairds, huntsmen and their women- 
folk, independent and proud. They come into town with their catde. 
butter and wool to sell and to buy town-made goods-the men with 
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long black hair, untrimmed, matted and dosty, great s h e e p s h  robes 
like dressing-gowns, with the fleece inside, pulled up to knee length 
Llnder a rope girdle through which is usually thrust a straight, wide- 
bladed sword in a metal scabbard, often of chased silver. Even in 
bitter cold they wear the right arm free of its sleeve, leaving the 
shoulder naked, though some wear rough homespun shrts.   heir 
skin is darkened by the sun and their eyes crinkled at the corners. Most 
of these weather-hardened nomads carry rifles of great antiquity, 
many of them matchlocks imported by the East Inha  Company 200 

years ago, fitted with long prongs of antelope horn as rifle-rests. 
They seldom waste a charge of ~ o w d e r  and ball once their quarry is 
in the sights. 

A mountain torrent which goes boiling through the town has 
receiitly been harnessed to develop water power, and there being no 
coal, much of ~ a n ~ t i n g ' s  c o o h g  is done by electricity. This is st111 
unusual for Chma as a whole. There are a few State shops, schools 
and a big new hall serving as a theatre, cinema and dance-hall. Other- 
wise Kangting is st111 pretty much what an ~ n ~ l i s h  country town of 
equal size must have looked like in ~hakes~eare's day: carts for 
collecting night soil, every drop of water carried in kegs on people's 
backs, a general lack of haircots, handwoven clothes of uncertain 
fashioi~, wide-brimmed hats, and monks everywhere. 

For all its remoteness, Kangting was regarded as of sufficient 
importance by the British to keep a consul in the city for many years, 
though what brlsiness he would find to do with its 15,000 people is 
hard to tell. One of them, Eric Teichman, "chanced to find himself 
stationed in Western Chma when hostilities broke out between 
Chinese and Tibetans on the border in 1918",l and made hlmself a 
go-between in the dispute. It was not casy to locate the former British 
Consulate in Kangting. Everyone had forgotten where it was, but 
finally an old native of the town took me to the house, wood-bdt and 
therefore still standing in spite of earthquakes and now converted into 
a nilrsery school. 

Kame Chou is of great interest espccially because it is an area 
that has never been reckoned as under the rule of the Dalai Lama, 
bu t  yet is ethnically Tibctan, with a sinlilar social system based on the 
ownership of thc land and herds by the monasteries and tribal nobility. 
Since I 9 5 1  it has been self-groverncd by a council consisting of 
twenty-three Tibetans, two Hans, one Yi and one Moslem, rougldy 

E. Teichman, Travels o f a  Consular O f i c e r  in Enstern Tibrt. 
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conforming to the proportions of these nationalities in the area; a method 
of government w h c h  grew out of the situation that developed when 
the Chnese army sent Chiang Kai-shek's forces fleeing from the district 
in 1950 and a good many Tibetans fled too-not knowing what to 
expect under the new rtgime. An appeal was issued by the P.L.A. to 
the nobles and leadng monks to come and see for themselves what 
was going on, stressing that minority peoples were entitled to autono- 
mous government under the new laws. Shak Dodon, one of the leaders 
of the powerful De-Ge tribe-biggest in the whole area-and Bando 
Dorje, one of Tibet's wealthiest merchants, came back, and brought 
with them many other monks and clan leaders. They had long dis- 
cussions about the Communist Party's policy toward minority peoples 
and personally investigated how the Chmese army was behaving. 
These investigations apparently satisfied them, because early in 1951 
they formed a committee whch  called several representative confer- 
ences and in the same year set up an autonomous local government. 

Ths local government thus became the first to begin tacklmg the 
complicated problems of gently transforming Tibet's ancient society 
into more modern forms. I dscussed how ths  delicate process was 
developing with Vice-chairman Sonam, the only Tibetan lay com- 
moner I met in my whole stay in Tibet, who was playing a leabg  
part in government work. Sonarn is one of the commonest Tibeta 
names and means "peasant". T h s  young leader-still only thrty-eight 
years old-had been a herdboy in ths  part of the ~lateau when the 
Chnese Red Army passed through on the Long March twenty years 
before. Now, as we sat together drinking green tea wlule he ticked off 
h s  facts on h s  fingers, quoting masses of statistics without referring 
to a single note, he bore little likeness to the shaggy-coated, ibterate 
herdsmen in the street below. 

When the Chmese revolutionary army had ~assed through the 
pasture-lands where his family struggled for a living, Sonam had been a 
lad of seventeen facing a future of loolung after a handful of cattle for 
soineone else on the grasslands. The strugghg, starving remnants of 
the old Red Army, forerunners of the People's Liberation Army 
that was to sweep Chang Kai-shek out of Chma fiftcen years later, 
told young Sonam how they had fought their way thousands of lliles 
across Chma to avoid annihilation, told h m  of the aims of the Corn- 
munists and took h m  with them when they inoved on. 

a a  I decided to go because I thought, being so young, that my f a d y  
would not be punished d I ran away," Vice-Chairman Sonam said, 
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"1 was wrong. They drove my parents, two brothers and sister off the 
land in revenge for my action, though I didn't hear of that untll many 
years later." Tough as they are, even Tibetans who joined the ~ h i n e s e  
revolutionary army found it nearly impossible to survive the rigours 
of the march, fighting all the way, without food, often eating nothing 
but grass, till they reacllcd Yenan, where Mao Tse-tung and the other 
Communist leaders set about consolidating and expanchg their forces. 

"I was absolotely illiterate," Sonam continued, speaking the Han 
language as though born to it. "I &d not even speak standard ~ ibe t an ,  
but only a local &alect hardly understood outside our valleys. I did 
not know-in any language at all-the words for such simple t h g s  
as 'rice-bowl' or 'chopsticks'. So you might say that I am an example of 
the Communist party's long-range training. It was work, school, work, 
school, alternately. Out of an ignorant superstitious herdboy they made 
me able to tackle even such a job as ths. I am one of thousands, 
hundreds of thousands, of such people that the Communist Party 
created froin such ui~prornising material." 

Sonam had risen to the rank of general and, when the Chinese army 
began to drive the Kuonlintang out of Sikang Province, had been sent 
to work in the Kangting region. He had helped to overcome the initial 
fean of the local Tibetan leaders and form the Tibetan local govern- 
ment. I asked hin how they had set about the work of government. 

I '  

Our two biggest headaches were clan warfare and ula," Sonam 
began. (Ula was a question I was to meet in every part of Tibet. It is an 
untranslatable tcrin for the traditional obligation to provide free 
transport and other unpaid labour service, such as fetching water, 
f~lel, and building houses for monks, officials and nobles.) "The prime 
need," he went on, "if we are to raise the standard of life of the people 
here is to raise the output of the land and herds. Clan fighting and ula 
interfere with both these aims. The imincd~ate job was to get the 
leaders of the clans together and talk about their quarrels. Some of 
these wcnt so far back into the past that people had forgotten the 
original cause of the feuds. W e  callcd several conferences of clan 
leaders, monks and somc pcasants and herdsmen. Our local government 
Was made u p  of twnlty-three Tibetan nobles, one Moslem, one Yi 
and two Hails, so thcrc was no qucstion of a n y t h g  being imposed 
from outside." 

After long discussions at thcsc representative conferences, thc nobles 
agreed to stop making war on each other and also that quarrels which 
could not bc rcconcilcd would be submitted to local governillent 
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arbitration. "of course that didn't stop feuding overnight but it 
gave the local government a big lever," Sonam said. "In five years 
we have settled 1,808 big and little disputes. Two were cases of major 
warfare bemeen two regions, twenty-one were family feuds and 
there were scores of cases of cattle rusthg.  

" ~ e x t  we tackled ula, a very delicate matter, for this has a long 
traddon; but we made a start with the local government. From the 
beginning we paid the ordmarv commercial rates for all government 
transport for officials and materials, labour and services. Nobody 
objected to tlus," Sonam said in answer to a query, "because the 
Central authorities in Pekmg would bear the cost and more money 
would come into the &strict." 

Wiping out official ula had unforeseen results. In discussing ub 
objectively for the first time, it became no longer possible to go on 
regardmg unpaid service by the peasants and herdsmen as part of the 
natural pattern of Me, as a service owed by the lowly to those of higher 
station. N o t h g  was changed legally, but it became socially regarded 
as discrehtable to use ula and c e r t d y  to abuse tlus privilege. Some 
nobles followed the government's example and began to pay for 
services formerly taken as a right; others reduced the levy voluntarily. 

6 6  

The picture is not udorm,"  the vice-chairman went on, "but it 
is generally better. Some nobles who work officially in Kangting have 
given up ula; some have given up part of their land and herd dues and 
a few have actually given some land to their peasants and freedom to 
work on it for themselves. These t h g s  are all matters for the Tibetan 
people here to settle among themselves and they are not told what to 
do. W e  set the example and try to help others to follow it." 

T h s  was preparing the background for better methods of production 
by ensuring peace and greater freedom for the labour force in the 

6 L district. Next we distributed, free of charge, 380,000 iron farm 
tools to take the place of the ineficient wooden ones in use here, and 
have also introduced about 8,000 more modern farm implements 
drawn by animals. In 1954 we introduced some six-row sowing drills. 
But the draught animals here are not very strong and it often rakes two 
animals to pull what one horse can manage on the lowlands. Also 
people here are very conservative in their methods. It's going to take 
time, but we are using the State farm up the road to spread experience, 
and interest-free State loans in good quaLty seed to improve the strains. 
Loans M e  th s  have helped 1,855 mastcrless and landless f a d e s  to 
get started on former waste-land." 
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still tidung off his facts on nicotine-stained fingers, Sonam reported 

that loo veterinary workers in mobile teams were working on the 
pasture-lands, giving free treatment and epidemic prevention. (I ran 
across one of these teams later, camping out with all its bacteriological 
paraphernalia on a remote, rain-swept plateau and trying to ~onvince 
conservative clan leaders of the benefits of inoculation.) "A big success," 
Sonam said, "has been the introduction of a new strain of sheep, a 
cross between a Soviet strain and the local breed, which produces more 
wool of better qudty." 

After returning to his own &strict, Sonam began to look for h s  
f a d y  and finally located ]us sister, who was st111 very angry with him 
for getting the family into trouble by running away. He asked her to 
visit him, but she refused u n d  she heard that the Ddai Lama was going 
through Kangting on his way to Pekmg. "That settled it and she 
came," Sonam grinned. "Then she thought I really must have made 
good if I could help her get a glimpse of the ~ d a i  Lama as he passed. 
She forgave me then." 

Before leaving Kangting I went to a dance at the local hall and 
danced with tall Tibetan girls from Kanze who were studying at the 
Kangting Institute for National Minorities. They were talking perfect 
Han and danced waltzes and foxtrots with the grace that comes 
naturally to these il~ountain folk. Next day, after a glorious hour or 
two wallowing in the hot sulphur baths near the town, I left Kangting 
and its earthquakes for the h g h  grasslands. 

We were two-thirds of the way up the great mountain barrier that 
stands guard before the real plateau. Leaving Kangting, the climb 
continues along the river, whch  gradually dwindles to a trickle and 
disappears before r e a c h g  Dza La, the 1j~4oo-foot-high pass that is 
the gateway to the grasslands. The road climbs smoothly without 
difficult bends or stcep gradients. MY squat Sovietjeep purred up rn~lch 
of it in top gear with smart racing changes on the bends, but we had 
to stop halfway to fill the radator with cold water-and how cold- 
from thc glacial stream. 

At t l i s  altitude water boils at such a low temperature that you can 
LP your hand cluickly into a bubbling saucepan without getting it 
scalded. A soft-hoilcd cgg takes about ten minutes, and when we 
~toppcd for lunch thc boilcd potatoes wcre floury under the s h  but 
hard inside. For foreigners this is one of the probleins of the Tibetan 
plateau. Bollulg watrr is not hot enough to burst thc starch grains 

Potatoes, rice and beans, so that everytling needs very long 
a 
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cooking over fires of dried d~mg,  which is not the hottest of f d s .  
Tsatnba is the Tibetan answer to these problems and is the universal 

staple food. In its basic form, tsamba is a finely ground, creamy-coloured 
flour with a somewhat beery taste, made from the thick-shed barley 
that grows on the uplands, though not above the tree-line. Sand is 
heated in a pot, the barley grain is dropped into it and popped. Then 
the sand is sifted out and the grain ground, after which no more 
cooking is needed. At meal-times, the Tibetan reaches into the pouch 
formed by the fold of his gown above the belt, pulls out the bowl he 
always carries there, pours in some tea, soup, barleybeer or whatever 
liquid is available and then heaps tsamba on to the liquid. Ths is grad- 
ually kneaded into a dough with the fingers, rolled into balls and eaten. 
Non-Tibetans find it l f i c u l t  to manipulate and to swallow. On my 
trial run I found my fingers stuck together with a lumpy glue that 
took a good deal of sucking off and which stuck in my gullet. The 
Hans say of it: "Chih pu pao"-"~t does not satisfy the hunger." But 
the taste is pleasant and beery and the Tibetans prefer it to any other 
staple. In t h s  country of vast distances to be travelled on foot in 
remote places, a leather sack of tsamba and a flint and steel make a 
Tibetan a self-supporting unit able to survive independently in the 
bleakest places. For others, what Tibet needs is pressure-cookers. 

Houses in t h s  region reflect the clan warfare I had been hearing 
about: square three-storied buillngs in open ground with walls 3 
or 4 feet thlck of local stone nlortarcd with mod, shooting slots and 
windowless ground floors in whch  the animals live. A ladder inade by 
chopping notches in a tree trlink leads up to the next floor from the 
mire on the ground floor and can be drawn up at a mon~ent's notice. A 
s i i~dar  stairway leads to the roof, whch  is flat, walled round to breast 
height, and roofed over. T h s  covercd roof is also the th reshg  floor, 
grain store and straw loft. The whole is designed to withstand a 
siege-a miniature meheval castle. 

Not far froin Kangting is the State farm mentioned by Sona111, 
cstabhhed by thc P.L.A. to grow food for themselves on rcclainled 
land. When they moved on, it bccarnc thc first of a string of experi- 
nlcntal farms along the road to test various crops at high altitude. I t  has 
Hungarian and Soviet tractors, combine harvesters and seed drds to 
farm its 1,500 acres. 

As the road clmbs, the trees get fewer and more stunted. Pine 
disappears first, then silvcr birch, leaving junipcr to fight a losing 
battle with gnarled and scrubby rhododendron for last place on the 
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tree-line-and then there is nothing but grassy highlands and bare 
rock. The road spirals upwards, turning back on itself, running along 
the mountainsides like a wide shelf, until at one turn there is a great 
heap of small pebbles (to whch  each devout passer-by adds a stone in 
prayer for a safe journey), some twigs with fluttering prayer-flags 
and the brand-new whte  signboard of the road adnlinistration giving 
the altitude and &stances to the next towns in each hrection. Now 
we are entering a new world where the road averages thrteen or 
more thousand feet above sea-level and mountain passes of 16,000 
feet are little ones. 

Here, at three tiines the height of Ben Nevis, were flowers- 
stubborn, short-stalked, hairy but stdl recognisable varieties of homely 
English flowers, gentian, daisies and tiny forget-me-nots with blossoms 
no bigger than a pin's head, gowing among i~lasses of tiny, furry 
edelweiss. From this height it could be seen that Tibet is no flat 
plateau. Endless ranges of peaks billowed away into the &stance and 
out of sight in p ~ r p l e - ~ r e ~  gauze as though, at a illonlent of fearful 
storm, a grey-green sea had been solihfied with increhble icebergs 
standmg in it-nighty giants thrusting up perpetually snow-covered 
peaks. On some of these the rock was too sheer for the snow to grip, 
and it showed through, wind-polished purple stone. 

We plunged down, expecting to spend all day climbing and 
descending, but the road weaves allnost level for 160 miles, find~ng its 
way between grassy Mls along flat-bottorned valleys tlick with 
flowers through which the rivers always keep conlpany with the 
road. We had dcsccnded quite a &stance below the tree-line again and 
there was a diversity of scene and climate like a world tour in a single 
day: tllrough Arizona, the Rocky Mountains, Switzerland, thc Gerinan 
forests, the Lake District, Devon and Iceland. 

Already the yak is seen everywhere; herds of the shaggy, distant 
relatives of the America11 buffalo graze on the plains, siifFing each 
clulllp of herbs for the best-scented and also to evade the deadly 
aconite. Without tlis beast-of-all-trades there could never have been a 
T h a n  civhsation, though outside of Tibet good specimens are 
seldom SCCII cvcn in zoos, because they pine bclow 7,000 feet. The yak 
lS llsuauy black, somctinlcs +bald or grey and oftcn wlitc-faced, with 
'lair hanging in a fringe along its belly, tufts below its knees like a 
~oodlc, and a bcavy fly-whsk t d  whch  is exportcd to India for this 
PU~POSC. With thcir sharp, wide horns they ought to have a ficrce 
'PPcarmcc, but there is somethlg so palpably docile about yaks that 
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even on the first encounter you have no hesitation in walking straight 
into a herd. 

No  amount of coercion d make yaks go faster than their regular 
one and a half d e s  an hour loaded, though when unloaded they 
gambol and whisk their tails like kittens. They simply do not care 
about the weather so long as it is cold. Feedmg them costs nothing but 
the time they take to forage, they need no attention and at night are 
merely tied in lines to yak-hair ropes lightly staked to the ground. 

For all their size and seeming clumsiness, they can go almost any- 
where with a load of I cwt., carried in two packs on a crude saddle. 
They plough and tread out the grain. Tents made from their belly 
hair are weatherproof and last fifteen years. The finer hair makes an 
untearable, everlasting cloth used for clothes and top-boots which have 
soles of raw yak-hde. When they are alive they give milk for butter 
and cheese; dead they provide excellent beef. Yak-dung is the only 
fuel in the grasslands and is sold even in cities for a high price. It burns 
reluctantly and is blown into flame with bellows made fromyak-slun. 
If you want to cross a ferry in Tibet it will usually be in a big flimsy 
coracle of yak-hide stretched on light wooden frames, weighing about 
1 5 0  lb., but able to transport a ton. Yak-horns are used for bdding 
and most Tibetans have a snuff-box made from the tip of a horn with a 
little plug in the sharp end. 

They took no notice of my jeep, which was running sweetly andnot at 
all as tho~lgh it had risen above its element and considerably above the 
height of most aeroplane routes. The clouds were high overhead and 
not, as might be expected, lying on the ground. Sitting in the car, there 
was no sense at all of being miles above the heads of ordmary people at 

sea-level. W e  breasted another pass and began the run down to Kame. 
Any description of the approach to Kanze on a day of bright sun 

would be trite by comparison with its stupendous reahty. There is, first 
of all, the vastness of the approach from the top of a mountain 4,000 
feet above the city. Every turn of the road brings some new scenic 
marvel, set in a horizon of twenty, fifty, one hundred mountains. 
What seems at first to be a single snow-peak slowly turns round and 
unfolds into a glittering, spiny, albino dragon lying ovcr the land and 
&sappearing far away. 

In the dustless thin air, sunLght of a new brilliance intensifies every 
colour : the towering clouds are whter and the everlasting snow whiter 
still, the barley-corn is gold of purer carat, the rivers more coldly 
translucent green, the dazzling sky bluer, the range of vision wider and 
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the whole spirit has an uphft not to be found in the thick air of the 
\ 

lowlands. 
Eight des of level plain before Kanze are filled with waving grain, 

square fortress houses set in tall birch thckets and, long before the 
golden roofs of the monastery catch the sun like mirrors, great vultures, 
the carrion-eating lammergeyers, can be seen floating far overhead, 
borne without effort on invisible pillars of air. 

Kanze more than lives up to its h t a n t  impression. What was 
until five years ago a typical medieval town-monastery, fortress 
and market-place-is now two towns. O n  the outskirts are new w h t e  
houses, offices, shops and halls built since the P.L.A. arrived. under  the 
shadow of Kanze Monastery, which sprawls up the lullside behind, 
lies the old town, built of crumbling rammed earth, so weathered 
that where the soil ends and the buildmgs begin cannot be distinguished. 
Though there are still many miles to go before reachng Tibet proper 
and Kanze is actually in Szechuan, this is an authentic Tibetan town, 
peopled with characters of long ago. Knights in gaudy silk cloaks, 
armed with swords, wearing embroidered top-boots, with wide- 
brimmed hats on their coiled  lai its, clatter by on j i n g h g  horses- 
rather Eke a scene from England in Chaocer's day, 

In this locality the women's hair is done in numberless small plaits 
as thick as bhd-cord, drawn together low down on the back. Their 
faces are daubed and spattered with dark brown kutch to protect 
the s lun from the plateau's nlerciless sun and wind. They do most of 
L field work, and ths  is not surprising considering that most of the 
males are monks. Kanze is the capital of Kanze county where there are 
forty-nine known monasteries, and inaybe soine inore in remote 
valleys not yet listed. A recent census showed that there were 36,931 
people of all categories in the county. Of  these, 17,421 were inales 
and of the males 12,097 were monks-two out of every three males. 
But of the 19.5 10 women, oidy 400 were nuns. 

Kanze's strcets are always full of lnonks of all ages and classes: 
wealthy monks in the finest claret cashmere: poor inonks in patched 
and tattered homespun that inay once have been dyed red; monks of 
three years old and inlpudent boy monks, playing knucklebones and 
kites, being cuffed for disobedience by their mothers. Many of the 
stalls on the streets are conducted by monks, some on their own behalf, 

for the monastery. They haggle and bargain and exchange secret 
code "talk" about prices by touching their fingers together, with their 
hands ludden mtder a strip of toga. 
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Adobe houses rise tier on tier, their flat roofs stacked with grain 
and straw, until at some point the red-and-white buildings of the 
monastery, far bigger than the town itself, take over and continue up 
the hillside, up to the golden roofs whose sunlit blaze tries to outmatch 
the mountains to the south. Like every Tibetan town and every Tibetan 
family, Kanze is partly in and partly out of the monastery. But the 
part that is in dominates the part that is out, physically, economically 
and socially. A noble is a noble, but a monk of equal rank takes pre- 
cedence. A lad from the grasslands, if he is a monk, is at least striving 
to Buddhahood and must be deferred to. 

Business and religion are intertwined. In the market-place monk 
and lay merchants haggle with customers, telling their beads 2nd 

mattering the formula whch  is met in every corner of Tibet, "0x1 
nrnni padme humm1-"Hail to the jewel in the lotus !" 

T h s  phrase is the equivalent of the ~nten~ostcr-"Our  ath her, which 
art in Heavenu-the Buddha often being depicted seated in a lot~ls 
flower, syntboL of heavenly birth. Religious merit is acquired by the 
endless repetition of t h s  phrase. Nor is it necessary to repeat it. If the 
phrase is seen with the eyes or made to move and send its message 
winsillg to the gods, merit is also gained. T h s  is the nature-worship basis 
for the incessant turning of praycr canisters (until rccently thc sole use 
of thc wheel in Tibet), flllttering prayer flags, praycr walls on which 
the "Otn nlnni" is repeatcd tho~isands of times, thc carving of t h s  device 
on rocks by the side of rivers, caravan tracks, bridges and buildings. 

Passing np the main nlarkct street of Kanze I saw an open door into 
an unlit vault in wluch a prayer barrel, at least R feet lugh and 6 feet 
in diameter, was being turned on great pivots by a olonk walhna 
round beside it, the stone floor having been worn to glass mioothne~~ 

Pronounced "On] marnee padn~ee hoo I" 
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in a circle by naked feet. Tibet, one of the least mechanised countries 
of the world, has the most mechanised religion. Such prayer barrels 

the "Om mani" invocation printed as closely together as ~ossible 
on the thinnest paper which is compressed and hammered into the 
prayer barrel, so that such a barrel may contain the prayer i ~ l i n s  of 
times repeated. Each time it spins that number of prayers goes to the 
gods. I never quite understood why people counted beads, spoke the 
phrase or used the relatively inefficient hand-canister turned centri- 
fugally by a weight, when a few spins of such a vast barrel would 
multiply the phrase many more times. 

The Chef Living Buddha of the monastery, which is a very large 
one with 2,000 monks, wore the badge of the Kanze Autonomous 
Government and was &rector of its Kanze office. O n  the wall of hls 
room were a silver-mounted dagger, portraits of Mao Tse-tung and 
Sun Yat-sen and an oleograph sun going down in an oleograph sea. 
Living Buddha Dzungsa is a modern who owns a jeep and went to a 
P.L.A. hospital for a year to cure a fistula that had resisted every cure 
known to Lamaism. 

Several hundred pupils are now attending the town primary school, 
which is teaclung modem subjects-the first non-clerical education in 
Kanze. Landless peasants who reclaim land get certificates of possession 
from the local government, tax exemption for five years, free tools, 
seed on loan without interest and low-interest loans for buying cattle 
md for starting spare-time occupations. A family which had no land 
before gets nine iron farm tools; and one which had a little land gets a 
miniinurn of five tools for reclaiming more land. 

A few miles out of Kanze some of these f a d e s  have opened up an 
arable district where formerly there was only empty waste. In I954 
they opened up 50 acres of land and got 17 tons of barley, some of 
which they sold. With ths  money and government loans, they bought 
a total of ten oxen, two horses, fifreen pigs, twentyfour sheep, fifteen 
yaks and six rmlch cows. Since then they have opened up another 
50 acres. All these fainilies were formerly thc poorest type of tenant, 
nlostly living as hands hired by other tenants-or homeless beggars. 
One of the oldcst of them, who actcd as spokesman, said that the 
nincteell fanuher of Rusi, as their new village is callcd, had also 
tamed a sum equivalent to A640 ill subsidiary occupations, such as 
weaving, digging herbs for sale and makmg carpets. 

These were some of the 1,855 rcscttled families mentioned by Sonam 
and probably the most well-to-do labouring people in the whole &strict. 



SERF-GIRL AND QUEEN 

Over  the worst tnountain-The sins of marmot-trappers-Lhasa bus- 
S e h i r l  to public administrator-Scriptures and sheath-knives-The Lady 

of De-Ge 

D RIVERS and "old hands" on the Tibetan road always speak with 
awe of Chu La, the pass over Bird Mountain. Until the road was 

extended beyond Lhasa, Chu La was not only the most dangerous but 
was also the hghest part of the road. Now there is one lugher pass, but 
Chu La remains the most dangerous. This is not because the road is 
badly constructed, for all that it clings to sheer walls of stone as it clam- 
bers up to 16,600 feet and then drops 5,500 feet in a few ndes. North 
and south of the pass, the mountains in the same range are covered with 
perpetual snow; but nature smiles-damply-on Chu La for two 
months of the year, when there is no snow but incessant rain instead. 
At any time the traveller is likely to be overtaken by snow, dense mists, 
rain clouds, pelting rain, frost that turns the road into a twisting ice- 
rink with a sheer drop on one side. It needs good driving to inaintain 

6 I the standard expressed in the notices posted on many lorries: 100,000 

kilometres without accident." 
On  the day I crossed, Chu La wore a humid srmle. It drizzled all 

the way up, getting colder and colder. At the foot of the last steep rise 
there was a stop at one of the road hostels for lunch (hard-boiled eggs, 
potatoes in their jackets, tinned Australian butter, bread, cakes, jam, 
fried peanuts and Nescafe). Outside on the rain-soaked grass was a 
small Tibetan tent, two mournful tethered horses and two people 
sitdng round a smoky yak-dung fire. A boy from the tent joined them 
carrying a leather rack of tsarnba, and the three of them sat there in the 
s o h g  Scotch mist, eating their uncomfortable meal. They were a 
f a d y  of marmot-trappers, and doing well in the summer, for there 
are myriads of these little hbernating rodcnts on the uplands. But 
kding is one of the deadly sins of thc Lamaist code, owing to the 
belief in the transmigration of souls, so the trappers barter their hopes 
in future lives for tsamba in the current one. In the winter ths  faldy 
occupied itself making images of pigs and cattle, whch  they sold to 
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butchers; the stone images placating the for the sins of the butchers 

and adding up merit for the marmot trappers too, the)' explained- 
JUS~ as we were leaving for the climb up to Chu La, a blue jeep 

came splashing into the hostel forecourt and out got no less a figure 
than Bando Dorje, one of the founders of the Kangting local govern- 
ment, member of the Chinese National people's Congress and vice- 
Chairman of the Chamdo local government. He said that he had just 
come from Peking and was now on his way to chamdo and then to 
Lhasa for talks about setting up an autonomous government in ~ i b e t .  
We left him eating, but he soon passed us in a spatter of gravel as 
we stopped to admire the blindmg white glacier that feeds Hsinlu 
Lake, where a new rest-home overlooks a view that cannot be beaten 
in Switzerland. 

Chu La sticks into the sky like a knife blade, so steep that the position 
of the road cannot be seen from below except on rare occasions when a 
lorry pops out from nowhere and &sappears again into the mountain 
as it rounds a hairpin bend far above. The road is an engineering 
miracle, built by men who clambered down the sides of sheer cliffs on 
ropes to drill and blast, hanging over gorges where now the road call 
be seen distantly as a fine thread laid along the bottom. Every rock has 
its drill hole and explosion point. As we went up the weather cleared 
and from the pass, far above the tree-he, the road could be seen 
coding down and down to the plateau, 5,000 feet below but still two 
and a half rmles above sea-level. 

Prosaically, as I breathlessly walked froin one side of the pass to the 
other, to get every possible aspect of the view, the public bus came 
chumring up the mountain full of cheerful Tibetans and Hans on 
their way from Chamdo and Lhasa. It stopped at the pass and some 
Tibetans got out to throw prayer stones on the cairn. Then they got 
back again and the bus went off, its roof loaded with luggage under a 
big tarpaulin. Somehow, even more than aU the lorry convoys, this 
cheeky bus, nearly 17,000 feet up, seemed to sigrufy the end of Tibet's 
remoteness and "mystery". Few tcars were being shed over this 
by its Tibetan passengers, who prefer buses to horses, however 
romantic. 

A bca~ltlful, talented Tibetan girl told me the story of the Chinese 
arnly's advance over C ~ L I  La and the b~ul&ng of the road as it had 
appeared to Tibetans. She was the daughter of a poor blacksmith who 
Was P~CSS-ganged by the Kuornintang army and worked to death; 

which her mother had to eke out a living by her&ng cattle. Her 
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name was Jume Bajang, twenty-five-year-old serf of the thirty-five- 
  ear-old cheftainess of the De-Ge tribe, Lady Janyang Bomo. When I 
met her she was studying at the Chengtu Institute for National 
Minorities. 

Ln appearance Jume Bajang is typical of a sizeable minority of 
Tibetans; with wide honey-coloured eyes, high cheekbones, full lips 
and an aqd ine  nose with d a t e d  nostrils. She was tall and erect, with 
permanently waved hair and a fringe down to her eyebrows. She was 
the only Tibetan girl I saw with such a hair-do-clearly a modern at 
first sight. She enjoyed telling her story and she was obviously enjoy- 
ing Me. For her everything was new and wonderful, including 
arithmetic. 

"We first got the impression that the P.L.A. was all right because as 
they got nearer, the Kuornintang soldiers suddenly became very polite 
and went around as though they had never done any harm," she said. 
4 L I hated them. They got more and more jittery and started to throw 
away their udorms .  They surrendered in herds." 

One of the leaders of the De-Ge tribe who had helped the old Chinese 
Red Army when it was in the &strict, made an appeal for people to 
help the P.L.A. by collecting fuel in the mountains. ~ajang's mother 
agreed that Bajang could go. "So I rounded up all my friends and we 
collected a lot of wood. They paid us well too," she said, speaking 
fluent Han and s d n g  all the time. "When I worked for the P.L.A. 
I got the feeling of a different life. They treated us as equals and called 
me 'Little Fatty'. I was not so tall then. I felt that I could never go 
back to the old Me and I talked it over with Mother. I was bringing 
in good money too. So when the army went forward I asked if I could 
go with them as a stretcher-bearer. They said, ' ~ a m u ,  ~arnu,' which 
means 'Good' in our language. I was with them in several battles, but 
the army soon went too far ahead and they asked me to orgaise 
transport for them. 

6 6 

Chang Kai-shek's soldiers made us ~ rov ide  transport free but the 
P.L.A. paid 3 silver dollars for a stage of thrty-five d e s ,  and 
same on the return trip. ~t was very easy to get people to provide 
anii~ials when they werc getting siich high pay but dificult to organire 
bccause of the boondaries. W e  had to be changillg animals all the 
time." Tibetan traditional transport methods &d not permit aninlals to 
pass beyond the tribal areas. Yaks belonging to one estate could not pass 
the boundary of another cstate, partly because ths  meant a loss of 
grass to the owner of the area over which they passed, for a single yak 
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eats nearly a square mile of grass a year; and partly because of the ula 
system. ~ ~ b ~ d ~  wanted to take an animal I inch further than was 
necessary under the system of unpaid carriage for officials. 

Money was the means to break this formerly d e x i b l e  rule, for the 
P.L.A. p i d  for every pack carried, and money rllssolved trarlltion as 
it has so often done before. And the P.L.A. instituted a system of 
g~~aranteeing full payment at market prices for every ~ a k  that was lost 
or died on the journey and organised ' ' ~ u t u a l  Help and Unity 
Contracts" between rllfferent yak-owners to decide the value of ~ a k s  
and settle grazing rights. After this, Bajang said, yaks t r n d e d  
thousands of mdes from their starting points and the whole transport 
went very efficiently. 

At first, she went on, f a d e s  ~rovided  ~ a k s  individually, but 
this was wasteful. There were too many people looking after too 
few yaks. "We organised teaills so that if a person had ~ a k s  but could 
not go with thein htn~selfor send a inember of his family, we would 
look after them and pay htm a slightly lower rate. 

I ( 
There were other worries, such as leaving the chlldren at home 

by themselves. So we hired baby-nlinders, and paid them out of the 
transport money. In a kind of co-operation, I suppose. I took all the 
payments. Some people worked who had no animals and others sent 
their yaks when they could not come themselves. W e  worked out the 
fairest rates of pay, everyone was better off, and the P.L.A. got inore 
transport." 

Yaks froin Juine Bajang's district crossed Chu La and went much 
further. It was such hard going in the winter that even the yaks some- 
times refused to nave, and lay down in thc snow to get out of the 
wind. "We used to cry sometin~es, because we were so cold and 
hllngry," said Bajang. 

In February, 1951, she was named as a amdcl transport worker. 
She showed me the badge on her robe, and said: "It was the most 
exciting tinlc of my life. There was a meeting to set up the new 
Kangtillg governiuent and I war invitcd. I didn't know why, and it 
Was a sllock when I had to go up to the platform and receive an 
award as a model worker. When I got hoille I showed the illcdal to 
mother and shc went r u s h g  round to her mother. They said they'd 

heard of such a thng  as a model worker-especially a girl. 
Mother said: 'Ncvcr forget that the Kuornintnng killed your father. 
You must help tllc P.L.A. and be guidcd by thcm.' " 

I asked hcr to tcll mc about thc social position of her fairuly. 
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"My family," she replied, "belong to the De-Ge tribe and so we 
are under Janyang Bomo, the Lady1 of De-Ge. We  cannot move from 
the land we occupy without the permission of Janyang Bomo and we 
have to give her labour service and rent. Every year after the harvest 
we have to pay barley and butter and deliver it by the fixed date at a 
place two days' journey away." 

"And if you &d not or could not pay?" I asked. 
"Gaol," she said. "At least gaol, but very often flogging. People 

commonly got several hundred lashes. But such puriishments have 
stopped since the P.L.A. came." 

I asked her about ula. 
"If a tribal official or a govemment official or anyone with the 

proper papers passed through, we had to carry him and his equipment 
to the next boundary, providing the animals and our own food, all 
without payment. NOW there is no govemment ula and the nobles 
claim less ula than they used, though they s d  have the same rights. 
My f a d y  stdl has to gather fuel without payment. But now we pay 
only half of the taxes we used to pay and there is no gaol if we are 
late." 

Bajang's brother had been a monk, but had quitted the monastery, 
she told me. 

d 4 

Was it easy for him to leave?" I asked. "And why &d he want to 
leave?" 

6 4  

He wanted to get married. Most monks would like to marry, but 
they aren't allowed to. My brother made up his mind to leave. To get 
lum out we had to promise to send another b r o t h e ~ m y  half-brother 
--and my monk brother had to promise to do some unpaid services for 
the monastery for the rest of his life." 

4 6  

Doesn't that seem to leave a balance on the wrong side?" I queried. 
She laughed. "It all depends on the future. My little half-brother 

is only one year old. There's plenty of time to worry about hm. As 
for the other one: whether he does the service all lus Me will depend 
on him as well as many other things. There are big changes going on, 
you know. After all, five years ago who would have said that I would 
now be studying here, reading and writing in two languages, learning 
about foreign politics and mathematics? I was a dirty, aterate serf. 
Now I'm training for administrative work." 

Tlus raised the question of how she came to be at Chengtu studying. 

' The title Jyelbo, whch means something Like Rajah, was conferred on the chief of 
the De-Ge tnbe in the early part of the eighteenth century by the Manchu Dynasty. 
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"Did you get Janyang Bomo's pernlission to come?" I queried. 
"No, I did not," she said smiling. 
"Then won't you get into trouble?" 
She answered with the Chnese equivalent of "let the future take 

care of itself ". 
She said that when the road-budding was over, she had still wanted 

to return to her village, so she volunteered to work for the Won~en's 
Federation in a different part of De-Ge. The area covered by the De-Ge 
tribe is very large indeed, consisting of five counties, partly in Szech- 
uan Province and partly over the river in the Kham &strict of Tibet. 

"I visited women, especially mothers and pregnant women, to try to 
get them to attend the clinics. There was nothng to pay, but they were 
superstitious about it. They all go now, but in those days they were 
scared," she explained. "I remember a woman in Yange vlllage who - 

had a great carbuncle, always running pus. Her husband was a black- 
smith. He sold all his animals and other things to pay the monastery to 
pray. But she still had this thing. So I managed to persuade her to go to 
the clinic. It was two days' travel, but she was cured in no time by 
penich." 

"Didn't the monks object to the people going to the clinic? Wouldn't 
this cause some loss of income?" I enquired. 

"Oh, no," she said. "The monks go themselves. Of  course, they say 
that people who go to the clinic should pay more attention to earning 
merit by prayer and gifts after they have been cured." 

As we drove down from C ~ L I  La to the plateau, I remembered my 
conversation with this remarkable y o ~ u ~ g  woman, because a few miles 
ahead was De-Ge Gonchen, headq~iarters of the tribe and seat of its 
r u h g  lady. 

Atthe foot of Bird Mountain is a monument erected to the memory 
of a P.L.A. man who &ed wMe the road was being built. Then 
the road passes through a series of perfect little alpine gorges with fir 
trees clinging to perpen&cular walls of rock, wherever a seed has 
found a crevice to lodge in a speck of leaf-moold. 

De-Ge Gonchen means "The Big Monastery of De-Ge" and the 
town consists of the great lamasery, the lord's castle and a village of 
adobe buddings for the commoners. ~t is a famo~ls place, for here is a 
printing shop with ancient wood blocks of the best and most important 
B~lddhst script~ires. Although the monastery is of the Sagya (Coloured) 
Sect, and not tbc Gcluba ( ~ ~ 1 1 0 ~ )  Sect whch  rules Tibet, anyone who 
wants a good legible print of these sa ip t~~res  has to order it here. 
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In the monastery's main building are many rooms filled with shelves 
containing hundreds of thousands-perhaps more than a millon- 
long hardwood blocks on each side of which is carved a page of the 
Lamaist scriptures. 

Most of these blocks are 500 years old or more, and the most 
complete and important are those of the Buddhtst Kangyur (The 
Commandments) which has 108 volumes in the De-Ge edtion and the 
Tengytrr (The Commentaries) which has 200 volumes. A complete set of 
the printed volumes needs a big caravan of yaks to transport it. 

Tibetan books are not bound. Each volume, about 2 feet long, 
8 inches wide and 3 or 4 inches thck, is kept between wooden covers, 
whch  are often exquisitely carved. When they are read the loose pages 
are turned up, so they are printed in opposition. But in fact they are 
seldom read. They have intrinsic religious value and are widely used 
for lining the walls of chapels and tombs. The walls of the Dali  
Lamas' tombs are lined with them, end on: a 2-foot-thck insulation 
composed of all the knowledge worth having, accorhng to Lamaist 
scholasticism. 

T h s  print-shop, which must be quite profitable, is the hereditary 
property of the head of the De-Ge tribe and at present belongs to 
Janyang Bomo, the Lady of De-Ge, cheftainess of the tribe and liege 
of the serf-girl, JLIIIIC Bajang. I asked for an audience with her and she 
most courteously came to meet me with t x o  of her "cabinet" members, 
to show me personally to the castle. T h s  is a rambling, stone-bdt 
fortress next to the monastery, in true ~ i b e t a n  style with sloping walls, 
windows wider at bottom than top and a fringe at the roof of end-on 
willow twigs dyed with rcd ochre. T h s  cur io~~s addtion, reserved 
for people of the hghest rank, has from bclow the appearance of russet 
velvet. 

Lady Janyang Bomo is tall and slender and apparelltly no more than 
thrty-five years old. Her bearing and presence are thosc that can only 
derive from a lifetime of giving orders and being obeyed. She slniles 
slowly, a detached smile from undcr wide eyelids that slope downwards 
at the outer edges. A calm, clever and percnlptory woman. Her two 
councillors followed hcr with a rnixturc of deference and familiarity. 

She led the way, erect and graccful in her floor-length dark-green 
robe, under the battlements, through a courtyard and into thc entrance 
of what could have been Glainis Castle in the days of ~a lco lm-  
Occasionally turning to smile and wave me on, she went through 
corridors sometimes of solid t r s  trunks, planed with an adze and 
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pinted, sometimes of rough finished stone, the silver sheath of her 
dagger swinging against the back of her t h g h  as she strode. 

The entrance to the auhence chamber led us past storehouses 
where whole carcases of yaks and sheep were hanging and where 
smoke-blackened villeins grinlled at me with w h t e  teeth as they 
scoured great copper vats. The chamber itself, glass-windowed, was 
entirely lined with panels painted and lacquered in red, gold and bright 
blue. Her throne was painted in similar colours and over it hung 
portraits of the Dalai Lama and Mao Tse-tung. Around a long low 
table were seats of descendmg height, suited to the rank of her ad- 
visers, until the last was nothmg but a I-inch thck pad covered with 
carpet for the lowest of all. Since she was not in council, and as a mark 
of modesty and courtesy Lady Janyang Bomo took that humble seat 
and gracefully waved ine into the h g h  one opposite. Her council 
members stood throughout the interview, constantly taking snuff, 
which they shook on to their thumb-nds from polished snuff-boxes 
made from the tips of yak-horns. 

Her dead husband's f a d y ,  she told me, could be traced back for 
fiv-one generations and had owned the print-shop for joo years. She 
herself was a daughter of the lord of the Moshil tribe and, when her 
husband had died, she had reluctantly been persuaded to become 
regent for her son (now fifteen years old and, as he later told me, 
"dying to join the P.L.A."). 

Monasteries and wealthy private layi~leil are the chef custonlers for 
the print-shop, she told me. They place orders and are served in 
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rotation. We do not print too inany because the blocks are very old 
and historical. They are the most complete in the world, in fact." 
Orders for editions also coille inhrectly froin many parts of the world, 
for these blocks are well known to all experts on B ~ ~ d d h s m  and 
Tibet. 

As we talked, a shaggy-haired servant, coated with grinle froin the 
kitchen, poured milky swcctened tea wllile Lady Janyang Boll10 herself 
pa~scd dishcs of sweet cheese, dried apricots, biscuits and coilfection- 

from India and Shanghai. 
She estiniatcd that there wcrc 70,000 people in the De-Ge district, 

wllich makes 11crs one of the largest of the Tibetan tribes. "There are 
tbrty hcrcditary clan ]caderr under ilie and under thein are some eighty 
snlaller leaders. From thc dirty,  I select four whom I consider the 
ablest to be my nlilistcrs. I call the tlurty togetllcr whcn necessary to 
discuss die appoint~nellt of nklisters and later secure the endorselllcnt 



of the monastery. w i t h  my ministers I discuss important matters, 
such as settling disputes. 

"We have no definite division of work in the council of ministers, 
but there is some customary &vision," she explained. "For example, 
Shak Dodon, who, like myself, is a Vice-Chairman of the Kanze 
Autonomous Chou government, deals as a rule with military matters. 
h s t e r  Gena here deals with household matters." Gena bowed: a 
solid, beefy man of perhaps her age, with his plait wound round his 
head. Lady Janyang Bomo is also a Vice-Chairman of the Chamdo 
regional governing body, though she said that dl-health had prevented 
her from playing much part in either of the local governments. 

"There is no doubt that prosperity has come with the liberation and 
the road," she said. "The road is helping trade." 

"What does De-Ge trade in?" I asked. 
She slipped her dagger from its sheath and held out the handle to 

me. "We are famous for fine blades in De-Ge. Swords and knives. 
Ours are known everywhere to be the best." I ran my thumb down it. 
There was no doubt of the temper and edge of that one. 

"We also make good silverware in Beba &strict; and our wood 
printing blocks, of course. These are in addtion to land and cattle." 

I asked about the remuneration of the printers, cutlers and block- 
makers but, whether due to my own obtuseness or the difficulties of 
translation, I had no more information at the end of our cLscussion 
than at the beginning. 

She and her council members posed for some photographs and then, 
with inevitable Tibctan courtesy, saw me to the road. outside was her 
son-the future leader of the De-Ge tribe-far less interested in hs title 
than in the inside of a jeep. And further up the road was a inechankd 
pilgrimage: a mixed group of monks and laymen setting off to Lhaa, 
the Holy City, in a lorry hired from the State Transport Conlymy. 



INTO TIBET 

Time slips back-A town which never saw a wheel-Wooden ploughs 
-Amled population-Pilot town-Feuds forbidden- The problem of debt 
-Free tools-Trade is looking up-Monks prefer modern medicine-"Let 

go that louse!" 

0 NE small disadvantage of travelling in Tibet by motor is the 
lack of time to get acclimatised. A horseman or walker moves 

slowly and with some exertion from dense to rare air and back, but in a 
car the change takes only an hour or two, which does not allow time for 
the body to adjust itself. After crossing the Kinsha River-actually the 
upper reaches of the Yangtse-and entering Tibet, the lnountains 
become literally "breath-tabg" for one who had only been a few 
days on the plateau. This is not because they are higher than Chu La, 
but because they take longer to cross. 

The approach to Chamdo is over three majestic ranges with very 
high passes: Ge La, Japi La and Dama La. Between the last two 
passes the road runs for a &stance of thr ty  rmles over ~lateau more than 
I ~ , O O O  feet above sea-level. I felt as though I was being slowly suffo- 
cated by an invisible pdow. Deep Inhalations seemed to do no good. 
Yawns threatened to dslocate my jaw. Even the ~ a k s  along the way. 
scared by the jeep's engine, only lucked up their heels, cavorted a few 
steps with their bushy t d s  held over their backs and then slowed to 
their usual camel-like pace. It is not so bad wlule sitting in a jeep, but 
when we stopped for lunch at a hostel, climbing four steps into the 
ditung-room reduced me to palpitating dizziness. 

TravelLng at forty d e s  an hour through the best scenery of a life- 
time seemed wasteful to me and I was constantly tempted to stop the 
jeep and soak up the view, the unearthly light and the s u n s h e  that 
Seems SO gcntlc in the cool air but after a few minutes burns as though 
through a lens. 

Usually the road follows mountain rivers from wooded ravines 
upwards, the river always getting smaller und it &sappears. Then 
I would know that there would soon be a pass, with its new whte  
notice-board, cairn and yraycr flags. Generally on some nearby rock 
Was the inevitable "Om mani padme hum!" engraved and painted 

D 
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its appropriate colours. Once over the pass and coasting down, a 
new trickle of water begins over the upland stones, becomes a tiny 
stream half-hidden by massed gentian and daisies on the !gaslands, 
and finally grows into another roaring torrent crashmg through forest- 
h e d  ravines. Then the road crosses it, finds its way to another river 
roaring down in the opposite drection, and starts to climb again. 
There is no lack of potential light and power in Tibet to take the place 
of butter lamps and yak-dung. Wherever I slept, there was always the 
noise of rivers running over boulders, most of them at twenty miles 
an hour or more. 

These rivers provide a problem for the Tibetans which they have 
most ingeniously solved. Since they are too fast for boats to cross and 
timber is scarce, many of them are crossed by thick cables of raw yak- 
hlde. These are plaited very strongly and stretched from bank to bank. 
A hollow wooden tube slidmg over the rope acts as a pulley and a 
crude harness hangs from it to which the passenger is strapped and 
hauled over by means of other ropes, danghg  and swaying. 

When the labouring jeep, water b o h g  in the low atmospheric 
pressure, finally crests Dama La for the run down into Chamdo, there 
is an almost sheer fall of about 4,500 feet down a road that must be one 
of the world's miracles of mountain road-buildmg. It is a series of 
hairpins windmg like a dropped rope down to a faraway valley and 
&sappearing round a spur of rock. Dangerous as the road looks from 
the top, it is safe, wide and well-cambered, with good curves and 
easy gradient that can mainly be managed by occasionally dropping 
into t h rd  gear, without touchmg the brakes. An ordmary Soviet 
a a  . 

Victory" limousine can descend it all the way in top gear because of 
its low top-gear ratio. 

I thought we had reached the ~lateau again when the road levelled 
out in the valley-but no, it turns the spur to the right and then 
goes on spinning down another hair-raising drop to the Lantsang 
a v e r ,  the upper reaches of the Mekong in fact, on wluch chamdo 
city stands far below, looking like a camor~flage expert's model for 
t e s h g  designs. There is plenty of time to examine the city from 
alternate sides of the jeep on the way down. Like most Tibetan towns, 
it is dominated by the golden-roofed monastery, whch was destroyed 
by Han troops in 1912 but is now completely rcstorcd. It stands on 
an elevation over looh~g the rest of the town, at the confluence ofmO 
rivers. New white modern b d h g s  already cover a bigger area than 
the crumbling adobe of the old town. 
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chamdo is the capital of Kham, most easterly of the three regions 
of Tibet. The other two districts are U, the area under the Dalai 
Lama, and Tsang, the area under the Panchen Lama.   ham is twice as 
large as the Kangting area, but has fewer people-abo~~t 300,000. 

Time slips stdl further back here than at Kanze. unti l  the road 
reached this point in 1952, there had never been a wheeled vehicle, 
nor had the wheel any other use than for praying. Everything was 
carried on the backs of beasts and men, as much st111 is. s here is no 
industry. Not that the Tibetan people lack mechanical skill. TWO 
cantilever bridges at Chamdo are said to be the lar~est  in the world 
bdt  of timber on ths principle. Water power is understood but used 
only for turning prayer barrels so that they may send their endless 
message to the slues. Wooden ploughshares are sometimes faced with a 
piece of iron, very light, for it is expensive. A peasant, if his luck holds, 
may get a return of five or six times his seed and retain about 40 
per cent. of the crop. 

Apart from the innumerable monks of all ages and social conhtions, 
everyone carries a dagger, inost men carry swords, and those who 
possess then1 carry rdes or ancient muskets. For some reasoil Tibetans 
do not like pistols. Local lords have their estates with fifty, 100 or I ,000 
f a d e s  and even, as at De-Ge, 70,000 people. Almost every f a d y  has 
some sort of firearm. 

Untd recently all peasants and clan members were mobllised by their 
overlords to fight bloody clan battles that often led to the annihilation 
of whole groups. This right has been voluntady waived. Tibetan 
overlords also had the traditional right to amputate the hands or feet, 
hamstring or put out the eyes of peasants who ran away. If a peasant 
ran to another clan and was protected by it, there would be war to the 
death between the two clans. 

Chamdo is a city of fantastic contrasts. It is an ancient city full of 
m~dem additions or a modern c i q  full of anachronisms, dcyendtng on 
the viewpoint. In the old market- lace, which is notlung but a narrow 
dirt street in whch yo11 have to step over slecping dogs. Tall hcrdslnen 
with their cutlasses and daggers loll in the open windows of thc shops, 
and rub shoulders with Hala in their   lain bluc cotton muforins. Long 

of m~llcs jingle through the streets, the lead aninlals carrying 
scarlet plulnes on thcir heads, made froin dyed yak-tails. They 

d u n l ~  their loads at a warehouse that has probably stood on the same 
'Pot for 2,000 years. Just round the corncr is the rnarshahng and repair 
yard, biggest on the road, because ~ h a n l d o  is almost exactly halfway 
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to Lhasa and this is where lorries are changed and loads transhipped. 
There are usually several hundred lorries in it. Women, often nude to 
the waist when the sun s h e s ,  pack the flat roofs of adobe 
and shake their fists at youngsters who playfully threaten to shoot 
them with air-rifles from a 10-yard shooting range run by a Han 
merchant. 

Chamdo is so "quaint", so fascinating and bewildering to the new- 
comer that it is easy to pass a host of incongruities without noticing 
them because they are farmliar to the eye elsewhere. It needs a con- 
scious effort to notice that in t h s  formerly wheel-less town bicycles are 
on sale from Czechoslovakia, Germany and England, and the little 
t d o r  sitting under an awning is using a Shanghai-made sewing 
m a c h e .  It is easier to notice the colourful monk than the very ordin- 
ary vacuum-flask he is selling. Such things could only come along the 
new road. Vacuum-flasks must travel rather badly on a yak. 

One whole new area of the town, so big that it had to be built on 
the other side of the new steel bridge, contains such anachronisms 
as the People's Bank of China branch, the State wholesale t r abg  
company, the State department store-where I was able to buy some 
beer-and the ofices of the State Transport Company. The retad 
store, the first and only department store in Tibet, was stocked with 
iron farm tools, bicycles, an enormous variety of foods and drulkj, 
cloth, electrical goods, and crowded all day with people from the grass- 
lands, who regard it only second to the monastery as a Chamdo "must''. 

In some ways Chamdo may be said to pilot the way that all Tibet 
w d  go in the future. Early in 1951, before the negotiations had begun 
between the Dalai Lama and the authorities in Peking whch led to 
Tibet rejoining Chuu, a People's Representative Conference was 
called in Charndo. Tribal leaders, clan chefs, Living ~uddhas a d  
most local lea&ng personahties attended. From ths  was formed the 
Chamdo People's Liberation Committee, whch  is now the highest 
ruling body of the Kham &strict and is responsible &recdy to Peking- 
Since that time representatives of peasants and herdsmen have been 
added to the committee, but it is s d  predominantly composed of 
Tibetan monks and nobles. 

Immediately after the committee was established the question of 
ula was raised. It was agreed that in future all government transport* 
including official transport in the twenty-eight dzongr or counties of 
the area, would be paid for. Nobody objected. After all, the govern- 
ment in P e h g  would pay. This measure was therefore agreed by the 
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committee. It left the monasteries and nobility free to collect tradi- 
tional ula if they wish, includmg fetching of fuel and water without 
payment. From enquiries I made around the town, I find that ula 
has disappeared in the city itself. No  citizen is now willing to work 
without payment and some stigma attaches to unpaid labour. But this 
does not apply in the rural areas, though, as in Kangting, the effect has 
been to reduce the demands for ula in general. 

Next, the committee absolutely forbade feuds and took the line 
that those who fired the first shots were responsible for all the con- 
sequences. If an old feud of long standing erupts, the committee steps 
in to prevent its extension. It also arranges that both parties contribute 
a relief fund for the f a d e s  of any dependents that have been killed, 
and sees to the distribution of the funds. 

New feuds, those which have developed since feuds were forbidden, 
are treated much more severely. Those engaged in them are arrested 
and sentenced, and the ones who started it have to pay compensation. 

All people in Kham are now technically equal before the law. 
Arbitrary punishment, floggings and mudation of commoners by their 
overlords, is no longer condoned and all cases are required to be heard 
before the dxong or Chamdo authorities. This is not to say that they 
always are, for it is a vast area with an almost totally illiterate common- 
alty. But at all events, arbitrary punishment or the improper taking 
over of land and herds can no longer be carried out openly. There are 
368 council members of the People's Liberation Committee whose task 
it is to enforce the law in the locihties. 

One morning whde I was at Chamdo, a delegation of twenty 
peasants came into tow1 from the south to ask the People's Liberation 
Committee to arbitrate a dispute between themselves and the local 
monastery whlch owned the land to whlch they were tied. They 
claimed that the interest rate war too high and they were getting further 
into debt without any hope of getting out. Since they represented 
Seventy f a d e s ,  the Committee considered that if there were no 
mediation there might be a conflict leadmg to bloodshed. 

On this ground, the Comnlittee rent a message to its members in 
that aslung them to set up a local medation committee corn- 
posed of themselves and representatives of the monastery and the 
fanuher concerned. If that f d e d  to reach an agreement, representatives 
wol~ld go fro111 Chamdo with full powers to settle the issue. 

Debt has always been a problem here as in the rest of Tibet, for 
a bad harvest may load a fa& with debts from which they can 
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never escape. The average interest rate charged by the monks, who 
were formerly the only moneylenders, was about 20 per cent. a season 
-about six months. Most debts are contracted to carry out the sowing, 
when seed shortage results from a poor crop in the previous year. 
State loans in money are now being issued through the People's B d ,  
and in seed grain by the local authorities. These have amounted to 
about 800 tons of seed and 98,600 silver dollars cash in four years. At 
the ranme time the Committee is urging the monasteries to give loans 
at interest rates agreed with the authorities. 

In an effort to popularise iron farm tools, the central authorities 
provided funds for a free gift of 60,000 tools in the area. This is a large 
gift in relation to the total population of 300,000, of whom only half 
are tihng the land. It comes to at least one tool perfarmly. 

I had a long talk one day with Sonson, a very lively merchant who 
is Chairman of the Chamdo District Association of Industriahsts and 
Merchants-a forward-loolung title, since there are as yet no in- 
dustrialists in the area or anywhere in Tibet. 

Sonson was a monk in the Kanze monastery twenty-three years 
ago, when fighting broke out between the monastery and the Kuo- 
mintang. "We had only rifles and they had cannon," he told me. "So 
we were defeated and forced to retreat to Chamdo. I was wounded." 
He rolled up lus sleeve to show me a bullet wound. Sonson had come 
to my room at the new Charndo hotel, dressed in a ~ u r p l e  silk robe and 
wearing, as is common among wealthy Tibetans, a gold ~ o l e x  watch 
on one wrist and a rosary wound round the other. 

He remained in Chamdo as a merchant for the monastery in Kanze, 
and became a foundation member of the Chamdo ~ e o ~ l e ' s  Liberation 
Comrni ttee. 

"There is no industry in Chamdo," Sonson admitted, "but we have 
handcrafts and our copper Buddhas are well known as far as ~zechuan." 

He said: "Trade is fine, never better. After the road opened, the 
government lent Chamdo merchants 800,ooo silver dollars at low 
interest. In 1953 the n ~ ~ ~ n b e r  of shops in chamdo rose seven and a half 
times. Now we can use all our capital and work on a lower rate of 
profit with a quicker turnover. Have a look in the market. You can see 
rice, Shanghai cloth, farm tools, t h g s  we never traded in before. 
More stuff is being sold every day." 

I asked lum where the spending power came from. 
a 6 

Since the road got here," he replied, "we can move local products 
into ~nland Chma faster and at better prices, especially wool, f r i tdar~ 
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md musk. These things used to go to waste for lack of transport and 
buyers. In 1939 musk fetched only 10 silver dollars an ounce. Now it 
fetches 30 silver dollars. I used to have cases of silver dollars I simply 
couldn't use. 

"Before the road came it took me thirty days to Kangting, with all the 
risks: losses from rain, animals falhng over the precipices or goods lost 
in the rivers. I lost twenty yakloads of tea to bandits in 1948. Now we 
take six days to Kangting and no losses. There's more purchasing 
power, prices are down and we are doing well." 

This was confirmed by the manager of the State ~ r a d m g  Company, 
which bought three times as much, in value, of local goods in I954 as 
in 1953. "A peasant can buy eleven times as much cloth and three and a 
half times as much tea for the price of a ~ o u n d  of friullary as he could 
buy formerly," he said. 

Shiwala Living Buddha, Director of the Cultural and ~ducational 
Department of the Committee, told me there were now ten new 
primary schools with 463 pupils. In the past only the clerics were 
literate and there were no schools at all for laymen. 

A common sight in Chamdo is a group of monks coining down the 
hill from the monastery and popping into the out-patients department 
of the Chamdo People's Hospital. T h s  modem w h t e  b d d m g  is the 
most popular jnnovation in the city. It was the first modem hospital in 
Tibet, established in 1952 by IOO doctors and medical workers sent 
by the central government. At first they rarely had a patient in their 
adobe huts, where paclung cases served as beds and operating tables. 

Tibetans in general do not believe that clseases, or even accidents, 
have natural causes, but result from the activities of evil spirits. A sick 
person pays a monk to pray for h m .  What meclcal nlonks exist, and 
they are very few, serve only the wealthy and other monks. Monks in 
my case do not preach or carry out any religio~ls function among the 
people. They are the monopohsts of Lai~~aism. Only through them can 
a Person get help in sickness or acquire a safe transnligration by prayer. 
Payments for these services are among the perquisites of monastic life. 

Distrust of both the Hans and their me&cine was enough to keep 
eveqone away from the hospital. But the n~c&cal staffhad bcen sent to 
do four main jobs: sct up a complete modem hospital with fifty beds 
with mobile medical tcams attached to it; tackle the main diseases, 
especially venereal disease; train Tibetan doctors and medical workers; 
and organise large-scale health popaganda. They immedntely began 
the construction of a hospital with departments for me&cine, surgery, 
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dentistry and X-radiography, with a laboratory, dispensary and wards 
for in-patients. 

I have already mentioned the case of the Living Buddha at Kanze 
who was cured by the P.L.A. The monastery sent a banner in gratitude 
and the Kanze folk said: "The doctors sent by Chairman Mao have 
cured our Living Buddha." In spite of poor communications, news 
travels fast in Tibet and often gets well embehshed in the process. It 
was the monks themselves who led the way into the hospitals. If'high 
lamas could go, then ordinary monks could go too. And when the 
public saw the monks at the out-patients' department, they began to 
flock to the hospital for free treatment. 

Now the hospital is f lour ishg and has two big clinics and five small 
ones under it. About zoo young Tibetans are being trained as hospitil 
assistants, doctors and midwives, most of them from peasant and 
pastoral families. W h l e  I was in the hospital looking round, a young 
nun, sister of one of the Living Buddhas of the Chamdo Monastery, 
was having a tooth drilled by a Han dentist whose assistant was a young 
Tibetan former herdboy. Toothache was always hagnosed in Tibet as 
4 6  

worms in the teeth" and dealt with by sticlung red-hot wires into the 
cavities. The waiting-rooms were packed with Tibetans of all classes, 
at least a th rd  of them being monks. Ths fledgling medical service 
has provided 300,000 treatments since its foundation. 

I saw one doctor examining a patient from whom lice were crawling 
on to the doctor's arm. He h d  not try to brush them off or even appear 

6 L to take any notice. Later he told me: W e  should never get the con- 
fidence of the patient lfwe objected. Their attitude to lice is rehgious." 
I was reminded of the tale told by E. Hucs, the Lazarist missionary, 
about the great Tibetan reformer Tsong ~ a b a ,  who was challenged 
to a debate by the leader of the unreformed Lamaists. Tsong Kaba did 
not look up whde h s  opponent was arguing the superioricy of the old 
rites but suddenly interrupted to say: 

6 L 
Let go, cruel man that thou art, let go the louse thou art crushing 

between thy fingers. I hear its cries from where I sit, and my heart is 
tom with commiserating grief." 

Hucs said that Tsong Kaba's opponent hmself and 
acknowledged hmself defeated, for he actually was at that inoment 
trying to crush a louse. 

But exhbitions and talks on hygiene are presented in terms that do 
not offend religious feelings. These are also arranged outside chamdo 
city by the c l i~cs ,  with the help of the local committee members. 
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Veterinary work, however, is not going SO well, mainly because 
it has to do with disease prevention. A Tibetan herdsman may be 

to waive his religion to save a sick beast but yet boggle at the 
of having needles stuck into a whole herd of healthy cattle. 

a result, though there are seven veterinary stations, i n ~ l u b g  a 
very large one in Chamdo city itself, so far only 23,307 animals had 
been inoculated in two years up to last autumn. The number of 
animals in Kham is estimated at 1,500,ooo sheep and 500,ooo cattle, so 
the difference between the success of this service and the medcal service 
is great indeed. 

In Tibet the Hans have a saying that covers a l l  such contingencies: 
"Man man ti la?-"Slowly, but it will come." 

My hotel in Chamdo was on the banks of the Mekong River and 
in the grounds of the house once occupied by an Englishman, ~ o b e r t  
Ford, who was sentenced on a charge of espionage in 1951 and later 
released. I looked over the outhouse where he was said to have kept 
his radio transmitters for communication with Lhasa and elsewhere. 

In the same grounds is the centre of Chamdo's new social life: the 
big meeting hall and theatre attached to the hotel. I was lucky enough 
to be there on a dance night and found dancing a pleasant method of 
getting accliniatised to the rarefied air. A Szechuanese band produced 
fag, snappy waltzes and foxtrots for about equal numbers of young 
Han governinent workers and local Tibetan youilg people leanling 
modern dancing, whch is considerably and ineffectively frowned on 
by their elders. They like it and are good dancers. Nowhere do you 
find more graceful people than the Tibetans, or people more ready to 
s d e  and sing. We danced and ate peanuts and chatted in the Han 
lmguage, which most young Tibetans here are learning. O n  other 
night there are film shows, plays by local dramatic troupes and, of 
CoLlrsc, public meetings. 

1 have said that in some ways this part of Tibet inay be piloting 
the way for the rest of Tibet. But this analogy should not be carried too 
far. Khan was fornlcrly part of Tibet, but was separated by the 
Manchus and incorporated as yart of Sikang Province. After the over- 
throw of the Manchus it was rctakcn by Tibctan soldiers. It was fought 
Over by the warlords and by the Kuonlintang. There is also reason to 
think that Kham and tllc Kham people were put in a somewhat 
s~lbservient position to thc rcst of Tibet. Now Sikang Province has 
bee11 liquidated, the castcrn yart beillg nierged with Szechuan Province 
and the western part, the Cllamdo (Kham) District, will incorporate 
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itselfin the Tibet Autonomous Region when it is established. Develop- 
ments there will probably provide the Tibet Autonomous Region 
with useful experience for that future period. 

Chamdo, like Ya-an, is set in a deep bowl of mountains, and they 
constantly pour their rain-clouds into it. I was not sorry to move on, 
especially since the next major stopping-point would be Lhasa. I left 
over the new steel bridge, passing a convoy of lorries also bound for 
Lhasa, now only five days' joumey. Fdty yards away, on the old 
cantilever bridge of wood and stone, a caravan of yaks was moving in 
the same direction, careful step by careful step. If they were also going 
to Lhasa the joumey would take them two and a half to three months. 



THE WORLD'S  HIGHEST ROAD 

"It can't be done"-Vast virgin forests-Making n road where birds cannot 
land-Roadsyecifications-Has Everest grown ?-Hostels, hot baths andfiee 
tea-Falling population-Glacier that "blew up "-"d4ir burial"- Tibet's 

first workers-"Yama yamu" 

"C ONSERVATISM was our worst enemy. Our specialists said 
that the road from Ya-an to Lhasa would take a century to 

bdd," I was told in Peking by the man responsible for buildmg and 
maintaining it. He was chief of the Sikang-Tibet f ighway ~ d r n i n i r  
tration, ~ang  Min-teh, originally given the job of pushing the road 
a distance of I , ~ I  3 miles, at an average height of I 3,000 feet, across 
fourteeil of the world's highest mountain ranges and twelve big rivers. 
"1 ain not an engineer," he remarked as he told me all about the road. 
"Perhaps h g s  w o ~ ~ l d  have gone better if I had been. Perhaps not. If 
I had known more about the technical side of the job, I n ight  have 
been as pessimistic as the technicians. Anyway, I know more about 
roads now than I d d  when I started." 

Chmese engineers at that time, trained in western styles of con- 
tracting, simply threw up their hands and said there was no hope of 
building a road quickly to Lhasa. There were no facts available, they 
said, no data. Nothng was known of soil condtions. Petrol engines 
would not operate at such heights anyway, so f the road were built it 
would be useless. Lowland people could not work on the plateau 
because of the rarefied air and there were no Tibetans available for the 
work. "Besides, no one ever b d t  a road at t h s  height before," they 
said. 

41 

And that was that," said Lang Min-teh, "or might have been if we 
had accepted their orthodox standards." 

L L He went on: I had very little experience, so I set about collecting 
what facts thcrc wcre about the climatic condtions, soil and rivers. I 
asked our Soviet enginccrs here seine questions. They had no ex- 
perience either. 

I t  

But they made cxyeri~nents which were useful. For one thing, 
after tests in the Sovict Union, they assurcd us that petrol-driven 
vchiclcs could opcrate at thc heights we to go and even 
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higher. They also helped us defme our technical policy, fix the route, 
educate our leadmg personnel and later came along and helped 
us personally with the section of the road from Chamdo to Lhasa." 

Chamdo to Lhasa was the part of the road I was now travehg. It 
passes through Bomi,' an area of Tibet least visited by foreigners. 
Anyone who has ever passed through these relative lowlands of Tibet 
(averaging about 10,ooo feet above sea-level), anyone who has seen the 
vast virgin forests and rich soil able to produce two crops a year, 
could never describe Tibet as bleak and desolate. But the handful 
of foreigners who visited Tibet in the past usually followed each 
others' footsteps along the route from Darjeeling to Lhasa, a few days' 
horse ride through bleak country. It is from these that Tibet has 
acquired its melancholy reputation. 

From Chamdo the road follows an old trade route, high above the 
deep canyons through whch  the yellow Mekong plunges, through 
purple and green valleys, until it crosses Nian La at only 11,960 feet 
into scenery very much Lke many parts of England-with pollarded 
d o w s  along brooks which border flat lush meadows. 

Then it starts to climb the Lantsan-Nu (~ekong-Sdween) divide 
and clambers up E La before making a dizzy plunge into the Salween 
gorges 6,000 feet below. From the pass called E La the road can be 
seen wandering down into the valley until it &sappears into distant 
gorges. Somehow it weaves through a herring-bone network of 
trib~ltaries to a stream whch gets bigger every time we cross it und it 
becomes a rushmg river poundmg into the Salween. 

I sympathsed with the technicians who had thought the road would 
need a century to b d d .  The country seems to have been hacked out 
by some celestial giant swinging an axe several d e s  broad. vertical 
strata stick up like spines along the backs of monsters bigger than St. 
George ever dreamed of, sprawled over the landscape with their 
claws spread into the plains. 

Most of the plains in Tibet must have been formed by the action of 
glaciers b r e a k g  down and grin&ng the rocks and then carrying them 
into dammed-up lakes which later drained away. ~ e o l o ~ i c d y  speak- 
ing. ths  must have taken place recently, and since then the mountain 
torrents have sliced through ths  mixture of round ~ebbles mortared 
with mud so that now the rivers lie at the bottom of ravines cut by 

Pronounced "Bore me". This name is sometimes spelt "Porne" or "~orned". The 
"Bhu" of Bllutan and the "bet" o f  Tibet have the same root as this "Bow. Tibetans call 
their colrntry "Bod" and themselves "Bodpas". Tebod Incans Upper Tibet, which is 
near the frontier first penetrated by Europeans who corrupted the sound to "Tibet". 



themselves. In other places the rivers have forced their way through 
rocky ravines with sides often perpendicular and sometimes over- 

hanging. In general the road follows the course of the rivers on a shelf 
cut out of the crumbly lake-bed or blasted from the rock. 

Road-making mache ry  could only be used at the point already 
reached by the road. Ths  accounted for the policy of making the road 
along its whole length at the same time to enable machines to get 
through, and then spendmg as much time as necessary to improve it. 

Volunteer road-budders of the P.L.A. walked or rode on horseback 
hundreds of d e s  to their own scene of operations, relying on ~ a k  
transport. They set up camps, some of wlich have remained to be 
r e b d t  as hostels and road-maintenance stations. Clinics and hospitals 
which they established pioneered the way for the present ones. 

I asked one of these P.L.A. road-builders, now doing a carpentry 
job in one of the new towns, how they had managed to make a road in 
four years which experts ~ r e h c t e d  would take a century. 

"It's a matter of politics, not only technique," he answered. "I put 
it to you: after the Second World War, when Chiang Kai-shek had 
d o n s  of troops and a mass of weapons, and we had practically 
nothing, all the military experts prehcted that we were finished. 
But the boot was on the other foot. Cluang ~ai-shek lost lus men and 
his weapons because we were going along with hstory and he was 
fighting against it. 

"When the Con~n~ui i s t  Party called for this road to be built, it 
was clear that there had to be a road, otherwise Tibet would still be 
isolated and backward and a danger to peace. somebody would try to 
play tricks here, as in Korca. Some volunteered for Korea, some came 
here. Of course, there's no comparison; we only had to fight natural 
difficulties. But when you have thousands of people solving problems 
on the spot and all understanding the iinportance of the job . . . well, it 
gets done." 

Crossing the Salween River posed a problem that could only be 
solved by one man riskrng dcath. ~t the point where the road had 

cross the river to accompany a tributary westwards, a vertical out- 
crop of rock sticks out like a huge stone spearhead through the river- 
bed, entirely hding what is behind it. There was no way round and no 

of fm&ng out what lay b e h d  that bladc of rock thrusting 
hundreds of feet into thc air. Probably no Inan had ever been along 

way before. Thcre was no pat11 and someone had to go and look. 
Tlis nicant crossing the racing Salweeil far below this point and 
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clambering along the opposite side of the ravine to a point where a 
200-yard face of almost vertical and horribly smooth rock hanging 
over the river had to be crossed to get behlnd the obstruction. From 
among the volunteers, a P.L.A. man named Tui Hsi-ming was chosen 
for his athletic prowess. When I saw the place, and saw the small birds 
wheehg  round looking for a clawhold on the rock, I could not 
understand how any man could cross it. But while his comrades on the 
other side held their breath, TLU Hsi-rning inched across and got 
behind the barrier. He reported that the road could go through if a 
tunnel were blasted through the barrier rock, and now a steel bridge 
drives straight into it and out on the other side. Above the bridge is a 
banner which says: "In the heart of the mountains and valleys there 
were brave men !" 

Throiighout t h s  section the road could only have been b d t  by men 
prepared to descend on ropes into ravines that make you sick to look 
into : down there they rigged up light scaffolds to hold them wlule they 
plied 14-lb. hammers and long chsels. Newcomers to the plateau 
found they co~lld only strike a few blows and then had to rest. Much 
of the material was friable lake-bed, with a tendency to hurl boulders 
at the P.L.A. men as they drdled, charged, tamped and finally were 
hauled up wMe the cliff was blasted out. 

T h r o ~ i ~ h  all these difficulties a track was carved out, unsurfaced but 
good enough for bulldozers and air-compressers to be hauled over. 
At t h s  stage civilian workers could join the work, and thousandr of 
then1 are still there, widening the road, reducing gra&ents and straight- 
ening curves. W e  had to stop and wait several times a day for blasting 
operations and clearance, but in between such worlung points the road 
is much better than the previous section and forty to fifty miles an hour 
is possible for long stretches. Gradients are adjusted to attain engine 
efficiency at various altitudes. Above ~ j ,ooo  feet the maximum gradient 
allowed is 7 degrees and below that altitude 8 degrees. W m u m  
rahus for curves is 80 feet. These spechcations were worked out for 
this terrain by Soviet engineers. 

Chatting to some of these Szechiianese road-workers, I found they 
get two types of bonus payment above their trade union rate of pay. 
One for altitude is based on the height of the pass on their road section 
and is from 10 to 25 per cent. of their basic wage; the other, called 
6 L 

remoteness subsidy", is for distance from their homes, and also 
goes up to 25 per cent. On  Sech La, workers were drawing both at 
top rates-malung a 50 per cent. adhtion to their wages. 



Soon after leaving the Salween River the road enters Bomi Forest 
and does not leave it for 130 d e s .  Tlis  is an area of huge glacial 
lakes, fast rivers, lush crop-land and great virgin forests of tall firs, 
birch and pine, juniper and rhododendron. Legend has it that a 
detachment of Chmese soldiers on their way from Szechuan to ~ e ~ a l  
during the war with the Gurkhas in the late eighteenth century 
detoured into Bomi and were so attracted by it that they decided to 
stay, They married local women and nothmg more was seen of them in 
Szechuan. 

For a traveller, this is perhaps Tibet's most beautiful region; for a 
geologist, a dream come true; for road-maintenance workers, a cease- 
less battle against nature's treachery. 

Here is laid out the hstory of geological change since the world's 
skin folded and thrust Tibet into the sky; the giant u p h g i n g  of rock 
and its gadual breakdown by wind and water, heat and cold; the 
struggle between the mountains and rivers; the laying down of level 
plains by trapped glacial waters, only to be counter-attacked by rivers 
and the rivers in turn by the inountaiils finging rock and sand to turn 
their courses. 

Tibet is estimated to be a relatively new geological formation. At 
school I was taught that the height of Choillo Langn~a (Mount 
Everest) was 29,002 feet. In those days I always used to wonder whether 
that 2 feet was for the snow on top. Now its height is 29,200 feet. It 
has grown 198 feet since I was a boy. Having seen Borni, I believe ths. 

Bomi has everytling to worry the road-maintenance staff. Some 
of the nlountainsides ovcr whch  it runs are nothmg but sliding sand 
alld small stones; others are a sort of shaly rubble; there are under- 
ground waters that show themselves only when pressure of traffic 
brings thein out and starts a rivulet where none was before; there are 
glaciers that hurl water, sand and boulders all together to destroy the 
road. 

Sometimes, ahead of the jeep, fine sand and small stones would start 
shhng down into the road, and further LIP the slope more sand would 
start to run. The question was: would it be a larldslidc that would push 
the jeep ovcr the opposite cdgc of the road and into the river boiling 
alongside? Whatever it was, nothng co111d be done but push the 
accelerator down as far as the winchg road would allow and hope for 
the best. ~t such times I clung to the statement by the clief of this 
road section that nobody had been hnrt in a vchcle by fahng rocks or 
landslides. 
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I noticed that a variety of devices were being tried to hold back 
the threatening sand and shale. There is plenty of timber in the arca, 
and th s  is being used to make strong fences at the bottom and at 
various heights to check the flow of sand. Grass is being planted. 
Culverts carry the underground waters safely under the roadand 
heavy sloping timber slipways have been built to carry the road safely 
under s laces where snow and rocks may slide down. 

All the way from Ya-an to Lhasa there is a road-maintenance station 
every six miles. These are big bungalows which do double duty 
as headquarters and homes for the maintenance workers and their 
f a d e s .  

Modem hostels, able to accommodate the staff and vehicles of big 
lorry convoys, have been b ~ d t  at three- or four-hour driving intervals 
all dong the road. Here the drivers of the State Transport Company 
open up their camp-beds, unroll their quilts and eat and sleep without 
payment. O n  most occasions I ate the same food, consisting of rice or 
steamed bread to suit both southern and northern Chinese, and varied 
&shes of pork, beef, chicken, eggs and vegetables. Each person is 
supplied with one &sh, soup and udmited rice or bread without 
charge. Mostly they get together in groups and order rllfferent dishes 
whch  they share, C h e s e  style, and so get variety.   here are canteens 
where liquor, cigarettes, sweets and other items are available at cut 
prices. Tea is free. ~t was s~lrprising to go to a tap to fill a water-bottle 
and find that what came out was excellently scented C h a  tea. 

Another very pleasant fachty was the hot sulphur baths. Tibet is 
full of hot springs and where possible the road stations have been 
b~lilt nearby. Baths are available big enough for a platoon and down to 
indvidud size, fed by an ingenious arrangement of wooden troughs 
so that cold water can be added to get the right temperature. It was 
c e r t d y  welcome, after a day of twisting and turning over the 
mou~.tains and running through convoy dust and hot sun, to strip off 
and plunge into a bath as big as the average English room, full of 
bubbling sulphurous water, and let the aches of a day's jeeping float 
away while supper was c o o h g .  

There's little hardslup and even luxury in a trip to Lhasa on the new 
road: for anyone, that is, who can stand the rarefied air and is not 
afraid of climatic changes from one extreme to the other and in 
behueen in the course of a single day; who docs not object to changing 
from shrt-sleeves to fur coat and back several times a day, wearing 
sun-goggles, losing the skm from the nose a dozen times and 
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ac<in% like a human pines-pig in the laboratory of some maniac 
biometrician. N o t h g  is laclung for man or machme to travel across 
the highest road in the world. 

Bomi, for all its potential wealth, is underpopulated to a greater 
degree even than other parts of Tibet. The population in general is 
declining and has becn for centuries. In the heyday of Tibetan society, 
when a Tibetan army even occupied Sian, it has been estimated that 
the population was 12,000,000 (it is now about I,OOO,OOO). ~ e c o r d s  of 
the population of Borni, compiled by order of the Manchu Dynasty, 
gave the figure of 30,000, but now it is estimated at no more than 
10,000. 

All through this area are signs of villages that have disintegrated, 
leaving only one or two families cultivating a few OF the terraces 
wlich formerly supported a whole community. In some places nothing 
remains except grass-grown squares and overgrown terraces. Old 
tracks are disappearing and the plateau is taking possession again. 
Many such   laces can be seen from the peaks, but &sappear on the 
level in the same way that ancient British encampments can be seen 
only from the air. You can drive all day in Bo ld  without seeing a 
single house. 

Side by side with the fall in population have gone uncl~anging 
productive methods and the growth in power of the monasteries and 
the nunlerical strength of the monks. It seems that the swiftest popula- 
tion fall has occurred since the reforms of Tsong Kaba, who forbade 
monks to marry or drink wine, among other thngs. For some $00 

years, every day has drawn more men from the processes of production 
and reproduction. 

In appearance and dress, the Bornj people are hfferent from other 
Tibetans in the northern areas, where they have an obvious affinity 
to the Mongolians. In Bomi they have more resemblance to the Ann- 
anlese. They dress mfferently, with shortcr clothes, and their hats are 
~l l lau and perched on the back of the head. It is not Likely that the 
people I met had ever seen a foreigner, but there was not the least sign 
of hostility. 

k g h t  in the heart of Bold Forest, undcr the glacial peak of Chu Se 
La! a complete ncw town has bccn b~ul t  from pinewood. Dzamu has, 
I fancy, soinetl~in~ of the appearance of an American frontier town and 
a good deal of thc atmosphere of the west in the last century. Its main 
Street is a real main street, with shops on each side, some of adobe, 
SOnle of timbcr and ronle merely tcnts. Here you can have a suit 

E 
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made, buy a rifle and ammunition, and have a haircut and shave, play 
chess in a restaurant and buy Kodak blm from India or an AgG from 
East Germany. 

Merchants on their way to and from Lhasa and India camp at 
Dzamu, and the town is now becoming a new trahng centre where 
people in dress styles from all over Tibet sit under awnings of white 
cloth with blue applique patterns, drmking buttered tea and haggling, 
s e t h g  accounts in Lhasa and Peking money and seahng the transaction 
with enormous pinches of snuff. 

Whde I was in Dzamu, where I stopped to interview some of the 
road-budders, the lorry full of pilgrims that I had seen setting out from 
De-Ge caught us up and camped out near the road administration 
headquarters. Travehng Tibetans seem to prefer camping near the 
new road hostels. Banhtry has almost finished along the road, at any 
rate during the daytime, but at night local amateurs or occasional 
professionals will attack a merchant's caravan if it seems an easy victim. 

I found the mercantile spirit very strong in Dzamu. At one end of 
the main street I enquired the price of a roll of film-without my 
intention of buying-and was quoted I silver dollar, which 1 found to 
be the usual price in Lhasa. By the time I had reached the end of the 
street it had gone up by half-dollars to 3 dollars a roll. 

A couple of young Hans came along with ~ a c k s  on their back- 
One had a monkey on his shoulder. They unpacked some stage 
props and bamboo clappers and spent an hour entertaining the town, 
seeming to do pretty well financially. 

But Dzamo, for all its Wild West atmosphere, has more modern 
rcsources. There is electric power from a small hydro-electric generator 
and a big timber factory making prefabricated parts for road hostels 
and bridges. There is a fine large timber dance-hall and meet% 
place, whch  is also used for plays and films. Ballroom dancing is the 
craze among C h a ' s  ~ o u t h  and no place is now regarded as complete 
without its dance-hall. 

An hour's ride west of Dzamu is the ~ u l a n  Glacier. Just after the 
road had passed ths  point in 1953, this glacier "blew up" and tore 
up several miles of the road. It suddenly hurled an incalculable quantity 
of water and boulders as big as houses into the Bduntrangpo River, 
and in a few moments the river was choked and a lake 160 feet deep 
had been formed. An hour later the water found a way out and forced 
the downstream level of the water up 60 feet above normal, ripping 
dowll the forest and changing the whole loc&ty. A new route had to 



be found for the road and now a very careful watch is kept on the 
glacier. 

I had a talk with an engineer, Chi Hsu-chun, who is probably the 
only man who ever went to the top of this glacier, where he found three 
mountain tops of ice Boo feet thick. Tibet's climate is getting warmer, 
according to his observations. He told nle: "Local people say that 
twelve years ago this glacier began at a point half a ni le  lower than 
today. And even while I have been here the glacier has gone back." 
I also noticed many former glacier beds on high mountains which 
milst have formerly been covered with perpetual snow but are now 
bare for part of the year. 

From Dzarnu it takes another f d  day of driving to get through the 
virgin forest, where trees grow upon trees as great trunks rot into the 
gound under a lighter pall of decaying twigs and leaf-mould. ~ e a d  
trees that gave up the struggle maybe half a century ago still lean on 
their living fellows, and young trees are bent into bows by hoary 
dead monsters, leafless and black. Long strands hang everywhere like 
Christmas decorations and the ground is soft with ferns and flowers. 
Always there are bottle-green mountain torrents as the road follows the 
natural contours discovered by the waters. An icy mist emanates from 
these swirling rivers and chills to the bone when there is no sun. 
Cascades fall from precipices far overhead. water-wagtails, pigeons, 
sparrows and blue-rumped magpies flit everywhere. 

In one of therivers I saw a human body caught between two rocks, 
stripped naked by the ~ounding  waters and looking quite freshly dead. 
This was a "water burial", which is common in Tibet. According to 
Lamaism, the body must return to one of its elements, fire, air, water, 
soil. In most parts of Tibet fuel is costly and too slow-burning to 
dispose of a body and the ground is frozen for much of the time. This 
leaves water and air burials. ~t is therefore unwise to drink direct, 
without boiling, the water of the clearest brook. In "air burials", the 
bodies are simply cut into strips and fed to the ravens and vultures. 
Vultures are so tame and confident that they sit by the side of the road 
and watch traffic pass not six feet away, calnlly turning their scraggy 
bald necks and baleful eyes. 

Tibetans, worku~g for wages, were widening and improving the 
along the sections nearest to Lhasa. As we have seen, wages are an 

innovation in Tibet, work of any sort always having been a duty owed 
by the lower classes to the nobility and monks, and so these road 
workers could only be people who-k had thcir overlord's 

i. 
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permission to work or people without overlords. It often happens that a 
peasant family gets so saddled with debt that a thousand generations 
would not clear it and the fanlily runs away to become duichuns- 
"black people" as they are also called. Such families usually settle on the 
land somewhere else and become again tied to the land in similar 
relations to those they ran away from-but without the debt. In some 
places as many as 50 per cent. of the peasants are duichuns. 

But some of these masterless people find a way to go on being 
masterless, by begging or getting into petty trade, and a few who 
become wealthy may after some generations be recruited into the 
nobility or h g h  posts in the monasteries. 

The wages paid by the road administration are by Tibetan standards 
princely. Road-workers get as much in a month as a reasonably well- 
to-do landlord. Even a very wealthy Tibetan may have a real income 
of no more than d j o  a month. High wages have encouraged even 
monks to doff their claret robes and go to work in borrowed home- 
sp~ms. They have also encouraged some landlords to send their 
~ lnde rhgs  to work with orders to bring their wages back to their 
master. But it is pretty certain that a good deal of the money in such 
cases sticks to the fingers of the serf. 

The hfference in attitude between the Tibetan road-workers and the 
ordinary peasant serfs was most striking. Ordmarily the greeting of a 
Tibetan commoner is to stick out h s  tongue and hold his hands palms 
outward, occasionally bringing the hands together to the forehead and 
down again-an effusive and humble greeting. ~oad-workers are 

6 <  more inclined to clap and cheer, shout Yamcr, yamu"-~inkiang 
Tibetan for "good"-and run alongside the jeep with friendly grins. 



THE HOLY CITY AT LAST 

Golden roqfs ofthe Dalai Lama's palace-Tibet's history-Men camelfrorn 
apes-Tibetan king marries Chinese princess-How Larnaisni grew- 
Monasteries become dominant-Rise of the Grand Lamas-Gods reborn 

on earth-Tibet, part of China-Imperial nibbling begins 

T HE approach to Lhasa from the east is of a beauty s~~rpassing 
everything so freely offered earlier by Tibet. For sixty miles 

one valley opens into another full of flowers, birds, golden barley, blue 
and pink buckwheat-each valley a jewel strung on the twin ribbons 
of road and river. There is a f e e h g  of drawing near some place of 
transcendent grandeur and strangeness. Clouds floating in a sky of 
deep blue cast moving patterns of coloured light and shade through the 
passes. The white-sand road follows the pale green river, squeezing 
past cliffs and out into the level valley bottonls again. 

As we pass one mountain gorge on the left, a little rainstorm sweeps 
out, passes behmd the jeep and leaves a rainbow &pping into the river 
behind us. 

Houses become inore frequent, set in graceful parks of slim birches 
and ash. Monks ride by on horseback with their togas folded on their 
heads against the son. ~t is like driving in an open car in the days of 
Robin Hood. Peasants with long matted hair and dressed in 1 1 -  

bleached, patched, shapeless and fashonless homespun lean on their 
mattocks or stick out their tongues in greeting as they watch the cars 
pas. Wonleil with open bo&ces feed their babies or scream anxiously 
as daring little boys challenge cach other to run in front of the car. A 
splash of colour in the distance turns out to be a noble lady out riding 
with an cscort of thrce gallants, all in gleaming brocades. Their horse- 
trappings tinkle as thcy pass us, waving. 

What seen1 to be inotor cars on legs are square yak-skin boats being 
carried upstrcain by thcir owilcrs whose belongings are strappcd to thc 
backs of trained sl~cep following bdund. Ravens, huge and fearless, 
hop lazily out of the way, but i~lastiffs and nlongrels go on sleeping, 
exactly in the middle of thc road. 

I strain illy cyes ahcad for the first sight of the forbidden city. But 
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everything is black under a heavy rain-clood. Then one edge gleams 
and the sun breaks out, lighting up the whole valley. 

And there is Lhasa-Lhasa, the fabled, legendary Lhasa. There is 
the Potala Palace, a castle on a castle on a mo~mtain, with rays of 
flame struck from its golden roofs, dominating the whole landscape 
and making even the mountains themselves appear insignificant. 

By the roadside is a high pile of prayer stones cast by centuries of 
pilgrims in thanks for this first vision of the holy city. I had come 
1,500 miles by car to reach this spot and it was a moment I shall never 
be able to forget; a moment when I could understand a little of the 
feelings of a pilgrim who has covered the same distance on foot and at 
last sees the Potala where the Ddai Lama lives, and knows he has 
reached his goal. 

Before describing the historic city of Lhasa, it is as well to recall 
the history of the country of which it is the capital and of the way 
in which its unique system of government developed. There is no 
written history of Tibet and little is known of the situation there before 
the seventh century, but some outstanding events on which there is 
little or no controversy allow a skeleton of its history to be constructed. 

Tibetan legend has it that the human race was born in Tibet, and in 
one aspect is not so far off the mark scientifically. Formerly there were 
no people, i t  goes, but only big mountains, oceans and wild beasts. 
Gradually the oceans went down and the land came up. A marriage 
between a monkey and a goddess led to the creation of human beings. 
The monkey, which was striving to attain buddhahood, went into a 
cave to meditate, and there met a female spirit of the rocks. After 
asking the advice of the Potala,' he was permitted to marry the goddess, 
and the oflipring consisted of six small monkeys which the father took 
back to the forests. W i t h  three years there were 500 monkeys and 
they went on increasing until the forest was not big enough to support 
them. At this point the father monkey went off to the Potala again, 
where he was given barley, beans and other seeds. The monkeys began 
to plmt them,-and gradually became men. 

AU t h s  is said to have happened in the warm, forested area of Bomi. 
Another legend has it that the Tibetans came from a tribe of meat- 
eaters and blood-drinkers from the north-west, and a third legend 
that they came from the south. There are many different types of 

' The Potala was actually built about joo years ago, and the decline of the Tibetan 
people has been considerable since then. It is so obvious that present-day Tibetan society 
could not build such a place that most people now say and apparently believe that I t  was 
built by the gods. 
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Tibetan, some even looking purely Persian, some hke Annamese and 
Mongolians to lend substance to these legends. 

Any serious attempt to probe back into Tibetan history always gets 
cr far as King Songtsan Gambo, who was born in the early part of the 
seventh century. Before his time the Tibetan tribes were scattered, each 
with its own petty leader. Songtsan Gambo set out to unify the tribes 
under himself. He is described in the Tang Dynasty writings as strict 
and cruel but democratic. Before taking decisions, he would call 
people together and ask for opinions. His name means: Song, just; 
t un ,  strict; Gambo, filled with. 

This dynamic king drew together the young men and imbued them 
with martial spirit. In keeping with the social customs of his day, he 
respected his inother and women, but treated his father and older men 
with contempt. Today there are stdl remnants of t h s  attitude of respect 
for women, and Tibet is one of the last places in the world where it is 
common to find one woman married to several men. Songtsan 
Gambo's code was that death in war was honourable but death in 
sickness contemptible. The noblemen of his day were those with 
several generations lulled in battle. He was revered by the young men 
and created a strong tribe which conquered the others and unified 
Tibet by force. 

Before Songtsan Gambo's time, the religion of Tibet had been that 
of Bon, a form of nature worshp. Little headway was made by Budd- 
hism in the two centuries before Songtsan Gambo. But when this king 
overran northern Burma and western China he demanded and got the 
hand of the Chnese Princess Wen Chang and at the same time also 
married a Nepalese princess. At this time, A.D. 640, the king was only 
twenty-three and h s  two wives were beautiful, intehgent and 
Buddhst. They converted him, it is said. His Chmese wife brought 
with her one of ~ u d d h m ' s  illost priceless relics, a portrait image of 
the youthli~l Buddha said to have been iniraculo~~sly made by the 
forces of creation. Ths image, originally a present from India to the 
Chillere Emperor, was housed in a temple specially built for it in 
Lhasa-the Jo Kang Tcmyle-where it sits today, the holiest relic in 
Tibet. 

Songtsan Gainbo rnadc Buddhsm the official religion of Tibet, 
though what actually developed was a blend of Buddhism with the 
witchcraft of Bon. He also introduced many improvements into the 
country. Princess Wen Chang had brought with her an army of skdled 
artisans: cooks, wine-inakcrs, builders, carpcntcrs and painters. Her 
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husband also sent Tibetans into Chma to study paper-making, ceramics 
and other crafts. According to the probably biased Tang records, 
Tibetans at that time had no cloth, but wore sheepskins and felt. 
Songtsan Gambo also sent a representative to India to study the 
scriptures, and the present Tibetan alphabet was created at that time. 
He also set about reconstructing hstory backward from his own time, 
and little credence should be placed in the history of the twenty-eight 
kings before his own emergence in the national and international 
scene. 

Perhaps not everything attributed to the young king was actually 
his work. Because he was the most colourful and important of Tibetan 
figures, there is a tendency to trace everythng to him. Certainly he 
wrought great changes in Tibet and established a kingdom that spread 
to Nepal, Bhutan and northern Burma. Tibet was then one of the 
most powerful military states in Asia. These were the golden days of 
Tibet's history and they coincided with the Tang Dynasty, which was 
likewise a peak in Chnese civilisation. 

Both outside and inside forces contributed to a deche in cul- 
ture and strength. Externally, Inha and Chma, whch had played a 
part in Tibet's advance, themselves became static. But the maim 
causes lay in the character of Tibet itself and the growth in power 
of the monasteries. It needed great vigour on the part of any 
lung to maintain unity among the petty tribes and clans. Tibet is a 
land of valleys cut off from each other by h g h  mountains, of pastures 
deserted except for herds and a few nomadc herdsmen. The few major 
towns, Lhasa, Slugatre, Gyantse and Chamdo, have today a 
of less than 70,000 and those mostly monks. 

Princess Wen Chang, who helped to found the monasteries in ~ ibe t ,  
thereby started up developments on the whch went far wide 
of her intentions. The monasteries eventually became the only places 
where there were large concentrations of able-boded men, the retainers 
of the nobility being spread out all over the estates of their overlords. 
k c h  and powerful monasteries developed with thhcir own armed bands 
and challenged the declining monarchy. 

Early in the tenth century an abortive effort was made to weaken the 
power of the monasteries. Most accounts agree that Lang Darma, 
last of the lay lungs, lulled hrs brother and headed the anti-Lamlist 
party in an attempt to smash the church. It is said that a monk from one 
of the monasteries destroyed by the King detcrndncd to assassinate 
him. Wearing black robes and ri&ng a white horse blackened with 
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he managed to get close enough to the King to lull him. He 
escaped by removing his black robes and rihng the horse through a 
river to remove the soot. This event is coinmemorated in the c lack Hat 
Dance every Tibetan New Year, but there is more reason to think that 
the monks reshaped an ancient dance to fit their legend. 

Tibet split again into warring factions and tribes, from which the 
church emerged as the most cohesive force. As the monasteries became 
all-powerful and the influence of Lamaism all-pervading, the nobles 
sent their sons into the monasteries. The mixed clerical-lay rCgime 
emerged. 

After establishing the Yuan Dynasty by force of arms, Kublai Khan 
invited the leader of Tibetan Lamaism to Peking in 1260. This was 
Basba, leader of the Sagya Sect, who received from the Mongol Khan 
the title "Tutor of the EmperorM. Basba went to Mongolia, where he 
helped to develop the written language, and then returned to Tibet, 
having been appointed ruler of 130,ooo families in the Tsang, u and 
Kham areas. This sealed the dominance of the monasteries. 

Tibet's second inost famous figure-Tsong Kaba the reformer- 
was born of peasants in 1358, about a century after the Sagya Sect 
had established its power. By that time the Tibetan form of Buddhism 
had become less and less distinguishable from the original devil- 
worship, and Tsong Kaba began a movement for reforms, many of 
which have a striking resemblance to Catholic rites and practices. 
These includcd celibacy, spiritual hermitage, benedictions, cutting the 
hair, holy water, rosaries and high mitre-like hats for ceremoilies. 

Members of this Gelugbal Sect wore yellow hats to &stinguish them 
from other monks, who wore red ones. Their i~lost important rules 
were those against marriage and wine. The Yellow Sect prospered, 
alld al tho~l~h celibacy provided a problein of s~~ccession, since a sect 
claiming to bc celibate could scarcely have hereditary descent, this was 
solved in an ingenious manner. On the death of its leader his soul was 
said to have passed into the body of a child who then becaillc the next 
Grand Lama. T h s  conveilient extension of transn~igration-the 
passilg of a soul into a specifically identified recipient body-provided 
an eternal Grand Lama. 

By the time of the Filth Bodyl-the "Great ~ i f t h ~ '  as he is called- 
the Yellow Scct war in a position to challenge the supreinacy of the 
S a g ~ a  Sect. They called in Gushi Khan to overthrow the older religion, 
and the K ~ ~ I I  only too happily set about unifying Tibet under China. 

Sect of "Those on the Way to virtue". "is name was Ngawang Lobsang. 
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He covered the grave of Tsong Kaba with his own tent, which is still 
there, and handed political and religious power to the Yellow Sect. 
He also gave the "Great Fifth" the title of Dalai Lama. This "Dalai" is a 
literal translation into Mongoliail of the Grand Lama's title, meaning 
6 <  wide as the ocean". 

This active pontiff made other innovations. He was informed by 
divine revelation that he was himself the reincarnation of the pardian 
god of Tibet, Chenresi, and so became the first god-returned-to-earth 
-the first God-King of Tibet. At the same time he had another revela- 
tion that his old tutor was also a god; the reincarnation of Opame, the 
other aspect of Chenresi. This tutor and his successors became the 
Panchen Lamas, the Grand Lamas of the Tashlunpo Monastery at 
Shigatse. Succession was by the same method. 

Spiritually the relations between these two are not too clear, even to 
experts. Since Chenresi and Opame are dfferent aspects of the same 
god, their incarnations are equal in a religious sense. However, it is 
considered that Opame is more concerned with the development of 
spiritual matters and Chenresi with worldly affairs. In fact, the Ddai 
Lama governs 109 counties and the Panchen Lama only ten. Tempor- 
ally the Dalai Lama has more power, but their spiritual equahy is 
evidenced in other ways. Whichever of the two is older is automatic- 
ally the tutor and guide of the younger and ordains him. Tibetans 
make no distinction, calling them by a collective title, ' ' ~ ~ a l w a  Yaps;, 
meaning "Father and Son". 

Succession by reincarnation became general throughout the man- 
asterics, and there are now perhaps 1,000 great and small incarnates in 
Tibet. 

The successor to the "Great ~ i f th"  was a lover of the fleshpots and 
female company who caused grave political ~roblerns for the sect and 
fled from Lhasa to die. Rivalry among the contending factions resulted 
and the Dzungarian Mongols took advantage of this to invade and 
occupy Lhasa. An appeal to the Chnese Emperor Kang Hsi led to the 
drspatch of 10,ooo men to throw out the invaders. By 1720 the broken 
succession of Dalai Lamas was renewed. Unwihng to run such risks in 
futore, the Chnese Emperor created the post of Ainban, resident 
representative with wide powers, and from that time until the turn of 
this century there were Chinese Viceroys in Lhasa. 

Trouble arose when the Chinese Amban put the Tibetan Regent to 
death in 1749 and there was an uprising. Emperor Chicn Lung sent an 
army to restore Chinese ascendancy and, when this had been done, 
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laid down that in future all appointments of importance in Tibet must 
be made by himself on the recommendation of the Ambans. At the 
same time he abolished the system of dual rule-the Dalai Lama in 
spiritual affairs and the Regent in temporal ones-and set up a cabinet 
of four Kalons, called the Kashag. - 

Forty years later the Emperor-sd Chien Lung-sent an army to 
free Tibet from an invasion of the Gurkhas, who had conquered Nepal 
a generation before. They had got as far as Shigatse, the seat of the 
Panchen, when the Dalai Lama appealed to Chien Lung for help. 
Imperial forces drove out the Gurkhas and dictated a treaty in their own 
capital, which included their sending a tribute mission to Peking every 
five years. Stone obelisks still stand in Lhasa to the memory of these 
occasions when Peking came to the rescue. At thls time  hen Lung 
ordered that the choice of the new Grand Lamas must be by a lottery 
conducted in the presence of the Chinese Amban, and sent a golden urn 
to Lhasa for the purpose. If the lottery were for a Dalai Lama, the 
Panchen must officiate and vice versa, whichever one was teinporarily 
absent from the world would have his transmigration supervised by 
the other. 

This state of relations between P e k i n ~  and Lhasa remained without 
0 

major alteration until the turn of the present century, when the ~ r i t i s h  
invaded Tibet. 



THE GLORY OF LHASA 

Lhasn is senerous-Medievnl tapestry comes to lif-Swiss watches arid 
prayer-wheels-Brocade and motor-cycles-The Dnlai Lama's palace- 
Totttbs of solid gold- The  Horrse of the Master-Brain-eatinf goddess 

reborn as Queen Victoria-Holy Mice-A meal with the Cabitlet 

T HAT first sight of Lhasa, goal of so many footsore travellers, 
is the most vividly remembered and most moving of all the 

gorgeoLls sights of ~ i b e t .  And the Potala, austerely magnificent, rising 
almost IOO feet hgher than the cross of St. Paul's Cathedral, challenges 
the s~~rrounding mo~rntains and dominates everything. Below the twin 
pyramids of the Potala and the Iron Hill which adjoins it the city itself 
is almost invisible to the distant eye, with only an occasional glint of 
golden light through trees. 

Lhasa lies in a flat, mountain-locked plain at 12,800 feet above 
sea-level from whch the mountains rise another 6,000 feet, thrusting 
spurs into the plain between whch lie little valleys and half-hidden 
monasteries. Following ancient footways, the road wanders past 
wooded parks and finally over the new steel bridge across the Kyi 
River into the city itself. 

However much the stranger may expect or hope of Lhasa, it greets 
him with more. If there were nothing but the Potala, Lhasa would not 
disappoint. But here too are the world's biggest monastery, the 
Depung; the gold-topped Jo Kang Temple, 1,300 years old; the 
monastic School of Medicine on the tip of the Iron Hill; scores of 
monasteries, temples and shrines that make the city a lodestone for 
pilgrims from afar, who often spend their lives and all their possessions 
to reach it. All these, with the people in the market-place, monks, 
officials, nomads and peasants in a bustle of buying, selling, praying, 
bcgging and prostrating, bring to noisy, odorous, dusty, sunfit life 
the faded tapestries of European mehevalism. ~ l u r  tapestry ofsevcnth- 
century life now includes twentieth-century lorrics unloading tea to 
be carried on waiting yaks and camels into remote valleys. 

Lhasa has three sacred circles : the Inmost Circle that passes round the 
holiest image of Buddha inside the JO Kang Temple; the Parkor which 
passes round outside the temple and is also the city's main shopping 
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centre; and the Lingkor, a five-mile-long path which passes entirely 
roLlnd the city. Walking round these holy circuits in a clockwise direc- 
tion brings merit, and they are always full of ~ilgrinls stepping O L I ~  

c <  
smartly with spinning prayer-wheels or even ~rostrating" all the 

way round the Lingkor; and lined with beggars, it being especially 
meritorious to relieve the poor while on these holy circuits. Prostrating 
pilgrims usually carry wooden palm-protectors strapped on their hands. 
They stretch themselves at full length, make a mark as far as their out- 
stretched hands reach, stand up, advance their feet to the mark, then 
stretch out full length on the ground again. It takes upwards of 
j,ooo prostrations to conlplete the Iingkor, and some people do it 
many times, addmg up a colossal amount of merit for their next 
transmigration. Anyone lucky enough to die on the Lingkor-even 
a pagan like myself--would have to pay no penalty for any of his sins. 

In the main streets every house is a shop, tiny and without windows 
on the ground floor so that it is necessary to enter the door to find out 
what is on sale in the dark interior. Apart from C h ~ e s e  goods, alinost 
anything that a yak col~ld carry was on sale or could be ordered in the 
Lhasa market. This was before the new road reached the h&an  border 
and yaks and canlels were still tolling into Lhasa every day with light 
lux~lry goods sewn up in the skins of their departed brothers. Raleigh 
bicycles lean against the wall of a Nepalese shop next to the dried 
carcases of sheep; Swiss watches, dried d k ,  cameras and French 
perfume jostle prayer wheels, offertory cups and rosaries. Dozens of 
Lllasa hat-shops stock western style felt trilby hats and Tibetan hats of 
gold brocade and fur. Trilby hats have caught on, but no other western 
style of dress. Tins of Australian butter arc on sale in a city where tons 
of yak butter are burned daily to the gods. There are silks and cottons 
from Shanghai and India, flash-lamps froin Hong Kong. Lhasans like 
to stand around out of doors, talking and laughing. Woinen stall- 
keepers bargain and flirt, wearing long, dusty robes and greasy striped 
aprons. Many of them wear a wlite conch shell as a bracelet, over 
whch a rosary is k c d .  

Thro~1~11 doorways craftsmen can be seen hammering, stitching and 
bargaining. A towsle-hcaded nomad lolls against a wall with half a 
hllndredwcight of vari-coloured butter stitched into a y a k - s h  and 

it off with 1 is  dagger by ounccs to sell to housewives. 
Boatme11 carrying on their backs the huge, light craft of yak-skin 

that can float a ton have to turn sideways and inch their way past a 
of tca-lorries llnloading at the new State Wholesale ~ornpany's 
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warehouse. Monks are everywhere, of every sect and social 
Religion pervades every comer. Merchants count their beads and 
murmur " O m  mani padme hum!" as they cheerfully cheat a buyer; 
for a Lamaist merchant assures himself that if he can succeed in cheating 
another, this proves the amount was due to him from a previous existence. 

Lhasa was built in the days before sanitation, and in this matter 
there has been little change. Men, women, monks and nuns squat in 
the street without self-consciousness. Open heaps of rubbish-which 
are traditionally cleared once a year-lie along some streets, a mixture 
of rotting substances from whch  the purple-green carcase of a de- 
composing dog juts out. Dogs are everywhere, wild, ownerless dogs, 
that sleep all day in every patch of sunlight. Religious scruples prevent 
their dsposal, and all night long they bark and howl, with every now 
and again a dreadful, long, blood-chilling scream as a dog is murdered 
by its fellows. These dogs also band together and attack people so that 
it is quite dangerous to go on foot after dark. So far the only proposition 
put fonvard to deal with the problem has been to round them LIP and 
separate them into two compounds, male and female, without food. 
It is then assumed they would eat one another and eventually all die out, 
and no Lamaist would have committed the sin of taking life. 

Lhasa people, like all Tibetans, love flowers. Their first-floor 
windows are full of asters, stocks, marigolds and other common 
flowers which thrive in Lhasa's hothouse atmosphere. There are no 
gardens, the inner courts being quagmires where people and animals 
also conduct sanitary operations. 

What is new in Lhasa does not immediately strike the eye. There 
is the steel bridge over the K ~ I  River. on ly  lorries could have trans- 
ported the sections to that point. Steel girders there were before. ~ndeed, 
there was one in my bedroom in Lhasa. It had been cut into three-foot 
sections and carried by yak, then bolted together to make a girder 
again. It was painted blue with flowers on the sections and gold paint on 
the boltheads. This was the former house of a member of the Tibetan 
4 6  cabinet", who sold his house to the Tibctan Working Committee of 
the Chinese Communist Party. Now it is a gucst-house, one of the bat 
houses in Tibet, having windows all of glass. 

In ths  city where there had never bccn any wheeled vehicles 
trafic jams now occur when jeeps and yak caravans meet. A t d c  
jam in Lhasn war unexpected. And on my first morning's stroll 
round town, between the Lingkor and the Turquoise ~ o o f e d  Bridge 
(Yu~o  Bridge), where beggars and pilgrims live in hovels and nests of 
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variegated garbage, I saw a long queue-nobles, monks, peasants, 
nomads, women and children. They were slowly entering a big area of 
new whitewashed adobe buildings over which I read in Han characters : 
"People's Hospital." There were some Tibetan words which I suppose 
meant the same. 

WMe I watched, a vision flashed by on a motor-cycle; an official 
in a scarlet robe and yellow hat like a shallow bowl. O n  the  illi ion 
behind him was another man, dressed in black and wearing a hat like a 
lampshade with a 4-inch flounce of red silk threads. One of the dis- 
tinguishmg marks of an official's rank is the number of servants follow- 
ing him. This official on the B.S.A. motor-cycle was of the fifth class 
and must always be accompanied by one retainer. I wondered what 
would happen when higher officials, who must be   receded by two 
retainers and followed by two more and also have a messenger with 
document bag and whip, start to use motor cars, as they now want to 
do, and the Dalai Lama already does. Something has to change. 
Rank is also carefully distinguished among lay oficials by dress and 

hair style. Some of these styles originated as far back as 1,300 years ago. 
a, for example, the rule that officials wear their hair long and done 
up in two plaits which are intertwined-most appropriately-with 
red tape and dressed into two top-knots. An official who wears only 
these two top-knots is in the lowest rank. But if he wears also a golden 
ornament called a gaol between the knots he is no longer a cadet 
official, but an acting official above the fourth rank. Lay officials above 
fourth rank wear a yellow satin robe and a gilt helmet with a fringe of 
red silk. Officials of fourth rank and below wear a blue robe covered 
by outer garment of red wool, and officials lower than a cabinet 
minister wear the yellow woollen hat that fits over the top-knots and 
looks like a yellow saucer balancing at an impossible angle on the 
head. Monk officials all dress alike-though the quality of the ~10th  
they use varies accor&ng to their wealth-and they can only be dis- 
tinguished by the number of retainers accompanying them. In Lhasa 
there are IOO or so officials above the fburth rank and about 400 above 
sixth rank, and they contribute much to the colour of the city with 
their bright clothes and gorgcous equipages. All Lhasans love jewellery. 
and especially the turquoise, whch  is an especially lucky stone. Cord 

it dose for price and religious significance. 
Electricity there is in Lhasa, supplied for four hours a day to a few 

' A fa0 is any sort of portable colltiner of holy relics. They take many forms and 
contaill all sorts of diffcrcnt objects, according to their purpose. 
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yellowish bulbs by a creaking 100-kilowatt water-driven gencrator 
that was repaired by the P.L.A. This ancient British-made rnaclile 
that got here on ~ak-back will have to do until the new power station 
now being surveyed is built. Water has to be carried on backs, in 
wooden kegs and mainly by women. Houses are not heated and the 
only way to be warn1 is to put more clothes on. Yak-dung at 3s. for 
10 lb. is too dear for anythmg but cooking. 

What Lhasa lacks in the way of amenities and labour-saving devices, 
so do many places in the world. But what Lhasa possesses cannot be 
duplicated anywhere else at all. It is not for nothing that this city and 
its Potalal Palace have become a magnet for people all over the world. 

From any point of the city or the plain or the mountains above, 
the palace of the Dalai Lama dominates the scene and draws the eye 
inescapably. Chagpo Ri, the Iron Hill, which rises to the south-west 
of the Potala, is hgher, but quite fails to compete with the palace. 
Still, it is from the roof of the Medical College on the Iron Hill, 
with the golden roofs of the Potala lying below, that the dream 
city can be really appreciated; and that only while you actually 
watch it. No  imagined or remembered vision can do justice to the 
beauty of buil&ngs, copses, rivers, meadows, sandy roads, plains 2nd 
mountains. No description can paint the unearthly brihance 2nd 

transparency of colour in that rare air and blue sky. 
The eye travels over the town of flat-roofed houses and trees, the 

gleams of gold from the roofs of its temples, but always it lllust 

come back to the Potala, dynamic in its angular mass and the audacity 
of its conception. The mountains behind it-and they are very high 
ones-act only as a foil. The ~ o t a l a  follows the general style of Tibetan 
building: walls sloping inward from the foot and doors and windows 
following, with frames and lintels smaller at the top than at the bottom. 
Inspired simplicity and graceful pyramidal lines have created 0' it 
an illusion that here is a building carved from thc living rock; daringly 
rcjecting formal symmetry and following the asyrnnlctry of the hill's 
contours to produce a living and harmonious rnastcryicce. Perhays the 
Potala owes as much to its setting as this sublime landscape owes to the 
granite marvel that has been erected in its midst. Together they are 
perfect. Small wonder that the humble Lamaist finds this vision 
c110ugh to satisfy h s  sold and convince h m  that only could ]lave 
built it. 

The Potala Hill is named after a hill on Cape Cornorin, South India. Thcrc is Yet a 
third Potala-a hill on the China coast. 
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T~ reach the golden roofs which cover the tombs of "former 
bo&es", departed Dalai Lamas, there is a climb of 440 feet up stone 
ramps and perpen&cular ladders slippery with centuries of butter ft~mes 
and splashes from dripping butter lamps. In the Potala's fo~ecourt, 

would rate as a town in Tibet, live the laity who serve the 
children shout and play, dogs sleep, people cook and quarrel. 

A day-long procession of stooping women and poor monk-servants 
haul themselves up the steep ladders with water-kegs on their backs, 
mostly to fill the thousands of gleaming offertory bowls and make tea 
for the monks. Little enough washing is done in Tibet by people of 
any class. 

Fundamentally the ~ o t a l a  is the home of the current incarnate 
divinity's body and the tombs of the former bodies. There is a rule- 
poorly kept, I noticed-that no woman may be in the palace after 
noon. Monks alone live there, ten&ng the thousands of butter lamps, 
some of whch are great slabs of butter weighing 4 cwt. with several 
wicks burning at the same time, each in the little pool of butter melted 
by its tiny flame. 

Electric torches are forbidden and I was lighted in my passage round 
by a grimy monk-servant using a butter-fed brass handlamp like those 
used by the wise virgins. In &m chapels and airless tombs, monks beat 
drums and chant a ~ e r ~ e t u a l  background of religious noise-serving 
the dead among the dusty gold and jewels and imprisoned darkness of 
1,000 rooms. 

It is a stiff climb to the tombs of the Dalai Lamas, and the greasy 
ladders have springy handrails only part-way down, equally greasy 
and apparently designed to deceive the climber and hurl him down- 
wards. On the way up the main doors are parded  by tall, hanging 
cylinders of tiger skin, symbol of justice and power. Weeks could be 
spent examining the wealth in the Potala's 1,000 rooms. Especially 
notable for its integrity is a sinall chapel resting on the original rocky 
peak of the lull and now deep in the bowels of the building. This 
contaills the lifesizc effigies of King Songtsan Gatnbo and h s  two 
princcss wivcs froin Chna and Nepal, together with a cooking pot 
they are said to have used wheil they all livcd together on this exact 

1,000 years bcfore the Potala was built. 
At  about the same level is the ofice of thc ~ a l a i  Lama's secretariat, 

called the Yik Tsang, a most colourf~ll title meaning "nest of letters". 
The reason is that the Tibetans file documents by stitclung them into 
rolls of cloth and hanging them aro~lnd on any available projection in 

F 
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the carving of pillars and furniture, so that an oflice looks like a lucky 
tree at a fair. Nearby in almost impenetrable dimness sits an efigY 
of the "Great Fifth" which I was told had once spoken words. 

Directly under the golden roofs are the tombs of the Former Bodies, 
excepting that of the Sixth, the pleasure-loving Daki Lama, who wrote 
some of Tibet's best beloved poetry. The tomb of the thirteenth Ddai 
Lama, predecessor of the present one, needs three stories of the Potala to 
contain it. I estimated its height at 70 feet, an enormous chortenl 
entirely covered with sheet gold. This is not gold-plated on to some 
other metal, but solid fine gold as thick as stout corrugated iron and 
said to weigh at least I ton. Since its foundation is reliably said to be of 
silver and it contains, apart from the salted Thrteenth Body, large 
numbers of costly presents given to him during his Me, terrific wealth 
is represented by ths  tomb and the sirmlar ones of earlier Bodies. This 
is not to mention the private treasury of the herarchy, which contains 
the accumulated fortunes of centuries and must form a unique museum 
of priceless jewels, gold, silver and porcelain. 

The golden roofs above, however, are of gold laid on bronze and 
not solid sheet, as are the tombs below. Around these golden cupolas 
the Dalai Lama takes his exercise when he is in residence during the 
winter. If 1 had to select one view with which to spend my fife, and 
this is more or less the fate of the Dalai Lama, I thnk it would be this 
one with the city and plain of Lhasa below: the ~ur~uoise-~oofed  
Bridge, Jo Kang and Rarnoche Temples, great prayer poles, barley 
fields and the new ribbon of road running east to Peking and west to 
Indta. T h s  hghway-when it was still only a track that needed a good 
horseman to travel its whole length-was still one of the great transport 
lanes of the world, starting in Siberia, crossing Mongolia and chinghA 
and going on through Lhasa and down to India. 

I was not, nor is any pagan, allowed to enter the living-rooms of the 
Dalai Lama. But, like other rooms in the Potala, there is no fire to 
temper the arctic winds, no bathrooms, no electric light. when the 
sun goes down the call of p a r d  monks is the only sound heard 
through the darkened palace and only the fhckcring light of butter 
lamps is available for study of the sum of all human knowledge, Set 
down so long ago. There are few working ~ e o p l e  outside Tibet who 
would be wihng to exchange their own for ths  life of circumscribed 
wealth and form, celibacy and abstinence. 

Donled monuments resting on a square base used to enshrinc the bodies of high monks 
and holy men. 
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~ l ~ h ~ ~ ~ l ~  it is the Potala that impresses, the spiritual life of Lhasa, 
of Tibet, of Lamaism, centres around the Jo Kang ~ e m ~ l e .  As the 
glamorom ~ota la  contains little that is especially revered by Lamaists, 
so the almost invisible Jo Kang contains the most holy and priceless 
treasures of the entire faith. Inside the temple runs the Inmost circle and 
outside, the Parkor. Between them are the chapels of the temples and 
government offices intertwined as inextricably as the government 
and church itself. It canonly be approached througha market street, part 
ofthe Parkor, which is packed with stalls selling almost everything that 
can be bought in Tibet. Nothing can be seen of the main building from 
street level except the entrance, before which the stones are polished 
like glass by the bo&es of pilgrims who prostrate themselves all day. 
It is impossible to tell what the temple looks llke because of the offices 
and government departments that cluster round it. Inside, the honey- 
comb of tiny chapels round the Inmost Circle appear to be caves with- 
in the thickness of the walls themselves, but this cannot be determined. 
In the chapel doorways hang steel curtains made of strong rings and 
straight links like many bridle-bits joined together and closed with 
great steel padlocks. 

There is no ventilation and a monk-servant goes ahead into the 
already exhausted air blowing a great inass of pungent juniper and 
herbs into a biting smoke that brings tears to the eyes and makes it 
still more difficult to &stinguish the altars and images by the yellow, 
smoky glcanl of butter lamps. Every corridor is lined with butter 
lanlps, slabs of butter each in its chalice, each wick fee&ng its din1 dab 
offlame from a little pool of melted buttcr; every chapel is coated with 
oily smoke; the floors are slippery with it and the inlager them- 
selves gleam dully through a film of butter. This tenlple burns 4,000 lb. 
of butter daily, and tlus is not exceptional. Nearby Ramoche Temple 
burns as much. It would be difficult to conlpute how inuch butter is 
burned each day in all the religious places of Lhasa, not to inention 

rest of Tibet. 
In the Jo Kang I fo~lnd in its purest distillation the smell that is 

inseparable from Tibet, but wluch is especially characteristic of its 
telnples and nlonasterics: a smell compou~dcd of rancid butter, yak- 
dung snloke, incc~ae, people and mustiness. I brought back from 
Tibet a length of homespun woollen cloth which retains ths  un- 
forgettable odour and whch as I now write takes me back to the 
~ 'a tcau  and into its dark corridors again. 

Before the chapel where the Master sits-the Jo itself-is a perpetual 
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guard of monks. This is the holiest place in Tibet, "The House ofthe 
Master", and still contains the image of the youthful B~tddha brought 
as her dowry by the Chinese princess 1,300 years ago. It is said to have 
miraculously made itself out of gold, silver, copper, zinc and iron and 
is thickly encrusted with precious stones. This is the magnet that draws 
pilgrims painfully over countless mountains to Lhasa. 

The dreaded female guardian of the Tibetan government is in a 
chapel upstairs. This is Tibet's second most famous image, Palden 
Lhamo, who rides a mule, eating human brains from a skull. It was 
believed by some Tibetans that Queen Victoria was one of the in- 
carnations of this goddess and there was a saying that while Vicroria 
lived Britain would not invade Tibet. In fact, three years after the death 
of the Queen a British force actually entered Lhasa. This chapel is 
overrun with pale brown mice, so tame that they can be stroked. They 
are said to be holy and when they die are dried and ground into powder 
for medcine. I was warned before going that if a mouse should drink 
from my cup of tea this was auspicious and should be welcomed. 
In fact, j t did not occur ; but on another occasion a fly fell into my tea 
and caused a great commotion until some chopsticks were found and 
it was lifted out, much to everyone's relief, and put in the sun to dry. 
A servant picked up the tea and handed it to me to drink. 

T h s  temple is full of legends and miracles, numbers of them directed 
against the anti-clerical King Langdamra, who tried to overthrow tile 
rule of the monasteries. 

On  the day I visited the Jo Kang I had been invited to take supper 
with the Kashag, as the Dalai Lama's "cabinet" is called. It consists of 
four lay members and two monks, all having the title of Kalon. I 
entered the banqueting hall from the roof of the temple and sat down 
with five of the Kalons, one of the monks being absent on business 
connected with preparations for Tibetan autonomy. 

Over lookq  Lhasa Square, with its stalls and s e h g  odds 
and ends, its bronze bowls-eight feet across-for boiling tca during 
festivals, and crowds around the new-model Soviet station-wagon I 
had used from Chamdo, I had a meal straight from the Arabian Nights. 
High-class Tibetans mostly eat Chnese-stylc food, but I had specially 
asked to be served a full Tibetan meal both out of courtesy to Illy 

hosts and my own curiosity. We sat at a long table loaded with lllcatsv 
sweets and gold and silver platc, whle lugh officials in rich silk gowns 
changed plates and poured drinks as a special mark of the courtesy that 
i s  a never-failing chnracterisic of Tibetans. There were great &shes of 
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$-beef, steaming saddles of mutton, sheep's heads boiled, cooled and 
split open to display the brains and tongues, entrails containing chopped 
meats (a sort of Tibetan sausage), liver, dumplings, chopped raw meat, 
tongues, eggs, pickles, peppers, cakes of barley flour blended with 
butter, sugar and beer. Meats and s d  more meats in fairy-tale variety 
and quantity. 

Surkhang Kalon, former owner of the house I was living in, sat 
next to me and explained the mode of Tibetan banqueting in ~nglish.  
By that time I had already eaten more than was entirely comfortable 
and the absence of any sort of alcohol I put down to the presence of the 
Kalon Lama. A waiting servant came forward when Surkhang ~ a l o n  
beckoned, bearing a chalice of engraved silver and gold, f d  of barley 
beer. 

"Our custom," he explained, "is first to eat a little, as we have 
just done. Then the meal is begun and we can start to drink. Then we 
go on eating and drinking for a long time." I looked at the fresh 
steaming dishes that were now arriving and groaned to myself. I was 
a guest, and to be a guest in hospitable Tibet is somethng to live up to. 
From all sides the tastiest ~llorsels were being piled on my plate. 

"First we must drink to the gods," Surkhang explained. "This is 
how we do it." 

The servant bent down with the chahce. Its silver rim was fillcd with 
grain as an offering to the gods. The Kalon dipped the fourth finger tip 
of his lcft hand into the barley beer, flicked the tiny drop into the air 
and p ~ l t  lus finger into l is  mouth. When everyone present had done 
this, glasses were filled with the beer. T h s  beer, called chntlg, looks 
like much-diluted illilk and has a tingling sharpness. The Kalon told 
me that it is made by boiling barley in a small quantity of water and 
either adding yeast or letting it fernlent naturally. When the ferinenta- 
tion process is nearly cndcd, hot water is poured over it, and when it 
cools the chancq is rcady to drink. This is the most popular of Tibetan 
alcoholic drinks-virtually the only one, because the spirit distilled 
from c h a n ~  is both raw and expensive. It is harder to get drunk on 
~Ilflnf than evcn the nlildest of ~ngl ish ale, but some brews are well- 
matured and strong. It was ths  sort that we now began to drink, 
toasting and eating, as thc Kalou had warned, "for a very long time". 
MY own survival of tllis marathon meal I attribute to the carminative 
effects of the cItang. 



THE DOG THAT SINNED 

Transmigration and retribution-Monk, the monopolists of rehgion- 
Living Buddhas-A monk in every family-Sources of monastic income- 
Monasteries as depositories ofwealth-Monk who leave the cloth-Problem 

of the ex-Living Buddha 

N OT only did the Tibetans anticipate Danvin with their legend 
of man's descent from apes; they also anticipated Pasteur with 

their belief that diseases of all kinds are caused by tiny malignant 
demons which live on stenches and fly around invisibly to attack 
humans. Tibetans believe that their world is peopled with innumerable 
mischievous spirits, mahcious devils that bring mankind all its diffi- 
culties and sorrows and have to be placated at every step and in every 
situation. 

Terror of these spirits and fear of what may happen in the endless 
cycle of transmigration are the twin driving forces for religious 
observance. Lamaists believe that each soul is reborn endlessly in a 
variety of different bohes unless, by many devout lives, it earns the 
right to Nirvana. That louse which Tsong Kaba saved from the n d  
of his religous rival may have been a former monk who was indifferent 
to some point of ritual, or an oficial who cheated. The unfortunate 
so111 that is reborn in such lowly conditions as a retribution stJl fully 
retains the human capacity to think and suffer. 

One day I saw in Lhasa a little group of people sadly watching a 
dog that lay writhmg in its last agonies in the dusty road. It was almost 
bald, with pmkish, craclung skin, twitching and panting, watchng the 
people who watched it and watching other dogs waiting for a chance 
to rend it. There was a sort of communion between the people and the 
dog. Here was no dog, but someone who in former life had p i d  too 
little attention to religion. Not one of those people would draw his 
sword or dagger and put an end to the suffering animal, much as they 
pitied it, for that would be an impermissible intervention in the divine 
d l .  

People are rich or poor, healthy or sick, master or serf, because of 
behaviour in previous lives and the activities of demons in the present 
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one. Virtue, especially devoumess and giving to the monasteries, will 
be rewarded b i  rebirh on a higher plane. 

It should not be imagined from this that the ordinary Tibetan is 
%rim-faced and solemn. On  the contrary, he takes his religion very 
cheerfully. It is his way to avoid the metaphysical evils that lurk in 
every tree and stone, to improve his lot in this life and the next. 
For this he must proceed through the monks. 

An unbridgeable gap exists between the monks and the laity. Monks 
form a superior caste. They have the monopoly of Lamaism, they alone 
can intervene with the gods, they are on their way to Buddhahood, 
they are the rulers, and whatever the rank of a layman he is inferior. 
Even monks of the most servile standmg must be respected because 
they are striving to become geju-the first stage of approach to 
Buddhahood-clerics who know five of the fifteen ways to approach 
Nirvana. 

A Lamaist's final aim is to pass out of all earthly existence as a 
Buddha who, having attained freedom from the 84,000 human 
passions, may enter Nirvana. Living ~uddhas-there are about 1,000 
of them-are the Lamaist equivalent of Christ. They have earned the 
right to eternal ease, to escape from the ~ e r ~ e t u a l  cycle of rebirth 
among earthly cares and suffering and then, by what the Tibetans 
regard as the supreme act of self-sacrifice, they give up this longed-for 
opportunity and return to earth. ~ n d  they make this sacrifice not once 
but for all time, an infinite cycle of reincarnation in order to help other 
souls find their way to the Nirvana they have themselves sacrificed. 
When a Living Buddha dies-or, rather, when the body that happens 
to be the vehcle for lus soul at the time dies-his soul passes into the 
body of an infant and manifests its presence in various established ways. 
Such are the Living Buddhas, but the Dalai and Panchen Lamas are 
highest of all, being rcincarnations of Tibet's guarBan god. 

1 asked the highest intellectual of the Lamaist church, the Gaden 
D2eba.l the Enthroned of Gadcn Monastery, a master of metaphysical 
philosophy, what the ordnary believer in Lamaism was expected to 
do to escape earthly peril, retribution during transmigration and to 
move a step nearer Nirvana. He answered that an ordinary person 
must : 

'Gaden Dzeba is the title given to the monk whose religious knowledge entitles him 
to sit In the seat of  Tsong Kaba, founder of the Yellow Sect. This position is held for seven 
Years,,and during the New Yrar even the Dalai Lama has to bow to the ~nthroned. 
Examlllations for the scat are conducted by the Dalai and Panchen Lamas and the n ~ ~ n k  
who is vacating the seat. 



Pray, at least briefly, as often as possible. 
Trust all gods implicitly. 
Respect religious books, not tear them, and base his actions on 

their teachings. 
Believe in and respect monks as servants of religion. 
Love and help his neighbours, especially the poor. 
Help monks and contribute to the monasteries. 
Not lull or hurt any living thing, even a fly. 
Do evil to none. 
Not resist evil with violence. 
Not seek revenge. 

d d 
The greatest sins," he added, "are to kill one's father or mother, to 

kill a geju or any other monk, to sow discord between monasteries 
or to violate the laws of the gods." 

From many enquiries, I judged that at least one quarter of all males 
are in the monasteries. If a family has three sons, almost certainly if 
there are four, one will go into a monastery, entering at an average age 
of eight years, but some as early as four. Monasteries are found 
everywhere and only a few are great colleges like the Lhasa "Big 
Three" with up to 10,ooo monks. Mostly they are small local mon- 
asteries with a dozen or IOO members of whatever sect.l In all cases 
they have land and engage in trade. Their land is worked by serfs tied 
to the monastic land and managed by lay over-serfs or bailiffs. Apart 
from income from land and herds which go to ~rovide for the mon- 
astery, its monks and butter lamps, the monks of higher rank get 
presents in money and kmd for oficiating at marriages, births, deaths, 
festivals and in sickness. 

1 The sects of the Lamaist faith in Tibet are: 
Celugbn, the Yellow Sect founded by the reformer Tsong Kaba (1357-1410). They wear 

yellow hats; all others wear red ones. 
Sagya, the Coloured Sect, of Basba, tutor to the Kublai Khan. This sect established the 

clerical-lay system of government. 
Ngingmapa, the Red Sect, introduced, according to available records, into Tibet from 

Indla by Atisha and said to have the most complete Buddhist scriptures in the world. 
Kargyupa, the White Sect, founded by Marba, who went to India to study. 
Wl~ite Bon. This is regarded as a sect of Lamaism but- 
Black Bon, about which I discovered very little, appears to be a form of resistance to 

Lamaism on either religious or social grounds. It is hard to meet any of its followers, 
since until recently they were severely repressed even to the point of death. 

I was told by Gaden 13zeba: "All religious sects are good. I cannot judge the others 
because I belong to the Yellow Sect. The Black Bon existed before Songtsan Garnbo and 
we know little about them. Their rules are the opposite of ours and sometimes we have 
disputes with them." 

Black Bon seems to be regarded by orthodox Lamaist sects in pretty niuch the sallle 
way as witchcraft was in Europe. 
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There must be few Tibetans who cannot claim a monk among their 
near relatives and thus regard themselves as having an intimate and 
beneficial relation to the monasteries. It follows that relations between 
the monasteries and the laity are close and that the mass of ~ ibe tans  
see the monasteries as their own, as the way for advancement in this 
]ife through a family member being a monk, and of hope in future lives. 
It is theoretically possible for the soul of a Buddha to enter the body of 
my child, however lowly, and so lead to the elevation of the whole 
family. Indeed, the Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama are always re- 
incarnated in humble homes whose families are thereby immediately 
ennobled and made rich. 

Inside the monasteries, as out, wealth counts. It is in any case a proof 
of devoutness in previous existences. Well-to-do fainilies have houses of 
their own inside the monasteries, ~assed down from generation to 
generation of monks. Wealthy inonks have their own food prepared, 
do no manual work and are assured of advancement all along the line. 
Advancement in the monastic herarchy requires enormous study to 
inemorise the scriptures. Among the vast majority of monks-those 
from poor families-some are able to learn to read and write and to 
gain advancement, but most can only hope to spend their lives as 
servants, carrying water and doing the work of the monasteries and 
~ ~ ~ o n k s  of high degree. 

Nevertheless, the monasteries offer the only hope of improvement 
for the child of a peasant or herdsman. In any case, within his own 
rank a monk is superior to the laity, however low his degree in the 
inonas tery. 

The monasteries are the repositories of the wealth of Tibet across 
the centuries. Into them have poured all the gold and precious things. 
$1 the artistic and material production of the Tibetans. The richest 
noble is a pauper compared with t h s  vast mass of congealed wealth. 
Moreover, when he dies, he will try to ensure ilis future existence by 
beqlleathing most of h s  own lifetime's acc~lmulation to the mon- 
asteries. Much of the monasteries' wealth is in the form of a constantly 
growing hoard of valuables wllich cannot be used, but a great and 
growing part takes the form of land acquired by bequest, by gift or 
taken in place of dcbt. Rent froin thc biggcst land-holdulgs in Tibet, 
trade, ~ l ~ o l ~ e y l c n d i ~ ~ ~  and gifts forill the current income of the mon- 
asteries. 

Out of this income thc poor monks are fed, and not too badly fcd 
in most cases. This is their only carnal satisfaction. They are forbidden 
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marriage, drink and smoking. Snuff is not forbidden and is very 
common among monks who can afford it. However, it is recognised 
that this is s d  imbibing nicotine and it is sinful to take snuff unless it 
is mixed with at least an equal bulk of incense ash. One remarkable 
effect of this is that Tibetan snuff-takers sniff it in sizeable piles off the 
thumbnail and then immediately exhale the white ash from their 
mouths, looking exactly as though they were smoking. I wondered 
what it did to their lungs. 

I tried to make an assessment of the real hold that Lamaism has on 
the masses of laymen, but this is very di6cult. I was told that 95 per 
cent. of Tibetans believe in Lamaism. There are no statistics, but I 
never met a Tibetan who cast any doubt on religion. On the contrary, 
it is hard to find a house, however poor, without a shrine of some sort, 
or a person without a rosary.  any laymen pray for several hours a 
day. Some Lhasans make a tour of the five-mile sacred circle every day. 

(6 The sacred formula, Om mani padme hum!" is seen everywhere. I 
noticed a wall covered with this sign near the Jo Kang Temple, a d  in 
front of it was a woman t e h g  her beads in intervals of selling meat, 
which is forbidden by Lamaism, but much indulged in. Most of the 
pilgrims were old people to whom transmigration was becoming an 
approaching reality. 

I had the good fortune to meet several ex-monks and was able to 
enlarge the picture to some extent by talks with them. 

Tseren, whom I met in the Chengtu Institute for ~ a t i o n d  Minor- 
ities, was formerly a poor monk who ran away and ~ icked  up a living 
for a time as a peddler. There had been some dispute in which his 
father lost the right to work on their land-holding, but Tseren had been 
too young to understand what the dispute had been about. Then his 
father left hs mother and went to Lhasa. (Tibet has no marriage 
registration or marriage law. Marriage is a matter of common recog- 
nition and there is little that a poor woman can do about a husband 
who leaves her. Marriage only has the force of law among the 
nobility.) 

His mother was left with six sons, two daughters and no land- 
She succeeded in renting a piece of land, and Tseren, aged eight, and 
two younger brothers were given to the monastery. The three older 
boys could work and were kept at home. 

It's very easy to become a monk," Tseren told me.  other gave 
one hat. [a ceremonial silk scarf], one copper coin and a teapot full of 
cream cheese." He spoke excellent  an and was wearing the full 
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Tibetan robe of good-qu&ty woollen cloth thrown off one shoulder 
as From the breast pocket of his shanghai-made shirt two foun- 
tain-pens stuck out. I don't know if he had long hair, for during our 
talk he never once removed his hat, a wide-brimmed Gurkha model, 
and Tibetans should never be asked to remove their hats. 

"My master was a high monk ofiicial of noble famdy, and he had 
much land and cattle. Too many to count. I heard he had fifty villages 
and ro,ooo fanlilies on his land." 

I think Tseren was not entirely sure what hs master did in the 
Depung Monastery-one of the Lhasa "Big ~hree" .  As far as I could 
judge, he was responsible for buying and selling supplies in the mon- 
astery, which is the biggest in the world. His master had two houses in 
Lhasa and one in the Depung Monastery, five d e s  away. 

<; I was one of about thr ty  servants working for him. W e  were 
called disciples and sometimes he did teach us. But mostly we just 
worked. By the time I was twenty-four I had learned half the alphabet. 
There were higher and lower servants among us, depending on how 
well we could read and write. I was in the lowest rank, and my jobs 
were carrying water, running messages and grinding tsamba, serving 
tea, washing floors and such things. We could rely on a whipping if 
we did anything wrong." 

When after all these years he had learned half of Tibet's thirty-four- 
letter alphabet, his master went off on a long trahng trip to Chinghai, 
and Tseren stayed at Lhasa in his master's house. While his master 
was there he had been able to get enough to eat, but now the supplies 
issued by the monastery were not enough. So he went and found his 
father in Lhasa and helped h m  in petty trade. He could still draw his 
supplies from the monastery as long as his name was on the list, because 
his duties were only to h s  master and not to the monastery. 

"Of course," Tseren said, "I had to obey the regulations-no wine 
or women. I had to behave as a monk." 

Then complications set in. Treren's father married again. He was an 
old man already by Tibetan standards, but it is fairly conlnlon to see 
Young wonmi married to old men in Tibet. Many men are out of 
circulation in the monasteries. His father's new wife treated Tseren 
VeT badly and he had to leave. At the same time he had fallen in 
love with a girl callcd Lojo and was determined to get out of monastic 
life. 

( I  

I had to get away. I had no money to arrange it and it would be 
inlpossible to leave the monastery and stay in Lhasa. I would simply 
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be brought back and given 200 lashes. So Lojo and I ran away to the 
Black River district (in the grasslands north of Lhasa). I bought and 
sold things, tobacco, sugar and snuff, to make a living." 

At this point Tseren and Lojo met the P.L.A. They were having a 
tough time in the grasslands and they listened to the stories the P.L.A. 
soldiers told about the changes in China. He was finding it hard to 
survive in the grasslands and dared not go back to Lhasa to be 
denounced by hls new mother-in-law, who was no older than his 
wife. 

"What could I do?" he said. "I believed these new soldiers. They 
were full of fire, talking about how great China had become. I had to 
believe them. Lojo and I were young and could s d  learn. Tibet will 
need people with education and I could see a good life in the way the 
P.L.A. men talked. After we had talked it over, Lojo and I applied to 
come to the Chengtu Institute for education. W e  are learning the 
Tibetan and Han languages and mathematics." He brought Lojo to 
see me-a small tough girl with work-worn hands and now wearing 
clothes such as only the nobility of Lhasa can afford. 

Tseren said, without a trace of shame, that it was supposed to be a 
disgrace for a monk to revert to civilian life. "My two brothers are 
still monks and have good teachers-not like mine. If your master is 
good and you can learn to read and write early and not have too much 
work to do, you have a chance to get on. But most poor monks never 
get anywhere. They work all their lives and get only the monastery 
food. They wear the cast-off clothes of the better-off monks." 

Another young ex-monk 1 mct was ~ u d e n  wangdiu, who had 
entered a monastery rather late, after he had tasted the fleshpots 
or at any rate the joys of hunting and an outdoor life. He went in 
at the agc of eleven and his family were well enough  laced to pay 20 

silver dollars a year for h s  keep in addition to what he could personafly 
produce from two scraps of fatruly land in the monastery. He also 
was able to live in the famdy's room in the monastery. It had about 
IOO monks and two Living Buddhas as abbots. 

L 6 

One of these Living Buddhas was a doctor and a moneylender- 
He was very unpopular and had many people doing ulo for him. 
Once he had my father flogged for failing to pay a dcbt," young 'Tuden 
said. 

I <  

But how could that be," I asked, "if the Living ~ u d d h a  is the 
reincarnation of a Buddha, a good person?" 

He considered ths  carefully and spoke slowly, cautiously: "people 
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sometimes say that some Living Buddhas are not selected well. Some- 
times the local noble family and high monks arrange where a Living 
~uddlu is to be found for their own purpose. Of course," he added 
quickly, "those are the smaller Living Buddhas. People like that are 
wicked and do as they like." 

Tuden was a monk-servant, but had some time for study because his 
family had social position and his living expenses did not devolve on 
the monastery. Every page of the scriptures had to be read aloud, and 
if it was recited badly, Tuden said, "we were beaten till the blood 
came. Also we were often hung up with our arms behind us, by the 
wrists." He demonstrated with hls hands pulled behind his back. 

A monk, Tuden told me, is allowed to sow seed but not to dig or 
plough, which must be done by lay tenants. "A poor monk cannot add 
to his land-hol&ng or create a land-hol&ng because he cannot plough 
waste-land and cannot afford to get other people to plough it." 
Tuden got little from his own bits of land after he had settled every- 
thing, but he could eat fairly well and sell some produce to buy meat, 
butter and tea. 

The only reason Tuden could leave the monastery was that his 
family had some land and a building on it. His release was conditioned 
on giving up these properties and helping his own brother pay back a 
debt owed to the monastery. This was a big debt of forty yaks which 
had died on a journey whle his brother was in charge of them. 

"It's fairly hard to get away from a monastery unless you have 
$ 9  some property, he explained. "My monastery was only a little one, 

but there were eight moonted guards to chase runaways. If a runaway 
got caught it was serious. Hc could reckon on a flogging that took 
the skill off h m .  It was too risky. But if one got away, others wo~lld 
try too. They made it clfficult." 

Tudcn, who had already at the Chengt~i Institute, was 
contiiluing with studies of the Chinese Constitution and the Han and 
Tibetan languages. 

The third fornler cleric I met was in Lhasa, of a totally different 
sort, wealthy, noble and a Living Buddha. He was the father of Jonla 
Bt'Je, the young woman I met in the Chengtu Institute who was 
st1ldying to equip hcrsclf to work in a factory, as soon as ~ i b e t  has a 
factory. I was naturally intcrcstcd to find out how a Living B~lddha, 
who is supposcd to have beyond worldly temptation for all 
rime, should bc married and have a fa ldy .  

Living Buddha Dzaju, as he is still called, met me kindly and was 
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happy to hear that I had talked with his daughter 1,500 miles away. He 
was wearing the dress of a high monk, with cropped hair. His eyer, in a 
deeply lined face, were bright and lively with humour. 

He saw my glance at his monkish dress as I mentioned his daughter 
and came straight to the point. "Other people gave me the title of 
'Living Buddha'. I did not choose it," he said. "In my own case I 
thlnk there was some error. But, being a Living Buddha, I studied, 
because the quality of study is evidence that a person is a Living 
Buddha." 

6 < I said nothing and he went on: I have no doubt about the incarna- 
tion of the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama, but in some other 
cases the reincarnation is not carefully done. 

"In the case of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, there is a holy lake 
where the picture of the exact place in which the reincarnation will 
take place can be seen reflected in the water. After long prayers a voice 
comes and reveals the place of the new incarnation. 

"In my own case, the monks prayed and said that there would be a 
Living Buddha in my f a d y .  This was too simple. I come from a 
noble family and it is very easy for noble families to have Living 
Buddhas." 

He had worked as personal assistant to the late thirteenth Dalai Lama 
and carried out many tasks for him. At the age of fiftyfour he fell in 
love and asked for permission to marry, whch  the Dalai Lama 
granted. Now he is nearly eighty and still very active. Once a Living 
Buddha and having achieved Nirvana, having dispensed forever with 
the temptations of the flesh, he can no longer revert to lay conditions, 
and so he continues to wear the robes appropriate to an Incarnate 
and to present a knotty theological problem. Meantime, he is co~npiling 
a new Tibetan dictionary and inventing new words in cases where 
none exists to suit modern needs. 

For obvio~is reasons, it is not easy to meet ex-monks, though nlany 
exist. Socially they are frowned upon and usually go to a district 
where they are not known. ~t is easier for people with wealth and land 
to leave the monasteries. Poor people have to consider not only that 
they are committing an act that will bring heavy retribution in the 
next existence, they are also cutting themselves off from their fan~ilies, 
who will be held responsible. 

Most laymen I met said that monks would prefcr to marry and leave 
the monasteries if they had any choice in the matter. But this seems to 
the average Tibetan so remote as to be impossible. 



LAW AND MARRIAGE 

The alliance of monks and nobles-~hasa's Big Three-Where lies the 
power?-Monastery and castle-Tibetan law-Medieval spivs-Death 
without execution-Dangers of complaint-Marriage, polyandry, polygyny 

and divorce-The bride must weep 

0 NE of the seeming contradictions of the Tibetan system is 
that whereas great care is taken to preserve the rule of the 

clerical-lay nobility, equal care is taken to ensure that on reincarnation 
the souls of the Dalai and Panchen Lamas re-enter the world in the 
bodies of lowly infants and not of noble ones. In fact, this is precisely 
the way to ensure that no single lay f a d y  shall seize the title and make 
it hereditary. It is the best way to ensure the continued dominance of 
the monasteries. 

But there has to be a lay nobility. The prime rule of the Yellow 
Sect, on which its cohesion largely depends, is celibacy.   his precludes 
the passing on of the major posts in the government and monasteries 
by heredity. With a lay nobility outside the monasteries-kept up to 
numerical strength by the elevation of the families of the Dalai Lamas 
and occasional rich merchants-there are always noble recruits avail- 
able for the monasteries. This produces the peculiar alliance and inter- 
dependence of clerical and lay nobility, with the church holding 
decisive power. Having the only concentrations of able-boded men 
in large numbers, the monasteries have never been challenged since 
the Yellow Sect became dominant. 

As soon as a new D&i Lama is dscovered, his father is made a 
duke and all members of his fanlily raised to the nobility. It is a fallacy, 
incidentally, that a new incamation must have been born at the 
precise momcnt of the cleat11 of the previous Dalai Laina. Theorcticdly 
the Dalai Lama leaves lus body when he chooses. He does not have to 
die. If hc departs for the Hono~lrable Ficld bccause he is angry at the 
sins of mcn, he lnay prefer to spend solne time there before returning 
to earth. 

There has to be a pcriod of regency between the death of one Da1a.i 
Lama a d  the ordination of the next at the age of eighteen, after 
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a week of fasting with only water to drink. This is the moment of 
danger for Dalai Lamas. Only the "Great Fifth", Seventh, Ninth and 
Thrteenth lived to a normal age. 

Three monasteries known as the Lhasa "Big Three" dominate the 
Yellow Sect-the Rice Heap, Rose Fence and Joyous Monasteries 
(Depung, Sera and Gaden). So powerful are these monasteries that the 
Manchu Dynasty decreed the maximum number of monks to be 
admitted to them. These were: Depung, 7,700; Sera, 5,500; Gaden, 
3,300. The present population of the "Big Three" is now estimated at 
about 20,000, or almost haK the population of the city. 

These monasteries have great prestige and power. Most of the monk 
oficials come from them and they are also the highest institutions of 
learning. Living Buddhas and the Ddai Lamas study at them. The 
attitude taken by the high oficials of these three monasteries has for 
long been politically decisive. 

The system of government based on the union of monasteries and 
nobility is not complicated. U, the largest area of Tibet, which 
is under the Dalai Lama's group, consists of 109 drong or counties. 
It is the government of this area whch  is referred to as the Tibetan 
Local Government. With minor modifications it continues the 
system established under the Manchu Dynasty. 

Under the Dalai Lama as head of the govemmcnt are two %overing 
bodies, one clerical and the other a mixture of lay and clerical. This 
latter, the Kashag, formerly consisted of four Kalons, one of whom 
was a monk, but now has six members, four of them lay and two 
monks. T h s  "cabinet" has under it the ofices for taxation, land, debt, 
grain, construction, finance and au&ting. outwardly this is the 
supreme administrative organ. 

The other body directly under the Dalai Lama is the Yik Tsang (Nest 
of Letters) or Secretariat. T h s  represents clerical power and h a  no 
laymen on it. All appointments of monks to any post must go tllrough 
the Secretariat. This is vital, for a monk and a lay noble are appointed 
to every major position: the monk being the chief and thc layman his 
deputy. Morcover, the Secretariat holds thc Ddai ~ama 's  seal, which 
must be affixed to all doc~unents of importance. Tlus appears 
confer ultimate power on tlus clerical body, subject to the will of the 
Dalai Lama. He is the highest official and leader of the   as hag and the 
Secretariat. He has urhmited power if he has also the ability and 
courage to use it. 

Most monk officials are sprigs of the nobility who enter the cloth 
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md have special training to fit them for oscial  duties. A few-very 
are from common stock who have risen through 

ability. Apart fronl these, coi~~inoners are debarred from holding 
all except the lowest officcs. Army officers of regimental rank upwar& 
must also be nobles. 

Actually there is not much centralised government in ~ i b e t .  
Commoners are governed by their overlords-monastery, government 
or noble-and these are the oilly land- and herd-owners. Just as there 
is the marriage of cleric and lay at the top, so the characteristic of 
Tibet at  the lower level is the monastery and the dzong or castle. In 
most cases the dzong is built on a rocky hll in a fertile ~1ai.n and the 
monastery nestles at its foot. Such castles are the homes of the dzongpons 
-usually a monk and layinan-who administer the government's 
land in an area about the equivalent of a county and act the part of 
local magistrates and tax-collectors. They have no jurisdiction over the 
monasteries or nobility. Official salaries are negligible, but the oppor- 
tunities to turn such positions to profitable account are many. 

More than any other buildings the big stone fortresses of the 
dzong~ons display Tibetan architecture at its best, with inward-sloping 
lines, square battleinei~ts and a cLsdain for formal symmetry that 
admirably blends Tibetan buildings with the surrounding mou~tains. 
The Potala itself is modelled after the inuch older and almost as mag- 
nificent castle near the seat of the Panchen Lama. Originally these 
buildings had the same function as the European castles: a place where 
people and animals of the whole cominuility could take refuge and 
withstand a siege. 

Tibet never found much for central government to do. There was 
not one yard of highway to maintain, no hospitals or other social 
services. Oflicials found their own salaries in the course of their work. 
The law was a matter of cr~stom and cheap to adnlinister. Coinmoners 
were peshcd  by their master-monastery, noble or official-and 
CaScs tint came under no such heading were dealt with by the dzongyoil. 
Monk commoners who conlmitted soine small offence would get a 
floggillg in thc monastery. If the crime were more serious they would 
be unfrocked and scnt to the lay magistrate. f igher monks were 
answerable ollly to thc Secretariat and nobles only to the Kashag. 

Lhasa's combined courtroom, dungeons and mayor's office is one 
oftbe buildings that lcans against the temple. O n  the day I called to 
meet Gorkar Mcbon-the city's chef magistrate and mayor-there 
were propitiating illarks in the dust below thc entrance steps, incluhng 

0 
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a swastika. This was to assist my safe arrival, the Mebon told me as he 
met me in his red coat, blue gown and saucer hat of a fifth- 
rank lay official. W e  went into the courtroom to talk, the Mebon 
sitting cross-legged on a divan and myself at a table of whlte enamel- 
actually a table designed for an operating theatre and brought to Lhasa 
on a yak. The walls of the court were papered with memoranda, court 
decisions, faded letters and documents bearing seals. About twenty 
cloth bundles of documents hanging around the pillars constituted the 
court filing system. There were big iron padlocks and chains. Across 
from me the clerk of the court sat cross-legged at a lower level, talung 
great pinches of snuff from time to time. 

Gorkar Mebon said there was little enough crime in Lhasa and most 
crimes were simple. He then went on to tell a most complicated story 
about a restaurant keeper who had borrowed money to buy liquor 
and failed to pay h s  debt. People moved into and out of the story like 
an early film: a man from Amdo who wanted to make the debtor 
bankrupt and a Nepalese trader who had advanced some money 
earlier. Finally, the main creditor came one night and seized the fur-  
ishings. He claimed that the owner had said he could take them and the 
owner denied it. With my head in a whirl, I askcd what had been the 
court's decision. The Mebon favoured me with a wide-eyed s d e  
of wisdom. 

6 6  "I ruled," he said, that the owner's loss from not having the 
furnishings for two weeks was a big one, but on the other hand the 
crektor had not got his money. I said that the furnishgs must be 
returned and the restaurant-keeper should pay 200 silver dollars less 
than he had borrowed." T h s  seemed very reasonable to me and 1 
asked what had been the outcome. The furnishings had been returned, 
but the restaurant keeper had still f i led to pay the debt. ~ n d  there 
the matter rested. 

His next examples reminded me of the fact that my great-grand- 
father had seen a man hanged for stealing a sheep. There had been 
some youths in Lhasa pilfering and cutting yockets-mekeval spivs. 
Twenty lads were roundcd up and brought before the Mepon. After 
confessions had been obtained, they were first given 200 lashes each 
and then sent to various areas to work on government-owned land 
supervised by over-serfs. In some cases they were taken over by land- 
owners. Sentences were for life. 

He described a care of accidental manslaughter. A stallholder left 
his stall in the care of a companion whle  he went away for a few 
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minutes. while he was gone, his friend picked up a rifle that was on 
s&, jokingly pointed it at another friend and pulled the trigger. It 
went off and lulled the friend. It was clearly accidental and tlis was 
borne out by the widow of the dead man. Judgement: The killer was 
careless in having failed to check whether the gun was loaded. ~ x i l e  
for life, IOO lashes and to pay an iildelnnity of 25 silver dollars to the 
widow. Since the stallholder had failed to inform l i s  friend that the 
gun was loaded, he was also g~ulty. He got eighty lashes without exile. 

No death sentences have been imposed in Tibet for some years, 
according to the Mebon. ICllling is against Lamaist ideas, and this fact 
always confined the death penalty to a few heinous crimes, such as 
killing a monk. Even where the death sentence was administered, the 
Mebon said, it was in a form that made no person responsible for the 
death: by hurling the person from a precipice or sewing him in yak- 
skin and throwing him in a river. Lighter sentences were of amputation 
of a hand, both hands, a leg or both legs, the stumps being sterilised 

< < with boiling butter. But such things have not been done in my inem- 
ory," the Mebon insisted. "It depends on the situation. That heavy 
whip, for example: if a person had 3 0 0  strokes of it properly applied 
he would almost certainly &e afterwards." 

Commonest punishments are the whip, the cangue (a portable 
pillory) and exile. There are two sorts of cangue, a small wooden collar 
about 18 inches in &ameter with a hole for the neck. Tlus is fixed 
permanently on life-exlles. The other, a heavy wooden cangue 3 
feet square, is worn for a week or two and the convicted person is 
allowed to go about the streets. His crimes are written on tlus board 
and he has to be fed by others. When it is taken off he is wlupped and 
exiled. An exile is not punished if he manages to return, unless he 
repeats his crime. 

A plaintiff has to be careful, because if he reports that another 
person has coinrnittcd a crime and that person is found innocent by 
the court, the plaintiff has to pay an indemnity and, if the court con- 
siders the information to be maliciously false, he would receive the 
sentence appropriate to the person as well as paying an indemnity. 

Detection of crime must be done by the plaintiff. If a robbery is 
comlittcd, it is up to thc person robbed to find the culprit and his 
stolen goods. Thcn he call report it to the court and hope that the 
coLlrt will not pronounce the robber innocent. 

1 d A set of rules- Ten Evils to be ~prooted"-compiled by Songtsan 
Ganlbo are still claiillcd to be the essence of Tibetan law. These 
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evils are murder, theft, adultery, falrehood, sowing discord, cursing, 
gossiping, evil thoughts, conspiracy against others, covetousness. 
There are law books, but, as one Tibetan noble remarked to me: 
"Some dzongpons have never seen a law book. What counts with them 
is who can pay most." 

I wondered how the law stood about multiple marriages, or even 
monogamous marriages, but neither the Mepon nor anyone else could 
give me a clear answer. In the end I had to assume that there is no 
effective marriage law in Tibet, but there is the force of custom and 
among the nobility this more or less has the force of law. Custom 
varies sharply froin class to class and area to area. 

All over Tibet you find polyandry, in the form of one woman being 
the wife of several brothers, and polygyny: one man being the husband 
of several sisters. In both cases the aim is to prevent the dispersal of 
family property, but polygyny is found almost exclusively among the 
rich. It has nothing in common with the polygamous marriages of 
Moslems, or with what used to exist in China. A wealthy family with 
several daughters and no sons might bring one man into the household 
to be the husband of all the daughters. 

On  the contrary, polyandry is common, especially among the herds- 
men. Whatever its origin, i t  now has a compelling econonic motive. 
If the herds and grazing rights were subdivided there would not be 
enough for several sons each to support a wife. A wife is therefore fo~md 
for the eldest son, and )us younger brothers share the wife SO long 3s 

they remain Living together. ~f they too find means to leave the family 
circle and marry separately they lose all rights in the wife and any 
cluldren that may have resulted. Chldren are all regarded as those of 
the eldest son. In all cases that I investigated the arrangement seemed to 
work amicably. The eldest son has prior rights. He is the master. 
Generally one son, the youngest, would be a monk, one out with the 
herds, one hunting; someone has to go to fairs and so on. There would 
be few occasions on whlch they were at home together for long periods. 
Since the property remains in the family, the question of whch child- 
ren are of which father has no economic significance. 

~ommoners  must get permission to marry if they are not under 
the same overlord. Such marriages involve the loss of onc person on 
the estate and the potential loss of the chldren of the marriage. This is 
inlportant because Tibet has almost everythng but manpower A 
sum of money has to be paid by the bridegroom's noble or he must 
send an equivalent manpower replacement. Sometimes this is refused 
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and the marriage cannot take place. Marriages among commoners 
represent a simplified forin of the complex marriage arrangements of 
the nobility. 

If the parents of an aristocratic girl think they have found a suitable 
husband for her, they first consult the monks as to whether it is 
auspicious, and if there are no &vine obstructions negotiations are 
conducted with the man's parents. If e v e r y t h g  is settled fmancially, 
the bridegroom's parents send presents to thore of the bride. These 
include the "milk fee", a present specifically for the girl's mother, 
who suckled her. If these presents are accepted, the marriage is regarded . . 
as settled. 

On the wedding day, the bridegroom's friends, but not himself, 
go to collect her at dawn. She must ride a mare that has already foaled 
(this is not part of the conlmoners' ceremony, because only noble 
women are permitted to ride horses). The bride is wrapped to the eyes 
to avoid evil influences, and when she arrives at the groom's home she 
must weep in order not to show &srespect for the parents she is leaving. 

On arrival at the groom's house, the "gifts" of the groom's family 
-tea, money, butter, tsamba and cloth-are ~ i l e d  up as a platform 
011 which she Ismounts. She will not dismount unless the servants 
acconlpanyjng her thlnk the gifts adequate. Otherwise the groom's 
family adds more. The amount has generally been agreed in advance, 
but there is sometimes chiselling. The girl's parents do not attend the 
marriage. 

When the bride enters the first landing in the house, the groom's 
mother prescnts her with a keg of nilk and butter, which is regarded 
as very auspicious. She remains veiled and only the husband and close 
friends can see her face. O n  an auspicious day, a few days later, the 
bride sits in thc hall and the grooin selects an older friend, who puts a 
turquoise ornament, a fanlily heirloom, on her head. This symbolises 
that froin that inomcilt thcre call be no going back on the marriage. 
'I'here are parties lasting a week, still without the girl's fanlily. After 
some months thc groom's parents can visit the bride's parents and 
big rcccptions are hcld. 

Most marriages in Lhasa are now simpler than this full forin, but it is 
stiu ill use clscwhcrc. Some young nobles now arrange their own 
nlarriagcs, but cvcn if they havc done so they dare not tell their parents 
th~lll~elvcs, but gct friends and relatives to break the news and collvince 
the parents. Polyandrous and polygynous marriages are also under the 
s a l ~  system, because thc inarriage is actually only to the eldest son or 
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daughter. Tibetan women regard"polyandrous marriage as a11 institu- 
tion conferring great prestige on women. 

Registers of the marriages of nobles are kept by the Lhasa govern- 
ment, but there is no registration for commoners. 

Divorce is easy. If both sides want the divorce it is only a matter of 
arranging how the property will be divided. A woman can institute 
divorce and, if the man agrees, there is a sharing of the property. She 
gets no property if he disagrees. Children of divorced couples are 
shared, the man taking the boys and the woman the girls. All this is by 
trahtion. There is no law. Only when the families of aristocratic 
couples cannot agree on divorce arrangements are the authorities 
called in to arbitrate. They are not required either to solemnise 
or hssolve marriages. 



PLAYTIME ON THE PLATEAU 

Kite warfare-A week-long picnic-How to butter tea-Lhasa dance-hall- 
Bagpipes-The old shako-Musical arrows-Yak-dung ar~d para$n-His 

Holiness and football 

T HE few weeks before and after October I were one long round 
of fun and games in Lhasa, partly because the day of the founding 

of the Chinese Republic coincides with the traditional picnic period in 
the Tibetan capital. Lhasans are tireless picnickers, and one of the high 
spots of the year is the big official linka or picnic at the end of Septem- 
ber. Apart froin this, private picnics are always going on by the side of 
the Kyi k v e r  and in the little parks that are a charming feature of the 
Lhasa landscape. Under white tents, partly open and covered with 
applique'in blue and red, whole families or several families spend days 
and weeks playing, swimming, dancing and singing. 

A common game among Tibetan girls at these affairs is foretelling 
marriage. The girls sit in a circle and each puts some personal object 
in the middle under a cloth. Then everyone has to sing a song in turn. 
After each song the keeper of the kitty takes out an object at random and 
the song is taken as being directed at its owner. One song meaning that 
some girls sho~dd stay unmarried to play together, and should not be 
impatient, goes: 

You have gold and silver rings. 
Save some for 
Don't give thein all to others. 

Another favourite is: 

Don't worry, girl in the clouds, 
When the clouds break 
You will find your lover. 

It was kite season most of the time I was in Lhasa. ~ i t t l e  boys are 
V C ~  skilf~il at flying small square kitcs without tails, with the ail11 of 
cutting thc strings of othcr kitcs wit11 thcir own. To this end the strings 
are treated with glue and powdered stone. ~er r i f ic  duels are fought, 
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during one of which I saw a small monk engaged with another urchin, 
far too engrossed to notice his mother approaching to capture hilll and 
take him off squalling. 

Schoolboy pranks in Tibet have other hazards than mere adult bad 
temper, accordmg to Sodo, the young aristocrat I met in Chengtu. 
He had a bad scar on his face and I asked him how he came by it. 
It was due, he said, to stealing fruit. He had been warned that a fruit 
tree in the temple grounds had devils in it, but he went ahead and 
climbed it to steal fruit. Soon after this a big boil came on his face and 
he was told that the devils in the fruit tree had caused it. "The monk 
said so, and my mother said of course the monk would know if there 
were devils in the tree," he explained. 

Lhasa had three days' holiday for October I which occurred during 
the solid week of eating, drinking, entertainments, cards and mah- 
jongg of the official linka : the big annual get-together of monk and lay 
officials. 

T h s  protracted party took place under a vast blue-and-white 
awning and inside the nearby builhngs of a park h& a mile from the 
Potala. From about noon onwards each day, tables were set, carpeted 
settees laid out and the place was jammed with officials of every grade 
up to Kdons, Living Buddhas, and every sort of monk,  laying cards 
with a zest that set some doubt in IIIY mind that they werenot gsinbhng. 
Some groups made no pretence and had wads of notes on the low 
tables. Others obeyed the letter of the rule against gambling and played 
on crcht. On  the grass under the awning a long board had been laid 
on whch a group of dancers pcrformed to the music of a Tibetan band 
all day, largely ignored by the eating, drinking and chatting officials. 
There were no women among the guests. 

It was here that I got to like buttered tea. Tea in Tibet is little 
eno~igh like anythng in China, India or Europe. It bears not the 
slightest resemblance to the London teashop article or to the brown 
fluid sold in cafds or to any other tea. The only way to get to like it is 
to forget that it is tea and then it becomes a thoroughly likcable some- 
thing-perhaps soup. Tibetans like their tea done up in hard bricks 
with the twigs as well. A hunk is broken off and boiled for a long time. 
To  this brew is added salt, soda and a large piece of rancid butkr. 
Then the whole is churned in a wooden cylinder by means of a 
pl~lnger with holes in it, and when it is tl~oroughly blended is fit to 
drink. Tibetans drink it in unbelievable quantities, up to sixty clips a 
day if they can afford it. It is extremely sustaining and leaves a rim of 
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fat round the mouth that helps to stop the lips cracking. I longed for it 
whenever I felt really fatigued in the rare air. At the linka, oceans of it 
went down alongside gallons of Chinese spirits, Scotch whisky and 
French cognac, all very popular with the Tibetan wealthy and no 
doubt improved by the long yak trip. Monks, of course, debarred from 
drinking alcohol, drank toasts in orange squash, which they jocularly 
called "monk wine" and downed with a suspiciously deft wrist 
action. 

Food at these affairs was mostly a nixture of Chinese and ~ i b e t a n  
style cooking, mostly protein and includng the most expensive 
delicacies in Tibet-sea foods-prized because Tibet has no sea and 
also because they help to prevent goitre, which is very common. 

In the evenings there was dancing into the small hours in the new 
all-purpose hall built by the Con~munist Party Working Committee. 
Here the younger gcneration of Tibetans and the young Hans working 
in and around Lhasa dance, or learn to dance, with the greatest zest, 
regardless of what their elders inay think about it. At these dances the 
girls invite the men quite freely and it is not regarded as forward if a 
girl asks the same man any number of times. Mostly they dance well. 
but sometimes a complete novice will lead you on to the floor with 
deternlination, refusing to follow, inlpossible to lead, and generally 
causing a good deal of peering at each other's feet. Among the best 
dancers were the graceful and beautifill Tsarong girls, daughters of the 
former Kalon Tsarong, reputedly the richest man in Tibet. Some of 
these youilg nobles speak English, having been educated in Kaliinpong 
and Darjeeling and a good number are now learning the Han language. 
Most of the Han girl dancers were nurses, doctors or dentists from the 
Lhasa People's Hospitals, or members of the P.L.A. entertainnlent 
troupes who are now studying Tibetan folk songs and dances. Many 
of these Szechuan girls had come to Lhasa on horseback or on foot 
before the roads had been built, talung months on the journey. They 
had the gaiety and toughness of the genuine pioneer. 

As October I drew near the five-starred flags of China began to 
appear out of more and more windows until every street was thick 
wit11 them. Arches decorated with red cloth were built and, on the 
plaill beforc thc Potala, a big rostrum appeared b c h d  which were a 
dozen enlbroidcred talts. 

Apart froin skclcton staffs maintaining perpetual rituals in the 
monasteries and tcmplcs, 2nd a few immobiliscd beggars on the 
Lingkor, the whole of ~hasa's population got into their bcst clothes 
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for the big meeting below the Potala. Kalons were in f d  
a gown from neck to ankles of crisp gold brocade, tied in with a red 
sash; a soft white silk shirt turned out at the neck and cuffs; through 
the left ear a 6-inch-long turquoise earring, its weight supported by 
a red cord over the top of the ear; a small turquoise button in the right 
ear; a hat turned out of light wood, gilded and varnished, its uppa 
half covered with a fringe of red silk; a small purse and other odds and 
ends hanging on the back of the sash; boots, when visible below the 
gold brocade gown, heavily embroidered in stripes of red, blue and 
whte. Other oficials only slightly less splendid wore the colours and 
materials prescribed centuries ago for their ranks. A few oficials wore 
the ancient style of long Mongolian gown with a short jacket of gold 
brocade and a cloth-of-gold helmet. Special permission of the Dalai 
or Panchen Lamas is needed to wear that dress. 

Their horses were not much less splendid, with silk padded saddles 
and rugs of the best weave, bronze stirrups of delicate workmanship 
padded inside with cloth, tassels and more metalwork on the head and 
each horse held by a servant in a wide, flat hat with a deep fringe of red 
silk. 

The women wore their traditional finery: long, sleeveless gowns of 
heavy silk over finer silk blouses. These blouses, like the men's shirts, 
have extremely long sleeves usually rolled to the wrist, but allowed to 
float almost 2 feet beyond the hands when dancing. A bright sash 
draws the long gown flat across the stomach and b e h d  the bps into 
two deep pleats running down to the hem and up to the shoulder 
blades. Every woman wore her best apron, and at their best they are 
bea~ldul and extremely expensive. They consist of three narrow 
lengths of handwoven cloth sewn together so that the inch-wide 
stripes of blue, red, yellow and green do not meet exactly. In ~hasa the 
hair is parted in the middle and falls in two p la its tied together at waist 
level or lower. Their boots are like the men's-knee-hgh and em- 
broidered. 

There were pilgrims, herdsmen, hunters, peasants, units of the 
Tibetan army and P.L.A. Seen from a &stance, with the bright clothes, 
fluttering silk flags, embroidered tents, horses, decorated rostrum and 
the red and whte  mass of the Potala rising in the background, it might 
have been the scene of a tournament in the days of chvalry but for the 
incongruous jeeps and lorries parked at the side. 

Speeches were made-many speeches. One, by Ngabou Kalon, I 
heard with especial interest because he was the man who Ied the 
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for unifying Tibet with China in 1951 and is now a 
leading figure in the preparations for Tibetan autonomy. The gold- 
clad Kalon advanced to the battery of microphones and ~ u l l e d  out the 
notes of his speech from the reefer of his robe. He recalled how the 
two previously hostile factions-the groups around the ~ a l a i  and 
Panchen  ama as-had been reconciled since Tibet "rejoined the 
motherland", as he put it. O n  the back wall of the rostrum behind him 
were portraits of Mao Tse-tung and the two Grand Lamas. 

This reconciliation had brought with it the new roads and many new 
advances for the Tibetan people, he said. New mineral resources had 
been discovered, new methods of farming were being developed and 
plans worked out for factories, hydro-electric power and irrigation. 
"Such things have been made possible only because our country has an 
overall ~ l a n  of economic advance to socialism." 

A tall Han in blue uniform followed the Kalon: Fan Ming, speaking 
for the Communist Party Working Committee in Tibet. This 
committee and its sub-committees in Chamdo, Gyantse, Shigatse, Ari, 
Yatung and the Black River District are called "Working Committees" 
because they are not organised by local members-that is, Tibetans. 
Tibet has no working class and no Communist Party, nor indeed, any 
other political party as it would be understood in the western world. 
Fan Ming, speaking in the absence of Chang Ching-wu, who repre- 
sents the Chnese Government in Lhasa, thanked the Tibetan people 
for the energy they had shown in helping to build the new roads. 

1 strolled round to look at the Tibetan army which will be gradually 
reorganised into the P.L.A. under the terms of the 1951 agreement. 
Apparently there is no hurry to do ths. A strong and unmistakable 
imprint of British iilfluence is the most striking feature of this tiny 
force. Indeed, they looked like a battalion of British World War I 
troops at first glance, with British uniforms of that period and equipped 
right down to the band in British style with bagpipes and leopard 
skins for the drun~iners. There was a strange look about the o&cers, 
who wore the usual long turquoise earrings under caps made very 
full to accommodate their hair rolls. 

Going back even further, there were two soldiers in one of the 
gradstands looking just like an illustratioi~ from W i r h  Kitchener to 
Khartoum. They were wearing peakless black shakos, black breeches 
and puttees with scarlet jackets of British cut. They were Nepalese, 
remnants of a past period when Nepal received an annual indemnity of 
10,ooo rupees from Tibet and had the right to establish mixed courts 
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to try Nepalese in Tibet. The indemnity has not been paid since 1953 
and the mixed courts have also been abolished. But these Nepalese 
soldiers were two of seven or eight who still remain in their last- 
century British uniforms, augmenting their pay by trade, at which the 
Nepalese in Lhasa specialise. Nearby was the Indian acting Consul and 
the Nepalese representative in a cloth-of-gold suit. In front of the 
audience an ancient pilgrim sat listening with one ear cocked to the 
speeches while he never for one moment stopped storing up merit by 
twirling two big prayer wheels, one in each hand. Most of the audience 
stopped passing their rosaries through their fmgers only long enough 
to clap and cheer. 

But even more anachronistic than the jeeps was a giant Stdnetz 
combine harvester behind the meeting-place, outside the door of the 
Science Exhbition scheduled to open on the next day. 

After the meeting I went behind the stand to the tents and was 
drinking my third or fourth noggin of buttered tea when I heard a 
repeated loud humming, starting on a high note and falling. An 
archery tournament was under way. Arrows fitted with a light, hollow 
wooden head are used, pierced to make them scream as they travel and 
also to cut down their range and reduce the danger of hurting anyone. 
Full-strength bows are used and the target is a disk about 40 yards 
away. Other contests included lifting big, smooth boulders and wrest- 
ling. Then came performances by P.L.A. entertainment groups and an 
acrobatic t u m b h g  act by Peking opera performers, followed by 
Tibetan dancers and opera until it was time to go over to the link0 

for a supper party. Tibetan dances are very similar in many points to 
those of the North American Indians. The dancers wear a fan-shaped 
headdress like the eagle feathers of Indian braves, carry a stag when 
they dance and move in a ring one behind the other with a rhythmic 
stamp. Ths,  together with the similarity of design in the pattern of 
hand-woven cloth, the graceful walk and stance, facial characteristics 
a d .  of course, the buffalo-like appearance of the yak, often nude me 
thnk that t r a c h g  the connection between the Tibetans and American 
Indians might be a fruitful job for future ethnologists. 

Three big events were fixed for October 2: the Science ~dibitioll,  
netball a d  football matches between Han and Tibetan teams. Sadu 
Rinchen, who often helped me with interpretation, was captaining the 
Lhaa football team, and one of my private purzlcs was how a foot- 
b d e r  with two topknots could head a ball. 

When 1 got to the open space below the Potala, a queue already 
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stretched right round it waiting to get into the ~xhibition. About one- 
third of the queue consisted of monks. I think every able-bodied citizen 
of Lhasa went through the Exhibition at least once during the holidays. 

The  hibi bit ion showed with many simple hagrams and models how 
to protect herds and develop better cattle, grow better crops and 
prevent and cure sickness. The monks were fascinated by the micro- 
scopes. Little boy monks had to be physically dragged away from them 
and herdsinen gazed into them in awe and walked away with wide eyes 
and incredulous expressions. Here is no doubt a future knotty ~ r o b l e m  
for Lamaism. The strict veto on taking life is either ignored or covered 
with sophistry when a single life provides food for many people, as 
when a large animal such as a sheep or ~ a k  is killed-and killed by 
someone other than the eater. But the inicroscope shows that no one 
can eat cheese without destroying countless living organisms at each 
mouthful. 

A very proud little section of the exhibition was put in by Lhasa's 
new Primary School-drawings and models that might be duplicated 
in any elementary school in England, especially the model aircraft; 
which seem to point the way young Lhasa is thinking. One big section 
dealt with problenls of maternal and chld welfare, with life-size cut- 
away models showing the whole progress of a chld from conception 
to birth, with explanations about hygiene.  others looked thought- 
fully, girls giggled and monks discussed and pointed without any self- 
consciousi~ess. 

There were modern labour-saving devices which could only have 
been brought, like the conlbine harvester, along the new roads. Yaks 
could not get far with a refrigcrator or washing machine. A herdsinan 
stood studying a primus cooker. Having seen nomads in the sleety 
dawn of 14,000 feet, coaxing a yak-dung fire into smoky life with 
home-made yak-skin bellows, I could imagine what a hfference oil 
stoves could mean to Tibetans. 

Not even tllc nctball and football could draw the queue away froin 
the exllibition, but those who had already passed through went over to 
watch the matches. Lhasa Tibetail girls verslrs Han girls working in 
Lhasa was a slauglltcr of the Tibetan netball team. Ruthless team-work 
and pitiless scoring gave the Hail girls a 43 to 4 victory over their 
Opponents, who fought to the end, but had neither the stamina nor 
team-work ncccssary. ~ u t  all these girls could run around for an hour in 

blazing sun without suffering from mountain sickness, while I was 
still panting if I climbed a few mps. 
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W e  moved to the football pitch, already lined with spectators. 
After a few skirmishes between them and monk police, they were 
finally pushed outside the side-lines and the two teams trotted on to the 
field, where they were solemnly introduced by the President of the 
Lhasa Patriotic Youth Association, a young monk of obvious wealth. 
Lhasa was playing the best P.L.A. team and Lhasa was reckoned tough, 
having played together for several years. 

Both teams were dressed in shorts and team shirts, stockings and 
football boots, but the main difference lay in the headdress. On the 
Tibetan side half the team-lay nobles-had high top-knots, wrapped 
round with handkerchiefs. They had removed their gold ornaments. 
The other half had cropped heads and no problems about heading the 
ball. These were the monks. Actually headmg was not prevented by 
the top-knots, whch  are slightly to the back of the skull and leave 
plenty of room for heading in the usual way. 

Sadu h c h e n  told me that football had been forbidden in Tibet 
until after 195 I. As he put it : "fis Holiness sent a delegation to Peking 
in 1951 and also lifted the ban on football." He appeared to regard 
these two actions as having equal merit. 

Although, in my view, the Tibetan team was a shade better than the 
P.L.A., the match was a draw, the Lhasa team having failed to drive 
home several attacks and displayed some careless shooting. 

There were more parties, more dances and more picnics, but for the 
Lhasans in general, certady for the bulk of the ~eop le  rather than 
the small official circle, the biggest h t  of the holiday was undoubtedly 
the Science Exhibition, where the queue never got shorter and some 
farmlies took along their chnng and some food and made a day of it- 
going through once and then picniclung in the queue until they could 
go through again. 



BRITONS IN TIBET 

Enter Britain-Spies with prayer-wheels-Preparations to invade- 
Free Trade: " You've got to have it!"-The Dalai Lama flees-And flees 

again-The monks march-"White Barbarians"-The finger-game 

MONG all the gold and jewels in the butter-reeking dimness A of the Potala, the tombs of the "Great Fifth" and the ~hir teenth 
Dalai Lama are the costliest and most revered. The "Great Fifth" 
brought the Yellow Sect to power in Tibet and built the ~o ta l a .    he 
Thirteenth Body was the only Dalai Lama to exercise f d  secular 
power and &d so for thirty years of manoeuvring between powerful 
rival monasteries and princelings, and finally through invasion and 
economic penetration by the British, the fall of the ~ a n c h u  Dynasty 
and the rise of the Kuornintang. Talking of the ~hir teenth Dalai, 
Tibetans commonly recall that he ordered Tibetan troops to oppose the 
entry of British forces and then created an embarrassment for them by 
fleeing Lhasa and staying away whle  they were in the city. 

The remains of the TTheenth Body now sit encased in a ton of gold 
not far from the assembly hall where the British forces under Colonel 
Yollnghusband forced the signing of a trade agreement in 1904 whle  
their guns were trained on the Potala. Tlus hall is exactly as it was then, 
its tall, square pdars, wrapped round with red cloth, s~lpporthg 
ornately carved and painted beams. 

British interest in Tibet was first expressed in the latter part of 
the eighteenth century, when the East Inha Company and Warren 
Hastings, first Governor-General of British India, turned their atten- 
tion to the plateau hiddcn behind the   no st colossal mouiltains in the 
world. At that time the East India Coi~lpany was engaged in the process 
that led later to the annexation of  huta an-then a tributary of Tibet. 
In I772 battlcs between British forccs and the ~hutanese subjects of 
Tibet Icd to thc Panchen Lama aslung the British to stop the hostilities. 
Warren Hastings agreed on condition that the Panchen Lama wodd  
receive an cnvoy to &scuss trade. 

G. Boglc, the first Englishman to visit Tibet, went to Sligatse in 
1774 with Hastings' trade proposals, whch  were referred to  eking 

( 6  and never heard of again. What appeared to Warren Hastings . . . a 
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simple and n~utually advantageous proposal, the opening up of trade 
relations, would seein to have presented itself to the Lhasa Government 
and to the Manchu Resident and the Imperial Throne in the light of the 
lowering of the portcullis to an armed foe", wrote Louis King,l former 
British Consul in Kangting. 

That was exactly how the Chinese Emperor and his Tibetan tribu- 
taries regarded the matter, as ~ a s t i n ~ s '  next envoy, Captain S. Turner, 
found out. Turner quoted a letter from the Chnese Amban in Lhasa 

6 6  to the Panchen Lama stating the official view very clearly: . . . the 
Feringhi [Europeans] were fond of war, and after insinuating them- 
selves into a country raised disturbances and made themselves master of 
i t ;  and as no Feringhis had ever been admitted into Tibet he advised 
the Tashlhumpo [Panchen] Lama to find some method of sending them 
back.2 

But the reports brought back by the w o  British envoys had been 
enough to whet the appetites of the merchants. They told of masses 
of gold lying around in the rivers, of musk, borax, sluns that could be 
bought cheaply and paid for with scissors, kruves and glassware. 
Bogle reported having seen goods from Russia in the ~anchen's 
palace-which was very likely, because caravans from Buryat Mon- 
golia have been going yearly to Tibet since the dawn of history. Turner 
described the huge quantities of tea consumed by Tibetans and reported 
that the Chinese Emperor used tea and silk to control Tibet. 

Temporary setbacks &d not deter the British Government. Most of 
the next IOO years was taken up in bringing Siklum (also a part of 
Tibet then), Bhutan, Nepd and China under British control. ~arjecling 
was ideal for growing tea and Siklam the best route to Tibet. By 1861 
the Siklumese had been defeated in a series of wars and a treaty signed 
with the British ceding a large area of land, ganting friedom of trade 
and requiring the Sikkimese to build and maintain a road to Tibet- 
For these amenities the British Government agreed to pay L1,2oo a 
year. 

While these preparations were going on, the problem of mapping 
Tibet was being solved in a manner very frankly described by Lieut.- 
Colonel L. Austine Waddell, in his book, LIznsa and Its Mysteries: 

6 6 

. - . When the British government wished, in view of 
continga~cies, to get a trustworthy map of the great unknown 
territory of the Land of the Lamas whch for so many hundreds of 

In his introduction to his wife's book, W e  Tibetans. His wife was Tibetan. 
Turner in Embassy to the Court o j t l r e  Teshoo Lama. 
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miles rnarched with the frontiers of Incla, it had to enlploy as its 
secret surveying spies, for the most part Tibetans, who had settled 
on our side of the Himalayas as naturalised British subjects, and 
whose   on go lo id features assisted in their clsguise. . . . [They were 
trained] to the use of the prismatic compass, to plot out routes, 
understand maps, read the sextant, recognise the fixed stars, use the 
boiling-point thcrmorneter for altitudes, etc. . . . Nain Sing, dis- 
guised as a merchant of Ladak . . . did most of his surveying under 
cover of h s  prayer wheel and rosary. When he saw anyone approach- 
ing he at once began to twirl his prayer wheel, and as all good 
Buddhists whde doing that are supposed to be absorbed in religious 
thoughts, he was very seldom disturbed. His prayer-wheel, instead 
of the usual prayer scrolls, contained long strips of paper for record- 
ing the compass-bearings of places and the number of paces between 
towns, etc.; and afterwards, as it was always exempt from customs 
house examination, it secreted a compass. His rosary, instead of the 
usual one hundred and eight beads, was made up of one hundred 
as counters for hls paces-at every hundred paces he dropped a 
bead. . . . 

d 6 

My own private attempt to reach Lhasa from the Nepal side, 
in the summer of 1892, in the hsguise of a Tibetan pilgrim, with 
surveying instruments secreted in prayer-wl~eels, hollow walking- 
sticks and false-bottomed baskets, was frustrated. . . . To  escape 
detection was well-nigh impossible for a European, as every head- 
man of every village in Central and Western Tibet has for many 
years been held responsible by the Lhasa Lamas, under penalty of 
death, that no foreigner should pass through or receive shelter in 
his vdnge." 

< d  

It sccmcd gratuitous for Waddcll to add, a few pages later, It was 
no mcre light-hcarted curiosity to sce the   orb id den  and which Icd 
to thc dispatch of the arllled British inission to Tibct in ~ c c e m b e r  
1903", and he offers the explanation tliat it was all due to “the aggressive 
hostility of thc Tibctans thcinselvcs." 

This was t11c heyday of impcrial con~placmcy, when spying was 
written off as heroiml alld annexation as legitimate. Even as late as 
1926, Louis King expressed llis shocked incredulity at the ~ibetans '  
failure to kccp to ~hitc11aIl rules whle  being arulcxed. ''The Tibetans 
now, in 1886, took action on thcir own part against us", he wrote.' 

1 We Tibctans. 
H 
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"It would appear that they considered Sikkim to be feudatory to 
Lhasa, though this State had in fact accrued to us in result of our war 
with Nepal in I 8 14-16. And they took the unusual course of proffering 
this claim by sending armed forces across the frontier and occupying a 
post there." King added that Great Britain took up this matter with 
China, "to whom we were now accustomed to look in regard to 
Tibetan affairs". 

Tibet also appealed to the Manchu throne for help in driving the 
British out, but China, defeated in the Opium War by Britain and 
tom by internal revolt against feudalism, tried to solve the problem by 
getting the Tibetans to withdraw. They refused and were fmally driven 
out. A treaty recognising Sikkim's annexation was signed in 1890 by 
the Chnese Amban and Lord Lansdowne, Viceroy of India. Three 
years later trade regulations under this treaty1 were signed by a Mr. 
Paul, Magistrate of Da geeling; Mr. Hart, the Chinese Customs Conl- 
missioner (Chma's Customs being under British control); and the 
Chinese Amban. It provided for a trade mart to be opened in Yatung 
and duty-free imports from In&a into Tibet. 

After the mart was opened by the Chinese Amban, with a Chinese 
Customs House under British control, the Tibetans and Chinese 
showed their real attitude to the affair by building a wall across the 
valley on the Tibet side. Still, the total trade on this route rose from 
1,050,304 rupees in I 895, to I ,785,397 rupees in 1899, according to the 
retums from the Yatung Customs House. Britain complained that 
this was not enough. 

Letters were sent to the Dalai Lama by the British in I900 and 
1901, but were returned unopened or without reply on the grounh 
that the Dalai Lama could only receive letters from other powers 
through the Amban. 

Britain prepared to invade Tibet. 
Whtehall's arguments for ths  course, repeated in countless varia- 

tions by dutiful writers of thc time and later, were mainly: The 
Tibetans say they can only negotiate through Chna; China says she 
anno t  coerce the Tibetans to accept more British goods. Impasse. 

N o  Tibetan was party to these goings on. The D a i l y  h I ( ~ i l  correspondentl Edmund 
Candler, in his book, T h e  Unvei l ing nJLhnsd, points out that although the most important 
Shaph (Kalon) was present in Darjeeling he was treated with contcmpt by the British and 
not asked to participate. Candler wrote: "Unfortunately, during his stay in JJarJce'lng 
the 8 f l p k ' s  feelings were lacerated by ill-treatment as well as neglect. In an unfortunate 
encounter with British youth, which was said to have arisen from his jostling an Englfsh 
lady ofthe path, he was takcn by the scruffof the neck and ducked in the public fountain. 
So he returned to Tibet with no love for the English. . . ." 
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NOW enters the sinister figure, mysterious, shadowy-the ~ u s s i a n  
"agent" ~orjieff. Dorjieff was a monk, a ~ u r ~ a t - ~ o n ~ o l i a n  Lama 

at Lhasa's Depung Monastery. It was claimed that ~ o r j i e f f  
was an agent of the Tsar and that Tibet had no right to let in the Russian 
bear while keeping out the British lion. 

No writer of the time claims to know what D o  rjieff was supposed 
to be doing that was so inimical to Britain. ~ndeed The Times Special 
Correspondent, Perceval Landon, wrote:' "What the Russians did in 
allowing Do rjieff to represent them unoficially in Lhasa, we should 
have been glad to be able to do, and it is a deplorable thing that the 
d o n s  of northern Buddhists under our sway do not produce men of 
the capacity which is exhibited by a Dorjieff . . . if these men were to 
be found I fancy we should have used them willingly long ago." 

6 '  Landon's conclusion was: As it was, there was nothing else to do 
but intervene and that speedily." In December, 1903, a British force 
was sent with orders to force a way into Tibet for Colonel (later Sir) 
Francis Younghusband, of the Political Department. The force was 
under the command of Brigadier-General J. L. R. MacDonald, fresh 
from similar exploits in Uganda. It was a convenient moment, because 
the Russians were then at war with the Japanese, and China was still 
suffering from the aftermath of the Boxer uprising. 

Younghusband's task was to open up Tibet to British trade. Waddell, 
who accompanied the British force, and this time not in chsg~use, 
wrote with genuine jingoistic joy: "The situation was deliciously hit 
off with blunt frankness in Punch's cartoon on the subject, where the 
Grand Lama, in protesting to John Bull, the peddler, that he does not 
want the proffered blessing of Free Trade, is told 'You've got to have 
it!' " 9  

When Younghusband reached Lhasa after an eight months' cam- 
paign, in August, 1904, it was to find the Dalai Lama fled and a Regent 
acting in his place. Camping below the Potala, he negotiated a treaty 
which recognised the British annexation of Sikkim, provided for three 
trade marts, at Yatung, Gyantse and Gartok, and made Tibet as far as 
possible a British sphere of influence." 

Successive failures of the Chinese throne to rescue its subject had 
' Perceval Landon, Lhasa, Edn. 2 Op. cit. 

Article IX of the Trcaty stipulated that "Without the consent of Great Britain no 
Tibetan territory shall be sold, leased or mortgaged to any foreign power whatsoever. - 
no forelg11 I'owcr shall bc permitted to either oficial or non-official persons to Tibet. 
no matter in what pursuit they may be engaged . . . [or] to construct roads or railways or 

telegraphs or open mines anywhere in Tibet. . . ." The Treaty continued to treat 
Tibet as part of C h a  and the Hans as non-fore~gn. 
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reduced Han prestige among all Tibetans. They had been abandoned 
to the mercy of the British.  elations deterioraied even more sharply 
when the Dald Lama visited Peking in his wanderings after the 
British invasion and was forced to kow-tow to the Imperial throne, 
which had failed to protect him, and received the title: "Loyally 
Subnlissive Vice-Regent." And in 1909, when he was on his way back 
to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama found that the Chinese General Chao Erh- 
feng was advancing on Lhasa, destroying monasteries and committing 
atrocities. He fled again, this time to Inha. 

When the Manchu Dynasty was overthrown in 19 I I, the Thirteenth 
Dalai was able to return to Lhasa, but he was never able to withdraw 
Tibet from the sphere of imperialist intrigue. When he had turned to 
the Manchus, he had found that they wanted to destroy Tibetan local 
self-government and relegate the monasteries to purely religious 
functions. Now he had turned to Britain only to find that Whitehall's 
purpose also was to annex Tibet and remove secular power from the 
monasteries. For now entered Sir Charles B~U-~ritain's reply to 
Dorjieff-not the "northern Buddhst" that Landon prayed for, but a 
Foreign Office man who had assisted in the younghusband expedition. 
had a thorough knowledge of Tibetan and from 1908 was put in 
charge of British relations with Tibet, Bhutan and Sikkim. 

Soon after the Chinese Revolution and the Ddai ~ama's  return to 
Lhasa from h s  second fhght, a conference was called at ~ imla  in 1913 
between representatives of the Chinese government, the Dali Lanu 
and Britain, where Britain pressed for an agreement splitting Tibet into 
Outer Tibet and Inner Tibet (as seen from ~ h m a ) .  Outer Tibet was to 
remain an autonomous region under the ~a.1a.i Lama, with a chinere 
Amban stationed in Lhasa, and Inner Tibet, which had been overrun 
by Han troops, was to remain Lrectly under Chnese rule. 

T h s  was regarded by the Dald Lama as an act of ~r i t ish  trcachely 
and was also repudiated by Peking. Fighting broke out which resulted 
in the Tibetan army occupying much of the Lsputed area and also in 
further British intervention. This was when the ~r i t ish  consult 
Eric Teichman, stepped in to mediate.1 

After the First World War, Bell was recalled from retirement to 
undertake a special mission to Lhasa. In l i s  book about t l i s  
he disclosed that his task was to push through an arrangement with 
Tibet under whch Britain would supply arms to Tibet; Britain wollld 

1 Eric Teichman, Travels o / a  Consular Oficer  in Eastern Tibet, 1922. 
Portrait o/ the Dalai Lama,  1946. 
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sin Tibetan troops and also train workers to make explosives and 
rifles; Britain would provide mining prospectors and mining mach- 
inery; the telegraph from Inha to Gyantse would be extended to 
Lhasa; a school would be opened at Gyantse for upper-class ~ibetans ,  
with an English headmaster. 

BeU's came up against stiff opposition in Lhasa, where he 
spent several months worlung hard on the Dalai Lama and other 
Tibetan leaders. Especially, Bell wrote, he enlisted the help of the 
wealthiest Tibetan-Tsarong-a rare example of one who rose from 
the commonalty to power in one lifetime. According to Bell and 
others, he was not born with the name Tsarong, but was the son of an 
arrow-maker, an occupation of low caste, and himself the servant of a 
monk who served in the Jewel Park, the Dalai Lama's summer palace. 
He came to the notice of the Dalai Lama and became his favourite. 
Soon after the Dalai returned to Lhasa after his stay in Darjeeling, 
Tsarong was chosen by His Holiness xo marry the heiresses of the 
great Tsarong family, whose head and only son had been put to death. 
He married the daughter of the house and the widow of Tsarong's son, 
took over the family name, and never looked back. He was quickly 
made a Kalon and commander-in-chief of the army as well as master of 
the mint. 

Bell wrote that Tsarong strongly favo~~red the policy he had been 
sent to achieve, "but the general reaction of the people is one of strong 
opposition, especially among the priesthood". There were rumours 
that Bell's secret policy was to develop a new and bigger Tibetan army 
under Tsarong's command and use it to break the power of the 
nlonasteries and establish Tsarong and the lay nobles as a secular 
government that would be weak enough to be forced to rely on the 
British and strong enough with British backing to separate Tibet 
from China. 

Posters began to go up on thc walls of Lhasa demanding Bell's 
death. Unrcst grew among the monks in the great monasteries. 
Several thousand monks marched to demand an interview with the 
Ddai Lama and were hspersed. But Bcll got agreement that h s  points 
would go through and left Lhasa in October, 1921, feeling very 
satisfied, to judge froin his writings, that he had gained a victory over 
the Cllillcsc and the new Soviet Union. 

Some htch see~ns to have occurred, because a few months later 
another Britisher, Wihaln McGovern, was sent to Lhasa, travelling in 
disguise. He had already contacted Tsarong and the Dalai Lama when 
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his presence in Lhasa was discovered and a crowd surrounded his 
house demandng his death. 

McGovern wrote a book1 in which he showed very clearly what he 
thought to be the British Foreign Ofice policy at the time. McGovern 
said that there was a "court party" supported by the lay-nobllity and a 
priestly party: 

". . . The court party is pro-British, whlle the priestly party is 
strongly anti-British and pro-Chinese. . . . 

66 Today the power of the court party is gradually on the increase, 
but it is interesting to speculate upon what will take place on the 
death of the present Dalai Lama. Will Tsarong seize the reins of 
government and declare himself king, as it is sometimes whispered 
may be the case, or will he, perhaps more astutely, be instrumental 
in the choice of an infant Ddai Lama of a type that can be moulded 
to h s  own point of view and way of thinking? Or will a very old 
prophecy be fulfilled, namely, that the thirteenth Ddai Lama will 
be the last, that after his death Tibet will be opened up to the 'white 
barbarians' of the West and the title of Dalai Lama will be but a 
memory of the past?" 

None of McGovern's wide range of speculations came true. The 
Chinese Revolution, the rise of the Communist Party and the KUO- 
mintang, sweeping through China and unifying it on a wave of 
popular support had their effect on Tibetan thinlung. Here seemed to be 
a Han government capable of giving the help that had never come 
from the previous ones. 

First the Panchen Lama fled to Chinghai Province, fearful of his 
because of his opposition to the pro-British policies being followed in 
Lhasa. Next the Dalai Lama also began to turn back towards China. 
Bell wrote sadly : 

6 6 

By 1925 the Dalai Lama was turning strongly away from Britain 
towards Chna. . . . Our old friend, Tsarong, the former commander- 
in-chief, who was always very pro-British, lost most of h s  power and 
was subsequently degraded. . . . During those years there was a mulifea 
tendency for the two leaders of Tibet, the Dalai and Panchen, to turn 
to China." Bell attempted no explanation for this. 

When Chang Kai-shek turned and attacked the Communists, his 
shes, after the death of Dr. Sun  at-sen, C h a  was again plunged into 
dissension under the Kuornintang, and the ~hirteenth Dalai Lama 

1 To Lhasa In Disguise. 
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to his old policy of trying to play off the British against the 
ineffectual central authorities. When he died in 1933, Tibet was more 
and more becoming a British sphere. 

I met Tsarong several times in Lhasa. He is now a man of sixty-eight 
years-an old man in Tibet, where the merciless play of rare atmosphere 
and extremes of climate many times a day seems to burn people out 
soon after they are fifty. It was at the first Tibetan-style party I had 
ever attended, held under a great tent of white canvas and blue 
appligui. Tables were spread under it on the grass and all the nobility of 
Lhasa were eating and drinking with young P.L.A. officers and girls, 
nurses from the People's Hospital and many high monk officials. 
Lobsam Samtem, brother of the D a h  Lama and himself one of the 
highest monk officials, was wandering round speaking good Han and 
toasting every one in cold tea. I went off to take some photographs. 

When I returned to my table I found a shrewd-loolung man with a 
craggy face and eyes almost buried in pouches, the inevitable two 
top-knots and gold gao perched on a balding head. It was Tsarong, 
the Croesus of Tibet. He was playing the Chinese finger game with a 
P.L.A. general and beating him handsomely. This is a game in which 
two people simultaneously extend any number of fingers of one hand 
whde guessing the aggregate number extended by both. When one 
person guesses correctly, the other must take a drink. 

As I sat down Tsarong apologised to me for his lack of English, 
but he was enough conversant with the language to pass a few pleasant- 
ries. He took me on at the finger game, playing to force each other to 
drink glasses of brandy. After I had lost three times and downed three 
glasses in succession I gave him best. 

The ramifications of Tsarong's fanily are enormous. At one 
affair some little chldren came in to dance. Tsarong presented me 
to a small boy of eight, his youngest son, and to a girl of about the 
same age, one of his granddaughters. His older daughters are some 
of the most beautiful women of Lhasa, a city of beautiful women, and 
speak English with great fluency, having been at school in Darjeeling. 



TIBET, INDIA AND CHINA 

His  Serenity refuses-America moves-Atom-bomb metal and Garand 
ripes-No visas fir Hong Kong-The Chinese army marches, and stops 

-Delicate exchanges between Chitia and India-Agreement 

T IBET severely tested the relations between newly-independent 
Inha and the new Chnese People's Republic, and was at the 

same time a test of colonial strength in the area. 
China's present leaders are very frank about the reasons why 

relations between Tibet and preceding Chnese regimes deteriorated 
to the point of virtual extinction. They use the Chnese saying, "Eight 
ounces. half a pound", whch  means: "Six of one is half a dozen of 
the other". It would have been absurd to expect imperialists to behave 
other than as themselves, they say, but also the Manchu, Yuan Shih- 
kai and Kuomintang governments made no attempt to foster a united 
effort with the Tibetans to get rid of foreign influences. They wavered 
before the imperialists and got tough with the Tibetans, thus con- 
tributing to the policy of &vision whch enabled Britain, with never 
more than a fingerhold in Tibet, to exert decisive influence. 

When the Dalai Lama died in 1933, the ~anchen  Lama was still 
in the Chnghai Province of China, where he had fled ten years before. 
Ths put the highest pontiff of the Yellow Sect out of ~r i t ish  reach, 
and the possibility that China would reassert her suzerainty over Tibet 
worried Whtehall. A British mission was hastily sent, but its leader, 
Wihamson, could not stand the altitude and died on reaching Lhasa. 
Another mission went in 1936, led by B. J. Gould and t a h g  as its 
secretary F. Spencer Chapman, who later wrote a book, Lhasa: The 
Holy City, in whch  he disclosed that the prime motive of the British 
Government had been to get the Panchen Lama back to Tibet. To this 
end, he wrote, the lnission was empowered to go as far as ~~ekundo .  

1 6  near the Yangtse k v e r ,  to meet His Serenity and escort hln back 
to the Holy Cityw. 

However, His Serenity flatly refused to put hrnself at the mercy of 
the British and insisted on having an escort of C h e s c  troops. After 
months of bickering. the mission had to rettlrll to India without 
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success. Chapman also wrote: "It was part of Bell's policy that the 
British Government should supply arms and munitions to the Tibetan 
Government and should train a certain number of officers in India. 
The Cabinet are anxious that we should continue this policy." So 
when it became clear that the Panchen Lama could not be used to 
take the place of the departed Dalai Lama, the British Cabinet decided 
to maintain a permanent mission in Lhasa, and Chapman wrote: "And 
when the main body of the Mission left for Inha, Richardson was left 
behind to suggest an element of permanency . . .", a task in which he 
succeeded so well that he was still there in 1950, fourteen years later. 

He was there when Lowell Thomas and his son made their trip to 
Tibet in 1949, and Lowell Thomas, Jr., commented:l "Since India 
achieved its independence in 1947, the British in India's diplomatic 
service have been replaced one after another by Indians. ~ u ~ h  
Richardson, the competent and popular head of the 1nhan ~nission to 
Lhasa, was the last Briton in Inha's foreign service. . . . Hugh Richard- 
son may soon come to Ainerica for a tour of lecturing, followed by a 
professorship at one of our leading universities." 

This was not the first time that America had shown an interest 
in Tibet. William Montgonlery McGovcrn, who went to Lhasa in 
disguise, became a professor at Northwestern University in the U.S. 
During the Second World War agents of the OfKce of Strategic 
Services penetrated into Tibet and surveyed it from gound  and air. 
When, in 1942, the Kashag suddenly set up a Bureau of Foreign 
Affairs,l the Chinese claimed that America and Britain had instigated 
this with ail eye to the post-war situation. 

Among "wcll-informeds" it was also regarded as significant that 
after the war Britain took the initiative in sending a letter to the 
Chinese governillent restating that Tibet was part of China, a fact 
which Britain had been denying for some time previously. The grcat 
powcrs, including America, joined Britain in confirnling this, but 
recognition of Chna's control of Tibet was made at a time when 
India was still under direct British control and China was indrectly 
under American, through Chiailg Kai-shek. Inhan independence and 
the swccping victories of the Chnese People's Liberation Arnly, 

' b.vell  Thomac, Jr., Out of This World, 1950. 
111 1953 this ofirc was fused with the Office of the Assistant in Foreign Affairs ill 

Lhasa (the organ of the central authorities thcre). Under the 1951 agreement the Chinese 
Rovern~ncnt I T I U S ~  be responsible for Tibet's foreign relations. The former Tibetan 
Chief of thc I3trrcau of Foreign Affairs, Liushahr Dzaza Lama, is now Vice-Director of 
the new joint organisation. The birector is Yang Kung-hsu, of  the Peking Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 
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threatening the very existence of the Kuornintang, changed d this 
and a campaign was begun for Tibetan "independence". 

In November, 1947, three months after India gained her inde- 
pendence, what was described as a trade mission went from Lhasa to 
Britain and the United States, led by Tsepon Shakabpa. At that time 
the total volume of Tibetan trade was less than djoo,ooo yearly, and it 
was widely speculated that there must be some other motive b e h d  
the delegation's prolonged stay in America. In Hong Kong the 
American Consulate publicly insulted the Chiang Kai-shek rCgime 
by entering visas into passports issued by the Lhasa Bureau of Foreign 
Affairs instead of into Kuomintang passports, which America's 
recognition of Chiang required should be used. Even the Kuornintang 
protested at this. 

In 1949 Peking fell and the P.L.A. swept southwards. Chiang Kai- 
shek's armies and government fell apart and the Chinese People's 
Republic was set up. In July that year, when it was already obvious 
that Chiang Kai-shek was finished, there were already reports that 
America was preparing to recognise Tibet as a sovereign state and to 
support a Tibetan application for membership of the united Nations. 
On July 8 the Lhasa authorities expelled all Chiang ~ai-shek oficids 
from Lhasa in what became known as the "Tibetan coup", and a month 
later the N.B.C. commentator Lowell Thomas and his son arrived 
fully equipped with the latest electronic devices to "seU" the world 
on Tibetan separation from Cha-now "Red" Chma. 

Lowell Thomas saw General MacArthur in Tokyo on his way to 
Lhasa via India. According to Heinrich Harrer,l the Thonlases spent 
a week in Lhasa as the basis for "a world-wide ~ublicity campaign in 
favour of Tibetan independenceH. The ~ n ~ l i s h  language magazine, 
People's China, onDecember I, 1950, said that Thomas had been met by 
an American military plane on h s  return to the India border. But in his 
book about the trip-Out of This World-his son denied that Thomas 

L L had gone to Lhasa as a special government agent". Thomas. Jr-8 
disclosed that American interest was in part due to an earlier British 
Foreign Office report that "mineral deposits of unascertainable value" 
had been found in Tibet, and he said: ''The London &spatch implied 
that this new find was radio-active metal-the material of the atom 
bomb." Thomas, Jr., also made it clear that they had other thngs in 
mind than "publicity". "The most important requirement, of coune, 

( 6  is &Jful guerrda forces", he wrote. To creatc these, Tibet needs arms 

1 Seven Years in Tibet, 1953. 
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and advice, principally from outside. Arms would include weapons 
specidly adapted to guerrilla warfare, such as Garand rifles, machine 
guns, mortars, genades and mines." 

Tibetan opinion was hvided on what to do about the altered situa- 
tion in China. Some Tibetan leaders were opposed to any suggestion of 
returning to China. They argued that experiences with the past three 
P e h g  rtgimes had been enough, and these, moreover, were Com- 
munist Hans who &d not believe in Lamaism and would not permit 
Tibet to remain under religious rule. Others argued that for the first 
time China had a strong and united government able to help the 
Tibetans and prevent foreign annexation. One of these, ~hakdodon, 
"Minister for War" in the council of the   ad^ of De-Ge, issued a call 
that Tibetans shodd help the P.L.A. "to plant the five-starred red flag 
of China on the Himalayas". 

In the end it was decided that negotiations should be begun with the 
new People's Government. In February, 1950, a Tibetan delegation 
led by the same Shakabpa who led the delegation to America left 
Lhasa to go to Peking through India. There were no roads at that 
time and it should have been quicker to reach Peking by that route 
than by horseback over the mountains in winter. In fact, it proved much 
slower. Once they got to India, the Peking People's Daily reported: 
"The British High Commissioner in New Delhi, Sir Archibald Nye 
and other colonialists, used all their arts to dissuade the delegation from 
reaching agreement with the Central People's Government." 

The British authorities refused to issue visas for the Tibetans to go 
though Hong Kong, and whle al l  this was going on the Tibetans 
"deployed strong armed forces at Changtu (Chamdo) in Sikang 
Province1 in the interior of China", according to a note from the 
Chinese Government to the Inhan Government. 

Exchanges were taking place betmeen the Chinese and h~dian 
governinents on the Tibetan question, but the Tibetan delegation 
remtined in India, still without visas. 

June, 1950, caille and went. The American forces in Korea had 
landed at Inchon and were driving up the peninsula. General Mac- 
Arthur w a  already threatening to cross the Yalu &ver and carry the 
war into Chna. Truman had ordered the American Seventh Fleet 
'0 encircle Taiwan (Formosa) to protect Chiang ~ai-shek's "jumping- 
off ground" for an attack against Chma.   here was talk that Vietnam 

' Changtu is the Chinese name for Charndo, and it was at that time in Sikang, the 
Province that has now becn partly includcd in Tibet and partly in Szechuan. 
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also could be used as a base in a many-pronged invasion to 
reverse the victory of the P.L.A. over the Kuomintang armies. The 
Ktvangming Daily commented: "America and Britain have been rnalung 
energetic efforts to keep their control of Tibet so that it may be used 
as a continental base for the invasion of China." 

Later in the year it was disclosed that at the end of August the 
Chinese Government had informed the Indian Government that the 
P.L.A. would soon take action in the Chamdo area in accordance with 
set plans. Their note urged the Indans to facilitate the departure of the 
Tibetan delegation so that it could arrive in Peking by mid-September. 
If the delegation failed to arrive within September it must bear the 
consequences, the Chinese Government said. 

It failed to arrive and the P.L.A. marched. By October 19 the P.L.A. 
had crossed 700 miles of plateau, eight major mountain ranges, the 
upper reaches of the Yangtse, Mekong and Salween rivers and taken 
Chamdo, capturing the British radio-operator, Ford, in the process. 

In the battle for Chamdo, the New China News Agency anno~mced, 
2,969 rifles were captured, of which 2,578 were of British manufacture. 
made in Birmingham. A whole regiment of the Tibetan army crossed 
over to the P.L.A., and its commander, Sangye ~ a n g d u i ,  cabled to 
Mao Tse-tung: "We have always hated the imperialists, but in the 
past we had no way to resist them. NOW we have the help of our 
brothers of the P.L.A. and can drive them out of Tibet. . . . We have 
seen the excellent dscipline and correct behaviour of the P.L.A. and 
we know we have taken the correct course." 

General Liu Po-Cheng, commander of the P.L.A. in the area, issued 
a statement guaranteeing Tibet regional self-government, freedom of 
religion, protection of the monasteries and respect for Tibetan customs. 
No change would be made in Tibet's political or military systenls. 
Monks, officials, nobles, chieftains should remain at their posts, the 
general announced, and no action would be taken against them. 
4 4  

The P.L.A. is an army of the various nationalities of  ha", the 
6 4 statement went on. It is a strictly disciplined army. It will respect the 

Tibetan people's religious beliefs as well as their traditional habits and 
local customs. The P.L.A. will be polite in speech, fair in business 
dealings and will not take a single thread from the people. Conlpensa- 
tion w d  be paid at market piccs for any damage. Appropriate pay- 
ment will be made for luring workers and draught animals. No person 

be conscripted and no livestock taken." 
At the same time the P.L.A. released its Tibetan prisoners (there 
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had been very few casualties), gave them back their ~ r i t i s h  rifles, 
gave them money and animals for their return journey and sent them 
back with ~ ~ n e r a l  ~ i u ' s  statement to tell others about their experiences 
with the P.L.A. 

On October 24 the P.L.A. announced that it intended to continue 
its advance into Tibet "proper". 

Four days later the Indan Government sent a note to the Chinese 
Government saying that the Tibetan delegation had "actually left 
Deh" on the t ~ t h ,  the day after the P.L.A. announcement. "We 
realise there has been regrettable delay in the Tibetan delegation's 
proceeding to Pelung", the Indian note said. "Ths delay was caused 
in the first instance by inability to obtain visas for Hong Kong." 

Peking replied at once, on October 30, that "The Tibetan delegation, 
under outside instigation, has intentionally delayed the date of its 
departure for Pelung9'. The Chmese government went on to say that 
it still wanted to settle the Tibetan question in a peaceful manner, but 
could not brook the interference of others in a domestic affair. 

India replied, raising the matter of privileges in Tibet that had been 
inherited from the British. These included, the Indian note said: the 
presence of an agent of the Indan government at Lhasa; the existence 
of trade agencies at Gyantse and Yatung; maintenance of telegraphs 
and posts on the trade route and "for the protection of this trade route 
a sinall military escort has been stationed at Gyantse for over forty 
years". (In fact, since the Younghusband invasion.) "The governineilt 
of India are anxious that these establishments whch  . . . do not detract 
in any way fro111 Chmese suzerainty over Tibet, should continue", 
the note said. 

Chla  iminediately welcomed the Indian Government's statement 
in the note that it had "no political or territorial ambitions in Tibet". 

L <  This Chinese note, the last in ths  exchange, said: As long as our two 
sides adhere strictly to the principle of mutual respect for territory, 
sovereignty, equality and nlutual benefit, we are convinced that the 
friel1dship between Chna  and India will develop normally, and that 
problems of S i n o - h d u ~  dplomatic, commercial and cultural relations 
in conllection with Tibet can be solved properly and to our mutual 
benefit through normal diploil~atic channels." The P.L.A.'s advance 

L <  into Tibet, the note einpharised, was an important measure to main- 
tain Chinese i~~deycndcnce, to prevent the iinperiahst aggressors from 
dragging the world towards war and to defend peace". 

It was a tur~~ing-point in Asian hlstory. India had recognised China's 
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centuries-old suzerainty over Tibet; China had inhcated willingness 
to solve the problems raised by India to the two countries' mutual 
benefit. The two new republics, whch  between them embraced about 
a third of humanity, faced each other on an issue whch had all the 
ingredients for an international clash leading anywhere. The British 
were s d  powerfully entrenched in many positions in India (kchard- 
son only left Tibet in September, 1950) ; the Americans were p u s h g  
their tiny client state, El Salvador, into raising the "Tibet Question" 
at the United Nations, which body was then officially, even if illegally, 
fighting in Korea against Chinese volunteers; the unspoken promise 
was held out that an "independent" Tibet could be a sphere ofinfluence 
of Indla. It was small wonder that the stresses and tugs on the Tibetan 
delegation and on the new Indian government were tremendous. 

Nothing more was said in public; but Chinese troops did not 
advance beyond Chamdo and the Tibetan delegation did go from 
India to Peking, where it negotiated an agreement. 

The solution of t h s  problem and the subsequent settlement by 
negotiation of Indla's privileges in Tibet set the course for relations 
between China and Indla and had repercussions that are still growing 
in Asia. It was in this exchange of notes that four points are found- 
L 6 

mutual respect for territory, sovereignty, equality and mutual 
benefitw-whch subsequently grew into the five principles for peaceful 
coexistence jointly stated by the Chmese and Indlan premiers in 1954 
and by many others subsequently. 

W h l e  these exchanges were going on and the ~ ibe t an  delegation 
was delayed in I d a ,  local chefs, Living ~uddhas,  merchants, nomads 

L L and others in Charndo set up a working com~nittee for the peaceful 
liberation of Tibet", whch  issued a call to the Lhasa authorities to 
send the delegation to Peking by whatever means and whatever route- 
This committee became the Chamdo People's Liberation Committee. 
which is now the temporary local government of the chamdo 
region. It w d  shortly join the rest of Tibet under a single autonomous 
government. 

During those months, also, hundreds of Tibetan officers and men 
were arriving in Lhasa after their release by the P.L.A. and were 
t e h g  of their experiences. According to Heinrich Harrer,' who was 

4 6  there at the time . . . the C h e s e  troops had shown themselves 
disciphed and tolerant, and the Tibetans who had been captured and 
then released were saying how well they had been treate'd'. 

Heinrich Harrer, Seven Years in Tibet. 
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They described how hfferent this army was from any previous 
Han army, how it paid for everything and refused to accept ula 
(forced transport), that it consulted the local Tibetan leaders on every- 
thing it did and respected Tibetan religious and social customs. They 
reported that the tax on tea had been cut by 50 per cent. and that 
2,400 tons of tea had been supplied to the Chamdo area in the last 
six months of 1950. High prices were being paid for musk, borax, 
wool and other Tibetan products and things were generally in a very 
flourishing state in Chamdo. 

The Tibetan delegation arrived in Peking in the latter half of April, 
1951: part from India and part from Chamdo. Ngabou ~ a l o n  led the 
delegation for the Dalai Lama's group and the Panchen Lama himself 
also arrived in Peking from Sian with a large body of officials and 
attendants. 

I remember, on May Day, 1951, in the central square of Peking, 
how the splashng seas of coloured silk borne by the marchers on the 
square quite failed to dull the blazing brocades, gilt helmets, red 
sashes, red, whlte and blue embroidered boots and gold-mounted 
turquoise of the Tibetan delegation on the viewing stands. I wondered 
then what impression it made to see in a few hours a crowd more than 
half as big as the whole population of Tibet pass before them. O n  the 
hghest rostrum with Mao Tre-tung and other government leaders 
were the Panchen Lama and Ngabou Kalon-the first meeting between 
the Dalai and Panchen groups for nearly thirty years. 

Three weeks later an agreement' was signed whose first clause said: 
''The Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist aggressive 
forces from Tibet; the Tibetan people sl~all return to the big family 
of the motherland-the People's Rcpublic of China." 

The othcr sixteen clauses largely followed the lines of the statement 
made at thc tiinc the P.L.A. was ordered to tnarch into Chamdo. They 
Put on record that Tibet had the right to national regional autonomy 
within the Chncse Republic and that the central authorities would not 
alter the political systcln or the status of the Grand Lamas. Freedom of 
religion was guaranteed and thcre was to be no interference with the 
income of the monasteries. Rcforlns in Tibet would not be corn- 
~ulsoq;  thc living conhtions of the Tibetan people would be inl- 
provcd in accordance with thc actual conhtions of the region.  elll lands 

Agreement of the Ccntral People's Government and the Local Government of  Tibet 
on measures for thc Peaceful Liberation of Tibct. May 23, 1951. See Appendix for full 
text. 
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for refor111 raised by the people would be settled in consultation with 
the Tibetan leaders. Oficials would retain their positions regardless 
of their past associations. Foreign affairs would be under the control of 
the central authorities and eventually the Tibetan army would be 
reorganised into the P.L.A. 



- 
Monk policemai~ 



A monk has his blood-pressure checked 

Ovu the Br~rmpuaq w m a  wearing l a d  had* 



TEA WITH THE DALAI LAMA 

Finding The Fourteenth Body-Jewel Park-God in horn-rinimed spectacles 
-"Tell the truth about Tibet"-Lamaism and war: a message to all 

Buddhists-" Tibet will become socialist" 

RRANGEMENTS to meet the Dalai Lama have to be made two A days ahead; a rule called "two days' information". This time is in 
any case useful to master the strict ceremonial ~rocedure required when 
meeting the young God-King, the reincarnation of Chenresi, the 
All-Embracing Lama, Holder of the Thunderbolt, Precious Protector, 
who has sacrificed the opportunity of entering Buddhahood and 
"Passing Beyond Sorrow", and has time and again returned to earth in 
different bohes to help all living things attain a hgher stage. 

It is glory for any Tibetan to see the Dalai Lama. Even for the 
highest official it is glorious, most wonderful, to receive the Dalai 
Lama's hand on the head in blessing. For most people, even holy 
pilgrims, the blessing is merely by fhcking the head with a whisk of 
hair. There are only three occasions in a year when the Dalai Laina 
can be seen by the common people. Even when he watches plays at 
the Potala and hs summer palace, he is hidden, sitting in a room above 
everyone else and l o o h g  through a curtain of gauze. The way to the 
Dab Lama is guarded by many soldiers and the Dalai ~ama ' s  person 
by gigantic monk police. 

The present Dalai Lama, the Fourteenth Body, was born in June, 
1935, near Lake Koko Nor in China, eighteen months after the death 
of the Tlirtcenth. Three names were submitted by the Ninth Pailchen 
Lama, then a voluntary ex& from Tibet in Chnghai Province. One 
of the boys named, the present Dalai Lama, came succe~sfull~ through 
the tests made to check that the soul of Chenresi has entered the chld's 
body. For one thng, he had ~rominent ears and two marks on the 
body supposed to represent the where the two othcr arms of the 
god would be. One of the monks who was searclung for the reincarna- 
tion entered the peasant house of thc boy's parents dressed in poor 
layman's clothes so that tlobody should know there was a search for the 
new DJai Lama. ~ u t  the little boy, then only two, rushed forward 
and called h m  "Lama". He is said to have ~ i c k e d  out an old rosary 
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and walking-stick belonging to the previous Ddai Lama from more 
attractive new ones and generally provided adequate proof of being 
the Fourteenth Body. All the members of his peasant family were 
imme&ately ennobled and made rich with enormous grants of 
government land. Now he is twenty-one and, with the twenty-year- 
old Panchen, has the task of steering Tibet's ancient society through 
changes even greater than those which occurred under King Songtsan 
Gambo. 

O n  meeting the Dalai Lama, the visitor must present a nangdzu lzato 
-a ceremonial scarf of the finest quality silk, 6 feet by 2 feet, specially 
made for presentation to the Dalai and Panchen Lamas. Until the 
moment of presentation this is held rolled up in a special manner by an 
orderly. He hands it to the visitor, who unrolls it and lays it across his 
own palms so that, with his hands outside those of the Ddai Lama, he 
can transfer the hata without touching His Holiness. I was warned 
not to offer my hand to be shaken, because h s  advisers do not like bun 
to shake hands, and unless he ~roffered h s  hand I should only present 
the scarf. There are various forms in whch  the Dalai Lama may 
return th s  compliment of hata presentation. If the Ddai Lama wished 
to be extremely polite, he might lay a scarf on my neck, which is the 
way a hgher-ranking person presents one to a lower. 

My visit was in September, so the Dalai Lama was living in his 
summer palace, the Jewel Park (Norbhu Linka), a walled, forested park 
less than a mile from the Potala where he lives in the winter. I dis- 
mounted from my jeep outside the main gate with its imposing roof 
and returned the salutes of some h g h  officers of the bodyguard in 
thcir almost-British uniform, red collar tabs and long turquoise ear- 
rings. Then there was a short walk through a pleasantly wooded lane 
to the Assembly Room, where the Dalai Lama sits in cereinonid 
audience. Word came that His Holiness was ready. Then there was 
another short walk to h s  private reception-room under the quelling 
gaze of mountainous monk police with their shoulders padded to 
make them even more impressive. Silence fcU as we mounted the steps 
to the reception-room and once again there was that sense of concen- 
trated mystery I had felt when approachng Lhasa. 
In fact the Dalai Lama walked to meet me, sl~iling as I laid the hato 

on h s  wrists, and then shook my hand with a powerful grip and 
steered me to a soft armchair by a window of the gorgeous reception- 
room, every inch of whch  was covered with carved and painted wood, 
costly brocade or the fmest carpets. 
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LI front of our armchairs were low tables full of fruits, cakes and 
confectionery, Tibetan bread and fried tsamba biscuits. In front of the 
Dalai Lama was a magnificently chased gold teacup stand and cover 
and in front of me its twin, worked in plain silver. The Dalai Lama 
sat s d n g  gently, almost dreamily; two deep dmples under his cheek- 
bones, his lips curiously turned up at the corners as he waited, finger- 
tips lightly touchng, for the high officials present to shuffle round and 
sit down among the swishng of their gold silk. Only the Dalai Lama 
seemed entirely and smoothly at ease at that moment. Sadu Rinchen, 
present as interpreter, was licking h s  lips as he sat at the same level as 
His Holiness, for thls is normally impermissible. 

The Dalai Lama sat smiling through horn-rimmed spectacles as the 
buttered tea was poured, thick and slightly purplish, the best in Tibet. 
His own special servant poured h s  from a separate pot. He signalled 
me to drink and in the same motion ~ i c k e d  up h s  own cup-almost 
like a conjuror-as though it weighed notlung. His gestures seemed to 
have no starting point and never quite to finish; his hands seemed never 
to have a definite posture and yet to be carefully posed in each move- 
ment. Part of the gruclhg trailing of Dalai Lamas is devoted to giving 
thein prescribed movements and a mode of gesture whose purpose is to 
enhance their dignity. 

How had I liked the journey? What did I think of Tibet? Did I 
f i d  things as I expected? What about the climate? Was my house 
comfortable? What did I think of the new roads? He broke the ice and 
warmed the atmosphere with a flow of questions and a lift of the eye- 
brow, an extra tilt of the upturned corners of his mouth. Here at 
twenty ycars of age, when I met him, was the dltimate product of 
Tibctan society and there was no gainsaying its qualty. And here was 
solnething more, whch no Dalai Lama had ever been: Vice-Chairman 
of the Standing Coinrnittee of the National people's Congress of 
China. 

"Your Holiness," I said, "I have read inany books on Tibet and they 
say that the Tibetail people are hostile to all foreigners and also that 
Tibet is a bleak, cold and unfriendly place without any resources; a 
stony dcsert of ino~~ntains. MY experience has not been at all like that. 
1 have found the Tibetall people to be most friendly and I have seen 
solne of thc richest and nlost beautiful places in the world here." 

With that weightless motion, he ~ i cked  up a plate of cakes and 
ogcrcd thcrn, took one himself and appeared to nibble it witho~it 
eating. 
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There have been foreigners in the past-especially Englishmen- 
who have written books about Tibet," said the Ddai Lama. "They add 
something; they leave something out. They give an untrue picture, 
and tlis has affected Tibet's relations with outside countries to no srnd  
extent and has done great harm. I hope that you will write the true 
facts about Tibet and correct some of these false impressions. I hope that 
you will tell the world clearly what Tibet is really like." 

By thls time the buttered tea had been taken away and ordinary 
cups came round for tea with milk and sugar in the Indian or British 
style. From that point we settled down to discussion. Throughout our 
talk he spoke with ease and assurance, without even a glance at the 
galaxy of advisers around him, on any subject that came up, sometimes 
leaning forward to stir his tea, or gently lift the cup and appear to take 
a sip, sometimes leaning back, but still appearing to stop just before 
the moment of relaxation, fingertips together, smiling, shrewd and 
composed beyond his years. 

No foreigner had seen the Ddai Lama since the signing of the agree- 
ment on May 23, 1951, so I first asked him what had happened since 
then. 

6 I Before the agreement," he said, "Tibet could see no way ahead. 
Since the agreement Tibet has left the old way that led to darkness and 
has taken a new way leading to a bright future of development." 
The Kalon on my right was writing rapidly in a big notebook every 
word spoken by the God-King. "Especially there has been a great 
improvement in the relations between the Han and Tibetan nadona- 
ities and among the Tibetan people themselves." H i s  took in 
Yang Kung-hsu and Liushahr Dzaza Lama, Chief and vice-Chief of 
the Lhasa Foreign Affairs Bureau. 

6 6 

The Han and Tibetan people came into contact more than 1,000 
4 4  years ago," he turned to me and went on. Latterly, owing to the 

efforts of the Manchus and Kuomintang to oppress our people. 
national enmity was bred and 1 very bad situation was created. To 
these old enmities was added the dissension sowed by foreign imperial- 
ists and the slander they spread about the new Chma. As a result, for 
some time after the agreenlcnt there was not very much confidence in 
it. But the Tibetan people saw real examples of equaltty and mutual 
help and could see that national discrinination and oppression had 
been ended. Their misgivings were removed and a solidariq 
grew up whch has become stronger day by day. 

I I 

Among the Tibetan people all the old hatreds and disunity have 



been replaced by mutual trust." He did not mention the Panchen 
Lama, but the reference was clearly to the breach between the two 
Grand Lamas over relations with the British in the early '20s. 

I asked His Holiness what had been his impressions of his recent 
tour of C h a .  He leaned back and, passing his hand over h s  face, 
adjusted his spectacles without appearing to touch them. He thought 
for a few moments and said: "Politically the People's Democratic 
system with the working class as its leadership and the worker-peasant 
alliance as its base is a correct system which works above all for the 
welfare and happiness of the mass of the people. 

"There are many hfferent religions and sects in our country and 
they are all protected by the central authorities so long as they are 
what they purport to be. Temples and monasteries are being repaired 
and expanded. Facts like these show that freedom of religion is re- 
spected and protected." His "our" clearly meant the whole of China, 
as when he referred to "our" industry and what "we" were doing. 

Nodding his head and speaking a little more rapidly, the young 
6 6  Pontiff went on: Our economic position is growing stronger. Many 

things which we formerly could not make we can now make by our- 
selves. In the north-east, for example, we have considerable acheve- 
ments in developing State-owned economy and in constructing heavy 
industrial enterprises whch produce the means of production. The 
people's livelihood has much improved." 

1 asked: would His Holiness give me an explanation of the Lamaist 
attitude to war and peace, which I would try to pass on to other 
religious believers elsewhere? He smiled and nodded. 

I 1  

According to our religion, there are the coinforts of the present 
life and the comforts of the life beyond. To attain ease in the life 
beyond, religiolls believers with h g h  ideals should work selflessly 
for the welfare of others; whle  those with ideals which are not so high 
must nevertheless spend their lives well without harming others even 
if they are not inspired with the idea of self-sacrifice. 

1 I  

Therefore to attain comfort in the life beyond, all religious believers, 
whether of high or low ideals, must oppose war," the Dalai Lama said 
emphatically. He went on that if war came some would he ,  some 
would be bereaved, there would be famine and other hsasters resulting 
from the destruction of resources. These would affect not ollly the 
lives of human beings but "even small living things like insects will be 

6 1 .  

cage into distress". "War," he said, using a curious phrase, IS always 
dctrilncntal to the animate and the inanimate." 
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Speaking directly to believers in the faith he heads, His Holiness 
said: "This is what I would like you to say to Buddhists in other 
countries. W e  love peace because, according to our Buddhist doctrines, 
to harm living things by kikng them is the cause of dire suffering in 
the endless misery of transmigration in the life beyond; but on the 
other hand to strive altruistically for the comfort of living things is the 
supreme means by whch  one proceeds from ease to ease oneself. 
Therefore world peace accords with our religious doctrine. 

"We Tibetans have a deep faith in Buddhism and want it to prosper 
everlastingly; we love our motherland, which has the policy of 
promoting religious freedom; we love peace and are working for 
peace against war and wish to strengthen the world peace movement." 

Answering another question about the relations between himself 
and the Panchen Lama, the Dalai said that the restoration of good 
relations between them "is a cause for joy among Buddhists of every 
land." 

W e  turned to international questions. I had said I was anxious 
to hear the views of His Holiness on the situation between China and 
I d a .  Fresh tea came and rich Tibetan cakes full of butter which the 
Dalai Lama pressed me to try. 

6 L 

The Chinese and Indian peoples have been living as friends for 
centuries without war. They are neighbows and understand each 
other," he said. "Both of our peoples have suffered under protracted 
imperialist oppression and exploitation and naturally have warm 
friendslup toward each other. Sino-Indian relations are developing 
more solidly every day. Solidarity between the ~eoples of India and 
Chma means uniting the strength of goo milhon people inhabiting 
one-thrd of the territory of Asia. such strength will do more than 
consolidate peace in Asia; it will play a great part in keeping peace 
throughout the world." 

I had already been with the Living God more than two hours, 
unprecedented audience both for its length and informaliv. From 
time to time as we chatted a medievally clad noble popped in to 
shoot a few flashlght photos or a few feet of cine film. The Dalai 
Lama hmself was dressed in wine-red cashmere of the finest quality 
with one arm bare as the order requires, and under his toga wore costly 
silk embroidered with gold thread. His embroidered boots had 
soles nearly 2 inches thick and appeared never to have been put to the 
ground. 

We had our last cup of tea as he told me about his talks wit11 Ma0 
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Tse-tung, he described as "leader of all our nationalities". 

He and went on very slowly to give time for myself and the 
Kalon by my side to write down what he said. 

"I heard Chairman Mao talk on hfferent matters and I received 
instruction from hin. I have come to the firm conviction that the 
brilliant prospects for the people of Chna  as a whole are also the 
prospects for us Tibetan people; the path of our entire country is our 
path and not any other. New China's economic construction is going 
ahead cpickly. Tibet is still backward economically and educationally, 
but we know definitely that the central authorities and the ~ e o p l e  and 
public servants of the more advanced Han nationaht~ will give every 
possible help to such backward nationalities as ourselves. 

"More than that: Chairman Mao said to me that although it is 
backward at ths time, in fifteen or twenty years Tibet will also be able 
to contribute to the construction of our country. W e  believe this 
firmly." 

Speaking still more slowly and clearly, he added: "We are also 
confident that, as a result of our own efforts, helped by the central 
authorities and the more advanced Hans, we will come to lead a happy 
socialist life together with the people of the whole country." 

He stood up-more accurately, he was no longer sitting down- 
and the talk was over. It had lasted m o  and a quarter hours. An 
official passed h m  a hata whch he smilingly placed round my neck 
and again gripped my hand with that athletic pressure that so belied 
his other smooth movements. He led the way into the sun to have 
photographs takcil among the trees and flowers. Once more we shook 
hands and then he was gone with hls officials, bodyguard, servants of 
his all-male household. His own mother, the only woman he n u y  
receive, must also be met formally. He seemed to enjoy the talk 
judging from the gaiety of h s  clever, mobile face-and I suppose lie 
seldom gets any break from the inonotony of study and prayer. It was 
incredible that he was only twenty years old for he carried himself not 
only as His Holiness but as a twentieth-century Holiness in horn- 
rimnled spcctacles and representing an ancient society meeting the 
modern world. There was no trace of h s  humble birth in the hovel of a 
Peasant. It  was an objcct lesson in the effect of environment. 

When I left the Dalai ~ a i n a ,  I was shown round Jewel Park, where 
he passes most of l i s  lifc, by lus brother, Lobsam Samten. I photo- 
~raphcd him in colour standing among masses of flowers coning 
allnoxt to his shoulders. 1t was mid-~eptembcr and the flower beds 
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shone with all the familiar flowers of England which grow better at 
this altitude than at sea-level: hollyhocks, heavy chrysanthemums, 
asters, phloxes, marigolds and roses. 

An enclosure inside Jewel Park with walls about 1 2  feet high is 
kept private for the Dalai Lama and can only be entered by him and 
a few others close to him. It is laid out with careful lack of artificiality, 
though it is entirely artificial, even to its peaceful lake on which bar- 
head geese and wild ducks float in perfect confidence that ths is Tibet, 
where wild life is sacred. O n  stone supports in the lake are two little 
builhngs, a temple and a summer pavhon which has one open-fronted 
room and a rest-room behind. There is a small table with one of the 
Dalai Lama's gold teacup stands and covers, beside whch I noticed a 
small copper coin whose significance, if any, nobody knew. Round the 
lake and enclosure great mastiffs tugged on iron chains, their thick 
necks made thcker by collars of tufted red wool to protect their 
throats. Constantly chained, they hurl themselves in livid fury at any 
stranger. I flinched as the great, slobbering mouth came at me, silent 
and purposeful, untll the chain jerked it back. 

As we strolled round I told Lobsam Samten of my impressions 
of h s  younger brother, the Dalai Lama. Lobsam Samten, himself 
a young monk, is the Djqap Khcnpo, the Lord Chamberlain of the Dl14 
Lama and chef of the monk officials of Tibet; hgher than the Secre- 
tariat itself. Because the movements of the Dalai Lama are strictly 
limited by h s  exalted position, the Chamberlain has great power. 
He has learned Han and we were able to talk without interpreters. 
I said I had been very impressed by the Dalai ~ama ' s  manifot abJity 
and strength of character. Lobsam Samten smiled wryly and corn- 

I < mented: When he went to Peking he was no more than a boy. 
He learned many thngs there and when he came back he could take 
decisions for himself." This tallled with what I had heard from a high 
official, Djen Lojen, who had spent many years in exile. "After the 
death of the Thrteenth Dald Lama," he said, "the government here 
became like a shop. When I left Kilimpong to return here after 1951, 

people said to me: 'You will soon buy yourself a ~alonship.' But 
actually things are not like that now and are getting better, because His 
Holiness is strong and favours unity with china." 



THE FIRST JEEP TO SHIGATSE 

The Rice Heap-Among the nomads-The highest point of the world's 
highest road-First wheels in the Bramaputra Valley-Tibetan council 

houses-Long arms and short sleeves 

W HEN the road-builders reached Lhasa, they did not stop, but 
began pushing the new road westward right to the Himalayas. 

The white, sandy road sweeps through the Holy City, below the 
Potala and through the western gate, past Jewel Park and Depung 
Monastery and out into the high grasslands. Between ~ h a s a  and 
Shigatse, seat of the Panchen Lama, is the hghest section of the highest 
road in the world. It was due to be opened by October 20, but highway 
bureau reports said that jeeps could probably get through before that 
day. With the hope of even getting as far as Gyantse, I set off on 
October 4. I was very keen to see the town where the British and 
Tibetans had fought for several months in 1904, and the idea of being 
the first traveller over the still unfinished road was exciting in itself. 

About five miles out of Lhasa is Depung Monastery, "The Rice 
Heap", as its name means-biggest monastery in the world, with up 
to IOO,OOO inoilks sometimes in residence. The aptness of its name can 
only be seen from a &stance, when it looks like a shallow mound of 
rice poured into the triangular opening between lnountain spurs. 
It is the biggest of the three "Pillars of the State", but perhaps not so 
influential as the smaller Sera Monastery, where the Dalai Lama was 
educated. 

My visit to Depung had been arranged and, as the heavy doors of 
what is actually a walled city inhabited exclusively by men creaked 
open, two monk police stepped forward, their square, padded ~ n d e r -  
jackets giving then1 a menacing appearance of strength. They carried 
heavy staffs tipped with metal. These two proctors were accompanied 
by two lictors in tattered n~onastic robes and carrying long sticks. They 
went ahead of the proctors, jumping and cavorting along the uneven 
winding streets and steps of the monastery shouting, "Phu gyuk " 
("Get out of the way9'). Monks stanLng in doorways or peehng from 
windows and side alleys melted away, disappearing and reappearing 
like magic as we toured the monastic town. 
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Time has stood still for more than 1,000 years in Tibet's monasteries, 
Nothing exists in Depung that did not exist in its present form ten 
centuries or more ago, except the wrist-watches, which seem to be as 
inhspensable to high monks as their rosaries. In the kitchens, black 
with centuries of yak-dung smoke, are copper vats at least 6 feet across 
used for boiling the monastery's buttered-tea whch, with tsamba, 
makes the main diet of the monks. Age, glamorous and fusty, lovely 
and squalid, is stamped into every building and the countless holy 
relics which it houses. Under roofs of gold plate are hundreds of dusty 
images, each with its own history and many said to have been self- 
created and to have spoken words miraculously. A fortune could not 
buy the contents of even a single chapel. 

Depung's thousands of monks are divided into colleges, each with 
its own abbot, temple and garden. They are sub-hvided into houses 
where the well-to-do monks have their own rooms whch are in- 
herited family property, and the poor ones live in great bare dormitor- 
ies. In one abbot's reception-room there was a heavy raw-hide whip 
whlch had obviously seen considerable use. Absolute obedience is 
demanded of the student and low-gade monks. Nearly all monks 
enter the cloth before they are ten and remain in the lowest grade, 
doing menial work all their lives. A few manage to learn to read and 
write and so can take examinations and ~erhaps move up into the next 
gade. It takes thrty or forty years of memorising the scriptures to 
qualify for the high monastic positions, but wealth and ducnce 
speed the process. 

At the end of my tour round h m ,  smoke-varnished chapels and 
living quarters, drinlung cup after cup of buttered tea and eating 
innumerable biscuits and dried apricots, the abbots sat round and 
answered questions about Lamaisin and monastic life. 

I looked down over the sandy, alluvial ylain exactly as the monks 
of Depung must have seen it fifty years ago when ~ounghusband's 
force threatened to shell the monastery if they refused to turn over 
their stores. 

T h s  occasion was described by Edmund candler, who covered the 
Younghusband expedition for the Daily Mail:l 

I I 

General Macdonald, with a strong force of ~ r i t i sh  and native 
troops, drew tty withn 1,300 yards of the monastery, gulls were 
trained on Depung, the infantry were deployed, and we waited the 

The Unveiling oflhasa, 1905. 
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expiration ofthe period of gate intimated in the letter. . . . It seemed 
the most dificult thmg in the world to save these poor fools from the 
effects of their obstinate folly. The time limit had nearly expired, the 
two batteries were advanced 300 ~ a r d s ,  the gunners took their sights 
again, and trained the 10-pounders on the very centre of the 
monastery. . . . At last a t h n  line of red-robed monks was seen to 
issue from the gate and descend the lull, each carrying a bag of 
supplies. The crisis was over, and we were spared the necessity of 
idcting a cruel punishment. . . . 

"The Depung incident shows how difficult it was to make any 
headway with the Tibetans without recourse to arms. W e  were 
present in the city to insist on compliance with our demands. But 
an amicable settlement seemed hopeless, and we could not stay in 
Lhasa indefinitely. What if these monks were to say, 'You may 
stay here if you like. W e  wiU not molest you, but we refuse to 
accept your terms?' W e  could only retire or train our guns on the 
Potala. Retreat was, of course, impossible." 

We walked back down the path taken by that " t h  line of red- 
robed monks" half a century before; the lictors s t d  ~ranced  ahead 
shouting, and thousands of half-invisible inoilks peered at us. Beyond 
the gates and past the temple of the State Oracle the jeeps were waiting 
on the road. 

Fifty miles and two and a half hours later, I was on the high grass- 
lands at 15,ooo feet, where the air is so thin that nomads will oldy 
visit Lhasa in the winter, finding the capital's "lowland" climate at 
12,800 feet too oppressive ill the summer. 

For a distance of almost thrty iniles beyond Lhasa, rows of round 
pebbles had been placed on cach side of the road, each pebble tollching 
the next, and every few yards stone "pagodas" had been made by 
balancing round boulders on top of each other, wedged with smaller 
stones to make thein balance as delicately as a house of cards. This 
prodigious task had been to line the route taken on the 
previous day by the Dalai Lama on a state visit to the Reting Monas- 
tery. Much cn~phasis is laid on the placing and balancing of stones. 
It is common to find big stacks of qailite pebbles on each of whch the 
( 6  

0111 mnni pndmc Il1-1~1" for111~11a has been neatly chipped-thousatlds of 
than in one stack. This assiduous use of stones seems to be one of the 
most widespread and persistent penetrations of Lainaism by the older 
Ban nature worslup. 
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About fifty ndes out of Lhasa one road branches west to Shigaae 
and another goes north. This is the second highway to C h a  across 
hundreds of miles of swamp and desert to Chinghai and thence to 
Lanchow. At tlis junction was the small semi-permanent camp of some 
herdsmen : two tents of black yak-wool each surrounded by a wd of 
adobe and dried yak-dung to make a wind-break 4 feet high. Other 
stacks of ~ak-dung were dotted among still more laid out to dry. 
Yak-dung collection is part of the ula labour service that herdsmen 
must perform without pay. With the unfailing courtesy of all Tibetans, 
they invited me into their tents. 

The tent walls were about 4 feet high and a second wall of clay had 
been built inside, leaving an opening at one end. The clay had been 
modelled to make niches all round the oval tent, one serving as the 
inevitable shrine, with an image and one or two cheap offertory bowls. 
The nomad family's few possessions occupied the other niches. In 
the middle of the tent was a clay stove burning yak-dung and radiating 
a gentle heat. Tea was bubbling in a pot on one side and in another pot 
sand was being heated for parching barley. Two very important items 
of Tibetan furniture stood in a corner: butter churn and tea-mixer. 
They are of the same design; a deep wooden cylinder open at the 
top containing a round plunger pierced like a potato-masher, which 
is pumped up and down. A big one for churning milk and a smaller 
one for tea are in every herdsman's tent. people who go on journeys 
often strap a tea churn on their backs. 

Our housewife, who was married to three brothers, soon poured 
the hot tea into the churn, added some salt and a  inch of soda, slipped 
a hunk of rancid butter down and churned the whole into that delicious, 
creamy soup whch is indispensable in Tibet. Everyone brought out his 
personal bowl-carried by all low-class ~ibetans  in the ~ocke t  formed 
by pouchng the gown over the belt-where a bowl, snuff-box, 
portable shrines and other things all accun~ulate next to the s b -  
We had tea and tsamba and afterwards cigarettes, wkch I never lound 
a Tibetan layman to refuse. Much as I like buttered tea, I never got to 

like tsamba. It tastes like uncooked dough that has been mixed with 
dduted stale beer instead of water. 

Poor as were the possessions of these lonely herds-folk, they could 
only be got at considerable cost. Communications have always been 
so bad and slow that prices of town-made goods are out of 
proportion to their value. Goods only get to the grasslands by travel- 
ling merchants each with a monopoly in h s  &strict. In many partsol 
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Tibet mountain tracks are so narrow and precipitous that two horses 
cannot pass. The only way to get through the11 is to change the loads 
from one horse to another, and after agreeing the values of the two 
animals the difference is made good in cash. In t h s  treeless district, 
three crude wooden bowls are exchanged for one fdLgrown sheep. 
only the price of tea had come down since the road reached L h ~ a ,  
and that was down by about one-third. 

It takes five years to make a tent such as that we were sitting in, with 
its wide slit in the top through which the smoke escaped. Men, women 
and chddren in the grasslands, when they are not spinning prayer 
wheels, are spinning yam from the belly hair of yaks. Watchmg them 
spin their prayer wheels, I used to wonder why they d ~ d  not use the 
prayer canister as the spinner for the yarn and thus double the output of 
prayers and yarn. I never asked this question, since it seemed likely to be 
discourteous to this extremely courteous and friendly people. 

Not far away from this road junction the snow nlountaiils began, 
but the lfternoon sun was scorchng. I took a bathe in a glacial river- 
clear, green water that struck cold to the bone like an electric shock. 
It was impossible to do more than duck in and out again, shvering. 
One of the herdsmen's little girls was running about without a stitch 
of clothes and burned almost black. But it took only moments when 
the sun dipped b e h d  the white peak of Chomo Gangar Mountain for 
the icy breath of the mountains to come down and send me to the 
warmth of a sleeping bag. ~ o s t e l s  had not yet been b~ult  on this 
stretch of road. 

The projected railway to Lhasa will come over these grasslands in a 
few years' time, and dus j~mction, with its two fainilies of noinads, 
will probably become a busy town. 

A few lorries had already passed, but not enough to cloy the appe- 
tites of the scattered herdsmen and monks. They came running from 
far away to see the new marvel. Occasional deer, wolves and foxes 
were almost as inquisitive, runling up to a safe &stance and stanhng 
with a foot poised to watch our progress. For considerable &stances 
on the upland plains there had been no need to build a road at all, 
and we steered the jeep between surveyor's marks or two lines of 
boulders that marked the course. Macl~les  would later bulldoze and 
metal the road, but tllat was not all urgent matter-if one track wore 

a new one could easily be ulltil the more difficult sections 
were finished. 

Shuge La is the highest pass on the entire road at 17,320 feet. But the 
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approach to it is smooth and the graLtent easy without any of the 
terrifying hairpins of Chu La. At the top of the pass Sadu Rinchen's 
wife, who was keeping her husband company on his first visit to 
slugatre, threw some stones on the big pile wluch represented the 
offerings of centuries of devout travellers on foot and horseback. 
Oxygen bottles were standing ready, but nobody needed them, and I 
found myself so accustomed by now to heights that I felt no dis- 
comfort. 

Far above us hung the pyramid of Chomo Gangar, one of the world's 
greatest peaks, 25,600 feet lugh, blinding with the whteness of 
perpetual snow whose tresses flowing from the tip gave the only sign 
of a hurricane that must have been raging about it up there in the 
sunshine. 

Away from Lhasa and its concentration of aristocracy and official- 
dom, glossy sdks give way to utilitarian gowns. But as the gowns get 
simpler the women's headdress gets more complicated. A round mat of 
turquoise and coral beads is perched saucily on the front of the head, 
matched on each side by hanging strings of bigger beads. The hair is 
plaited into dozens of braids like wlupcord and used to suspend a strip 
of hand-loomed cloth about I foot wide which hangs belund from the 
shoulders to the feet. On thts are stitched silver dollars and copper 
coins, cowrie shells and other odds and ends of valuables-the whole 
family fortune being worn in tlus way. Young and beautiful women 
had their headdresses packed with trinkets whlle the aged, now rele- 
gated to the menial work of squirting tramba gruel into the mouths of 
yak-calves from their own toothless mouths, had nothng left but a few 
small cowrie shells. 

Ths is the region of Tibet mostly written about and from which 
the whole of Tibet has gained the reputation of being bleak and poor. 
Few foreigners ever travelled east of Lhasa and so they saw only this 
sort of country: h g h  grasslands with smooth, treeless mountains 
rising from wide grass plains that extend and re-extend. But stunted 
yaks and stunted herbiage contrast with its big, jovial people, burned 
brown-violet by unimpeded sunshe .  

A new ferry carries the road traffic across the Yalutsangpo (upper 
reaches of the Brahrnaputra) about fifty miles east of Shgatse. Finish- 
ing touches were being put to t h s  cable ferry, but when I arrived 
there on October 6 it was still uncertain whether it could be opened on 
that day. Everythng was in a bustle at the riverside with a line of 
lorries waiting to cross, carrying Bailey bridges to span the Nyang 
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River and complete the link with Shigatse. Interested inonks from 
the nearby monastery sat in chattering rows and boy monks dared 

other to press the electric horns. In a few hours the new ferry-boat 
was announced ready for service by triumphant Szechuan workers 
who had finished their work more than a week ahead of schedule. My 
jeep rolled off the ramps on to the south bank of the river-the first 
vehicle ever to cross the Yalutsangpo-and into a region where noth- 
ing on wheels had ever been seen before. Several hundred people were 
waiting on the opposite bank to celebrate the Iistoric occasion. W e  
drove through two ranks of men and women in their best clothes to a 
place where tables were set in the middle of a fair-sized vdage named 
Dartuga. Now we were in Tsang area, under the Panchen Lama, 
and the headdresses of the women were entirely different. Pride of their 
dress is a bow-like frame studded with turquoise and suspcnded in 
position by tiny plaits. It must need great care to get into equilibrium. 
Everyone crowded round and hung hntas on our jeeps. 

A party was soon in session, with great jugs of sparkling chang 
circulating and biscuits and sweets being handed round. Local girls 
in their halo headdresscs and men of a] ages performed a dance that 
had last been seen when the Panchen Lama passed through in his 
palanquin. 

Leaving the lorries far behind we set off over the still unfinished 
road, often running on the desert to avoid disturbing roadworkers who 
were hurrying to completc their work in the two weeks left till dead- 
line. Then the road would still be in its primary stage but good enough 
to bring up maclines and bridges to improve it. 

Froin the ferry the first twenty-five niles into the Yalutsangpo 
Valley is near-desert, uninhabited. Blown sand covers the valley 
bottolll and creeps up the inountains almost to their tips, leaving only 
bare rocks and crags too stcey for thc sand to cling to. 0 i l .y  most 
terrible winds could havc carried the sand into these mountain valleys, 
almost levelling thein out. Wc turned a spur of rock that reaches to the 
river, round whch the road is carried on a ledge blastcd out of rock. 
When this obstaclc is behnd there is suddcidy no more sand, but rich 
farldand and villages. 

At each village local oficials sccined to have some niraculous means 
of knowing wc w o ~ ~ l d  arrive on that day. Seine of thc holier nlorrks 
arc said to be able to transmit a visible personality to ylaccs far apart 
i l l  a lllatter of sccoods. In thc abseilcc of telephones and telegraphs, it 
almost appeared that some of theill had bccn putting their talents to 
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work. By whatever means they knew, they stood there bravely in the 
middle of the road with flagons of chang holding several gdonS and 
dishes of cakes made of barley fried in butter. We exchanged hatnr 
offering in return for theirs the ones received at the previous point. 
Hatns circulate; they are not gifts. There is some wear and tear, but the 
number of replacements needed yearly in Tibet could probably be 
worked out by an actuary. Villagers stood much further back than 
the officials and monks, hands to mouths, most of the younger women 
poised for immedate flight. But boys rushed forward and tried the 
steering wheel, kicked the tyres and pressed the hooter, which caused 
a general scurry and screams of mirth. It was the first time they had 
ever seen anything on wheels, but these boys were already daring each 
other to be "last across" and trying to cling on b e h d  the jeeps as we 
moved off. 

In its dfferent way the approach to Shigatse is as dramatic as the 
run into Lhasa. W e  were driving due west and the sun reached the 
horizon as an enormous ball, brought close by the evening dust-storm. 
Straining into its red glare and the blinding dust, I could see only a few 
feet ahead. On each side the mountains were lit with purple, grey, red 
and blue pastel colours, while behnd the floating dust turned the valley 
into night. Passing through th s  strange mixture of light, we reached a 
large vdlage, and suddenly there was the Nyang River and our jeeps 
could not cross. Boatmen were there with yak-skin boats to ferry 
US over; the last time they were to on this ferry, for next day the 
P.L.A. had thrown bridges over and lorries were crossing. A half- 
mile walk brought us to Shgatse, home of ~ ibe t ' s  other Grand 
Lama. 

NOW that the road is finished, it takes only one day to drive from 
Lhasa to Shgatse instead of about a week by horse. Shigatse has 
been put on the main route from In&. to Lhasa and Peking. Before the 
road was built, it was three days ride from the old caravan route. 

Tsang is an area where the influences of the Panchcn Lama group, 
the Ddai Lama group (both of the Yellow Sect) and the SagYa 
(Coloured) Sect dovetail, with those of the Panchen Lama predom- 
inant. There are about 200,000 people in Tsang, and of these ~oo~ooo 
are under the control of the Panchen Lama group. 

The powers of the Panchen are cxercised through the panchen 
Khenpo Conference Committee-the equivalent in thts region to 
Kashag in the Dalai Lama's area. ~ u t  the Dalai also has consider- 
able interests in Tsang and these are looked after by  IS 
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In Shigatse the Dalai Lama's dzongpon lives in the ancient fort which 
is said to have been the Potala's inspiration. When we arrived under 
the mass of this enormous fort night had fallen and there was just time 
to present hatas to the Chief of the Khenpo Committee and the dzong- 
pon before taking a first-class and most welcome meal of mutton and 
barley beer at the new Shigatse Restaurant. 

Early next morning the leaders of the Shigatse associations of 
women andcyouth called to see if they could be of any help. They 
were three beautiful young women and four tall and handsome young 
men, all obviously of the nobility and all full of h g h  spirits over the 
work they are doing. The Youth Association, since it was established 
in 1953, has staged the first modem play written and produced by 
Tibetans. It was based on eyewimess accounts of the Younghusband 
expedition collected by members of the association and written by a 
youth called Chapei. 

The Women's Association has sent out people to be schoolteachers 
in various parts of Tsang. Practically all members of these associations, 
as of similar ones in Lhasa, are nobles, monks, merchants or their wives. 
These are the only literate people. The development of any forms of 
organisation on a wider basis are hedged by the antique social system, 
because the relation between master and worker is that between over- 
lord and serf. Lamaisin and the Tibetan social system state in most 
definite religious terms: "The rich man in h s  castle, the poor man at 
his gate, God made them h g h  and lowly and ordered their estate." 
Larnaisnl is based on th s  concept, carried through infinite rebirths. 
A serf would be as horrified at the notion of sitting down at the same 
table and discussing with h s  lord or with a monk as an English peasant 
would have been 1,000 years ago. If anyone suggested h s  taking any 
action without h s  master's knowledge and consent, he would regard 
it as heresy. So that the fact that in these associations there are a few 
comlnoners who now sit in discussion with the nobility is remarkable. 
Dzeyang, Vice-President of the Women's Association, who told us 
about its work, had waved hair done into a loose bun on the back of 
her neck and into twin bangs over the forehead. She used make-up 
and sllcceeded in looking extremely modern and so ig i~h  in her Tibetan 
robes. 

Thesc orgai~isations of the womcn and youth helped to distribute 
some of the ~200,000 in iiltcrest-frce loans ~rovided by the People's 
Bank in Tsang district during the past four years. This sum does not 
include a furthcr I I 5,000 spent in flood relicf. 

K 
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A stroll through Shigatse, sand-coloured like the soil on which 
it stands except for the great red and white pile of the Tashilunpo 
Monastery, took me to the ofices of the Khenpo Committee. This 
committee was formed by a meeting of all clerical and lay o&cials 
in Tsang. It is not appointed by the Panchen, but his approval must be 
had for all its decisions before they are forwarded to the State Council 
in Peking. The courtyard was filled with brightly caparisoned horses 
held by red-hatted grooms, and upstairs in the Committee's chambers 
I sat among r u s h g  gold silk and claret cashmere of the lay and 
clerical advisers of the Panchen Lama whle the Committee leader, 
Dji Jigme Dzaza, gave a report on developments since the Panchen 
Lama returned to h s  seat at Shgatse. For thirty years the seat had been 
vacant, from the time the Ninth Panchen fled to Chinghai and died 
there, until the new Panchen returned after the 1951 agreement. 

Shigatse, I was told, had a new hospital, veterinary station, agri- 
cultural experimental station, a Tibetan language newspaper every 
two days and some of the fifteen primary schools that had been 
opened in Tsang. Did I want to visit any of these? Giving facts and 
figures, Dji Jigme said that the numbers of peddlers had doubled in 
four years because government loans had increased production by 
hanhcraftsmen. 

One of the prides of Shigatse is Tibet's first municipal housing estate. 
It was built in 1954 with funds provided by Peking, and gives rent- 
free accommodation to fifty formerly hoineless families-and in Tibet 
homeless really means homeless. All these families were either working 
for wages or in handicrafts as a result of getting government loans. 

One of them, Bangsan Tseren, a carpet-maker with three skilled 
daughters, had becn in a hopeless state-penniless and in debt. ''We 
had long arms, but short sleeves," he said. T h s  comnlon Tibetan 
expression means "skill but no capital." Bangsan had becn scrounging 
around doing unskilled work and Living in a hovel roofed over with 
any scraps hc could find. He heard of the new governincnt hm- 
interest-free to peasants and at r per cent. without security to crafts- 
men-and put in for a loan to buy wool. 

( a  
I used to be able to borrow vcry Little at j per cent. a month, and 

every loan got me f~~r the r  into debt," he explained. "This time I got 
ZOO silver dollars of the new loan and bought wool. Wc all went to 
work, sold the rugs and repaid thc loan. I took out another loan, 2nd 
since then I've been worlung all the time and I ' L ' ~  allnost out of debt- 
Then I applied for one of these new houses and got it. I never expected 
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anything like this." He had a new felt hat which he held against his 
right breast as he spoke, constantly bowing and sticking out his tongue 
while malung a suclung noise inwards, a sign of great respect. There 
were two or three thlck ottomans on the floor with rugs on them. O n  
the wall were pictures of the Dalai and Panchen Lamas, Mao Tse-tung 
and Chu Teh. 



MAXIMS V. MATCHLOCKS 

T h e  Good-natured Thunderbolt-Disaster strikes Pleasant Valley-Aflood 
builds a road-Cyantse Fort-Death at Hot Springs-Stones against high 
explosive-British graveyard in the clouds-Shigarse waits our return 

OS AN DORJE-his name means "Good-natured Thunderbolt" L -met me without servility. He was polite, calm and self-assured. 
Unlike commoners I had met before, he did not bob and bow, show 
the palms of hls hands or make the sucking noise which indicates that 
an inferior is trying to avoid contaminating with his breath the air 
breathed by a superior. His boots were of tanned leather, ankle-length, 
and he wore puttees above them. (New and worn Indian Army gear is 
common on the Tibetan markets.) Do je ,  the Thunderbolt, was one 
of the workers on the new section of road between Shigatse and 
Gyantse. His range of experience was wider than usual. 

He had been one of the victims of the flood which devastated 
Pleasant Valley, between these two towns, on July 17, 1954. A natural 
dam in the mountains collapsed when an avalanche suddenly slid 
into a lake above the Nyang River. A wall of water 25 feet high swept 
through the valley, drowning 700 people, destroying the crops on 
10,000 acres of land, and affecting the lives and homes of IJ,OOO 

people-almost everyone in the valley. Gyantse and Shigatse folk 
thought it was the end. So late in the year they could not get new crops 
into the ground even if they had the seed. Tibet, with its low level of 
production and narrow margin of existence, could no more cope with 
such a tragedy than any ancient society whose ruined towns dot the 
world as a result of similar disasters. 

Doje.  who had been a soldier in the Tibetan army, said that he 
finished his service and settled on the ]and-prcsumably as a hichun,  
or masterless peasant. I could not ask lum if he ran away from the 
arlny or how he became masterless. In Tibet you simply do not ask 
such questions. It  is tacitly accepted that duidrunr must have broken 
connections with their own feudal lord, usually as a result of debts 
p i h g  upup. and therefore the overlord has a right to claim  IS return if 
he is found. But Tibetan society would come to a standstill if everyone 
had to be returned to their original estates. what  is lost on the swings 
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is picked up on the roundabouts. Practically every acre of land and 
every head of cattle belongs to the monasteries, nobility and local 
governments. By running away, the serf liquidates the debt, but 
rnasterless people in general have to go and work for someone else. 
Relations between duichun and their new masters vary. They are loose 
at first, but as the generations pass they become less dstinguishable 
from the relations of or&nary serfs in their tenure of the land. 

In whatever relationshp, Losan Dorje was working on the land 
when the flood swept down in 1954 and wiped out his crops and home, 
almost kilLng hs wife and c u d .  They were hungry, homeless and 
penniless. Tibet has no tradtion of helping others for social reasons. 
To give to a beggar and to save a condemned yak from being suffocated 
for meat are meritorious-for oneself. Such sufferings as those of the 
flood victims would be seen as the result of former lack of devout- 
ness, sins in previous lives. But when the flood occurred-Dorje's 
eyes got very round as he described what happened-the Kashag, 
Khenpo Committee and Chinese Con~munist Party were immediately 
on the spot and taking responsibility. 

I t  

They gave me, free, 3 0  lb. of barley, 12 feet of cloth, a pair of 
boots, a pair of rubber shoes, a quilt and a shrt. I am a Shigatse man. 
1 was told that if I liked to work on buil lng the new housing estate 
1 could have one of the houses. They paid go cents a day." This conl- 
pared with an average 50 cents a day for buildmg workers, but actually 
m c h  building work is done without payment, the peasants being 
lnerely instructed to do the work. 

When the urgent relief work had been done, the State Council in 
Peking granted r I 5,000 (~oo,ooo Chinese yuan) for long-term relief, 
wit11 the suggestion that it ought to be spent as wages to help con- 
struction plans and in such a way as to make sure that every acre of 
fl~oded land caine under crops again in the following year. 

Tllese were the tcrms of reference when the Khenpo Committee, 
Kashag and Tibetan Working Committee of the Chinese Communist 
Party planned how to spend the money. They decided that most of 
the grant would be spent on wages for building a new highway between 
Gyantse and Shigatse. This would enable the flood victims to survive 
the winter and use part of their wages to buy seeds for planting in the 
following year. 

Losan Dorje had finished work on the ~nunicipal housing estate 
and was working on the new ~ c o ~ l e ' s  Hospital when he heard that 
flood victiins were being urged to work on the new road. He heard 
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a rumour that flood victims would be chosen first for the work and 
very high piece rates would be paid. 

"Other people said the pay was low and the work was hard. But I 
had been treated better than a kinsman after the flood, so I applied for 
roadwork. Later plenty of people wanted to start, but only those with 
flood losses were accepted," Dorje said. "A good worker could earn 
6$ silver dollars a day. I worked very hard and earned 74 dollars a 
day, and my wife earned j to 5 4  dollars" (69 dollars is worth about 
LI 10s. and would be a good wage for two weeks work in Tibet). 

Wages were paid 80 per cent. in grain and 20 per cent. in cash, in 
order not to force up grain prices. Rice and barley given for wages were 
calculated at slightly below current market prices, so that the road- 
workers could recover their full wages or more by selling. All road 
work was done in off-seasons for farm work and a basic rate was paid 
to road-workers who were laid off during rain. Medical treatment by 
the P.L.A. was free. Each camp of fifty road-workers had a ~iecework 
norm of joo paces in ten days and any team whch finished earlier 
was also paid extra for helping other teams. Each team elected three 
model workers, among them the Thunderbolt. Later he was elected 
as a model bridge-builder. 

4 6  Without immodesty, he said: I was very hard-working. They said 
we should begin work at sunrise and finish before sunset, with three 
rests. But I began before dawn and finished when it was dark, with 
o d y  two rests. I tried to find cluicker ways of doing thngs." 

"Why &d you work so hard?" I asked. 
He thought carefully about ths, and when h s  answer came it 

was formulated exactly. 
6 6 

First," Dorje said, tapping h s  t h ~ l n ~ b ,  "I work for my living and 
I am used to hard work; second, the harder I work the more pay I get7 
and I don't have to worry about next winter; third, the quicker the 
hghway is finished, the quicker lorries can come here and bring goods, 
and the prices will go down." 

6 6  

NOW the road is nearly finished," I said. "what  will YOU do next. 
Will YOU go back to farming?" He took the cigarette I offered, touch- 
ing the elbow of h s  right arm with the fingers of h r  left hand as he 
h d  SO. T h s  common gesture of courtesy in the East inhcates that the 
receiver of a gift will not use the left hand to strike. 

d 6 

I won't go back to the land," he replied, tapping the cigarette 
6 6  on a gnarled thumbnail. The P.L.A. has taught me to be a stone- 

mason and I hope to get work at that. ~ u t  it is &tficult. The older 
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stonemasons have a guild and I can't join it. perhaps there will be 
enough work for everyone now. Anyway, this winter I have nothing 
to worry about and I still have ten more weeks' work on the road." 

How did he get along with the Hans? I asked. 
Mostly the P.L.A. were very good, he said.  hey never asked others 

6 6 

to do what they would not do themselves. Of  course, you get one 
now and then who likes to throw his weight about. But very few. 
They lend a hand if you get a difficult stone and if you look sick they 
send you off to the medical station at once. I got 14 dollars a day for a 
week when I was ill. They try to learn Tibetan, and when they talk to 
us they advise all Tibetans to be united and work to improve Tibet." 

All the time we talked he had kept on his hat, a wide-brimmed 
Gurkha model resting on a mop of long uncombed hair. He wore a 
2-inch circle of "gold" through h s  left ear faced with a piece of 
imitation turquoise. His face was sensitive and thoughtful. 

The local bureau said that, although some bridges had not been built 
yet, it was low-water season and a jeep could make it to Gyantse. 
On October 10 my jeep was making the first wheel tracks on the 
virgin surface of Thunderbolt's new road. This was the only section 
of the road entirely built by Tibetans and the road-bed was better 
than the primary standard set for the whole road. 

It was one year after the flood catastrophe, but there was the road; 
there were the crops; there were the rebuilt houses and people were 
somewhat better dressed than in other parts. Pleasant Valley was again 
hing up to its name. The oilly signs of the flood were the new road 

the irrigation canals that had been b ~ ~ i l t  with relief money from 
Peking. Every squarc inch of arable land was under barley, wheat, 
oats, and beans, for the harvest is late here. T h s  valley contains some 
of the richest farmland in Tibet, but even here an average ear of barley 
only carried five or six grains. In some places in Tibet the seed is no 
r1101-e than trebled in a good year. 

My jeep was first over the new highway and unannounced. Peasants 
in undyed homespun came rushing across the fields to see what this 
could be. Terrified yaks went hurtling as far in the opposite Lrection 
before they turned their silly wh te  faces and stopped to look. Men. 
women and children came running froin cottages in various stages 
of undress and went running back again screaming. Cattle and donkeys 
tore along the road ahead of the jeep without the least idea that the 
thing to do was leave the road. They ran until quite exhausted and 
stood trembling, waiting for the end. 
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The whole fifty-seven miles from Shigatse to Gyantse is along level 
valley bottoms at about I 3,000 feet above sea-level. In spite of a delay 
when the jeep stuck for twenty minutes in a deceptively deep ford, it 
only took two and a half hours to cover the &stance. 

Gyantse stands in a wide rich plain where trade routes from India, 
Ladakh, Bhutan, Nepal, Shigatse, Lhasa, Mongolia, Siberia and 
eastern China all meet. It stands on one of the oldest trade routes in 
human history. This lush, mountain-bounded plain is full of villages 
built among groves of willow and poplar. 

The fortress at Gyantse stands on an almost sheer outcrop of rock, 
rising to 500 or 600 feet above the plain in a superb position to dominate 
it and protect the monastery and market town below. This fort is said 
to be at least 1,000 years old, and built when Gyantse was capital of a 
small kingdom. It was here that British forces had been brought to a 
halt in 1904 and held for three months, despite having previously 
wiped out the flower of the Tibetan army in a curious incident at  
Guru. 

This incident aroused strong feelings in Britain at the time. The 
Times correspondent wrote:' "It was reported and believed in Lhasa 
that the English had decoyed the Tibetan soldiers away from their 
defences and had then wantonly shot them down." 

' 4 
Yo~inghusband was congratulated by the Viceroy, knighted by the 

King-Emperor and grilled in the House of Commons for what was 
labelled a 'massacre'," wrote Lowell Thomas, Jr. 

In Gyantse the name of Younghusband is poison, and each year 
a special ceremony is held dedicated to the occasion when the images 
in the temple were slashed by the swords of his men. 

Reports written at the time were all by war correspondents attached 
to Younghusband's forces and by members of his forces. They made 
no attempt to hide their bias, but their reports contained variations. 
No British correspondent had visited Tibet since then, and one reason 
for my anxiety to get to Gyantse was to make an independent check. 
I had already met, in ~hasa ,  the grandson of the general who led the 
Tibetan forces and I wanted to get some information closer to the 
scene. 

Youngh~~sband spent the first months of 1904 acclimatising his 
force in the Himalayas, and at the end of March ordered an advance- 
At Guru they met the main forces of the Tibetans behnd a wall they 
had b d t  to block the way. Parleys began. The Tibetan forces were 

1 Perceval Landon, Lhasa. 
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commanded by a general from Lhasa and one froin Shigatse, and a 
general from Yatung was also present. Macdonald and Younghusband 
met the Tibetan generals, who urged the British to return to Yatung 
and negotiate there. 

up to this point the reports of what took place are in accord. 
British correspondents reported that Younghusband refused to 

retire, and said that if the Tibetan troops continued to block the road 
he would order General Macdonald to remove them. The Tibetan 
officers thereupon returned for consultations behind the wall. Mac- 
donald meantime ordered British forces to outflank and surround the 
Tibetans. As the British approached the wall, the Tibetan officers 
rode out again to talk and said that their men were under orders not to 
fire. 

Lieut.-Colonel Waddell of the Medical Service described what 
happened next in these words:l "As several of the Tibetans were seen 
fmgering their loaded matchlocks menacingly, General Macdonald 
deemed it necessary for the safety of the Mission to hsarm them, and 
passed an order to that effect, and the reinforceinei~ts of more sepoys 
which he ordered up marched to the wall with fixed bayonets and 
commenced disarming the Tibetans inside. . . . Just as I got there, I 
heard a shot fired, and, looking up, saw the ~nfuriated Lhasa Depon 
IGeneral-A.w.] and some of h s  men scuffling with some Sikh 
sepoys on our side of the wall about 1 5  yards OK" 

Waddell said that the Lhasa general went up to a Sikh who had 
taken a musket from a Tibetan, pulled it out of the Sikh's hands and 
shot away his jaw with a pistol. O n  seeing this, Waddell stated, 
the Tibetans fired their muskets and rushed out with their swords 
drawn. 

I 4  

The soddenness of this attack at such close quarters was startling: 
but within a few seconds our sepoys began to retaliate on their assail- 
ants. Under covcr of the wall, they ~ o u r e d  a withering fire into the 
eneiny which, with the quick-firing Maxims, mowed down the 
Tibetans in a few minutes with terrific slaoghter. Those who had 
rushed out were soon all killcd; and the remainder were so huddled 
together that thcy could neither use thcir swords nor guns. . . . It was 

over in about ten ndnutes, but in that timc the flower of the Lhasa 
army had yerishcd." Waddcll notcs that the Lhasa and Shigatse 
generals were both killcd and the general from Yatung wounded. 
41 

Altogether thc Tibetans lost about joo killed, 200 wounded, and 

1 Lhasa and Its Mysteries. 
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200 prisoners. Our losses were only thirteen wounded, as our people 
were protected by the wall." 

"It was like a man fighting with a child," wrote Perceval Landon 
describing the same scene. "It was an awful sight. One watched it with 
the curious sense of fascination which the &splay of unchecked power 
over life and death always exerts when exercised. Men dropped at 
every yard. Here and there an ugly heap of dead and wounded was 
concentrated, but not a space of 20 yards was without its stricken and 
shapeless burden. At last, the slowly moving wretches-and the 
slowness of their escape was horrible and loathsome to us-reached 
the corner, where at any rate we knew them safe from the horrible 
lightning storm which they themselves challenged." 

Waddell contrahcted h s  civilian colleague on this. He said bluntly 
that the fleeing Tibetans "were pursued remorselessly by our mounted 
infantry, and their bodes strewed the roadside for several miles". 

This destruction of the ill-armed Tibetans by no means got the 
welcome in London its archtects hoped. "Perhaps no British victory 
has been greeted with less enthusiasm than the action at Hot Springs 
[Guru-A.W.]", wrote the Daily Mail correspondent, ~dmund 
Candler, rushing to the defence of the army. He explained:' "h the 
light of after-events it is clear that we could have made no progress 
without inflicting terrible punishment. The slaughter at Guru only fore- 
stalled the inevitable. W e  were drawn into the vortex of war by the 
Tibetans' own folly. There was no hope of their regar&ng the ~ritish 
as a formidable Power, and a force to be reckoned with, und we 
had lulled several thousand of their men." Candler puts h s  views- 
admittedly so unattractive to the British ~ublic-with startling frank- 

6 6 

ness: Most of us thought that we could only reach the capital through 
the most awfill carnage. W e  ~ictured the 40,000 monks of Lhasa 
hurling themselves defiantly on our camp. W e  saw them mown down 
by Maxims, lanes of dead. A hopeless struggle, and an ugly page in 
military history. Still, we must go on; there was no help for it." 

So the British were able to advance to Gyantse. But they did 
not leave it till three months later, owing to the resistance put up by the 
Tibetans with ancient cannon and gas-pipe rifles using home-made 
black powder. 

1 climbed to the top of the castle, whose walls are as they were then, 
shattered and riven by British 10-pounders. With me went Sonam 
Bandzu, now a sixty-four-year-old man, but then a lad of thirteen, 

1 Candler, op.  tit. 
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a servant of Djibu, the wounded Yatung general who escaped with 
his rife from the Guru incident, as Waddell reported. At the top of the 
fort, looking across at the little park in which the British had their 
headquarters, we were in the positions from which the Tibetans 
matched their stone-loaded cannon against modern explosive shells. 

"My father was batman to Djibu and saw everything that happened 
at Guru in the Wood-Dragon year [~goq]. The British could not break 
through, so they sent a force to outflank us. W e  sent about 1,000 
men to protect our rear, leaving about 1,500 facing the British behind 
the wall. Younghusband and another officer suggested negotiations. 
They were very cunning. They said that we ought to put out the fuses 
on our matchlocks. They said; 'Let us talk without fear of each other. 
You see, we have no matches burning, but you have. During negotia- 
tions we should be equal.' So our men were ordered to put out the 
fuses. When the British officers came under a truce flag to talk, they 
pulled out pistols and lulled our generals. Our soldiers were killed by 
weapons such as we had never seen before. My master was wounded, 
but he was the only high officer to escape with his life." 
In Lhasa I had heard the same report from the grandson of the 

Lhasa General Namseling. His grandfather had hastily organired the 
Tibetan army on the orders of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. They 
were untrained monks and laymen armed with slings, cutlasses, spears 
and muzzlc-loading matchlocks. Even of those antique firearms they 
had very few. Seventeen members of Namseling's family &ed in the 
incident. 

Those were the two versions of what happened at Guru, British and 
Tibetan. 

Nobody seems to dispute the bravery of the Tibetans. After the 
Guru incident the renmant Tibetan forces, without generals, rallied 
to defend Kangma, on the way to Gyantse. Candler described1 this 
action. 

' 4  4 6  They rushed to the bottom of the wall", he wrote, tore out stones, 
and flung them up at our sepoys; they leapt up to seize the muzzles of 
our rifles, and scrainbled to gain a foothold and lift themselves on to 
the parapet; thcy fell bullct-pierced, and some turned savagely 011 the 
wall again. ~t was only a question of time, of nlinutes, and the cool, 
~llechanical fire of thc 23rd Pioneers would have dropped cvery man. 
011~ hundrcd and six bodies were lcft under the wall, and sixty more 
were killed in the pursuit. Never was there such a hopeless, helpless 

1 Candler, op. cit. 
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struggle, such desperate and ineffectual gallantry." But Candler, 
using the then fashionable "Darwinist" argument for conquering less 

4 6  

industrialised countries, argued: They must come into line; it is the 
will of the most evolvedw-the British-"lord of all these by virtue of 
his race, the most evolved. . . . 9 9  

From where I sat on the roof of the fort I could see the little grave- 
yard where some British officers lulled in the fighting had lain for 
fifty years, thousands of miles from their homes, so that Tibet could 
have "Free Trade". Younghusband's force succeeded in its objective of 
getting a trade treaty signed, giving Britain privileges in Tibet, but 
now the only British t hng  left in Gyantse is that tiny graveyard. 

By the time I got down from the fort and had eaten, there was 
still an hour or two left to visit the Palkhor, one of Tibet's most famous 
temples, where monks pointed out to me sword marks on the image 
of the Buddha in the Chapel of Jo Rimpoche. They said these were 
made by British troops who had looted the place. I found a reference 
to this in Candler's book, The Unveiling oflhasa, in which the writer 
said that when carpets and images "adorned Simla and ~arjeeling 
drawing-rooms, unkind people began to say that British officers had 
wantonly looted Palkhor Choide, one of the most famous monasteries 
in Tibet". 

I returned to Shigatse that evening, doing the round trip in a day, 
with eight hours in Gyantse. It would have taken a week by horse. 
News of the jeeps' passing had spread far, and along the road there 
were groups of people who had been picniclung all day in the hope of 
seeing us return. Little boys risked darting across the road ahead of the 
jeeps, but adults stood wondering. Sometimes they returned our waves 
i n c r e d ~ ~ l o ~ ~ s l ~ ,  as though surprised to find that the cars contained 
ordinary mortals. 

It was dark when we reached ~ h i ~ a t s e ,  but in the light of the head- 
lamps I could see that the roads into the town were lined with people 
who had heard that we had intended to go to Gyantse and back in a 
single day. They stood there in the dark, spinning prayer-wheel~ and 
w a t c h g  this miracle. 



LUNCH WITH THE BOUNDLESS LIGHT 

Seven-storey Buddha-Bedroom of the Grand Larna-Cause of dissension 
-Agreement honoured-Mao Tse-turzg's injuence-The Panchen and 

chopsticks-Tibet's highways a "miracle" 

A GREATER sense of wealth and pomp pervades the ~ashilunpo 
Monastery, winter home of the Panchen Laina, than any single 

monastery in Lhasa. The biggest pieces of turquoise I ever saw are let in 
as floor slabs before some of the altars. It is claimed that the tomb of the 
Eighth Panchen Laina is covered with the most beautiful decorations in 
the world. Beautiful or not, it is a   rice less pile of gold, silver, precious 
stones and rare trinkets rising higher than 3 0  feet. In this chapel there 
is also a piece of granite in which a small depression is said to be the 
miraculously imposed footprint of the Ninth Panchen as a baby. 

In a nearby chapel-- fact, rising through seven chapels on top of 
each other-is a gilt-bronze statue 1 3 0  feet high of Buddha himself-- 
one of the sculptural wonders of the world. When I entered the lowest 
of the levels that houses this enormous image, biggest in Tibet, and 
looked up to where the ~eaceful left hand rested on the lap far above, 
and still hgher to the gleaming right hand with its fingers raised in 
blessing, and still higher, in the direct light of windows seven floors 
above to the sublime, unreal face rnliling benevolently into the 
distance, I could not hold back a gasp of amazement and delight. Seven 
galleries run round the Buddha at varying heights, reached by almost 
perpendicular ladders with shaking handrails and sloping treads 
glistening with spilt butter. At each level butter lamps bum, and just 
over the last gallery containing the top half of the Buddha's head are 
some of the golden roofs that challenge the Potala's in size and number. 
This Buddha was created by ordcr of the Ninth Panchen before he 
fled from Tibet. 

Perhays no forcigncr ever before saw the private liviilg quarters 
of the Panchcn in ths  great ramblillg monastery. All his roonls are like 
chapels: the same images in glass-fronted cases and religious drawings. 
paintings and books. In the pmchen's living-room a long case contained 
thousands of tiny images in bronze, and nearby a clock by an English 
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maker and a French clock under glass with tiny clockwork bir& 
twittering in the boughs of miniature trees. 

A travel-worn pilgrim was going round touching with his own 
forehead every place that might have been touched by the Pmchen 
Lama. 

In the Panchen's austere bedroom, lined on one side with glass md 
on the other with images, there is no privacy for the lonely young 
God-King, who is really never alone. Above hs narrow, hard bunk of 
polished wood, among the other religious drawings, were Passion 
Buddhas in sexual embrace. Living Buddhas are above such earthly 
temptations. The telephone on a table beside the narrow, hard bunk 
was the only thng  that represented the twentieth century in this 
carpeted cell. 

As far as I know, a foreigner never before had the opportunity 
I had to be received in audience by both the Living-Gods in Tibet. 
After the British invasion, relations between the two groups were 
estranged because the Panchen group always opposed the ~hirteenth 
Body's policy of trying to rnanceuvre with the British. When open 
rupture took place in 1923, Tibet found itself without a ~anchen 
Lama. This was a grave matter, because Tibetan Lamaism is almost 
inconceivable without the "Father and Son" relationship between the 
Dalai and Panchen Lamas, reincarnates of two aspects of ~ibet's 
guardian god. Their reunion after the 1951 agreement was "a 
cause for joy among Buddhists everywhere," the ~ a l d  Lama said 
to me. 

The usual summer palace of the Panchen Lama was not in use in 
1955 because of flood damage in the previous year. Labour had been 
concentrated on rehousing and road-work. A half-mile drive out of 
Shigatse took me to where he was stayng at Dechan ~hodang, an 
ancient building put up in the time of the Second Dalai Lama. As I got 
out of my jeep, the Panchen Lama's official came LIP in 
his Mongolian style jacket and hat of gold cloth with an assortment of 
the most up-to-date cameras danghg  round h m .  He is brother of the 
Dalai Lama's official photographer and speaks both ~nglish and I 
could scarcely recognise h m  as the young, plainly clothed man I had 
been chatting with at a dance the previous night, downing glas after 
glass of Shgatse's rightly famous barley beer. 

At the same dance had been Dji Jigme &am, Chairman of the Pan- 
then's Government Committee, wearing an ordinary suit, a t h g  I saw 
done by no other Tibetan. He also had h s  hair short, which is most 
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unusual for a layman. But now he met me in all the splendour of his 
gold robes and led the way in to the ~anchen ,  for whom he was to 
interpret into Han. Actually the Panchen Lama was reared in ~ h i n g h a i  
and speaks fluent Han, but it would be improper to require him to do 
so in an official interview. 

Dji Jigrne led the way past praying monks, up two flights of dark, 
head-bunlping ladderways, through some ante-rooms, and there was 
the Panchen Lama, waiting to receive on his wrists my 6-foot scarf of 
white silk. 

The Precious Grand Sage (Panchen ~ impoche) ,  ~oundless ~ i g h t ,  
reincarnation of Opame, is tall and calm with a long, sensitive face 
below cropped hair that is allowed to grow about I inch long. He wore 
the universal garnet-coloured woollen robe with its toga thrown over 
the left shoulder. His grip, like the Dalai Lama's, is ~owerfu l  and not 
formal. 

By coincidence, the two Grand Lamas are much of an age, the Dalai 
being twenty and the Panchen nineteen when I met them. Both are 
tall and personable, the Panchen being perhaps slightly taller. The 
Panchen Lama, whose sphere is considered to be spiritual affairs, 
actually does look more spiritual and withdrawn than the Dalai Lama, 
the temporal ruler, who appears more the man of the world. 

The Panchen Lama led the way to h s  private sitting-room and sat at 
the head of a small table covered with sweets, fruits and glasses for tea. 
Dji Jigme stood on h s  left and the official photographer, now turned 
stenographer, sat on the floor crosslegged with h s  hard gold hat by his 
side, t a b g  note in what appeared to be Tibetan shorthand of all the 
Panchen said. The room was older than the Dalai's reception-room and 
time had toned its once-gaudy red, gold, green and blue paint, faded 
its brocades and aged its carvings. In one comer was a narrow bunk 
like that in the monastery, also with a telephone by its side. His 
Serenity wore on hs right wrist a gold wrist-watch of Swiss makc 
over which hs rosary was twined. 

Buttered tea came round and we chattcd-small talk about the 
journey, thc roads, what we thought of Shgatse, the weather. Dji 
Jigllle stood at the Panchcn's side relaying what he said in itnpeccable 
I-hn. At first thc Panchen'r deep voice had a nenrous hesitancy, whch  
it losf as hc talkcd, without any notes, on any subjcct that came up. 
He nevcr loses a fleeting half-snlile, as though of sonle deep, inward 
amusenlent that caiulot be shared. 

The questions I asked had the aim of stecring the talk into the same 
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channels as the previous talk with the Dalai Lama. I wanted to compse 
their views. Imperialists had penetrated China during the past century, 
he said.   hey had invaded Tibet and carried out a policy of "divide 
and rule". The Kuornintang and previous Chnese governments had 
undermined unity between the nationalities of Chma. 

"As a result," the Panchen said, "there was dissension. The Tibetans 
were neither united with their brother nationalities in China nor among 
themselves. During the last few decades dissension among Tibetans 
grew more serious." 

The Panchen Lama said that the Chinese People's Government 
ordered the Chmese army to march into Tibet "for the sake of the 
political integrity of Chna  and to liberate the Tibetan people. At the 
same time it called on the local government of Tibet to send repre- 
sentatives to negotiate. I and my party returned to Tibet after the 
195 I agreement." 

6 4 
And since Your Serenity returned," I asked, "what has been 

happening in Tsang? How has the agreement been carried out?" 
4 6  I want to say definitely that during the past four years and more, 

all officers and men of the P.L.A. and other government personnel 
in Tibet have kept strictly to the agreement, and tremendous results 
have come from it." He shook his arm free from lus toga and gently 
emphasised hs points with long fingers. "They have respected religious 
freedom and Tibetan customs and have protected the temples; 
schools have been built. NOW there are newspapers, post and telegraph 
offices, State trading companies, hospitals, banks and cinema shows- 
Loans to handicraftsmen, traders, peasants and herdsmen are helping 
them thrive, and urnstinted help was given to peasants who suffered 
from frosts and the floods in the Nyang River area last year." 

All traces of hesitation had gonc from the ~anchen's speech, a d  
I was trebly engaged in trying to get down notes of what he was 
saying, observing how he was saying it and cvadrng the pressing 
demands of officials to drink still more buttered tea. Under my left 
elbow the official photographer-stcnographcr was trying to keep Pace 
with the Panchen's words. 

4 6  

Last year, when I went to peking," the Panchcn went on, "definite 
decisions were reached, under the personal guidance of Chairman 
Mae, on the relations between U and Tsang-questions that had never 
been settled before. The speedy formation of a committee to preparc 
the way for a Tibctan A~~tonomous Region was also agreed. 

1 6  

From all ths," he said, "it is obvious that because the agreement 
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has been properly carried out in practice, Tibet has made great head- 
way, politically, culturally and economically. Living standards for the 
people have improved and a solid foundation has been laid for their 
future happiness." 

Both the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama had been reincarnated 
in Chinghai Province, but the Dalai had gone to Lhasa as a child, 
whereas the Panchen has remained till 1951 in exile.   he ~ a n c h e n  
had toured China twice, once by hmself and once with the Dalai 
Lama. We chatted about these trips. 

"The Dalai Lama and I visited various cities and saw some of the 
great changes taking place. It was really beyond belief that there could 
have been such tremendous changes in so short a time. W e  saw new 
factories where there had been none; old factories that had been 
expanded; ruined factories that had been restored. In industry, es- 
pecially heavy industry, there have been great advances in our country. 
No place was the same as before. It was as though a new world had 
come into being. This has given us greater confidence that we can 
build a new Tibet." 

Next I asked His Serenity whether he was satisfied that the freedom 
of religious belief was being observed all over China. 

6 6 
This matter-religious freedom-is one that comes within our 

duties and to whch we have to pay close attention," he replied. 
6 ( 

There could be no sharper contrast than the present religious freedom 
and the wanton religious persecution under the Kuornintang. I saw it 
for myself. Temples are now being well cared for and, to take a specific 
case, the Lingying Temple in Hangchow is now having large-scale 
repairs carried out. Religious freedom is entirely respected and there is 
complete frecdorn of religious practice. Last year we gave many talks 
on the Buddlist laws to ~uddlusts of both sexes and gave our blessing 
to many monks and lay believers. W e  and all the people of the land 
endorse with a single heart the religious policy of the New China." 

Tile Panchen Lama spoke very warlnly of his friendshp with the 
Dalai Lama. I rclllinded h l n ~  that in 1954 I had met both of them in 
Peking at a rcccption. I said, "I saw no sign then of any dissension. YOU 
appeared to be very good friends." 

He snliled and said, "Of course. I have just told you the reasons why 
disunity between the Dalai Lalna and myself was a historical fact, and 
one whch played into the hands of the imperialsts, who use the 
policy of &vide and rule. These imperialistic tricks were only smashed 
after the founding of New China and the liberation of Tibet. Harmony 

L 
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between the Dalai Lama and myself was established then and becomes 
daily closer. There never was such internal unity in Tibet as there is 
today." 

He thought for some moments before making the next statement: 
"NOW if a nation is divided within itself, socialism could not be built, 
however willing people might be to build it. But with unity between 
the Dalai Lama and myself, the Tibetan people will certainly be able 
to build socialism and a happy new Tibet jointly with the other 
nationalities of our motherland. Unity between the Dalai Lama and 
myself has completely shattered the anti-religious conspiracies of the 
imperialists. Freedom of religion has been restored, and so the unity 
between the two of us is a significant success for Buddhism. This 
cannot be separated from the able leadershp of the Chinese Com- 
munist Party and Chairman Mao Tse-tung." 

Putting the same question I had asked the Dalai Lama, I asked the 
Panchen's views on the relations between India and China. He replied 
that the five principles for peaceful coexistence outlined by C ~ O U  
En-lai and Nehru had bound two great co~~ntries together in the cause 
of peace and had strengthened peace in Asia to an unheard-of extent. 

"A fine precedent has been set by China and India to settle d 
outstanding international dsputes by negotiation." 

I now found that I was invited to lunch with the Panchen Lama. 
This was an unexpected and astonishing honour indeed. We strolled 
out into one of the gorgeous ante-rooms, where a table was set in a 
mixture of Chnese and western styles. Heavy solid silver knives, 
forks and spoons with gilt reliefs were set beside long ivory chopsticks. 
In the middle of the table, among sauces, fruits and cakes, was a tin of 
State Exprcss 5 5 5  cigarettes, though the Panchen himself is not 
allowed by h s  vows to smoke or drink. For toasts, which included 
friendship between the Tibetan and British people, and many others, 
we drank orange squash from India. 

After toasting friendshp with Britain, the ~anchen Lama turned 
& 6 to me and said in Han: There really were some incorrect reporb 

in the past about Tibet and the Tibetan people. It is vcry important to 
us to have those reports corrected by facts. ~f you can help to correct 
some of those distortions I shall be wry glad, because I am sure it will 
help to improve the relations between the Tibetan and British peoples." 

He picked up a fork and in&cnted that we should begin the first hot 
course, whch  had just came in. ~t was a long meal of the costliest and 
rarest &shes-served in C b e s e  style, most important Tibetan 
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banquets have been ever since Princess Wen Chang stirred the cooking 
pot that s d  sits beside her image in the Potala. There were shark fins, 
soups made from the nests of the sea-swallows, sea cucumbers (bkhe- 
de-mer), juicy bamboo shoots, jehfied eggs, sweet and sour fish, shark's 
stomach and many sorts of meats and breads. 

When I picked up my chopsticks, the Panchen already had his 
fork, and smilingly said that having been brought up to knives and 
forks he was very unskilled in using chopsticks. Then he took up his 
own chopsticks and very neatly ~ i c k e d  up a cake and put it on my 
plate-a gesture from a host which is regarded as a great courtesy in 
the East. He chatted and ate almost nothing, and then only when 
pressed to try some new delicacy which appeared on the table. He 
would take a morsel and appear to eat it, but I cannot remember that 
he actually &d so. There was such a whisking of soiled plates and 
replacements of new that it was difficult to follow, but it seemed that 
part of the remoteness of Living-Gods is preserved by their not 
appearing interested in ordinary thngs like eating. Most young people 
of hs age would have found those delicious foods irresistible after a 
long session of talking. 

At the table we chatted about many things: agriculture and its 
prospects in Tibet, mineral resources, foreign customs and, of course, 
food. 

"I hope you will emphasise, in anything you write about Tibet," 
he said, "that this land and all its inountains and rivers are part of the 
People's Republic of China." As an example of the progress being 
made, he cited the two new roads: "The Sikang-Tibet and the 
Chinghai-~ibet hghways were built last year across several thousand 
miles of plateau known as the 'roof of the world'. T h s  is an event of 
such lnagnitude that it can only be regarded as a miracle." 

The last few dishes came and then the soup and rice that indcate the 
elld of a Chinese-style meal. He pointed to the cigarettes and said I 
could sllloke if I wishcd, but he would not. I remarked that I had 

< ' 
give11 it up. So," he sinilcd back, "we belong to the same sect." 

It was tinle to leave this charming well-iilfori~~ed yo~ing inan to 
continue his life of abstincncc and lonely Godship. Out in the sunslune 
he put a hata ovcr illy neck, wc were photograyllcd, shook hands and 
parted, presun~abl~ until such time as national affairs bring l i m  to 
Peking to attend the National P C O ~ ~ C ' s  Congress or the State Council. 

Next day I met Dji Jigme and some of thc monks who had beell 
present at my talk with thc Pallchen Lama. W e  were all in a pretty 
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little park at the foot of the Tashdunpo Monastery at a party where 
eating, drinking and joviality were in true medieval proportions. 
Whoever else in Tibet may enjoy life, the Panchen, like the Dalai, 
must stay always remote and ascetic. They must preserve the relations 
of Gods to men. As the nobles and high monks of Shigatse were 
carousing, the Panchen Lama, not far away, remained in the dim 
chapels that are his only home, among the lynx-eyed monks who are 
his only companions, carrying out the complex ceremonies required of 
an eternally transmigrating Buddha, a God-King. 



THE POOR MAN AT HIS GATE 

Who are the Tibetans?-Position of  the serfs-Unpaid labour-Debt- 
-The "black" people-Old Sotiam's balance sheet-Village survey- 
Free Loans-Growing new crops at 13,ooofeet-Religion and insecticides 

-Tibet can be rich- Mental upheaval 

W RITERS have variously estimated ~ ibe t ' s  population as low as 
800,ooo and as high as ~,ooo,ooo. Juggling with Tibetan 

population figures can lead almost anywhere. In a single paragraph 
Lowell Thomas, Jr., wrotel: "Nearly one-fourth of the inales become 
monks"; and a few words later added: "The 200,000 or more monks 
are supported in their skyscraping and massive monasteries by the other 
four million of the population." If one-fourth of the males are monks 
and there are 200,000 monks, then there must be 800,ooo males. This, 
subtracted from q,ooo,ooo, leaves 3,200,ooo females. By th s  reasoning, 
Tibet would have four woinen to one man, whch  is not only untrue, 
but very obviously so. 

Mistakes mostly arise because there are about 4,500,000 Tibetans, 
but only about r,ooo,ooo of thein live in Tibet. The others live in 
Szechuan, Yunnan, chnghai  and other border areas. They are 
Tibetans, but do not confor~n to the saine customs as Tibetans in 
Tibet, though most of tllelll are Lamaists. But they do not regard 
themselves as under political allegiance to Lhasa and their social 
systems are not the same as those on the plateau. 

The approximately one inillion Tibetans in Tibet are socially dis- 
posed in about the following proportions: 

Agricultural serfs . 600,ooo 
Pastoral serfs . . 200,000 

Monks . . ISO,OOO 
Nobility, merchants, artisans, beggars . . SO,OOO 

There are about 170 families of rich nobility under the ~a1a.i Lama 
and about 200 such f a d e s  in all.   bout one-seventh of the population 
is in the inonastcries-more than one man in four. The figure of ~0,000 
also includes what may be as many as 10,ooo well-to-do people who 

1 Out of This World. 
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are not noble, but nlay be merchants or distant relatives of nobles. 
Most people t h k  of Tibet as a pastoral region, but the biggest 

social group is the land peasantry. They with the herdsmen, who come 
next in number, form the basis of Tibetan society and they are Il 
serfs, tied to the land or their herds. One high monk said to me: 
"Unless there were serfs, how codd life continue? We cannot live 
without serfs." 

It is not easy to gain an understanding of the Tibetan land system. 
There is a general pattern, but it is not uniform. Each monastery is a 
law to itself withln the general framework. It is a state within a state, 
with its own police, law and punishment. This is largely true of the 
estates of the great nobles. The monasteries, nobllity and local govern- 
ments of the Dalai and Panchen Lamas own practically all the land. 

The peasants do not work for wages. For the right to cultivate thc 
land of their overlords they must return a definite amount of produce: 
grain, feed or whatever crops the land bears. They must also do other 
specified work without pay, such as getting fuel and water, repairilig 
or building houses. All these services come under the general heading 
of trla and are variable. Whatever the situation of his land, the peasant 
must go to do uln when needed. Some of the services are set by custoln; 
in other cases the peasant simply goes when called upon. The best- 
hated form of trla is the supplying of transport animals and men to 
look after then1 to anyone bearing a government order entitling him 
to free transport. Wlule doing this work, the peasant must provide his 
own food and animal feed and suffer whatever loss may occur, in- 
cluding the death of his animals, without recompense. ~f the route is t o ~  
bad for animals to go, an ula order requires that porters must be 
supplied instead. 

Tibetan economy is mainly agricultural and the system of 
land tenure is mainly feudal. Peasants who want to go on a journey or 
get married or change in any way their relntionshp with their over- 
lords must gct pcrtnission. These are conhtions within which 
the actual conditions of peasants vary from estate to estate. 

Only a small proportion of thc total land in Tibet has been brought 
into cultivation and it would be easy for anyone to open up fresh land. 
But Tibet is short of manpower, and scverc penalties have always been 
exacted from any peasant captured after attempting to run away. 
Nevertheless, many do run away, and in some areas round GyantSc 
half the farmlies are "black peop1c"-masterless duirhun who have run 
from somewhere else, mainly because of debt, 1f a peasant had a bad 
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year he most s d  pay his fixed proportion of crops and do his other 
labour service. Grain has to be borrowed to eat or for seed and debts 
begin, often at 50 per cent. interest a season. Soine fainilies owe 250 
tons of grain, more than any foreseeable number of generations could 
repay, and sometimes the only way is to get out and start again some- 
where else-but not onvirgin land; that would not be permitted by the 
three great landowning groups, monasteries, nobles and government. 

Old Sonam is a fairly typical serf: not the poorest, in most years he 
can just get by. He lives in a tiny adobe home high up on the Yaluts- 
angpo Valley with his wife and chldren. "Old" is a relative word. I 
suppose Sonam was forty-five, but his wind-blackened face was carved 
deep with fixed runnels and the lower lids of his eyes had already 
dropped a little. 

Sonam works 50 ke of land belonging to a Shigatse nobleman, as his 
family has worked for many generations, probably for centuries. In 
Tibet land is measured by the spread of seeds and a ke is about I 

quarter (28 lb.) English avoirdupois. Sonam's land is as much as 50 
quarters or IZ+ cwt. of barley seed will cover when scattered by hand- 
the universal Tibetan method. It takes about 6 quarters to cover I 

acre, so Sonam's land is just over 8 acres. 
I spent a whole afternoon with Sonam in his little hut working out his 

crops, rent, ulo and interest and reducing everything to grain it1 English 
quarters, and finally arrived at a notion of h s  way of living. These 
figures are based on an average expectation of multiplying his seed by 
five, whch is slightly over the average for Tibet. They are for two 
periods-before the return of the Panchen Lama in 1951, and in 1955. 

Itlcome O~ltgoings 
Qirarters Qtrarters 

Harvest . . zjo Tribute . . 66 

Rcnt . 34 
Ula . 21 

Intcrest on debts . . 10 

Various levics . 4 
Sccd . SO 

185 
Sonam retains 65 

- - 

250 250 - - 
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Old Sonam's personal income was 16f cwt. of barley, or 26 per 
cent. of the crop. Stated in another way, 74 per cent. of the labour of 
Sonam's family went to defray tribute, rent, ula and interest, and to 
provide seed for the next harvest. 

In 1953 the Panchen Lama and his officials decided that ancient 
debts were a serious problem for the peasants and would impede the 
future development of farming. All cases were reviewed; in some 
cases interest payments were wiped out and in others they were 
reduced. The Kashag did the same in the Dalai Lama's area. At the same 
time, some minor traditional levies were dropped. "Old debtsM- 
those contracted before 195 I-were to be treated differently from "new 
debts", which have been recently contracted, but much depends on the 
individual monastery or other moneylender. Reduction of interest is 
official policy and this exerts a moral pressure, but neither of the three 
local governments can actually enforce such rules in the remote valleys 
and on the great estates. In Sonam's case his interest, which was on an 
old debt, had been wiped out and his income had increased by some 
25 per cent. 

AFTER THE PANCHEN LAMA'S RETURN 

Harvest . 

Income Outgoings 
Quarters 

250 Tribute . 
Rent . 
Interest (cancelled) 
Ula 
Various levies . 
Seed . 

Sonam retains 
- 
250 

Quarters 
. 66 

. 34 

His income has increased to 204 cwt., a gain of 4f, and the percentage 
of the gross crop that he retains is now 3 3 .  He did not know why his 
ula was now less than before. W e  estimated the dfference to be worth 
I cwt. of grain. The 2 quarters less of levies were those waived by the 
Khenpo Committee at the time rents were reduced. With his in- 
creased income, he had bought a calf and was thinking of buying a 
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cow if things continued to go well. For the rest, he can sell his 
extra grain and buy an occasional bit of meat and more tea and butter. 
The Sonams live mainly on vegetable soups with tsamba and some 
turnips, buckwheat bread and occasionally some cottage cheese 
(chura). Buttered tea is by no means an everyday drink for them, 
though it may be if they can get a milch cow. 

Sonam cannot read and does not often wash, for the weather is 
either bitterly cold, or the sun is fierce and unimpeded by the air, or 
the sand-filled hurricanes are blowing in this land of extremes. A good 
layer of congealed &rt on the skin is a protection against all these 

- 

things. 
Sonam's case was average. Others were more remarkable, but do 

not give an accurate general picture. One peasant named Tuden 
Tsam had owed sometlung like 12 tons of grain and ran away because 
his income was not enough to pay the interest. When he heard that he 
could borrow money without interest, he retunled to Panjolin, his 
own country, and took out a loan. Then he found that the Khenpo 
Committee had reduced his debts and wiped out the interest. He was 
suddenly "wealthy". In two seasons he had managed to buy four mules 
and two cows. But this case is not typical. At the other extreme, 
near Lhasa, was an "over-serf" or bailiff who owed 10 tons and said he 
had no hope of ever clearing h s  inherited debt. He evaded the question 
why he did not take out an interest-free government loan and repay the 
principal so that he could gradually reduce the loan. 

An investigation into two rural districts, Saima and Djunda, showed 
that there were sixty-two families of ordinary tied serfs and sixty-three 
f a d e s  of "black folk"-masterless duicltun. ~ o b o d y  knew the exact 
population of the two districts, but there were certainly 125 families. 
None of the land in these two hstricts was owned by the monasteries; 
the landlords being the Khenpo Committee with 65 per cent. and the 
rest being owned by the nobility. Local authority is exerted by a 
tripon, a rural o&cial sent by the Khenpo Committee, who registers 
the masterless lamnilies. These rent land through other serfs, and the tied 
serfs oversee the land rented to the dtrichun. In order to prevent the 
df~ichun from going away, it has been ruled that any duichtm fandy 
that leaves thc &strict must still pay a regular tax to Saima or Djundu. 
They PISO have to do their share of unpaid labour. A serf who loses his 
ability to work or do ula because of sickness at once loses Iis land, 
which is then divided anlong other serfs. His f a d y  then beco~lles 
"black". 
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Average landholdings were one kang of land to a family. This 
&ancQ was variously described to me as between 8 and 12 acres, and 
would about 200 quarters net harvest. Each such unit has to 
return annually to the landlord: 

60 quarters of grain 
800 lb. of grass 
goo lb. of wood 

I manpower (the full time labour of an adult or the equivalent) 

Since 1953 the position here had changed to about the same extent 
as in Sonam's case by the liquidation of debts and other levies. Most 
of the families were a few hundredweights of grain better off than 
before. 

In the Dalai Lama's area, U, one village called Gedja has ten house- 
holds with a total of ninety-nine persons. I chose to investigate it 
because it looked so or&nary, with its cluster of sand-coloured houses, 
a little prayer wall and prayer flags fluttering from the roofs. 

It is almost entirely self-contained economically, though barley is 
exchanged for butter, salt and tea. The better-off villagers get some 
money from selling dried dung as fuel in Lhasa-twenty-three miles 
away. Cloth is woven and shoes are made at home. The only furniture 
among the better-off peasants consists of a few straw-packed settees 
covered with poor-quality rugs. Very poor peasants do not weave, but 
rely on scraps of cast-off cloth and skins joined together for a covering. 
The houses, b d t  by the serfs, belong to the land, and therefore to the 
landlord. Ploughing, transport and marketing is done by the men; 
millung, sowing and weeding by the women. 

An "over-serf"' headed the most well-to-do family, which had 
fifteen members and nine workers who were not related to the fadyo 
After all outgoing,, incluhng ula, this family had a s m d  surplus in 
good years. The "over-serf" &d little of the arduous work himself, 
wore a big earring and dressed in good woollen cloth. 

TWO other f a d e s  were also doing well: one had twelve members 
and eight workers and the other ten members and five workers. These 
also had side-line occupations, such as transport and the sale of yak- 
dung. In a good year they might have a little surplus. 

AU three of these f a d e s  have "bred" hands, mostly masterless 
d d people. (They were described as orphans" or "homeless".) Their 

engagement is not for a set period, but permanently, and if they have 
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children these also remain in the family. Some had been in one house- 
hold for several generations and some were distantly related to thcir 
masters. They get food and clothes, but no money, work in the fields, 
and are usually kept by the family after they become too old to 
work. Such labourers, lower than the serf families that keep them, 
do not belong to the overlord Arectly. They are considerably used 
in better-off serf families to take the place of fainily members in 
doing ula. 

Three other families in Gedja have about 3 acres of land each. The 
harvest is not enough to keep them. They have no non-family workers 
and, on the contrary, have to hlre theinselves out to supplement their 
income. 

The other four households have less than 2 acres of land each and 
though they must pay rent and perform ula for this land, have to 
depend mainly on hiring themselves out. 

Every household in the village has to supply at least one person full- 
time for ula service to Debung monastery. Rent here is I quarter of 
grain for I quarter of good land, plus labour service. 

The diet of the best-off fanlily was barley tsamba, potatoes, cabbage, 
turnip and sometimes meat, with plenty of buttered tea. The poorest 
families lived on bean "tramba" and soups made mostly by boiling 
vegetables. 

Since 195 I the main changes in village life had been due to intercst- 
free agricultural loans. Every household in Gedja had taken such a 
loan, but most of the money had gone to the poorest fanlilies. County 
loan corninittees hstribute the loans, which are fmanced by the People's 
Bank. 

Loans in Gcdja were distributed by a cornillittee consisting of the 
d~onypon (couitty chef), soine tsipoa (village chiefs) and some leading 
lnonks. Thcy 111cct as a coininittee and discuss which fanlilies have no 
seed or too little secd, regardless of their overall means. Next, niass 
lneetings arc callcd of thrce or four villages at a time where almost 
everyone gets a loan, big or sinall. Thcse are the first public meetings 
cvcr held in Tibct and are run by the officials and monks. Representa- 
tives who attend from thc People's Bank and the Coininunist Party do 
not intcrvcne io thc mcctings. ~ h c y  provide the loans and the Tibetans 
distribute them. A Tibetan serf would not, in any case, accept such 
loans without his mastcr's knowledge and agreement. 

These inass loan meetings also povide the oidy opportunity most 
Tibetan commoners have of seeing a film and visiting a mobile clinic. 
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Women attend these meetings and do not hesitate to speak up, for they 
do the sowing and harvesting. Women have no status in Buddhism, 
but conditions in Tibet grant them in many ways a higher sorial 
status than women in other parts of Asia. 

such loans have already been issued in most of the u district and are 
dready bringing about some improvement in the crops. Care is taken 
to issue the loans in good, clean seed, whereas a peasant will normally 
weigh off a part of his crop for seed, or, if it is a private loan, must 
take what he is given. Interest-free loans of about ~60,000 over the 
past four years in the relatively small Tsang area have led also to an 
increase of 7 per cent. in the area under crops. With such loans available, 
a peasant knows that, whatever his situation, he can plant his land 
without getting further into debt. 

It can be imagined from what has been said that Tibetan agriculture 
is not efficient and the land tenure system provides little incentive to 
improve methods. Educated people are only to be found in the 
monasteries and among the nobility, who never go near their estates. 
They are satisfied so long as the bailiffs continue to turn over the 
traditional quantity of produce and take no interest in how it happens. 

The serfs scratch the soil with light wooden ploughs, sometimes 
not even tipped with the usual 20-oz. iron share. Its shaft is a straight 
pole running to a cross-piece, which is tied to the horns of two yaks 
whch  have to push the plough with their heads instead of pulling 
with their shoulders, producing a furrow 4 inches deep. 

Agriculture has been going backwards in Tibet, and the new experi- 
mental stations in Shigatse and Lhasa are the beginnings of an attempt 
to get it going forward. 

Looking ~ 0 ~ 1 t h  from Debung Monastery, two things stand out from 
the flat plain: the ruins of a fort built by the Manchu ~eneral  Chao 
Erh-fang to dominate the westem approach to Lhasa and, below it, 
the new whte  buildings of the Agricultural ~xperirnentd Station, 
built since 1953. 

A yak-skin boat has to be used to cross the Kyi River. A clumsy- 
looking craft universal in Tibet, it is of raw yak-hide stretched 
over willow frames. Such coracles have to be light enough to be 
carried upstream, for notlung can be rowed against the stream of the 
mount& torrents. The boatmen's tame sheep which carq their 
belongings on small pack saddles follow their masters dutifully and 
jump into the boats as soon as they touch the water, without being told. 
Y l k - E h  boats are easily tom and very unstable. unless you stand on 
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the frames, which are very far apart, iron-shod boots can quickly go 
through the hide and scuttle the coracle. 

A hyaf mile away over the river is the agricultural station, on a wide - 

expanse of former waste ground reclaimed by perinission of the 
Kashag. Staff for the station arrived on horseback in 195 3 ,  before the 
roads were built, with microscopes and other instruments in their - 
rolled bed quilts. They started work in tents where now there are 
sixty rooms,-halls, laboratories and storehouses. 

A graduate of Nanking University is Vice-Director of the station, 
one of a dozen agronomists there. My first question to him as we set 

4 6  off to see the station was: With such poor soil and weather, how can 
I 

the living conhtions of the Tibetan ~ e o p l e  be improved? It must 
mean importing almost all their foodstuffs except meat." 

"Most people thought like that about Tibet, and we did ourselves 
when we first came," Vice-Director Hu Ke-chun replied. "But in 

L 

fact the crops we are growing here are as good as those in any part of 
Chma, and in some cases better. In spite of the altitude, condtions are 
in some ways better here than down on the lowlands. Look at the 
sunshine, for instance." As usual the sun was blazing out of a deep blue 
sky edged with snowy mountains. "It's very high, but don't forget 
that it's southerly." 

He went on to tell me that since the station began work it had 
experimented with 84 hfferent types of crops and 440 varieties 

& <  of seed. We have seen enough to know that the disadvantages 
of the plateau can be entirely overcoine and that i t  also has 
some advantages." Vice-Director Hu Ke-chun showed me a field - 
of Shansi spring wheat which was just being cut. It reached my 
shoulders and the ears were very heavy on a powerful stalk. There 
were several sorts of barley with heavy ears, long beards and strong 
stalks. Strong stalks are important in Tibet, where hail is common. 
There were huge cabbages; turnips like howitzer shells, one of which 
took two Tibetan girl assistants to hold whle  I photographed it; 
acres of willow saplings were being cultivated for planting as wind- 
breaks against the plateau's blizzards. 

6 4  

That's the main tling-trecs," said Hu ~e-chun.  "with green belts, 
afforestation, we cal  do wonders. ~ l i s  place is really like a hothouse. 
And thougll the vegetables grow so large, they don't lose their flavour 
as a rcsiilt. Hail is a problcnl and we haven't yet found the answer. But 
wc will." 

It was incredible to find tonlatoes flourishing at 12,800 feet above 
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sea-level in the open air. But Lhasa is not far north of Calcutta and the 
snowline is very high. Some crops can even grow at 14,000 feet here, 
Though there is little rain, there is plenty of water from the mountains 
for irrigation. 

Hu ~ e - c h u n  pointed out a melon about I foot in diameter, a strain 
from the Soviet Union grafted on to a local squash. By its side was the 
same melon grown from seed without grafting-not as large as a tennis 
ball. "You see, the grafted melon grows more quickly and its leaves 
are bigger. The Tibetans call this 'marriage'. And we have found 
already some dfferences between the grafted melons and those from 
seed. For wheat we use vernalisation." He gave me the temperatures 
and periods for keeping the wheat seed before planting. 

(6 C < 
It can be done," he went on; but we still have a long way to go 

before crops like this are grown here generally. We use modern tools 
that go deep and good seed strains, and we fight pests. Given plenty of 
fertilisers, tools and insecticides, it would be very easy to double and 
treble Tibetan crop averages and grow many new crops, too." He 
paused, and added: "Of course, there are problems, especially con- 
servatism." 

He seemed very confident that he and the fifty-nine others at the 
station would see their dream of entirely transforming Tibetan 
agricultural methods come true. But he frankly said that they had 
taken only the first step of a long journey. Tibet's social system has 
been cutting the same groove for about 1,300 years and is well dug in. 
Religious ideas are against the use of insecticides, and even deep 
ploughng has its antagonists, since it dsturbs the gods of the earth. 
Moreover, a serf has little enough to gain by doubling h s  grain crop 
if the net result is more work for him and it leaves h m  no better off. 

"We face problems which are not insoluble, but whch can only 
be solved gradually," Hu Ke-chun went on cheerfully. "In our opinion, 
the main thng  is to get good seeds into the ground and give all the 
help we can to coltivate them properly. w e  are going to mechmise 
the farm and extend it and open others, and try to get as much good 
seed into the peasants' hands as possible." ~ h s ,  Hu added, could be 
assisted by issuing the new seeds in the form of agricultural loans. As 
new high-yielding varieties become available in quantity they can be 
channelled into the peasants' hands. 

6 6 

At present we are wihng to give free seeds to a l l  peasants who are 
prepared to test them out with our help. We approached the local 
k o n g p o n  and he agreed to call the peasants to a meeting early in the 
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year. We gave them a talk on the new seeds and offered some free. 
TWO peasants volunteered and we gave them wheat, pumpkin, tomato 

potato. Once a week or so we send somebody along to check on 
what they are doing and to give advice. They do the work and we 

on watering and weeding-which they don't bother about much 
in Tibet. Well, they are getting fine crops. Their tomatoes are already 
gathered and people have come from quite long &stances to see their 
fields. Now twenty or more other families have asked us for seeds. 
It's not much, but it's a start." 

The serfs mainly like to get new vegetable seeds. For they pay their 
rent in grain, whereas they can sell vegetables on the Lhasa market. 
There is now in Lhasa an entire street of stalls seUlng vegetables grown 
from seeds given to the peasants by the P.L.A. and the station. 

All the vegetables and the salad whch  I had for lunch at the station 
had been grown experimentally, and they were as good as I have tasted 
anywhere. Their enormous size had not caused any loss of flavour. 
During lunch Hu Ke-chun told me that much better crops could be 
had to the south-east, in Borni district, whch  was lower, richer, 
warmer and we!l protected by forests. But tlis great area of vast 
potential wealth has at present only ~o,ooo people. "Manpower really 
is a serious matter here," he emphasised. With more than a quarter of 
all males in inonasteries and debarred from production and reproduc- 
tion, it is a problem that kecps getting worse. 

< <  
With manpower, any amount of fresh and excellent land could be 

opened up," said Hu. "I estimate that only 5 per cent. of Tibet's 
potential arable land is being worked." But since most of the man- 
power is tied, and monks are not allowed to plough, the other 95 
per cent. will not be easy to open up. 

There are twenty-five Tibetans working at the station and thirty-five 
Hans, mostly froin Szechuan. Most of the Tibetans had been duichun, 
some werc tow~lsfolk who found the wages good, and a handful were 
serfs working there with the permission of their overlords. AU the 
l3a1-1~ on the station arc learning Tibetan and the Tibetans are learning 
Han. Four of the Tibetans have gone to Peking for a long course of 
study. 

s s 
We shall succecd only by success," said Hu Ke-cllun as I was step- 

< 6 

ping into thc yak-skin boat to cross thc river again. If our crops are 
good, if they Eve whle others die, if they are 111any times as great, 
not only hcrc, but on fields of the ordinary pcasant, Inore 
people will want them, thcy will talk, and then we shall have dficulty 
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in keeping pace with the demand. W e  can't go faster than the Tibetan 
people are willing to go. W e  can only show them new ways, en- 
courage them and help them." 

Back in ~ h a s a ,  I asked a leadmg Tibetan o£Gcial, the Kashag expert 
on economic affairs, Sampo Dzaza, what he thought about the experi- 
mental station. His reply to this and his  remarks on other matters give 
some insight into the mental strains that are being caused by the 
impact of modem life on Tibet's ancient society. 

4 6  

The experimental station gives a good lead for the development 
< 4 of agriculture," said Sampo Dzaza. Also the experiments in the 

pastoral areas are good. If the cattle can be kept healthy, the milk and 
butter w d  be better. All thls is good and never before heard of in 
Tibetan history." 

He pondered for a long time before he added: "Tibet is a holy place 
in whch  the people's work and lives are based on religion. Religion 
is more important to us than economy. W e  Tibetans see no reason to 
make reforms. There are those people who have land from the govern- 
ment [nobles-A.W.] and feel there is no need for anything else; 
some people have nothing from the government, but can work as 
o&cials and get salaries and live well; others get part of the land 
given by the government [serfs-A.W.] and have also found their 
way to a decent living." 

He paused, and then went on again: " ~ n d  if the government 
doesn't help people, they help themselves. For instance, the beggafi. 
For if you believe in religion you can always arrange your life satis- 
factorily." 

Sampo Dzaza emphasised the need for gradualness and slid that 
industry was the foundation of advance, though he adnlitted he had no 
notion how to develop industry. "Tibet needs technique," he said. 
4 4  

Each year we send many young people to study in Chengtu and 
Peking. When they come back they have a desire to develop Tibet in 
the same way as t h g s  are going in the rest of ~ luna . "  



OUT AMONG THE YAKS 

The indispetlsable yak-Relics of primitive democracy-Slowly dwindlin,q 
herds-Barefoot in the snow-Peking rescues the wool market-Lhasa 

fights cattle plagues-Sn~all successes-"I kill to save" 

W ORK on the grasslands begins before the highest snow mountain 
above the plateau is touched with pink by the morning sun. 

An ancient woman creeps out of a black yak-hair tent and hobbles to 
where yaks have been tethered all night in neat rows to ropes of their 
own hair. In a section set apart are shivering calves covered in rime 
and hoping for breakfast. They are not allowed to drink the valuable 
milk of their dams. The old woman sets down a wooden bucket filled 
with watery gruel of buttermilk and barley flour in which floats a 
big wooden ladle. She grabs the nearest calf and forces its head back 
till it is looking up at her. With the other hand she gropes for the 
ladle and takes a great mouthful of the gruel. Pressing the calf's lips 
open with her own, she forces the gruel into its mouth and repeats the 
dose until she judges it has had enough. 

By the time she has fed thirty or so baby ~ a k s ,  the sun is up and the 
day's bustle has begun. There are two nlilkings, butter and cheese to 
be made, yak-dung to be collected and dried, cattle to be sent out, 
brought in and examined, wool to be clipped in season and spun in al l  
seasons; there is coolung, hunting, patclung and other essential jobs 
that leave little enough time for the herds-folk's favourite pastimes. 
dancing and singing. And they must drop everything and go at once 
if they are called on to provide free transport for some silk-clad 
oficial passing through their district. That may take them away from 
home for several days, during which they 111ust ~rovide  their own 
food. 

One-fifth of Tibet's people herd ~ a k s  on the lonely grasslannds. 
14,000 feet above the heads of most people in the world, where only 
coarse grass and stunted herbage can survive and feed the patient. 
undemanding, docile yak-man's link with nature in Tibet. Without 
the yak's milk, butter, chccse, meat and wool, man in Tibet might 
never have passed thc hunting stage. Tlis distant relative of the North 
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American buffdo shares the attentions of Tibetan herdsmen with sheep, 
goats, some cattle and the hybrid cattle-~ak called dzo. But only the 
yak is indspensable. 

Two things are vital on the grasslands-animals and grass. Both have 
been the subject of bitter blood feuds, lasting through centulies of 
retaliation and revenge, cattle-raids, sieges and full-scale clan war. 
Tibetan herdsmen are proud and fiery, quick to take offence, except 
with officials and especially monks, for they are the most super- 
stitious of this most religious people. But quickly as they will draw a 
blade over an insult, they never forget a kindness. A herdsman who 
was cured at the People's Hospital in Lhasa whle he was on a pil- 
grimage went away, and a long time later returned and tried to present 
to the doctor who had cured him the only two cattle he personally 
owned. Another herdsman refused to leave the hospital, saying: "You 
saved my life and now it is yours. I will always work for you." 

The Black River area, north of Lhasa, is typical grassland. It is occu- 
pied by seven tribes of herdsmen subhvided into forty-five clans. Tradi- 
tionally, the grazing rights and animals are tribal and clan property, 
but t h s  has not been true for a very long time. The number of animals 
owned by the herdsmen is negligible. Like the land, the animals are 
owned by clan and tribal nobility, monasteries and local governments. 
But the method of selecting tribal and clan leaders still bears traces of 
their forincr colnmunal nature. Each clan is headed by a djapon, who 
is supposed to be elected every three years. Where this takes place the 
person elected is generally from the same rich family. The tribal chiefs, 
djijaps, are sometimes chosen by the 4apons, but sometimes the 
position is hereditary, as in the case of the Lady of De-Ge. 

There are about 2,000,000 cattle and s,ooo,ooo sheep in ~ ibe t ,  and 
the total number of herdsmen is estimated at zoo,ooo.   he cattle and 
grazing are leased to the herdsmen, and in return they hand over a 
certain amount of butter, cheese, wool and dried yak-dung. What 
remains is theirs. If there are any deaths in the herd, the herdsman is 
responsible. He must continue to render thc sarnc dues and can be 
called on at any time to hand over the original nurnbcr of cattle or their 
equivalent in money. Herdsmen, like the peasants, have to turn over 
about 70 per cent. of the produce of their work. 

Whatever the situation, the stipulated amount of ~roduce 111ust be 
handed over. If the grass is good and there are no epidenucs, the 
herdsmen can get along. If the situation is bad, they may have to 

borrow to live. Ths is especially true if there are epidcnlics and many 
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deaths in the herd. And if a herd is entirely wiped out, which also 
happens, the herdsman may have to go to work for others still bearing 
a debt that merely grows from year to year. A herdsman can gain such 
a tiny pittance as a hired man that he will only hire himselfin the worst 
extremity. 

Increases in the number of cattle do occur, but are kept to a minimum 
by the fact that illeat does not have to be bought and   aid for. Animals 
or meat have to be bartered for other necessities, such as tea, barley and 
wooden utensils, because no wood grows on the high grasslands. On  
the whole herdsmen eat little barley, and what increase occurs in their 
herds they mainly consume themselves, because meat and fats are 
almost indispensable in the rarefied air and cold of the plateau. In a 
good year they eat up the surplus, and when a bad one comes there is 
nothing to cushion it. They get into debt and the herds tend to decrease 
slowly, from generation to generation and century to century, as the 
population decreases. 

Whether they lease their cattle from clan, Lhasa noble, monastery 
or government, the tributes are about the same-between 60 and 70 
per cent. of the herds' output. In addtion, the monasteries expect to 
receive a tithe from all herdsmen, apart from the usual fees for prayers 
during sickness, for divinations or at death to assist the smooth trans- 
migration of the spirit to a better plane of existence. Herdsmen appear 
to be more devout than other Tibetans. Any group of herdsmen 
chatting in the open air or playing &ce in the tent will always keep a 
prayer-wheel constantly revolving, passed from hand to hand as one 
or another acquires merit by spinning it, the others automatically 
telling thcir beads whle  talking. 

Animals owned by the herdsmen themselves as distinct from 
those owned by their overlord are taxed by the Lhasa government, 
but this tax is hard to collect, and normally there is a tacit conspiracy 
between the herdsinen and the herd-owners to chcat the Dalai or 
Panchen authorities. 

Nothing is spcnt on buying clothes. They wear either the coarsest 
homcsp~in-natural coloured sheep's wool woven into foot-wide 
strips of cloth, very stiffalld quite untcarable-or sheepskin worn with 
the fur inside. In either case the robe is long and full, belted with hair 
rope. Often one arm is slipped out and the whole shoulder bared, for 
nothing is worn ullderncath and it is comlllon to see women with 
their whole torso naked in hot weather. The robe also acts as beddng. 
Boots are too expensive for daily use, and I have seen Tibetan nomads 
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-including small children-walking in several inches of snow in bare 
feet. Tibetans are hardy. The frail do not survive. 

Women do most of the work-milking, driving in the cattle, 
parching and grindmg barley, churning butter, collecting and drying 
yak-dung. Men hunt, trade, act as drovers and fight the clan battles, 
though these have much diminished since 1 9 5 1 .  Hunting is important 
to supplement the larder. Some herdsmen will not eat domestic meat 
at all, because it narrows their margin of survival. Most herdsmen 
carry a rifle of antique make, but in some areas bows and arrows are 
still used for hunting. 

Their amusements reflect their lives. In any big gathering of herds- 
men-at fairs especially-the big events are horse-racing and target- 
shooting. Races happen without organisation. There is no particular 
course and a challenge or a wager is enough to start a race. Then they 
start competing at trick-ridmg, piclung up objects from the saddle 
and going under the horse's belly at a gallop. This leads to target 
competitions, at which they excel. They are adept, while going full 
tilt on a pony, at shooting the middle out of a target with bow and 
arrow, then changing to a rifle and tahng the bull's-eye of another 
target only 30 yards further on. Archery contests with broad-headed 
arrows for accuracy and distance come next, and singing and dancing 
to round off the day. 

Interest-free loans are penetrating into the pasture-lands as well as 
the farm-lands, but much more slowly. General agreement about the 
issuing of loans was reached with the tribe and clan leaders, but the 
&stances are great and a nomachc way of life does not help. ~orrnally a 
herdsman who wanted a loan would go to the monastery and pay 
interest of 5, 15 or even jo per cent., depending on urgency and 
security. Loans could be urgent, for, as Jume Bajang told me in De-Gel 
if tribute was not paid on the nail it could mean several hundred lashes 
and gaol-which would also mean the loss of the herd. 

One thing that turned opinion on the grasslands decidedly in 
favour of the central authorities in Peking was the buying of Tibetm 
wool stocks. This story was told to me in the first place by a monk 
merchant named Chamba, chef merchant of the Kanze Monastery, 
as we sat among the images, butter lamps and money chests in his 
Lhasa room, and was later confirmed by people in the pasturelands. 
Chamba was dressed in ordinary clothes such as any merchant might 
wear but h s  hair war cropped: the only sign that he was a monk. He sat 
cross-legged on a settee with the dements of br callng-lcather 
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money satchel, abacus and rosary-by his side. He trades mainly in 
wool, but also in musk, saffron, and the strange Tibetan medical 
speciality called worm-grass. 

According to Chamba and others, in the early part of 1951 very 
attractive prices were offered to Tibetan wool merchants for the next 
wool crop. That was before the Tibetan delegation had decided to go 
to Peking, and when various interested parties were trying to woo 
Tibet from China. But whle  Tibetan merchants were scouring the 
grassland and buying wool, the agreement between Lhasa and Peking 
was signed. The price of wool promptly sank or was pushed down to 
60 or 70 rupees per maund, and the whole of ~ ibe t ' s  wool market faced 
disaster, for this was only about one-third of the real price. 

At this point the Peking government stepped in and bought the 
whole stock at 180 rupees per maund, an action that did more to 
reassure the Tibetans of the goodwill and honesty of the new Chinese 
government than a great deal of talk. 

A herdsman can still survive if his wool is not sold; nearly half of 
the wool produced in Tibet never finds its way into the market. But 
if his animals die it is disaster. Epidemic cattle &reares sweep through 
whole areas and leave the plateau littered with dead. In Tibet such 
afictions are seen as a divine penalty inlposed for some previous 
wickedness. 

A stocky and very or&nary Tibetan girl named Arkha gave me a 
herd-girl's view of epidemics and veterinary work when I visited the 
new Lhasa Serum Factory, about three miles from the Potala. Ln 
one of the dissecting-rooms of the factory I saw this Tibetan girl 
assisting in an autopsy on a rat during rcscarch into Tibetan cattle 
pleura-pneumonia. It was surprising to see a Tibetan doing such work, 
because Lamaism forbids the taking of life. T h s  girl from Kanze was 
pointed out as one of the factory's best workers, so I waited for her to 
come out of the sterile roonz and tell me her hstory. 

Before 1950 her hrnily had becn doing well. They had about thirty 
animals of their own and by paying for grazing rights were malung 
an independent living. Then in 1950 came rinderpest. 

6 4  

One after another we watched our animals die. W e  did all we 
knew: gave them herbs, dried the ludneys and hearts of the dead ones 
and ground tbetn up to put in the nostrils of the sick ones. W e  sold 
all we could and gave the money to the monks to pray. W e  lost 
everything. 

I (  

At the same time the people's Army came. My mother and father 
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had lost their independence, but I was only sixteen and did not hue 
to do labour service. I helped the P.L.A. with fuel and transport and 
then worked on building the highway." 

she told me about her good wages and the things she heard about 
education and what a new Tibet could be like. "The nearer I got to 
eighteen, when I would have to do ula, the more I thought about 
going to study. I told the P.L.A. men and they encouraged me. So I 
applied to go to school. 

4 < I didn't ask anyone's permission, I just went to the Kanting In- 
stitute for National Minorities. I learned how to write in Tibetan and 
learned Han and how we could help in many ways to improve Tibet. 
When they asked me what I wanted to do, I had long made up my 
mind. I had heard about veterinary work; how cattle diseases could be 
prevented and cured. If I could stop what happened to my farmly 
happening to others, that would be a wonderful t h g  for Tibet. So 
I asked to do that work, and they were delighted." 

Arkha then went to a veterinary college i.11 Chengtu and in 1954 
came to Lhasa to the serum factory to put her theoretical training to 
use. 

The factory, a whitewashed block of adobe buildings on the way to 
Sera monastery, was just going into production in autumn 1955. 

Rinderpest was the first target and the factory was using sheep lymph 
to make serum by a method dscovered in Chna in 1951. Since putting 
down its roots in 1952, the factory has been doing research into the 
character of cattle bacteria in Tibet and developing sera to conlbat 
them. 

In one room, white-smocked and masked Tibetan assistants were 
injecting sheep serum into yaks from giant hypodermic syringes 
with thck needles. But even as these big-bore hollow needles wellt 
home, the yaks did not bellow or struggle. ~n~~erturbable  as ever, they 
took the ncedles and pints of serum with no more than a wriggle and a 
scared glare from their foolish eyes. T h s  serum makes the animd 
immune. Then still higher immunity is conferred by injecting in- 
fected blood, whch makes the beast produce antibodies. ~ l o o d  froln 
such h~gh-immunity animals is used as anti-serum for curing cattle 
whch have the dsease. The sheep lymph is used for mass preventive 
inoculation. 

In spite of the impious nature of veterinary work, no fewer than 
eighty-six Tibetans are doing it. Eight work in the Lhasa factory, 
thrteen have gone to Peking to study sera manufacture and cightccn 
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to study veterinary medicine. The rest are working in veterinary teams 
out on the grasslands trying to convince the herdsmen by experience 
that their cattle can be saved by these new-fangled methods. Some 
idea of the conservatism of the pastoral folk can be gained from 
the fact, that while the People's Hospitals in Tibet had given nearly 
~oo,ooo treatments to humans since 1952, the veterinary stations, 
clinics and mobile teams had only treated 200,000 cattle in the same 
time. 

Director Tu Hsin-rning told me that the work I had seen Arkha 
doing was connected with the production of a serum for combating 
cattle pleuro-pneumonia, due to go into ~roduction in 1956 along with 
others against haemorrhagic septicaernia and a virulent anthrax. 
knderpest serum was already in production. In almost the same words 
as the Vice-Director of the agricultural station, he said: "It will come 
slowly at first, but it will come. When the herdsmen find that the cattle 
we have treated live and those that have not been treated he ,  they will 
all want treatment and we shall really have to work hard to supply 
the need. All we can do now is to try to persuade them to let us in- 
oculate." To the herdsmen it is one thng  to allow a sick animal to be 
treated by sinful methods, but to have strange fluids injected into h s  
whole herd appears to be sheer madness, apart from the price that 
might have to be paid in future transmigrations for such iniquity. 

As we sat in the factory boardroom, drinking green Chna  tea and 
eating the inevitable "Morton's Sweets of Distinction" that had come 
toilf~~lly over the passes from Inha by yak, I asked Arkha: "How about 
the killing you have to do? For exanlple, that rat I saw you &ssectiilg 
this morning; surely t h s  place is responsible for its death, and you too. 
HOW do you sce that from the religious standpoint?" 

It  was a crude question and I felt &scourteoos in asking it, but 
Arkha was clearly no stranger to t h s  problen~. She replied at once: 
16 

Of course it's a sin. 1 understand that. But if what I am doing is going 
to save other livcs, that is some merit, too. That's how I look at it. 
It will help pcoyle and savc the lives of cattle." 

I asked what she thought about lulling all the bacteria that made the 
cattle sick: wasn't that sinful? Her reply was hficult to follow. It 
seemed that shc personally identified these with malignant devils, but 
had no religious sulction for doing so. She war entirely firm in her 
belief that science collld and should help men, but had not yet recon- 
cilcd this view with her religious belief. She worried that with all the 
tilnc needcd for work and study there was not enough time for religious 
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observance. She ought to pray more, she said, but implied that if 
science existed to help people, maybe some merit was picked up along 
the way. Her profession was more real to her than anything else, and 
she was soon telling me that she hoped to be able to perform dissections 
by herself before long. 

I asked a polite, leave-taking question: "What do you do on your 
day off?" 

She said: "I go into Lhasa and meet a friend of mine from Kame 
who works in the People's Hospital. W e  go to the temples to pray to 
be forgiven for the sins we have to commit in our work." 



THE ALLEMBRACING MERCHANT 

"Presence Teaw-Monk traders-Road to ~ndia-Trade as quickest way  
to increase buying power-Grain thirty years old-Five lorries equals 2,000 

yaks-State keeps out ofretail trade-Prices dowri i 3 .3per  cent. in  one year 

T IBETAN aristocrats, d k e  their western counterparts, do not 
look down on trade; they and the leading monks are the biggest 

traders. Tibetan society has allowed no "third estate" to develop as 
rival to the dominance of the church and gentry but absorbed the 
merchants into that unique creation of Tibetan society-the monk, 
noble, official and merchant embodied in a single person. Far from 
being despised, the lay commoners who have the wit to become rising 
merchants are not class rivals but potential officials, nobles and even- 
tually members of the ruling clergy. 

The young Tibetan who helped me so much in Lhasa was an example 
of the process. His f d  name is Sadu-Tschang Rinchen and he is the 
seventh son of one of the biggest Tibetan merchants in Kdimpong. 
He was educated in that city and Darjeeling, speaks Tibetan, Han, 
Nepalese, English and bdi -a l l  fluently-and took Senior Cam- 
bridge in mathematics, geography, physics, chemistry and h d i .  
When the former Regent, Retin, was arrested in 1947, Sadu's family 
came under suspicion of being implicated in a planned c0o.p d'btat 
and had to flec. They sealed their houses in Lhasa, Pari and elsewhere, 
but these were broken into and looted during the f a d y ' s  exile in 
Kalimpong. Event~~ally the family was cleared of all suspicion and 
offered a fifth-class official post as compensation for the damage it had 
suffered. The up-and-coming Rinchen was selected by the fainily to 
take this honour on its behalf and wcnt to the "Presence Tea", the 
ritual where the Dalai Lama hears reports, appoints officials and con- 
ducts such business. It was a big step up the ladder to aristocracy for this 
successful merchant fanlily. 

Considering the sillall overall volume of Tibetan trade, it is anlazing 
to find so many people engaged in it, inclubng most monks of high 
rank, clerical and lay officials and such commoners as are not tied to 
any estate. 
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6 <  Every monastery state" has its own trading organisation and 

itinerant monk merchants, like Chamba, who wander from India and 
~ e ~ a l  to chengtu and Shanghai, buying and selling on behalf of the 
monastery. A fine network of trade covers even the remotest parts of 
the plateau, where ~ a k s  cannot clamber and goats have to be used as 
pack animals. But closely woven as it is, Tibetan trade is spread very 
t h ,  being based mainly on the surplus that is left after ~,ooo,ooo 
people have consumed a survival ration of their low annual grain 
crop and the produce of 2,000,000 cattle and ~,ooo,ooo sheep. And even 
of that tiny product a good deal is burned to the gods or left to rot. 

How thinly it is spread was indcated when the monk-merchant 
Chamba, who, it must be remembered, is the chief merchant of the 
very large Kanze Monastery, described as reasonably profitable a trip 
he made in 1954 when he took four and a half months to gather 75 
tons of wool, s h p  it on 1,500 yaks to Kahmpong, buy about 17 tons 
of foreign goods and return with only 340 yaks loaded. "I made noth- 
ing at all on the wool, but paid my expenses. But I made 15 to 20 

per cent. on the goods I brought back from india," he said with evident 
6 c satisfaction. I go to Inda when I like and I can get foreign exchange 

from the People's Bank simply for the asking. I have to pay a tax on 
goods going into India, but no duties on anything coming back into 
Tibet.l On  the other hand, the Indian market is not so active. It's 
easier to buy saleable goods made in Shanghai and other parts of 
Chma." 

The Lhasa market was complicated. Goods coming from 111dia 
included many light luxury goods suitable for carrying by yak and 
able to demand relatively h g h  prices from well-to-do Tibetans and 
Han working personnel in Tibet. In Lhasa it was easy to buy first- 
class English cloth, face-cream, aluminium ware, ~a l e igh  bicycles, 
B.S.A. motor cycles and Swiss watches. 1 bought the latest inode1 
Rolleiflex 2.8 camera for the equivalent of L72. The Little shops 
around the Parkhor were jammed with such items and even displayed 
imported coolung oil in a city where tons of butter are daily burned to 
the gods. In exchange for such imports, Tibet sent to India wool, musk. 
yak-tails, bristles, herbs and salt, averaging 2, JOO yak-loads a month in 
1954, which had risen to 3,300 monthly in the first six months of 1955. 

these figures, of course, represented trade by yak-back, whch 
imposed its own limitations. Now there is a first-class highway 

The one-way duty at the Indian border is one of the last relics of  the former uncqua' 
hading agreements exacted by the British fifty years ago. 
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between Lhasa and the I n l a n  border, and the pattern of trade is certain 
to change as a result. 

This new road, on which I travelled as far as Gyantse, one stage froin 
the Indian border, brings Lhasa to within two days' journey of India by 
lorry and brings in sight the possibility of travelling from Peking to 
any part of India by land. W h l e  these Tibetan trunk routes were being 
built, there was a good deal of propaganda in the West that they were 
military roads directed against India. The Indians do not appear to have 
taken this view. Indeed, if the agreement on trade between India and 
Tibet was to have any meaning, it seemed as necessary to have a road 
up to the Indian border froin the Tibetan side as it was to have roads 
and a railway from the Indian side. To get a relatively impartial 
opinion, I asked a big Lhasa trader for h s  view. He said: "If the C h e s e  
had wanted to do it, they could have stopped building the road at 
Lhasa and by refusing to supply rupees could have completely strangled 
trade between Lhasa and India. Goods whch  have to come by yak 
cannot compete with goods that come by lorry, even if they have to 
come froin Chengtu or even Shanghai, But they helped us to trade 
with India. 

I <  

When the Coi~lmunists first caine here all sorts of people expected 
all sorts of tlings to happen. Soine moilks expected religion to be 
crushed. Wealthy people expected to lose their property. I thought: 
'That's the end of trade between India and Nepal and Tibet.' But not at 
all. 1 got all the rupees I needed to carry on and even expand iny trade. 
Now with the new road I shall be able to h r e  lorries and s h p  lfferent 
goods to Lhasa, more bulky goods that wouldn't travel by yak. In any 
case, pushing the new road through to the Indan border shows there's 
no intention to cut off trade in that direction." 

In the other clrection trade is also increasing quickly as a restilt 
of the new roads. Tibetan goods going eastward through the Chaindo 
Trading Company jumped froin 13,000 silver dollars monthly in 
1953 to nearly 70,000 in 1955, and goods going into Tibet from the east 
were valued at 12,000,000 silver dollars in 1954, inostly in tea, cloth, 
farin tools, chinaware, cigarettes, wines and silks. These figures do 
llot represent the tradlllg lilllit of Tibet's present production level, 
because half of Tibet's marketable wool never gets to market. It is 
sinlply wasted. Potc~aid supplies of musk, furs, valuable herbs and 
borax have not bccn scratched. 

Although in thc long run iinprovcd farming, cattle farming and 
dcvclopcd industry will be nccdcd to inakc any fundanlental change in 
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the living conditions of the Tibetan people, an immediate increase in 
spending power can be effected by expanding trade and speeding up L 
turnover of capital. 

Hsia  hung-~uan, an expert1 on Tibetan trading questions, gave me 
an outline of the Chinese government's policy on trade in Tibet. He 
confirmed what Tibetan merchants had told me. "After 1951,'' Hsia 
said, "the merchants in Tibet had many doubts about what would 
happen. They imagined that it would no longer be possible to get 
foreign exchange and that private trade would be strangled by state 
trade. Actually the State does not engage in retail trade in Tibet, and 
the People's Bank approved the sale of 146 rmllion rupees before the 
highways opened. At the same time, commercial loans were issued at 
low interest and we placed big orders on contract with the merchants. 
Foreign and domestic trade have been promoted by these measures and 
the turnover of commercial and working capital has been speeded up." 

To  ensure stability of money and prices, Hsia said, the People's 
Bank maintains a strict control of currency issued to the Han working 
personnel and Chinese army men. Only 20 per cent. of their wages are 
paid in cash in Tibet, an amount whch  is more than covered by in- 
coming goods, and the rest is deposited for them. At the same time, 
stocks of grain are kept in hand to prevent speculation and keep down 
prices. Grain-hoarding is an old Tibetan custom, so much so that during 
the Gyantse floods, when grain was needed for relief, it was found that 
the lower levels of grain stocks in the fort there dated from t h i r ~  
years ago. 

4 6  

If there is a local shortage in any town, and merchants try to force 
up prices, we can put grain into the market at a price slighdy above 
the prices in the villages and by th s  means lure gain into the market 
to prevent profiteering. 

6 I 

Before the hghways opened nearly joo,ooo loads of goods, eqllal 
to about 50,000 silver dollars, came from India through Yatung alone1 
and this helped to stabilise the market. production also has been 
slightly raised by interest-free bank loans to peasants and herdsmen. 

6 6 

W e  have also aimed at self-sufficiency of the army and working 
personnel here," Hsia went on. "h spite of lack of tools and the totab' 
different situation hcre, our civilian opened up 4,000 acres of 
virgin land. The army did s i d a r  work, and ths  all had a big ~oliticd 
effect, because the Tibetan people could see that we were nothing like 

Vice-Secretary o f  the Financial and Econonlic Committee of  the Chinese Corn- 
munist Party Working Committee in Tibet. 
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previous Chinese governments, whose personnel simply battened on 
the people. 

"As a result especially of the opening of the roads, freight costs are 
down and turnover time shorter, formerly stagnant Tibetan goods are 
finding a ready outlet at higher prices and the general effect is good." 

Merchant Chamba cheerfully confirmed that trade had never been 
better. As we sat in his room eating sweet cottage cheese and drinking 
tea, he explained that when he was using only animal transport he 
would buy only light goods, mostly luxuries, apart from tea, which is a 
necessity in Tibet. "I went for high returns on capital, like everyone 
else, and I didn't expect to make a profit out of Tibetan goods. Now 
musk fetches 30 silver dollars an ounce instead of 10. I trade mostly in 
wool, musk, saffron and worm-grass, and the State Trading Company 
will pay good prices for all I can sell. In two weeks with five lorries I 
can do what used to take two months with 500 yaks. 1 turn my capital 
over three times a year instead of once. This results in steadier profits, 
because prices are down and sales are up." 

Prices of manufactured goods in Chamdo, where the road had 
opened in 1952, had fallen an average of 13.3 per cent. between 
1954 and 1955. On the other hand, prices of Tibetan wool were up by 
more than 50 per cent. In Lhasa the number of shops and stalls had 
risen from 1,917 to 2,245 since the road opened, in less than a year. 

Tibetan merchants ~ e r f o r m  an essential service in taking goods 
to the remote vdleys and bartering them for whatever the herdsmen 
and peasants have to offer. State trading companies sell only wholesale 
in order nor to damage the business of private merchants, but they have 
various methods of trying to ensure that the merchants pass the benefits 
of reduced costs to the consumer. In the Black River &strict, members 
of the Djailyore clan told me that tea was almost 30 per cent. cheaper 
since the road reached Lhasa, though they then~selves arc very far from 
the road. In sonle cases merchants are now acting as agents for the 
State, buying tea at a fixed price and s e h g  with a fixed rate of profit. 

Our trading policy," Hsia  hung-yuan said, "is to increase Tibetan 
donlestic trade to the greatest possible extent, to ensure that Tibetan 
merchants' working capital is used i.11 such a way that it will en- 
courage productioll in Til>ct. At the same time we shall do all we can 
to maintain and dcvclop Tibetan trade with foreign countries to help to 
llleet the developing needs here." 



TIBET'S FIRST NEWSPAPER 

Lirrk with Caxton-No word f a r  the H-bomb-Creating a twentieth- 
cerltrrry language-"Dbu<qs" spells "u"-Tibet's first industrial workers 

-British Wireless Stations-The earth staysflat 

I N the printing shop that has been in the possession of the Lord of 
De -~e ' s  fa+ for fifiy-one generations I handled wood-blocks 

that were in use when Caxton printed his first book and have been in 
use ever since. Each "plank", 2 feet by 8 inches, is carved back and 
front to print both sides of a single page of the scriptures. Serious 
damage or wear means the recutting of the entire page, work which is 
done by unpaid handcraftsmen, who work for their food and lodging. 
No  presses are used, there is no make-ready, no imposing, and the 
paper is so rough that a clean impress is almost impossible anyway. 

A monk mixes the water-based ink, using soot or ochre for black 
or red, and ladles it out into brass basins for the printers. These are 
also monks who sit two by two facing each other, their bare arms black 
or red to the elbow, with the long engraved wood-block between their 
four knees. One of them sloshes the ink on with a stiff brush while the 
other slaps a piece of damp paper on it and runs over it with a ~10th- 
covered rohng pin. Little monks, "printer's devils", rush around with 
basins of ink and piles of torn-edged paper and get shouted at in true 
printshop style. It takes seven seconds to print one side of a page, 
fourteen seconds for a page. 

It might appear that in a country where printing had been going 
on for SO long it would be comparatively easy to set up a newspaper, 
but tlus was far from true. Printing in Tibet has always meant rebgious 
printing-fixed, unchanging either in language or style as the centuries 
passed. There was no movable type, no rnachnes, no journaksts, no 
printing workers, no traktion of reading news except among a handful 
of people who had old copies of the Indian or ~ n ~ l i s h  newspapers 
carried over the passes on yaks. A small dllplicated paper called ~ r i ' f  
News was started by the Cornm~mist Parry Working Conlmittce 
soon after it got to Lhasa in 1951, and at the same time type-designers 
in Peking were asked to design type and make type-moulds for the 
Tibetan lmguage. Orders were placed for typecasting machines and 



printing presses to be sent to Lhasa as soon as the new road was opened. 
When duplicating became inadequate to meet the increasing demand 
for the little paper, it was printed from lithographic stones. 

Type-moulds and printing machinery were among the first things 
to come along the new road, and while they were being assembled 
some Tibetans were being trained in typesetting. Four months after 
the road was opened the first newspaper page ever printed in Tibet 
rolled off the press, on May 4, 1955. And now behind the new Post 
Office there is the familiar clatter of type-casting machinery and the 
rumble of the flat-bed cylinder presses as they roll off the 3,000 copies 
of each issue of Brief News in its modem dress. There are three issues 
weekly, but plans are in hand for a dady paper as soon as some practical 
difficulties can be solved. Some of those c l~cul t ies  stem from the 
antique nature of the Tibetan language itself. 

Apart from clfferences of clalect, there are three different spoken 
languages, and a written language different from any of them. The 
variations in the spoken language express varying degrees of respect 
for s~lperiors and vice-versa, and the written language is classical in 
form and not widely understood; but if the colloquial language is 
written down it appears to a literate person to be erroneous and 
illiterate. None of these forins of the language has any words at all 
for quite ordmar-y modern things, no scientific terminology and no 
political vocabulary. Here is a language which in the twentieth 

6 6 66 6 6  century had no word for "lorry", tractor", locomotive", aero- 
9 9  6 6  plane", "communism , socialism", "hydrogen", s at on^" and so on. 

A twelve-man corninittee was set up to tackle these problems, led by 
the ex-Living Buddha Dzazu Ngawang Losan, who, having resigned 
from being a Living Buddha, had few duties and much experience. 
The coinn~ittcc also included the ubiquitous modernist, Djen Lojen. 
This sl~lall body of enth~lsiasts translates and unifies all the material for 
the paper, translates books and has begun to develop the Tibetan 
langilagc towards inore 111odern forms. There is already a Dictionary 
$New Term3 and a coinplcte Hail-~ibetan &ctionary is being com- 
piled. 

The cx-Living Buddlla dcscribcd the ~rinciples used in inventing 
new words. Wbcre tllcrc arc already Tibetan words that call be 
Put togctlier to convcy the mcm.ing of the nrw idea or thing, is 
done; but wllcrc that is not possible, thc Cl~ii~cse sound is taken into 
Tibetan. I askcd how they trolslatcd "communism", which falls 
into the lattcr group bccausc there is no Tibctan word which has such 
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6 6 a meaning. In Han it is Kung-chan-~ha-~i", which means 

means-of-production-ism". In Tibetan it becomes "Kung-chan-nnru", 
w h c h  means "Kungchanism" and stands for what "communism" 
means in ~nglish.  When a new word appears in the newspaper itr 
meaning is explained in brackets for the first few times and is then 
made current. 

"It is absolutely essential to change the Tibetan language," the ex- 
Living Buddha stressed. "It takes seven or eight words of Tibetan to 
write what can be written in two or three words of Han, and even 
then o r h a r y  people cannot understand what is written. I am now in 

6 6 very good spirits," the bright-eyed old man went on, because now I 
can put all those years of studying literature to good use in the service 
of a new Tibet, to improve our language and make it useful to all." 
T h s  reform also involves a reform of spelling in the long run, for 
Tibetan spelling is among the most anachronistic anywhere. The name 
of the region under the Ddai Lama is pronounced "u" but is spdt 
"Dbugs". Similarly the word for rice, pronounced "De" is spelt 
"Hbras". 

Editorially Brief News mainly runs on translations of reports from 
the New China News Agency (Hrinhua) and of experienced Han 
reporters who go news-gathering for a paper of the same name printed 
in the Han language. At the same time the paper is training its own 
staff for later independent production. Readers of Brig News are 
mainly h g h  and middle nobles and monks in Lhasa and the provinces, 
where it goes to about 400 monasteries, and even gets as far as Lamist 
monasteries in Harbin, thousands of miles away. It is the first secular 
reading matter ever read by monks, who formerly read only the 
scriptures. There are separate duplicated local papers in Shigatse and 
Chamdo whch will continue to operate until Tibet has autonomy and 
probably aftenvards also, in view of the &stances involved. 

Tibetan workers are now composing the type for the Lhasa Paper 
and are doing the make-up on the "stone", though this work, when I 
was there, was still being supervised by a Han printer. Hans are ~ ~ I I J  in 
the m a c h e  shop, training their Tibetan assistants to take over control 
as soon as possible. Type-casting is already done by Tibetans. This 
sn~all band of less than a dozen newly-trained Tibetan printers were he 
first industrial wage-workers in ~ i b ~ t ,  and the only ones at the time 
I was there. The solitary woman compositor was the first and only 
industrial woman worker then. They were few, but they represented 
the new Tibet, for here was printing, dready out of the stage of carved 
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wooden planks and cloth-covered rolling pins and into the age of 
power presses and typecasting machines. This small group, with their 
long plaits wound round their heads and big earrings, were the fore- 
runners of Tibetan tractor-drivers, electricians, the entire class of 
industrial workers whch are presaged in the Ddai Lama's remark that 
the future of Tibet lies in socialism. It is striking, too, that Tibet's first 
industrial workers should be those who print a paper that can only be 
read by the literate ruling class inside and outside the monasteries. 

For the rest, the commonalty, and then only those inside the towns, 
the only means of getting the news is through the loudspeaker broad- 
casts in the streets. These are line broadcasts, not wireless transmissions. 

Tibet neither had nor has any central wireless broadcasting station 
for the public. It would have little value at this time, because the few 
people who have wireless receivers are in any case those who can read 
the papers. Before the mass of ilhterate peasants and herdsmen can have 
access to wireless receivers in their remote valleys, the problem of 
electric power has to be solved, among others. Present aims, therefore, 
are to establish a network of interconnected line-broadcasts or relay 
stations to cover every main town with loudspeakers giving the news, 
and at the same time to develop the staff and organisation to set up a 
wireless broadcasting system later. 

Three days a week at eleven in the morning the loudspeakers crackle 
and a Tibetan girl's voice announces "Lhasa Guyo Djansan Lojo", 
which means "This is the Lhasa Line Broadcasting Station." This 
llour-long newscast over eleven loudspeakers in the city goes out when 
there is no interference with religious services, and changes are made 
during festivals to miss the religious events. Public requests for loud- 
speakers to be installed in other areas are always referred to the 
monasteries. One such request was made by the ~ e o p l e  who live in 
She, the little townsby at the foot of the Potala, but no loudspeaker 
was installed there. 

The two girl announcers arc Ishi Wong&u, t~ent~-s ix-~ear-old 
da~~ghter of a Tsang nobleman, and Sonanl Namu, sixteen-year-old 
daughter of a Lhasa merchant. Their pay is very high by Tibetan 
~tandards-~o silvcr dollars a nlonth. The news is mostly what goes 
into Briff Ncrar, translated into still inorc simple spoken language, and 
talks on hygicnc, fcaturcs, story-reading and story-tehng in popular 
language, songs and music. 

The l~~dspcakcrs arc sometimes uscd by the ~ibetal l  ~ o c a l  Govern- 
malt to broadcast ilnportant statcl~~ents to thc ~ h a s a  ~ublic,  and 011 onc 

N 
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occasioll were used to counteract a rumour that the Dalai Lama, W110 
was in peking at the time, was being held there and would never 
return to Lhasa. To  the infinite relief and astonishment of the Lhasa 
public, they one day heard the voice of their ruler coming over the 
line-broadcast assuring them that he was in Peking conducting im- 
portant negotiations and would return very soon. 

It is now commonplace to see crowds of Lhasans standing listening 
to a talk on pre-natal care, how to prevent epidemics and how to 
join the campaign to ban nuclear weapons. It is no easy assignment 
to get across the idea of nuclear weapons to people who only recently 
acquired the word for "hydrogen9' and have never seen bombs or 
bombing. I asked Djen Lojen one day what Tibetans knew about 
hydrogen bombs. He said that most people were aware of them and of 
what they did. He said there were two ~opu la r  sayings in Tibet about 

< c  the bombs: Whoever uses the hydrogen bomb is the enemy of all 
mankind" and "Whoever uses the hydrogen bomb is the king of the 
devils". 

Hygiene is a touchy subject on the air, because it is not ~ossible to 
teach any aspect of science that too sharply contradicts Lamaism. 
This means there can be no campaigns yet against lice and flies, no 
propaganda about health that stresses lulLng bacteria, and even the 
question of whether the earth is flat or whether it moves round the sun 
is just as full of politics in present-day Tibet as it was in ~alileo's 
Europe. 
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Why Tibet had no wheels-The wealthy are not rich-Gold galore- 
Mining angers the gods-Scientistsgo to Lhasa-Hides and wool thrown 
away-Crdtsmen are notfree- W h o  will man Tibet's factories-Jersi 

Tseren and the would-be Nun 

I N Lhasa I met only one Tibetan layman with short hair, done in 
western style and parted at the side. All other nobles wear their hair 

long and woven into the complicated dooble top-knot in whch 
their goldengao is pinned. Djen Lojen cuts his hair and hspenses with 
the gao and 6-inch turquoise earring by special permission of the Dalai 
Lama. "Such t h g s  make my head ache," he said during one of the 
many discussions I had with him. He is a modernist and that rare 
t h g ,  a Tibetan lay intellectual. I asked him a question that had 
troubled me: Why was the wheel not used in Tibet? Had it been 
forbidden, as some writers claimed? 

4 6 

Any such reports are wrong," he answered. "There has never been 
an edict forbidding the use of the wheel. Tibet is backward and there 
is no tendency to change. ~f wheels caine into use, thls would represent 
a change from old to new. Other changes would follow in the rear. 
This is understood, and so it has not happened." 

The wheel remained unused, roads were not developed and Tibet 
has no industry, absolutely none. ~t is a very simple economy with a low 
level of production, and what is not consumed ends up mostly in the 
ll~onasterics-coating the illlages and chortenr with gold and jewels or 
butter-smoke. Wedthy Tibetans wear costly inlported silks and wrist- 
watches; sprigs of noble hollses now use motor-cycles-that working- 
class nleans of transport in the west-but they are not rich by the 
standards of industrial co~mtries. The house of Tibet's richest man, 
Tsarong, the best private house in Tibet, would not satisfy a successf~ll 
London barristcr. A nephew of the ~ l~ i r t ecn th  ~ a l a i  Lama told me that 
the incoinc froin llis estates was rz tons of butter and checse a year, 
which was stored and sold froin lus Lhasa home. He also got, of course, 
Pcrquisitcs from an official post. 

h a u s e  Lhasa rugs are famous, I asked to see how they were made, 
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and was taken to a new carpet factory on the edge of the city, now 
housed in a former private dwelling. In the first courtyard, lmder a 
roof where the horses of guests used to be stalled, five cheerful women 
sat in striped aprons spinning carpet yarn-on spinning wheels. I 
looked closer at this revol~ltionary innovation and found that the 
driving wheels were made from the metal ends of P.L.A. telephone 
wire drums, riveted together so that the flanges made a groove from 
the driving band, and turned by foot-treadles. This was the first Tibetan 
thread ever spun on anything but a hand-bobbin, the first use of the 
wheel in production. 

The factory &rector, Gunga Namdiel, showed me round. It was an 
efficient handicrafts factory with carding-, spinning- and dyeing- 
rooms, the finished product being made on hand-looms upstairs. "In 

( 6  the old days," Gunga said, carpets were made in che homes of the 
weavers and the dyeing and spinning were done elsewhere. Now the 
Kashag has set up th s  factory to increase the output of our carpets and 
improve their quality." AS far as I could hscover, this was the only 
change that had been made in Tibetan manufacturing methods for 
centuries. Everythmg is hand-made by artisans in unchanging formal 
styles. 

What the future of industry in Tibet will be is very hard to foresee. 
There are rich mineral deposits. At least forty valuable materials were 
hscovered by a geological mission from Peking in 1953, including 
iron, lead, copper, zinc, s~llphur and borax. Gold is so ~lentiful that 
the Tibetans can wash all they need fro111 the rivers. Jn fact, this is the 

o d y  way it ever has been got in Tibet, because Lamaism rules that 
mining annoys the gods of the earth. Experts consider that scientific 
processing even of already-washed gold-bearing sands would be a 
paying proposition. 

Mining is not the only problem. Any industry is likely to fmd some 
unexpected taboo bloclung the way. Terrific mental conflict bccome~ 
apparent as soon as any disc~~srion with Tibetans goes below the 
surface. Thcre was the monk Director of the Lhasa Mint, an oficial 
next in rank to a cabinet minister, a travcjJed man who went to Peking 
and also to Korea to see thc war situation. This thoughtful officid 
carefully measuring every word, spoke of hs travels throughout China. 
I 6  

It was a joy to me to see the construction going on in Chna. Tibet 
can only develop in the same way. I saw the improvement of the 
Inner Mongolian cattle as a result of the new vaccines and the fight 
against epidemics. With our serum factory here, we are talung thesalne 
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road. I saw that wool was better in Inner Mongolia and prices were 
better for the grower and consumer, with middle-men's charges 
down. 

"These things can also be done in Tibet in the same way: for 
example, timing milk, tanning hides instead of wasting them. Now 
we only produce rough hand-made wool, and it would be better if we 
had textile factories. Even such things can come here now that we have 
the roads. 

"But the tinning of meat will be hampered in Tibet by religious 
scruples," he added. He took a sip of tea, thought for a long time and 
went on s td  more slowly: "We live in a changing world that always 
improves. We cannot avoid that some small things may not be in 
conformity with religion, so long as we do not violate our main 
religious precepts." 

He searched for an example. "Take the nomads. They cannot avoid 
eating meat, though it is against our religion. Tlis is something that 
the individual must decide for hmself. Nevertheless, eating meat is 
against our religion. Also there are such occasions as, say, when the 
animal is dead. Even if I eat it, I haven't killed it." 

6 6 He summcd up equivocally : For the sake of our future life, we have 
to go through many difficulties. With this in mind, the industrialisation 
of Tibet is good." 

Considering these mental stresses and vacillations, the meeting that 
took place in Peking on March 9, 1955, was a turn in Tibetan lustory, 
thoogh I did not realisc how inlportant it was until I had visited Tibet. 
It was a meeting of the Clinese State Council addressed by the Dalai 
and Panchen Lamas; Ngabou Kalon, representing the Kashag; Dji 
Jiglllc representing the Panchen Khenpo Coilmittee; and Chang 
Clung-wu, who represents the People's Government in Lhasa. Every- 
one agrecd that a committee should be set up to prepare for Tibetan 
autonomy, and that a izun~ber of measures should be taken to develop 
industry in Tibet. 

Anlong these wcrc the builclng of a hydro-electric power station 
in Lhasa and a thermo-power station in Shigatse; construction of dykes, 
gates and dams to yrotcct both citics froin recurrent floods and to hclp 
irrigation; expansion of the experimental farna, schools and buildillgs 
and thc lllctalling of roads in both cities. Tibet's first modern factories, 
a tannery, leather goods factory and iron works, would be built in 
Lha~a. Funds and techicians for all these projects would be ~rovided 
by the State Council. 
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At this meeting the Dalai and Panchen Lamas confirmed that 
they had settled the old issues that* had caused dissension between 
the two groups and had also, as the Dalai Lama put it, "eliminated the 
legacy of misunderstanding between the Han and Tibetan people$'. 
During their long stay in China, I saw the two young God-Rulers 
very often, always together chatting happily as two young men might 
anywhere. Only together-two Living Gods equal in spirit and rank- 
could they really behave as young people. On  all other occasions they 
must maintain their distance from all other men as well as absolute 
separation from women. 

Three days after that State Council meeting, on March 12, a team of 
seventy-nine people, inclu&ng thirty technicians, left Peking for Lhasa 
and Shigatse to begin work. Their leader, Wang Tse-chang, spent an 
evening telling me how these new ventures were going ahead after 
five months' work on them. 

Enough work had been done on the two rivers to prevent floods 
in both Shigatse and Lhasa, and several smaller rivers in Lhasa's 
suburbs had been regulated. This had enabled the Dalai Lama to travel 
more conveniently to Jewel Park from the Potala and the citizens had 
been very pleased to see this mark of respect to their leader. 

6 L 

Lhasa can easily have go,ooo kw. of power from the Yangba 
River, but that is about forty-five nules away and that project will 
have to be tackled a little later," Wang said. "In the meantime, we have 
surveyed Lhasa for water to drive generators. As a temporary measure, 
we propose to move the present ancient generator to a new site and 
add three more generators to bring the total output for the city up to 
660 kw. W e  are going ahead on plans for another site where we can 
get a further I,OOO kw. Later we shall start the big project. We have 
finished surveying for the Shigatse diesel power station and for a hydro- 
power station on the Nyang River." 

Wang said that some Tibetan workers would be trained for the 
factories and power-stations in advance, but most of them would be 
trained on the job. At first a few Han technicians would be in charge to 
train workers to take over the whole enterprise as soon as 

L L  
There is no Tibetan working class," said Wang. "There is no 

tradition of working for wages or even for pyrnent." Nor are there 
any Tibetan techrucians, scientists, mathematicians or experts in any 
field of modern industry. Even the Tibetan nobles who go to Chengtu 
and Peking to study can seldom write more than a few words when 
they arrive. 
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Preparations for setting up the factories were well ahead, Wang 
said. "A deposit of about 2,000,000 tons of good iron ore has been 
found just near Lhasa. This will be used to start the iron foundry, and 
Tibet can then start to make her own farm tools and spare parts. T h s  
will take a load off the transport and allow space for other thngs." 
Iron is almost a precious metal in Tibet. Until recently I lb. of iron cost 
3 lb. of cheese. 

Wang had organised research into the cattle situation, and estimated 
that there were about 1,500,ooo yaks, 500,ooo other cattle and between 
~,ooo,ooo and 6,000,ooo sheep. "At present about one hide in five is 
used, and the other four are either thrown away or used as packing 
material. Tanneries will make quite a dfference to Tibetan purchasing 
power. If only a fraction of the wasted hldes were turned into leather 
and exported, Tibet could buy far more consumer goods. The new 
tannery will go into ~roduction in 1956, and so will the ironworks. 
Naturally, such a tannery cannot process more than a very small 
proportion of the total hldes available, but it will make a hfference." 

I asked h m  what the Tibetans felt about these new industrial 
projects. "Do they feel their religious ideas are being affronted?" 

4 4 He smiled and answered: They are very impatient; very keen to 
see them in operation. They want the power station finished beforc 
the end of 1956 and lights everywhere in less than no time. There 
has never been any scientific education here, so they just don't reahse 
the complications involved in constructing an electric power system. 
They call us in Tibetan 'Capable Scientists' and want us to perform 
miracles." 

Work on the dykes had been all done by the Tibetans, with the 
State Council paying the bill. The technicians only drew up the plans 
and advised on techlllcal matters. But even here the work was all split 
into sections, each under a clerical and lay oficial, who organised the 
labour and materials. "We pay the wages of the workers," Wang said, 
' I  

but we don't interfere in any way. Most of the workers have becn 
women and they are very keen. They bring musical instruments and 
those wide planks they use for dancing and put on entertainments 
for us. 

' L 
We are very careful not to offend religious scruples. 1f there is a 

cairn of prayer-stoncs or a prayer-wall where we want to put an 
instrument, we work round it somehow." 

4 '  

How about mining?" I asked. "~oesn ' t  that bring up the religious 
ql1c~tion rather seriously?" 
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It hasn't cropped up yet," he replied. "When it does we shdl 
have to see what the Tibetans thmk about it. I thnk there will be 
no problem. W e  always find that when the Tibetans know we are 
looking for minerals, they are keen to help us find them. In fact most 
of our finds up to now have been due to help from local people who 
have acted as our guides." 

As I left Wang's ofice I was wondering what would be the Tibetan 
attitude to tannery workers. Butchers and the yak-skin boatmen are 
social pariahs because their work is associated with the death of 
animals. This even affects bootmakers. And I wondered where the 
workers would come from in Tibet, where people are tied to the land 
or the herds, where one man in four is a monk and tradition has the 
force of law. 

Handcraftsmen also would not be free to enter factories. They work 
for the big monasteries and the nobles without pay or for subsistence. 
When they are not working for their overlords, they make up materials 
belonging to private customers, or, if they have some capital, make 
goods to sen. Normally a person who wants a set of silver teacup 
stands will give the necessary silver to the silversmith and pay a 
proportion of its weight as the fee for making. But such work must 
take second place to the needs of the artisan's overlord. 

Shoemakers in Shigatse had to make boots each year for a regiment 
of soldiers, a job that took two months and for which they received half 
a day's wage and a handful of barley flour each day. when the county 
government wanted boots, they would pay only one-third of the 
market price. Wood-turners had to make bowls for the dzongpons, 
their housekeepers and orderlies and accept whatever fee might be 
offered as "charityM. They also had to make whatever the temples 
ordered, free of charge. 

There have been a few changes in the past four years. There is no 
longer any question in Shigatse of making boots for the arnly, because 
now the Panchen's troops have become a bodyguard regiment under 
the P.L.A. and are supplied by P.L.A. headcluartcrs. 

In 1955, when the wood-turners had to spend twenty days lnaking 
tent-poles for the t en~~ lcs ,  they received about one-third of a silver 
dollar daily and some butter and tca. This was ~inhcard of before and 
it did not occur because of any change in thc law, but only due to the 
same change of social attitudc that lcd to the reduction of illterest 
payments. 

Thcsc artisans have thrce years' training. Apprentice artisans arc 
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or friends of artisans. O n  joining his master craftsman, the 
apprentice presents a cerenloiial scarf, one sheep and a tael of silver. 
Then he goes to the temple with suitable gifts, and arranges for prayers. 
In his first year he works as a servant, does the most menial work, and 
his own family provides his food and lodging. In his second year he 
gets his board and does the heaviest work in the craft. In h s  third and 
last year he leanls the trade and gets a little pay. At the end, he makes 
more presents and invites his master home for two days' feasting. 
Then he can work on his own within the limits of his feudal and p i l d  
ties. If he shows ability above the average, he will very likely be taken 
into the household of his overlord or into the monastery to work. 
Then he gets only his keep, no pay, and has no freedom to do outside 
work. 

In that large part of the year when artisans who are not working 
for their masters are free to do other work, they sit and wait for 
someone to come along who wants something made. It was to get 
such people started in production that the People's Bank issued loans 
amounting to 175,000 silver dollars. Such artisans would probably 
sooner work for an assured wage than by borrowing capital and risking 
it in private production. For some time, perhaps, the question of 
manpower for Tibet's budcLng industries can be solved by employing 
< < 
black" people and city folk living a 11and-to-nlouth existence on the 

frillge of society, who would certainly exchange it for a regular 
wage. 

One of these is Jersi Tseren, who gets a precarious living making 
tassels, a corninon enough occupation in Lhasa among people who 
have no other way to make a living. These tassels, in bunches of 
three, are much used by country folk and in~ileteers for braidlng into 
their long hair. If the wind is h g h  the tassel and plait can also be 
passed over the brill1 to anchor the felt trilby hat. 

Jcrsi Tscrcn, l i s  wife, hcr sistcr and nlother and Jersi's three children 
live in one room and an outhouse 011 the ground floor in one of ~hasa's 
poorest quarters. SO little light creeps through the window opening in 
the thick wall that most of the room is dark even at noon. It is 10 

feet by 10 feet, but I could not see what was in the darkcst corner. In 
honour of m y  call, a brew of buttered tca was cooking on the yak-dung 
fire in a clay brazier and some chna cups had been borrowed. 

Jcrsi can rcad and write, being faintly connected with tbe nobility, 
1 < 

and was for a time doing secretarial work for a merchant. I was not 
clever and the pay was too low to live, less even than I can get lllakng 
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tassels," he said. "I had education, but no money. I had no way to buy 
a position or . . ." He used the picturesque Tibetan word for "bribe": 
6 6  secret ~ u s h " .  

I 

His wife, a solid, plain woman who never stopped smiling through- 
out our talk, sat crossed-legged on a trestle which also served as a bed, 
and her handsome young sister sat with her back to another wall, 
both of them working at tassels with fast fingers as we talked, while the 
man sat nursing the youngest boy, aged one year. Jersi was a hand- 
some, thin, honest-faced man of maybe thirty, with his hair coiled and 
braided round his head and the ~isual big circular earring swinging on a 
red thread to take its weight off the pierced lobe. 

He said that the whole family could make five or six sets of tassels 
a day. Then they must be sold by hawking from house to house 
or by sitting on the ground in the market-place. Materials for a set of 
tassels cost half a silver dollar, and if they made six sets and sold them 
all at a good price, the family could earn I silver dollar in a day. 

6 6  O n  that we can just manage. But sometimes we have to sell at 
cost or just a little more, especially in the evening. I'm not very good 
at business," Jersi went on. His wife nodded. "Often we have no 
money, so I have to get materials on creht, and then we make them 
up fast and sell them to pay back before the interest eats the profit. 
Sometimes I use money from selling tassels made on credit to buy more 
materials. It gets very complicated and I have to sell cheap sometimes 
to pay back a creditor." 

6 6  

My husband has stomach trouble," the woman said when I asked 
6  6  her what they a s ~ ~ a l l ~  ate. W e  always try to get h m  good tsamba 

made from barley. The rest of us eat bean meal as a rule, and sometimes 
we can afford a few ounces of butter when we do well. But mostly its 
soup and tsamba with some tea. MY husband has been going to the 
People's Hospital for a year for treatment and he seems to be getting 
better." 

It took several hours to get their whole story and piece it together. 
Jersi belongs to the Sera Monastery and his wife and her mother 
belong to the Potala. Jersi married into )us wife's family-that is, he 
is living in the room of his mother-in-law, which is rented for 1 silver 
dollar a year. BY some ancient nrrangemcnt of commutation, Jersi 
pays 14 coppers a year instead of doing labour service and h s  wife Pays 
5 coppers. The sister pays nothing because she is under eighteen, and 
the n~other pays nothing because she is blind. 

6 #  

My family was well-to-do," Jersi said, "and my brother knew 
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some nobles, so I got some education. But it is hard to get a position 
when you have nothing to give. I have a wealthy relative who promised 
to help me a long time ago. He said he could get me a post as an official 
in a suburban area. When I called on him a year ago he told me: 'Yes, 
I can help you, but you must arrange a feast for two days and get 
yourself some better clothes.' The feast would have cost at least 600 
dollars. The post would have been worth 20 bushels of rice and what 
I could make for myself. It was a bargain. But 1 could not borrow the 
money to entertain and so I had to let it pass." 

I asked what the young woman would do when she became eighteen 
and due for feudal service. They said that was not very important, 
because her service could be commuted for very little money in 

(6 Lhasa. What we want to do is get her into a nunnery," the wife 
said. 

The girl sat there, young and fresh, with long black plaits that would 
be shaved off. I asked her if she wanted to go into a nunnery and she 
nodded, but said nothng. Her sister answered for her: "She has seen 
what happened to me. If she marries it is too much of a burden when 
you have a poor husband and children come. Tibet has a bad custonl 
about marriage. S~~ppose she married and had a chld and then her 
husband lcft her. That happens often. Without money and influence, 
there is nothing you can do about it, and so a wonlan is left with a 
child to care for and no way to do it. It's better to be a nun and avoid 
that sort of thng." 

There was one obvious question and I asked it: "Then why did you 
marry ?" 

She looked at her husband and siniled. "I thought: 'He can read 
and write, he is an educated fellow a ~ ~ d  ought to be able to get on all 
right.' He's an honcst man. I suppose that's why I married him. 
Now look at the trouble I'm in. Three chldren and an old mother. I 
should have been a nun." 

Her husband did not demur. He sat there with his face full of gentle- 
ness-an honest man. The room was f ~ d  of inconsistencies: a fainily 
shrine of cheap images and a few little brass bowls filled with water, 
a big colourcd print of Mao Tse-tung playing with some cluldrcn, 
the wall paprrcd with foreign illustrated papers, some upside-down, 
and on the chcst of the would-be nun a badge with portraits of Ma0 
Tse-tung and Chu Tch. 

I presented soille gifts and prepared to leave. Jersi said: "I thank YOU 

very much for coming-such a high official as you-to such a humble 
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home." I tried to explain that I was not an official, but hs mother-in- 
law interrupted from the dark comer where she had sat silently blow- 
ing the yak-dung fire and keeping the tea hot. "Such things never 
happened before," she said, "foreigners visiting poor people. Imagine 
that! Things are changing. If you were sick, who would help you? 
Now my son can go to hospital for a whole year for nothing. Things 
like h s  never happened before." 



DR. CHINROB AND T H E  PEOPLE'S HOSPITAL 

Herbs arzd black n~ngic-The sir2 ofst4r2ery-"The patient cannot diew- 
Anaesthesia-The new hospital-Soothsayers send patients-Monks study 

modern medicine-Miracles every day 

J ERSI'S medical treatment, which caused such strong reaction from 
his mother-in-law, was not an isolated case. Of  all the innovations 

in Tibet during the past five years, modern medicine is so far the 
only one that has found a mass basis. All treatment is free in the 
People's Hospitals and each morning monks, nobles of both sexes and 
their servants, peasants, herdsmen and children of all sorts form a long 
queue outside the Out-patients' Departinent of the Lhasa Hospital, 
which stands where the old Manchu barracks used to be. 

Strictly speaking, no Lamaist should have anythng to do with 
modern medicine. Lamaism has its own systenl of mehcine-a conl- 
pound of ancient Chncse medicine, herbalism, religion and astrology. 
A Tibet doctor-they are all monks-is likely to give a wealthy patient 
a perfectly good stonlach draught of herbs with tested efficacy and at 
the same time a pill containing the excrement of one of the Grand 
Lamas, all to be taken on an astrologically auspicious day. There was 
no medical service for the poor formerly. Those who could afford it 
paid a inonk to pray when they were sick. 

Most of the non-mystical parts of Tibetan medicine date back, 
usual, to King Songtsan Galllbo and lus Clinese wife, Priilcess Wen 
Chang. Dialorno, the Tibetan word for medicine, means "Han med- 
icine", and the Tibetans owe to the Chnese their possession of such 
treatincnts as acupuncture1 and moxibustion2 and inany other herbal 
remcdics. 

Such inediral mcthods blended with Boil black ~nagic and Lainaist 
p ~ ~ i l ~ s o p h ~  to bccol~le Tibetan medicine as it is now and has been for 
h~lndrcds of 

Chinrob Nobo, a fat and jovial old monk, wrinkled and rheonl- 
sticky, but rtill with brawny llands and great forearms, is ~ ibe t ' s  

ltlserting cxtrclnely finc needles into various parts of  the body to stimulate reactions. 
* Stilnulati~~~ thc skin and tissues by 1leating the area with the glowing end of a herbal 

' I  . 
cigar". (Hoth of thcre nlcthods, long used empirically with success in Chlna, are now 

bell% studied to rcach a thcorctical understanding of thcir functions.) 
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leahng doctor, trained in the School of Medicine on the rock facing the 
Potala and head of the Tibetan hospital, called Menzekang, in Lhasa. 
He is also the doctor of the Dalai Lanla. No incongruiry is seen in 
having a mortal doctor curing a Living God. The School of Medicine 
is about 300 years old, and the Menzekang was set up by the Thirteenth 
Dalai Lama in the year of the Fire-Dragon, 1915. These are the only 
places in Tibet where monks are taught medicine. 

Doctor C h r o b  talked with me for the best part of a day, giving 
a very clear and thorough outline of the theory and practice of Tibetan 
meclcine. We sat in a room htmg with coloured charts and diagrams- 
human figures with great glaring eyes and internal organs indicated in 
unusual positions. Anatomy is not taught by clssection, but by these 
charts, which also show the supposed circulation of the blood on the 
right side of the body and the bile on the left. The heart of a woman is 
drawn in a dtfferent place from that of a man. One chart showed 
the whole process of conception and birth, starting from boy meeting 
girl, and another showed many very recognisable surgical instruments, 
includmg sigrnoid~sco~es and scalpels, which cannot be used because 
Lamaism does not permit operations. ~t is a sin to make a new opening 
in the human body. 

W h l e  we sat talking, servants bustled round pouring sweet tea 
and passing biscuits and sugared cheese with very grimy hands. ~ob le -  
men in Tibet do not seem to mind their servants' hands being allllost 
black and their clothcs rank with dusty butter smoke when they serve 
guests. Chnrob Nobo walked with me along the charts, explaining 
them. First he called over a young monk who always hovered wdting; 
hoisted hmselfoff the settee with the aid of the little cleric and a strong 
stick and leaning h s  weight on the staggering lad pointed out the 
meaning of the three pulses in each wrist, each said to come from a 
dfferent organ, how the chemical balance of the human body is 
maintained and other illustrated tenets of Tibetan medicine. 

There are about 500 monk doctors in Tibet, existing solely to serve 
the higher monks, nobility and army, and there is no other Tibetan 
medical service. It takes up to fifteen years of scholastic study to 
become a doctor, the most vital qualificatio~l being a 
memory, for nine of those years at least are dcvoted to learning by 
heart the four books of the canons of Tibetan rnedcine. These )lave to 

be mcmorised so completely that the student can recite then1 by heart 
without error in a single day, and even continue the recitation from a 
single phrare picked at random by the exanlincr. Trailing also 



includes studying the pulses, testing urine by appearance, observing 
the eyes and hagnosing, under the supervision of a tutor. Another part 
of the training is in astrology, for it is useless to examine,  res scribe, 
mix or take medicine at an inauspicious time. 

Diagnosis begins with an investigation of the conLtion of the 
patient during the thrty-eight weeks which they calculate as the period 
in the womb. Astrology also enters in ths. Then there are six methods 
of diagnosis: pulse, eye, ear, tongue, complexion and excreta. Every- 
thing depends on the doctor's knowledge of the books in order to 
diagnose what prayers should be said and what treatments prescribed. 
.In this it is a h  to the early meLcine of the Greeks and medieval 
medicine. 

< <  
If a patient dies it is the doctor's fault,'' Chinrob Nobo explained. 

"Buddha is all-knowing and if a doctor thoroughly knows the 
scriptures and goes exactly accordmg to the books, a patient cannot die. 
All medical knowledge is written in the books, and so if a patient Les 
the doctor is able to check h s  work and find out where he was 
wrong." 

The first book of medicine was written about 2,000 years ago, 
the doctor said, by an incarnation of Shadje Turen, and enlarged by 
Udoyongden Gainbo in the time of the Great Fifth Dalai Lanla. Thls 
doctor, having Lived 125 years, became a Buddha. 

Doctor Chmrob was reluctant to delllollstrate the Tibetan way of 
< I  pulse diagnosis. It really is not the best tiine of day," he demurred. ' 

I <  

It is best to feel the pulse in the morning, especially at dawn, and the 
best day is Monday." But he agreed to show me how it was done 
without promising an accurate &agnosis. I rolled up my sleeve and sat 
facing him with my left elbow on my knee and the back of illy hand 
toward hi11 as he carefully adjusted the first three fingers of his right 
hand on nly wrist. He began counting, in silence, timing my pulses by 

own breathng and gazing into illy eyes with mild amuseinent. 
After a whlc hc said that I had too much fire and too little water, 
which was more than a possibility after the big party that had been 
held on the previous night, where too many toasts had been drunk. 

He explained that all crcaturcs, anin~als and plants, were conlposed of 
five elements-metal, wood, water, fire and earth, in that order- 
and each elemcnt was stronger than the succeeding one.   he mail1 
principle was to keep the elements balanced, because if a person hcked 
fire, the fire could llot force the water to do its bidding and SO on. A 
man wo~ild gei~cral l~ lack fire in old age. If a person lackcd lnetal he 
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would be short and weak, crook-legged, big-headed or goitrous, but 
fire could be added by using herbs from the sunny side of mountains, 
by hot-water bottles and such methods. 

could they diagnose appendicitis, I asked. Yes, he said, and in most 
cases could cure chronic appendicitis. There was no cure for acute 
cases, which are about 10 per cent. of cases, and this is regarded as a 
reasonable mortality rate from this ailment. 

Doctor Chinrob called over the small boy again and, leaning heavily, 
showed me round the hospital pharmacy, where there are 6,000 or so 
different herbs from all parts of Asia. On  the way I found out that 
contraception is illegal in Tibet and rhinoceros horn a specific for 
tuberculosis; that mercury has been used for many years in syphilis 
treatment and that anaesthesia has been known in Tibet for, as Doctor 
Chrinrob said, 2,000 years. 

This Tibetan anaesthetic (perhaps the same that Juliet used) comes 
from the roots oC a tree called tatura, which is very common in the 
virgin forests of Bomi. It has to be used with extreme care by an 
experienced person and can produce complete anaesthesia lasting up to 
twelve hours. Dosage is estimated on the body weight, age and general 
health of the patient. Tatura is used for the only operations permitted 
by Lamaism-amputation-but this also is seldom done, because ofthe 
lack of proper instruments. 

All medicines must be   re pared at the time of the waxing moon, 
for then the patient's health will wax also; but if it is necessary to 
prepare them at another time, this must be on an auspicious day 
accordng to the Tibetan calendar, which is based on the ass~lmption 
that the earth is flat and &vided according to the revolutions of the 
moon. 

One thought had been buzzing in my head during the tdk, and 
4 4 now I asked it: Since it is the fault of a doctor when a patient dies, 

either because he &d not know the scriptures or misinterpreted them, 
is he punished?" 

Doctor Chnrob cocked a wise eye at me and replied: "If the doctor" 
intentions were honourable, he would not be considered pllni~hable. 
It is human to err. ~ u t  if the intention is criminal, hc would be pun- 
ished according to the law. Anything that is bad for the patient ls 

forbidden by the scriptures. That is the law of Songtsan ~anlbo." 
In medicine, as in everythng else, there is intense mental upheaval 

as the old ideas meet the new, and only time can decide how this w!ll 
be resolved. I asked Doctor C h o b  what they do about pneumonia ln 



Tibet, because this disease is one of the worst killers, owing to the 
lack of oxygen in the air. He said that they now sometimes prescribe 
aureornycin. And three inonk doctors are now studyng at the People's 
Hospital on a three- ear course, mainly in surgery and venereal 
disease. Tibetan doctors feel that they know all there is to know about 
internal medicine, but inay have something to learn about surgery. 

The People's Hospital where they are studying is a big collectioil of 
new adobe buildings, whitewashed outside and lined inside with white 
cotton cloth. Part of it is an old two-storey Tibetan house with an 
open running round inside a courtyard. Shaggy-haired noinads 
wait their turn with gorgeously dressed nobles, grimy, barefooted 
servant monks may be in the queue ahead of monk officials in soft 
garnet cashmere. Pretty, confident nurses, crackhg in stiff white, 
trip smiling round the corridors, passing a word in Tibetan with 
waiting patients. 

On an ordinary day 500 patients attend the Out-patients' Depart- 
ment in Lhasa, and when the town is crowded with pilgrims during 
some religious festival the daily O.P.D. figure goes up to 1,000. It is 
collvenient for pilgrims, the hospital being only a few paces from the 
Lingkor, the five-mile holy circuit that embraces Lhasa. 

'6  

Even the soothsayers on the Liilgkor are now advising their 
custonlers to patronise the hospital," its Chief Medical Officer, Jen 
Hua-li, told iile whcn I went thcre to check how my blood was react- 
ing to the Iigh altitude. "They charge the usual fee and draw lots as 
usual, but they say: 'It is an auspicious day to go to the People's 
Hospital.' " 

Doctor Jell now heads a staff of 150, including twenty-two doctors, 
sevcntcen assistants, twenty nurses, seven nlidwives, seven pharmacists, 
four laboratory workcrs, three X-ray operators and several dentists. 
Like all the other organisations froin Peking, they began work in tents 
and uscd their packing cares for furniture. Now it is a real hospital 
with cntircly inodcrn operating theatres and X-ray rooms equipped 
with up-to-date Gcrnlan and Soviet instrun~ents, and its own generator 
which makes it independmt of thc q~~ak i i~g ,  old water-driven generator 
out in the Ilills. 

Onc of thc inonk students froin Doctor chinrob's establishinent is 
working in thc Skin and ~cncrca l  Dcpartmcnt, for venereal disease is 
one of Tibct's scourges, and some cstiinates put the incidence as high as 
80 pcr ccnt. Sonam Dingjc looked up fro171 a i l l icrosc~p~ as Doctor 
Jell sllowcd me into the rooill. He was wearing a white sinock over hs 
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priestly robes. Tibetan medicine, he told me, had long made use of 
mercury as a treatment for syphilis. It was swallowed as a white 
powder and the mouth had to be kept open for one hour aftenuar&, 
otherwise the teeth all came out. After a time the chancre would dry 
and fall off and the patient was pronounced cured. Nothing wu 
known of the secondary and tertiary stages of the disease. 

"I like studying here," he said. "~t's big and well-equipped and I am 
studying theory and practice. I can now take blood for analysis, make 
injections, treat ulcers, judge the stages of s y p ~ s  and treat it accordmg 
to stage. Now I'm beginning to study bacteriology. It's very exciting." 

Another of these monks, Rinchen Pintso, is studying surgery. He 
said he had seen cases of people with internal injuries who were simply 
prescribed rest in the Tibetan hospital and &ed as a result of the rule 
that it was sinful to make a new opening in the human body. 

6 < 
In three years of practice I never cut anything, even a boil," he 

said. "The first time I ever saw inside a human abdomen was here, 
when I helped in my first operation for appen&citis. We never dis- 
sected a corpse." 

T o  complete the picture, I visited the School of Medicine, second of 
Lhasa's famous landmarks, on the sharp cone of rock called the Iron 
Hill that tops even the Potala's golden roofs. ~ o r t ~ m a t e l ~ ,  it is a school 
and not a hospital, the climb up its steep ~ a t h s  being more than enough 
for a healthy man. 

This heart of Tibetan medicine is actually a temple, whose 
means "Salvation of the people", though its actual role is only to 
train doctors for high monks and who live in ~ h a s a .  Doctors 
for the provinces are trained in Chinrob ~ o b o ' s  hospital. 

In the assembly room where sixty-four students study the scriptures 
the same n~ehca l  charts of 1,000 or more years ago are hanging- 
In the chapel sits a blue-faced image of Thangtong ~ ~ a l p o ,  who is 
creLted with having introdllced chain bridges and yak-skin boats into 
Tibet and also with having devised the Tibetan opera form. From the 
roof of that chapel, the highest point in Lhasa, enormous horns, I2 
feet long, are blown three times every month to the God of Victory. 
The din they make is awful, starting Like the rattle of sub-machine-gun 
fire and developing to a deep booming roar that clatters round the 
mountains. 

From this scholastic abode of medicine, where never a patient is 
seen, the white buildings of the People's Hospital are visible far below, 
beyond the hovels of a little beggarsp vdage, always with a qucuc of 



patients. Usually there are some nobles, their horses held by red- 
hatted servants while the masters and mistresses go for the treatment 
that is free to everyone. 

Disease-the issue of life and death-may be regarded by Lamaism 
as uniinportant but it becomes an urgcnt persolla1 
matter to those who are sick. Monks, who should be the last to attend 
the hospitals, are actually the first, and if that were not so the public 
would not go either. But when the people see their own red-robed 
mentors going to the People's Hospital, then it is really a case of 
"Physician heal thyself9'. 

The efficacy of penicillin and the other antibiotics, of vaccination, 
rabies anti-toxin, X-rays, eye operations, dental treatment and surgery 
generally cannot be disputed. Nobody seems to want to dispute it. 
Monks and others with cataracts whch  years of prayer have not cured 
walk away with their sight restored; the lame walk and the sterile 
become fruitful. These are nliracles, but they are happening to people 
themselves and not to legendary figures. 
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Pefec t  tnanners andjiotball-Nobles and serfi getfree tuition-Too many 
applicants-The man with a wart-Practice convinces-No discipline- 

The tolerance of youth 

F R O M  
eleven o'clock to twelve noon every day the wireless 

telephone in Lhasa's little new Post Office is open for calls to any 
part of China. During that hour there are always several women in 
long gowns of best English worsted, colourful aprons and silk blouses, 
the whole topped by a big grey felt trilby hat, waiting to telephone 
Kangting, Chengtu or Peking, where their children, brothers or 
sisters are studying. 

Such students are an essential link in Tibet's advance. Any step away 
from the present elementary production methods in Tibet runs straight 
into the problem of education: non-existent in Tibet except in a purely 
religiolls form. There are educated monks, highly competent in the 
complexities of Lamaism and Tibetan politics; there are nobles and 
merchants, educated half by monks and half by going to ~n~lish-style 
schools in Kalimpong and Darjeeling, who speak excellent ~nglish, 
sit for Senior Cambridge and go back to merchandising or their official 
sinecures. Tibet's basic production on the land and pastures goes on 
without their assistance, and for the serfs and artisans there has never 
been any education of any sort. 

AS a result of an arrangement made by Sir Charles  ell with the 
Thrteenth Dalai Lama in 1921, there was a school in Gyantse for a few 
years, with an English headmaster named Ludlow. Chapmm wrote1 
of ths  that "owing to lack of support, the school was abandoned in 
1926, much to Ludlow's disappointment. W e  met several old boys of 
the Gyantse School and found they spoke ~ n ~ l i s h  extremely well, had 
perfect manners, and a fair knowledge of the game of football-" 

A school opened in Lhasa by the Kuomintang also failed for 
lack of support. But there was no sign of lack of interest in education 
at the new Lhasa Primary School, and no doubt this was partly because 
the three joint Presidents of the school were all ~ibetans-the Daai 
Lanla's teacher, Living Buddha Trichang; Doka ~ a l o n ,  who is also 

Lhasa: The Holy City. 
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vice-commander of the P.L.A. headquarters in Tibet; and a member 
of the Dalai Lama's Secretariat, Tuden Khenchun. 

At playtime the school playground is ~ a c k e d  with about 700   el ling, 
whooping young Tibetans, whose ages vary between six years and the 
early twenties, sending out that deafening hgh-pitched roar that a 
school at play always makes. Then there is silence and a shuffling 
of feet as they go in crocoddes to class, and from each classroom a 
mumbling as the chldren pray to Djain Beyan, the God of Wisdom, 
asking hlm to open their minds to learning. 

The mixed classes of boys and girls sit on thick poufs without desks, 
because the Tibetan language inay not be written on a table, but only 
on the knees-a illark of respect to the language in wllich the scriptures 
are written. But the lessoils that they chant are multiplication tables, 
geography, general knowledge, music and art, subjects never pre- 
viously taught in Tibet, and all  lessons are in the Tibetan language, 
unLke those in the former schools, whch  failed for lack of support. 
Teachers walk round and look over the chldren's shoulders, having 
also the never-finished task of sharpening bamboo pens with their 
sheath knives as Nicholas Nickleby did for Miss Squeers. Writing is 
done on smooth wooden boards with ink made by mixing soot 
from the inevitable yak-d~mg with water. The writing can be washed 
off after each lcsson, whch  is necessary because there is no paper 
industry and the handicraft paper of Tibet is so rough that a pen trips 
and splutters as if writing on canvas. 

Little boys and girls sit in the lower classes with tall youths in their 
late teens. About two-thirds of the students are froin the homes of 
colllmoners and have to start on the first rung of the educational 
ladder, whatever their agcs. B L I ~  the teachers are, and could only be at 
present, from the nobility and n~onasteries. outside the classrooms, 
wonicn servants who bring the younger children of well-to-do fanlilies 
to school wait all day until their charges are ready to go hoine. 

Here, from thcir carliest years, the children of the aristocracy now 
sit side by side with the clildren of the serfs, chldren in costly silk 
with children in holnespun, whch  is only possible because tuition is 
free to all. Where a child reprcscnts an indispensable part of a poor 
family's labour power, a subsidy is paid to coo~pensate for ths. Out of 
the 732 pupils last year, 124 werc drawing thcse subsidies, and a further 
nine pupils were living in the school and entirely at its expense. Re- 
calhllg the sad fate of tile forlller secular schools, I asked the ~henchun  
Tuden whether tlis school was likcly to fail for lack of support. 
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"We should have fewer worries if the demand were or if 
6 6  we could double our size," he answered. We get twice as many 

applications as we can cope with. At present we have 380 boys and 

3 52 and we could double the number tomorrow if we could find 
more staff.  his year 700 young people sat for the entrance examination 
for our six-year course. This is primarily an examination for health 
rather than knowledge, but if children have had previous education 
we test that too, because it helps us to know whether they will study 
seriously. W e  had space for 360 pupils and had to turn down the rest. 
Jt is most worrying to have to reject young people who want to learn, 
but until we can expand there is no other way. Our method of selection 
is mainly by taking the older applicants and letting the younger ones 
wait their turn." 

All expenses for this school are borne by the Peking authorities. 
It is the biggest of twenty-seven new schools in Tibet which are run 
on these lines. In addition to its three Tibetan Presidents, and two 
Tibetan Vice-Presidents (including Djen Lojen, who seems to have a 
finger in every cultural pie), lea&ng monks from each of the three 
"Pillars of State", the great Lhasa monasteries, help to arrange the 
curriculum. Religion is not a subject, but al l  Tibetan literature is 
religious and the study of the Tibetan language, history and the 
biographies of the Dalai Lamas is strongly religious in content. 
Wages of the nineteen teachers are from roo to 200 silver dollars 
monthly, paid by the central authorities. 

No students have graduated yet. "After graduation," ~uden  
Khenchun explained, "they may do as they please. No conditions are 
attached to their entry here, no subject is compulsory, and the sole 
purpose of these schools is to make a start at raising the level of 
education in Tibet." 

About halfa mile from the Primary school, across a clear stream and 
through a s u d t  wood, is a quite different type of school, the Lhaa 
College of Social Education, which has its twin in Shgatse. Every 
weekday young people from the age of about fourteen upwards 
converge on the big Tibetan house in the copses east of the city, many 
of them tall, stately girls in their late teens, others tall yollng me", 
some riding motor-cycles to school, and all but a handful aristocrats 
or the chldren of merchants. 

Its Tibetan director, Sonam Bamba, told me that thc College is 
run on very free and informal lines: students can choose how many 
courses to attend and how often to attend them. It startcd in 1952, he 
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said, nlainly to help Tibetan teachers to improve their knowledge of the 
Tibetan language, to learn the Han language if they wished and famil- 
iarise thenlselves with the history of Tibet. Young people in the city 
with time on their hands heard about the informal classes under the 
trees-there were no classrooms or textbooks then-and asked to be 
allowed to attend. "So we had to move indoors and go over to a 
permanent basis," Sonam continued. "We grade the pupils according to 
educational level, not age, and have both Tibetan and Han teachers- 
well, not really teachers; they act as advisers in study. W e  have two 
herdsmen, a few peasants, some artisans' children, and the rest of the 
pupils are about equally divided between clddren of merchants and 
aristocrats. In 1954 and 1955 we sent a total of eighty students to 
Peking and Chengtu for more advanced education. 

6 6  Apart from the course on the Han language, all classes are taken in 
Tibetan, even when Hans teach," he said as we went from class to 
class, and he ~oin ted  to a young P.L.A. soldier taking a class in simple 
arithmetic in the Tibetan language. Other classes include "general 
knowledgew (which is a very important subject in Tibet), music, 
physical training and hygiene, and politics. 

"Political study is voluntary, like all the rest," Sonam said when I 
queried what thls course included. "Mostly it consists of studying the 
text and meaning of the various agreements whch Tibet has signed, 
especially the 1951 agreement between our local government and the 
Central People's Government; the policy of the Chnese Communist 
Party towards religion and national minority peoples, the text of the 
Chese  Constitution and so on." 

On my way back through the woods I saw a group of perhaps forty 
men and girls of the Chmese army sitting under the trees and a tall 
Tibetan in a trilby hat standmg facing them, teaching the Tibetan 
lalguage. Ths  is one of the by-products of the College of Social 
Education, providing tutors for the P.L.A. on an exchange basis. All 
Hans worhng in Tibet have to learn and use the Tibetan language. It 
helps to prevent what they call "Big Hanism", and it also shows the 
Tibetan people that their language is respected. One reason for the 
popularity of the new educational institutes is their entirely Tibetan 
character. 

While the primary schools and these more advanced colleges give 
a general education for anyone who cares to or is able to accept it, 
the National Minorities hstitutcs in Kangting, Chengtu and Peking 
specialise in preparing young Tibetans to play some part in developing 
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Tibet on modem lines, preparing for the days of improved farming, 
livestock breeding and industry. Up to the end of 1955 about ~ , m ,  

~ ibe t ans  had joined these institutes, mostly the children of clan leaders 
and other nobility, hut including also a fair proportion of commoners, 
serfs, herdsmen, "black folk" and others who have come into contact 
with and worked for the P.L.A. As in the case of the other schools, only 
noblemen are entirely free to send their children to study at these 
institutes. Others gravitate into them by a process of accidental selec- 
tion. Jume Bajang, whom I described in Chapter Four, was typical of 
t h s  sort: young, not yet enveloped in family and feudal ties and 
conservatism, and willing to go along new paths. By the time she had 
worked for wages on transport and buil&ng the new road she had 
seen more than enough to convince her that there could be no going 
back to her native valley, there to make a precarious living out of a few 
head of cattle, and she volunteered to work for the women's Associa- 
tion in her &strict, popularising the new clinics and veterinary teams. 

L < 
But the work soon got too much for me," she said. "There were 

cattle epidemics and relief work, distributing government loans, 
allocating free iron tools, organising people to increase their production 
and setting up sales organisations. The nomads &d some weaving, but 
they wasted a lot of their time selling what they made. So part of my 
work was to organise them to co-operate in ~roducing carpets and 
cloth and setting up a central selling agency. Then we got the peasanfi 
together on irrigation work that they could not tackle inhvidudy, to 
prevent the loss of crops in dry times. 

4 L 

It just got too much for me to remember everything, and work 
became impossible. I drew people and thngs in my notebook to help 
me remember-a man with a wart on h s  nose and a bag of grain 
beside h m ,  and such thmgs. B U ~  I kept getting into a muddle and the 
work suffered. So I asked if I could go and study." 

Quite a kfferent type was Ladjo Teren, a petty noble, leader of his 
clan at the age of fifteen when h s  father was lulled at his side during a 
clan battle, and his elder brother &ed in his arms later the same night. 
Ladjo was twenty-one when I met h m  in Chengtu, tall and dark with 
a long, curved nose and strong mouth, already a man of presence and 
power. He described the isolation of his clal's pasture-land~ in Din..int 
1,000 d e s  from Lhasa, where the sword and gun had been the 
only law for centuries. 

6 L 

For a long time our whole region had been terrorised by Djendu, 
leader of the Djendu clan," Ladjo i d .  I L f i S  gang lolled rny fathcr and 
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brother and three other kinsmen that night. He had about twenty 
followers with fast horses and fine rifles and they made sudden raids in 
strength, stealing cattle and driving them off. 

"When the P.L.A. came they called the clan leaders together and 
suggested that it was time to make agreements to settle the grazing 
rights and put an end to feudng. Djendu was there and signed the 
agreement, but he had no intention of keeping it. He waited till the 
P.L.A. had moved forward and then attacked again. It was the same as 
before, we had no peace at all, and finally several clans had a meeting 
and asked the P.L.A. to help us destroy his gang. 

6 6  

We were very glad to see the P.L.A. come back-seventy mounted 
men and well armed. Even Djendu's own clan was against him because 
when he robbed and killed, people took revenge on other members 
of his clan. It was a fellow clan member of h s  who told the P.L.A. 
the way to their hdeout, and we all  went to surround the place at 
night. They fought to the last man, and we carried their corpses back 
and took them to their homes among the Djendu clan so that everyone 
could see they were dead. Djendu's clan is still there with a dfferent 
leader and we live in peace." 

Ladjo, fearless, young and without bigotry, had played a leading 
Part, despite hs age, in the negotiations over clan grazing rights. 
and had shown willingness to compromise as well as stubbornness 
to assert h s  clan's rights. When the P.L.A. suggested he should go in- 
land to Chengtu for study, his clan agreed. "By this time we had seen 
that these Hans were not the same as the old lot. They paid for all 
transport and gave us free medical care," Ladjo commented. "NOW I 
a m  studying how to improve our livestock and help the whole 
clan." 

All Tibetans who study at the Institute for National Minorities learn 
somethng about scientific methods as applied to agriculture and live- 
stock fanning-the two great branches of Tibetan econoiny. Lessons 
in the class-room are supplemented by visits to State farms, veterinary 
stations and by the use of filins and lantern slides. 

6 6  

But the inost imyortailt tiling is to let thein do things themselves." 
said Liu Chung-liang, Vice-President of the Cheiigtu Institute, during 

6 6  a talk I had with thc faculty. ~f they grow thngs themselves twice as 
well by scientific methods as by their own trad~tioiial ways, ths  really 
convinces them. For example, the Tibetans do not manure very 
thoroughly, and instcad of sowing the sceds in line they scatter thein 

do not bother about weeding. ~ t ' s  no use our saying that such 
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methods are wrong when they have been using them for centuries, 
W e  select two fields of equal quality and let them test both ways md 
see exactly what the difference is to the crop. After that, of course, they 
are willing to take more on trust, but still we always rely very much on 
practical demonst~ations, because as yet there is little tradition of 
abstract scientific thinking Also we do not insist on insecticides, 
because that involves the religious beliefs of the students. It's for the 
Tibetans themselves to decide whether they want to use such things. 
W e  don't push our ideas down their throats, and we respect Tibetan 
customs, even to the extent of getting yak butter here from Tibet." 

And not only yak butter. I had seen Tibetan-style cottage cheese 
called chura, hard as a bullet and strung in square blocks like beads, and 
real tsamba made from the hard-shelled Tibetan mountain barley, 
which all Tibetans prefer to any other grain. Apart from the mugginess 
of the lowlands, they live exactly as though they were on their native 
plateau. To  such lengths is the respect for national minorities carried in 
these institutes that no action is taken against any student by the school 
authorities. Disciphe is entirely left to a committee elected by the 
students themselves, and probably constitutes their first experience of 
using the vote. 

Students find the visit to China an education in itself. After I came 
back from the plateau I met a young aristocrat from Shigatse in a 
Peking restaurant and we talked about Tibet and its future. He 
said: "When I left Shigatse and saw Lhasa and the Potala I thought that 
no city could be more splendid. Then I got to Chengtu and thought: 
'Surely this is the world's greatest city.' Then I got on a train and went 
to Chungking and saw the filniculars going straight upm.  This I 
found most interesting. You see, we in Tibet look on the hills and 
mountains as our enemies. It seemed to me that Tibet could not be 
developed because of the mountains. ~ u t  there was  hungk king, built 
entirely on mountains, although Chna  has ~ l e n t y  of flat land. I found 
that most encouraging. Then I came to Peking and passed through all 
of Chna. Then I could see we were part of a big thng." 

In Lhasa, the man whose job it is to develop the training of Tibetans 
for every sort of job in administration, medicine, farming, bading 

6 6 and industry is Pai Yung-lung. The policy of the people's Govern- 
ment is to train as many Tibetans as possible and promote them without 
reserve. I mean, without reserve," he stressed. "By 1957 we hope that 
there will be 3,000 Tibetans at least in various branches of the new 
work. At this moment we have only 426. We don't want too Inany 
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Hans coming here, because that would impede the freest possible 
promotion of Tibetan people to every side of the work. 

"We know that what we have done so far is entirely inadequate, but 
it is a start," he went on. "As more people are trained and more people 
find out that we mean what we say-that we regard Tibetans as equals 
and have no intention of interfering with their customs or traditions- 
the enrolments into training classes and institutes will increase and go on 
increasing. Tibet has a long history of culture, and thls provides a firm 
base for swift advance." 

Swift it certainly is for young people who never saw a wheel and 
now are making model aircraft. Young Tibetans are no less filled with 
youthful longings for adventure and intolerance of elderly con- 
servatism than young people everywhere. But how swift for Tibetan 
society as a whole, embedded in monasteries and feudalism? 



WHAT NEXT IN TIBET? 

Mystery no longer-Se~qovernment arid reform-Aristocrats arid living 
standards-The way ahead 

I T is hard to leave Lhasa. In late October when the time came to 
say goodbye to so many gracious, unhurried people who had now 

become old friends, the sunrhne seemed lighter and cooler, but 
massed flowers still gave an air of spring to belie the gold of barley 
being harvested and gleaned in that glorious valley. The white road 
twisted dong the mountains until backward-straining eyes caught their 
last glimpse of the Potala's red faCade and golden roofs and only the 
memory was left. 

Cicadas s t d  sang in the trees of Bomi: the swifts had not migrated, 
and though it was late autumn on the lower peaks it was still summer in 
the valleys. Now the snow-line had crept down and the hgh passes 
which when we travelled west were bare stone or grass now lay deep 
in winter snow. W e  travelled from summer to winter several times a 
day. In the months since August the road had been widened 2nd 
smoothed, curves straightened and bridges improved. Steady streams 
of lorries passed with drivers cheerfully greeting each other. 

W e  neither dawdled nor hurried, taking ten days exactly on the 
journey from Lhasa to Chengtu-an average of r jo milo a day. Going 
up Chu La, the sun shone at first, but as we left the trees a blizzard 
blanketed the peak and we had to feel our way over. We crept along 
gorges on the edge of precipices in wet, driving snow that clogged the 
windsheld-wipers and filled the whole world with whtc, hding the 
edge of the road from the drivers' straining eyes as convoys inched Past 
each other. Once over Erh Lang Mountain and down again to sea-level, 
there was the permanent green of Szechuan's lush farmland and 
b m ~ b o o  groves. Twelve days after leaving Lhasa I was in Peking. 
burned black by the sun and wind. 

In the foregoing chapters I have tricd to set down factually what 
saw and heard in Tibet-the good and the bad, the old and the new. 
the problems, failures and successes-so that rcadcrs night draw their 
own conclusions. I hove tried to let the facts speak for themselves, but 



where I thought it helpful to understanding of the problems I have 
quoted what others have written about them. It must already be clear 
that Tibet is no longer a "Land of Mysteryw, if indeed it ever was. The 
rrlnoteness that made Tibet nlysterious to western ~ e o p l e  has gone, 
md now you can take a bus from Lhasa over 1,500 nliles and many 
mountains to Chengtu. Soon a railway will link Lhasa with Warsaw, 
Prague, Paris and London. Before that time, civil aircraft will be 
dropping into that fabulous valley where the Dalai Laina lives. Tibet 
is not Out of This World, as Lowell Thomas titled his book, but 
very much in this world, though ~erhaps  not in the world of   ow ell 
Thomas. 

Previous accounts of Tibet were written when most of Asia was 
colonial and were written largely by people whose aim was to help 
Britain detach Tibet from Chna. It was because of this that the Dalai 
and Panchen Lamas both urged me to put the record straight and to 
correct some of the misapprehensions that have been fostered. Both 
the Grand Lainas reasserted that Tibet was formerly and is now part 
of Chma, and indeed nobody dreamed of denying this fact even when 
British troops marched into Lhasa or at the time of the abortive 
agreement between Britain, Chna  and Tibet at Siinla in 1913. When 
Younghusband invaded Tibet in 1904, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama first 
appealed to Peking for hclp, but none was forthcomiilg from the 
corrupt Manchu rCgiine and none came later from the still inore 
corrupt Kuomintang. In consequence, Tibet fell more and more under 
British influence. But though Britain was arming and training Tibet's 
small army, garrisoning the caravan route and trying to teach a 
handful of young Tibetans how to be pukka English public schoolboys, 
a representative of the Chinese government renlained in Lhasa, and 
alter thc Second World War the alhes reiterated that Tibet was part of 
China. 

And when it catne to the cross-roads, Tibet refused to join the sad 
company of America's "frce and indeyende~it" Asian puppets, then 
being inarsllallcd for an attempt to rcvcrse the recent hstory of China, 
and rcstorcd tllc centuries-old relationslips with Chna  by the 1951 
agreement. 

One result of the agrcenlent was that hundreds of Tibetan leaders, 
including both thc Grand ~ainas ,  visited Chna  and toured the new 
collstruction sites, visitcd terllplcs and talkcd to religious personalities. 
Lamaist tcmplcs in inally parts of Chna  now display as precious 
p~~scssions the hatas hung on their gods by the Dalai and Panchen. 
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Some visiting Tibetans went to Korea and saw at first hand the results 
of American "protection". One of these, the Lama Director of the 
Lhasa Mint, told me how strongly he had been impressed by seeing the 
bomb havoc in Korea and the strength C h a  had displayed there. 
Both the Grand Lamas and their followers returned to Tibet convinced 
of two important things: the reaLty of religious freedom in Cha ,  
and China's abllity to develop rapidly as an independent industrial 
country. 

Since then both the Grand Lamas have asserted many times that 
Tibet will become socialist together with the rest of China. The 
question is: How? How does a social system that has remained allnost 
static for 1,000 years make such an enormous change? 

IHls Holiness the Dalai Lama made some comments on thls question 
in a speech he made on April 24, 1956, during a conference in Lhasa 
on Tibetan autonomy. The Dalai Lama said: 

6 6 

Socialism means a truly happy society and Tibet will take no 
other road. Tibet is at present a long way from socialism. We 
have to carry out reforms gradually. When to carry out reforms and 
what those reforms sho~lld be depend on how the work develops 
and vario~ls practical circumstances. It will be done through con- 
sultation by the leaders of Tibet and the mass of the people." 

By chance I was in Lhasa when a meeting was held to set up an oflice 
to prepare the way for Tibetan self-government. It was dazzling. Lay 
leaders of the three separate areas of Tibet were present in brilliant 
robes, wearing the golden goo of high officials between their top-knot 
and six-inch gold and turquoise earrings. compared with them, the 
rows of aristocratic women delegates looked almost drab in spite of 
their many-coloured aprons and silk blooses. Abbots of the "Big 
Three" monasteries were present and voted with the rest for unifying 
Tibet as an autonomous region of the Chmese People's ~epublic. 

This meeting paved the way for the creation of a Preparatory 
Qnnmittee for the Autonomous Region of Tibet at the conference 
whch  began on April 22, 1956. The Dalai Lama, who on that occasion 
made the remarks quoted above, became Chairman of the Corn- 
~ t t e e ,  with the Panchen Lama as First Vice-Chairman, and a Han' 
Chang KUO-hua, as Second Vice-Chairman. Chang K u o - ~ L ~ ~  all- 

nounced to the conference what he described as "the established policy 
of the Central People's Government on the question of reforlns in 
Tibet". He said: 



"The Tibetan region dffers greatly, socially and economically, 
from the areas of the Han people and other minority nationalties. 
The measures to be taken in future to carry out reforms in the 
Tibetan region must also be different from those adopted in other 
areas. 

"According to the instructions of the Central People's Govern- 
ment, future reforms in the Tibetan region must be carried out 
from the upper to the lower levels and by peaceful consultation, in 
accordance with the will and desire of the majority of the Tibetan 
people. 

11 

During and after reforms, the Government must take whatever 
steps are necessary to ensure that the political status and living 
conditions of the upper class Tibetan people (including upper class 
ecclesiastics) will not be reduced but will possibly be raised. 

1 1  

That is to say: changes can only be for the better and not for 
the worse. 

I1 

Ths method is to the advantage of the aristocracy and of the 
monasteries and also of the people. 

I 1  

After future reforms in Tibet, the religious beliefs of the people 
can remain completely unchanged." 

Speaking at the same meeting, Chinese Vice-premier Chen Yi 
said: "The Communist Party of Chna  and the Central ~eople's 
Government hold that reforms in Tibet can only be carried out when 
the Tibetan leaders and people unanimously demand them and are 
determined on them. They can never be carried out by any other 
nationality." 

The April Conference took the first step toward Tibetan self- 
government, and the remarks quoted above established certain 
principles for carrying out reforms there. But the question remained: 
how can Tibet transform itself into a sociahst society with the rest of 
China-that is, within twelve years? ~ o b o d y  attempted to answer that 
question, but it would be an abdication of this book's task if it did not 
t v  to provide as much of that answer as seemed inherent in what I 
saw and heard on the Tibetan plateau. 

The aim of reform from above to below, leaving the present upper 
class with as h g h  or higher living standards; protecting religious 
freedom and the status of the upper monastic and lay classes who rule 
Tibet, appears to be self-contradictory, and indeed would be SO if 
there were no change in the productive methods. 
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Socialism, if the word is to have meaning, requires in Tibet the 
social ownership of the basic means of production: the land and 
herds now owned by the monasteries, the nobility and the local govern- 
ments created by their partnership. Any appreciable increase in produc- 
tion can only be got by freeing the land and land workers, herds and 
herdsmen, from their present primitive relationships of production 
and enabling democracy and technique to develop and an industrial 
working class to emerge from among the commoners who are now 
tied to the land and subject to their individual overlords. 

Without increasing agricultural production and developing in- 
dustry, there would be no way to raise the standards of life of the 
common people except at the expense of the nobles and monasteries. 
There is no way out but to grow more grain and meat, develop in- 
dustry and raise the living standards of all. 

Therefore the reform of the feudal system of herd and land owner- 
ship will have to be carried out, by and with the agreement of the 
clerical and lay aristocracy, who are themselves the land- and herd- 
owners, and without lowering their conditions of life. o and and herd 
reform are essential to any fundamental advance in Tibet. 

In fact, to raise the living standards of the Tibetan people while 
maintaining and actually raising those of the nobles and monks does 
not prcsent such a serious problem as might appear or as it might do if 
the Tibetan rulers enjoyed the living standards of their counterparts in 
the West. Wealthy Tibetans would not be regarded as wealthy by 
modern standards elsewhere. Tibet's productivity is so low and her 
potential productivity so high that any general improvement in 
agricultural and pastoral methods of production would provide an 
enormous margin to raise everyone's living standards. 

Nor is it only a question of income; all Tibetans suffer from the lack 
of social services. Until the new hospitals arrived, no amount of money 
could save the life of a person suffering from such easily curable but 
fatal illnesses as pneumonia or acute appendicitis. only a tiny handfill 
of the richest Tibetans have been able to provide their chldren with 
any education other than the scriptures. 

The forward-loolung aristocrat is now regarding things in a new 
light. He cannot fail to when he sees that the wages paid to a school- 
teacher, administrator or worker by the central authorities are 
in many cases greater than the income from a vast estate. A man with 
an income of 200 silver dollars a month would be reckoncd wealthy In 
Tibet, yet ths  is the wage, paid from Peking, of a teacher in the Lhasa 



Primary school. As Tibet develops there will be thousands of openings 
for doctors, agronomists, veterinary specialists and technicians of 
every sort. Any noble member of the rising generation can expect to 
make a better living in the sphere of hydro-electric power than his 
father ever made from the private ownership of a large estate, managed 
in the primitive style of old Tibet. It is a fact of considerable signi- 
ficance that Ngabou Kdon, who played a leading part in the 1951 
negotiations and the recent moves for Tibetan autonomy, has five of 
his children studying in the Peking Institute for National Minorities. 
It is certainly possible to transform Tibet's outworn economic structure 
while raising the living standards of all-rich and poor ahke. 

But if that is to be done in twelve years and not in several centuries, 
very considerable financial, t e chca l  and other help is needed from the 
Chinese Government. The developments that have taken place so far 
have been on a small scale, tentative and experimental. No  major 
reform was possible until the road had been built and the Tibetans had 
achieved a form of self-government suited to the situation and their 
relations with the central authorities. The hospitals, schools, experi- 
mental farms, Lhasa serum factory, veterinary work, agricultural 
lams, free gifts of iron farm tools and advantageous trading policies 
poillt the way ahead, but they have not yet dug below the surface- 
except perhaps in the case of mehcine. Help was limited whlle Tibet 
was split into three areas, and is still limited by transport &ficulties, 
because in the absence of motor spirit produced in Tibet the lorries 
drink up a good deal of their cargo weight in petrol on the stupendous 
journey over the plateau. That problem will be solved by building a 
railway. 

Once there is an autonomous government representing all the 
pohtically articulate sections of Tibetans-and that will be very soon- 
it can plan the development of Tibet side by side with Cluna's national 
plan and with the target of socialism. Any such plan must include 
the land reform, developing Tibet's agriculture and stock-breehng, 
creating an iildustry and providing a full educational and cultural 
life for the people. Ollce the land and herd reforms are carried out, 
productive efficiency can be raised and the Tibetan people can create 
their own working class and their own conhtions for developing 
industry. 

~ibeians arc among the nlost hard-working people of the world and 
the Potala Palacc is one of its wonders, testifying to the slull of the 
Tibetan people. That skill can again find an outlet in a new upward 

P 
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swing comparable with what happened in the heroic era of King 
Songtsan ~ a m b o  and the T'ang Dynasty. Tibet's young people, 
laclung the conservatism of their elders, are jubilant at joining the age 
of machines and aircraft. "Tibet cannot get very far on a yak," one 
young noble said to me in a Peking caf6. Young people in Tibet, 
especially cl-ildren of wealthy people, who are more articulate, are 
clamouring to go to Peking and Chengtu to study, and young 
commoners are finding ways to go in increasing numbers. "When 
they come back they are not going to be content with t h g s  as they 
are," one old monk said wistfully. 

Already in Tibet cloth, tea and manufactured goods are selling at a 
fraction of their former prices, whde Tibetans are getting more money 
for their own goods, whlch China needs. There are new towns where 
only black nomads' tents were seen before. Old towns are getting 
modern health services, theatres, schools and houses. 

Later there will be farming by modern methods, an enormous 
increase in production. Electrically powered factories will process 
far bigger, scientifically bred herds, and tinned yak-meat will appar 
on tables in the west. A railway manned by Tibet's new industrid 
working class-as Mongolians are manning their own railway through 
Ulan Bator-will speed up transport and the development of industry 
and trade. Class relations wdl change, but not as ever before in history. 
AS young Tibetans have made the transition from horseback to the 
aeroplane without ever having seen a cart, so ~ i b e t a n  society will pass 
drectly from feudahsm to socialism without passing through a period 
of capitalism. 

Speculation can lead anywhere. wi l l  there be, as one of the infinite 
possibilities of social transition, a socialist Tibet led by an alliance of 
monks, nobles and representatives of the labouring people? 1 f~und 
nobody on the Tibetan plateau willing to hazard answers to such 
questions. Up there the view is that, rather than seelung copy-book 
solutions, the prime need is to help Tibet to maintain and quicken the 
already-begun devdopn~ents that everyone can agree are good because 
they help to expand production and make life better. Ths  will provide 
a sound basis of better living, longer life and mass education, on which 
the Tibetan people will find their own way to democratic progress 
under the impulsion of a rising economy. Tibet's unique social system 
with its antique history and deep-cut traditions will long be reflected 
in the future. As to how-life will prove richer and more apt than 
speculation. 



THE CHINESE-TIBETAN AGREEMENT OF MAY 23,1951 

Text of "Agreement of the Central People's Government and 
the Local Government of Tibet on Measures for the Peacefd 
Liberation of Tibet" as issued by the New China News Agency 
on May 27,1951 

T HE Tibetan nationality is one of the nationalities with a long 
history within the boundaries of China and, like many other 

nationalities, it has done its glorious duty in the course of the creation 
and development of the great motherland. But over the last roo years 
or more, imperialist forces ~enetrated into China, and in consequence 
also penetrated into the Tibetan region and carried out all lands of 
deceptions and provocations. Like previous reactionary governments, 
the Kuornintang reactionary government continued to carry out a 
P O ~ C Y  of oppressing and sowing dissension among the nationalities, 
causing division and hsunity among the Tibetan people. And the 
Local Government of Tibet did not oppose the irnperialtst deception 
and provocations, and adopted an unpatriotic attitude towards the 
great motherland. Under such conditions, the Tibetan nationality and 
people were plunged into the depths of enslavement and sufferings. 
In 1949, basic victory was achieved on a nation-wide scale in the 
Chinese People's War of Liberation; the common domestic enemy of 

nationalities-the Kuomnintang reactionary government-was 
overthrown; and the corninon foreign enemy of a l l  nationalities- 
the aggressive imperialist forces-drivm out. On  this basis, the founding 
of the People's Republic of Chna  and of the Central People's Govem- 
mcnt was announced. In accordance with the Coinmo~l Prograillllle 
passed by thc Clincse People's political Consultative Conference, the 
Central Pcoplc's Govcrnnlent declared that all nationalities w i t h  
the boundaries of the ~ e o ~ I ~ ' s  ~ c p u b l i c  of china are equal, and that 
they shall establish liility and 11lutoal aid and oppose i~n~erialism and 
their ow11 public cnclllies so that the People's Republic of China w d  
bccomc a big family of fraternity and co-opcration, coinposed of all its 
nationalities. the big fanlily of all nationalities of thc people's 
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Republic of C h a  national regional autonomy shall be exercised in 
areas where national minorities are concentrated, and all nationd 
minorities shall have freedom to develop their spoken and written 
languages and to preserve or reform their customs, habits and religious 
beliefs, and the Central People's Govemment shall assist all nationd 
minorities to develop their political, economic, cultural and educa- 
tional construction work. Since then, all nationahties within the 
country, with the exception of those in the areas of Tibet and Taiwan 
[~ormosa], have gained liberation. Under the unified leadership of the 
Central People's Government and the direct leadership of higher 
levels of People's Governments, all national minorities have fully 
enjoyed the right of national equdty  and have exercised, or are 
exercising, national regional autonomy. In order that the influences of 
aggressive imperialist forces in Tibet might be successfully eliminated, 
the unification of the territory and sovereignty of the People's Republic 
of Chlna accomplished, and national defence safeguarded; in order that 
the Tibetan nationdty and people might be freed and return to the 
big family of the People's Republic of China to enjoy the same rights of 
national equality as all the other nationaltties in the country and develop 
their political, economic, cultural and educational work; the central 
People's Government, when it ordered the people's Liberation Army to 
march into Tibet, notified the Local Government of Tibet to send 
delegates to the central authorities to conduct talks for the conclusion 
of an agreement on measures for the ~eaceful liberation of Tibet. 
At the latter part of April 1951, the delegates with full powers of the 
Local Government of Tibet arrived in Peking. The Central People's 
Govemment appointed representatives with full powers to  ond duct 
talks on a friendly basis with the delegates with full powers of the 
Local Government of Tibet. As a result of the talks, both parties 
agreed to establish this agreement and ensure that it be carried into 
effect. 

I. The Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist aggressive 
forces from Tibet; the Tibetan people shall return to the big fa ldy of 
the motherland-the People's Republic of China. 

2. The Local Government of ~ i b ~ t  shall actively assist the people's 
Liberation Army to enter Tibet and consolidate the national 
defcnces. 

3.  In accordance with the policy towards nationalities laid down in 
the Common Programme of the Chinese people's political Con- 
sultative Conference, the Tibetan people have the right of exercising 
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regional autonomy under the unified leadership of the central 
People's Government. 

4. The central authorities will not alter the existing political system 
in Tibet. The central authorities also will not alter the established status, 
functions and powers of the Dalai Lama. Officials of various ranks 
shall hold ofice as usual. 

j. The established status, functions and powers of the ~ a n c h e n  
Ngoerhtehm shall be maintained. 

6. By the established status, functions and powers of the ~ a l a i  Lama 
and of the Panchen Ngoerhtehni are meant the status, functions and 
powers of the 13th Dalai Lama and of the 9th Panchen Ngoerhtehni 
when they were in friendly and amicable relations with each other. 

7. The policy of freedom of religious belief laid down in the 
Common Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 
Conference shall be carried out. The religious beliefs, customs and 
habits of the Tibetan people shall be respected, and lama monasteries 
shall be protected. The central authorities will not effect a change in the 
income of the monasteries. 

8. Tibetan troops shall be re-organised step by step into the People's 
Liberation Army, and become a part of the national defence forces of 
the People's Republic of China. 

9. The spoken and written language and school education of the 
Tibetan nation&ty shall be developed step by step in accordance with 
the actual conhtions in Tibet. 

10. Tibetan agriculture, livestock raising, industry and commerce 
shall be developed step by step, and the people's livelihood shall be 
improved step by step in accordance with the actual conchtions in 
Tibet. 

11. In matters related to various reforms in Tibet, there will be no 
conlpulsion on the part of the central authorities. The Local Govern- 
ment of Tibet should carry out reforins on its own accord, and when 
the people raise demands for rcforin, they shall be settled by means of 
collsultation with the leading pcrsonnel of Tibet. 

12. In so far as formcr pro-ii~~perialist and pro-K~~omintang officials 
resolutely sever rclationr with iniperialisnl and the Kuoinintang and do 
not engage in sabotage or resistance, they may continue to hold o6ce  
Irrespective of thcir past. 

1 3 .  The Peoplc'r Libcration Arnly cntering Tibet shall abide by all 
the abovc-incntioncd yolicics and sball also be fair in all buying and 
selling and sl~all not arbitrarily take a needle or thread froin the people. 
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14. à he central People's Government shall have centralised handling 
of all external affairs of the area of Tibet; and there will be peaceful 
co-eistence with neighbouring counties and establishment and 
development of fair commercial and trading relations with them on the 
basis of equahty, mutual benefit and mutual respect for territory and 
sovereignty. 

IS .  In order to ensure the implementation of this agreement, the 
Central People's Government shall set up a military and administrative 
committee and a military area headquarters in Tibet, and apart from 
the personnel sent there by the Central People's Government shall 
absorb as many local Tibetan personnel as possible to take part in the 
work. 

Local Tibetan personnel taking part in the military and administra- 
tive committee may include patriotic elements from the Local Govern- 
ment of Tibet, various districts and various principal monasteries; the 
name-list shall be set forth after consultation between the representatives 
designated by the Central People's Government and various quarters 
concerned, and shall be submitted to the Central People's Government 
for appointment. 

16. Funds needed by the military and administrative committee, 
the military area headquarters and the People's ~iberation Army 
entering Tibet shall be provided by the Central people's Government. 
The Local Government of Tibet should assist the people's ~iberation 
Army in the purchase and transport of food, fodder and other 
necessities. 

17. This agreement shall come into force immediately after signa- 
tures and seals are affixed to it. 
Signed and sealed by: 

Delegates of the Central People's Government with f d  powers: 

Chief Delegate: 
LI WEI-HAN 

Delegates : 
CHANG CHING-WU 

CHANG KUO-HUA 

SUN CHIH-YUAN 

Delegates with full powers of the Local Government of Tibet: 

Chief Delegate: 
KALOON NGABOU NGAWANG JIGME 



A P P E N D I X  I 

Delegates : 
DZASAK KHEMEY SONAM WANGDI 

KHENTRUNG THUPTEN TENTHAR 

KHENCHUNG THUPTEN LEKMUUN 

RIMSHI SAMPOSEY TENZIN THUNDUP 

Peking, May 23, 1951. 



THE BRITISH-TIBETAN TREATY OF SEPTEMBER 1, 

1904 

Text of the Younghusband Treaty as published by Waddell in 
Lhasa and Its Mysteries. 

PREAMBLE 

T HE Tibetans having paid no heed to China's counsels, and having 
failed to conform to the conditions of the treaty signed at 

Calcutta between China and Great Britain in the sixteenth year of 
Kllang-hsu (1890) and the treaty of the nineteenth year (18931, owing 
to their containing terms of ambiguous and objectionable character, 
Great Britain, finding it necessary to take action on her own account, 
appointed Colonel Younghusband, a high Boundary o&cial, as 
plenipotentiary to arrange a satisfactory basis with the 1rnperid 
Resident Yu for all matters that required settlement. Great Britain 
and the Tibetans having now agreed upon ten clauses in connection 
with the objectionable and doubtful points of the treaty of the six- 
teenth year, and the Chinese Imperial Resident Yu having duly 
examined the same treaty, it may accor&ngly be signed and sealed. 
After the conclusion of the treaty between China and Great Britain 
the inhabitants of Tibet shall not violate the terms. This is because the 
Tibetans failed entirely to conform to the terms of the treaties made in 
the sixteenth and nineteenth years bemeen China and Great Britain 
owing to their containing much that was unsatisfactory and objection- 
able, so that Great Britain specially appointed Colonel younghusband 
as plenipotentiary in frontier affairs to proceed to the frontier 2nd 
negotiate. Unexpectedly hostilities were again committed, thus 
causing a rupture of amicable relations, but negotiations havc now been 
opened and ten clauses definitely agreed upon, in order that upon 
conlpletion of the treaty and the sedng  of the same by the Dald 
Lama, as head of the Yellow Priesthood, and Colonel younghusband, 
the Boundary Commissioner, peace may hereafter be secured. 
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ARTICLE I 

The Tibetans hereby agree, in accordance with the first clause of the 
treaty of the sixteenth year, to re-erect boundary stones at the Slkhim 
frontier. 

ARTICLE II 

The Tibetans hereby agree to establish marts at Gyantse and Kotako 
(Gartok) in addition to Yatung, for the purpose of mutual trading 
between the British and Tibetan merchants at their free convenience. 
Great Britain w d  arrange with Tibet for the alteration of all objection- 
able features in the treaty of the nineteenth year of Kuang-hsu, and 
as soon as this agreement shall have been completed, arrangements 
shall be made at Yatung, Gyantse and Gartok accordingly. The 
Tibetans having agreed to establish markets at Yatung, Gyantse, and 
Gartok, merchandise purchased by Tibetans from ~ndia  may be 
transported along existing routes, and arrangements may be made for 
opening marts in future at other prosperous commercial places. 

ARTICLE 111 

With regard to any objectionable features of the treaty of the 
nineteenth year requiring alteration separate arrangement may be 
made, and Tibet will appoint a Tibetan o&cial having plenipotentiary 
authority to confer with the British officials for their alteration. 

ARTICLE N 

No further Customs duties may be levied upon merchandise after 
the tariff shall have been agreed upon by Great Britain and the Tibetans. 

ARTICLE V 

On the route between the Indian frontier and Yatung, Gyantse, and 
Gartok no Customs stations may be established. Tibet s h d  repair any 
dangerous passes on the road in order to facilitate merchants travelling 
thereon and the prevention of difficulties. Tibet shall appoint native 
officials at these three places, and the officials appointed by Great 
Britain at these places shall have their correspondence with the ~inperial 
Resident and other Chnese officials forwarded through the above- 
mcntioncd native officials. Similar officials shall be appointed at other 
flourishing places whch  may be opened to trade and the same course 
adoptcd. 
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ARTICLE VI 

Tibet having disobeyed the treaties and insulted the Commissioner 
by the wrongful commission of hostile acts, shall pay Great Britain an 
indemnity of ~,ooo,ooo dollars equivalent to Rs. 7,500,000 
( ~ ~ o o , o o o ~ , ~  payable in three yearly instalments ; the first payment to 
be on 1st January 1906. When the time arrives Great Britain will first 
notify the Tibetans as to the place at which payment shall be made, or 
whether receipt may be taken thereof at the Tibetan temple at Dar- 
j e e h g  . 

ARTICLE W 

For performance of the conditions comprised in Articles 11,111, and 
IV for opening trading stations, and in the sixth clause relative to the 
indemnity as security for the punctual discharge of its obligations on 
the part of Tibet, British troops will continue to occupy the Chumbi 
Valley for three years, until the tradmg places are satisfactorily estab- 
lished and the indemnity liquidated in full. In the event of the in- 
demnity's not being paid, England will continue in occupation of 
Chumbi. 

ARTICLE VIlI 

All forts between the Indian frontier and Gyantse on routes traversed 
by merchants from the interior of Tibet shall be demolished. 

ARTICLE IX 

Without the consent of Great Britain no Tibetan territory shall be 
sold, leased, or mortgaged to any foreign Power whatsoever; no 
foreign Power whatsoever shall be permitted to concern itself with the 
admidstration of the Government of Tibet or any other affairs there- 
with connected; no foreign Power shall be to send either 
official or non-official persons to Tibet, no matter in what pursuit the)' 
may be engaged, to assist in the conduct of Tibetan affairs; no foreign 
Power shall be permitted to construct roads or railways or erect 
telegraphs or open mines anywhere in Tibet. In the event of Great 
Britain's consenting to another Power constructing roads or railways, 
opening mines, or creating telegraphs, Great Britain will make a '111 
examination on her own account for carrying out the arrangements 
proposed. NO real property or land containing minerals or precious 

This amount was afterwards reduced by the Home Government to one-third. 
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metals in Tibet shall be mortgaged, exchanged, leased, or sold to any 
foreign Power. 

ARTICLE X 

The Boundary Commissioner Jung and the Dalai Lama will sign and 
seal this treaty on the 22nd day of the7th moon of the Tibetan calendar, 
being the 1st day of September 1904 of the English calendar. Of  the 
two versions, English and Tibetan, the English text shall be regarded as 
authoritative. 

(A Peking telegram of April 14, 1905, says: "It is understood that, as 
the result of the recent negotiations between Great Britain and China, 
the terms of the Tibet Convention have been slightly moclfied. The 
establishment of trade marts in Tibet is left for arrangement at a later 
date. The British Government agrees not to demand Customs dues on 
Tibetan goods entering India until all details have been completed. 
Whereas the original Convention provided that no Tibetan revenues 
should be pledged or assigned to any foreign Power, the Customs 
receipts of Tibet are now specifically mentioned in this connection, as 
well as the revenues generally. In other respects the terms of the 
Convention remain as already officially published.") 
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